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FOREWORD

The College on Fusion Energy was the third in a series of
major activities by ICTP in plasma physics and fusion. Attended
by 170 people from 40 countries, it provided an excellent forum
for presenting original work in developing countries and for de-
scription of the latest advances in "big plasma" physics in the
fusion programs around the world. Some of the individual
achievements in building and operating fusion devices in devel-
oping countries are most impressive, as described in these
proceedings.

The state of the art in magnetic and laser plasmas was given
in a number of review talks, which are not published here and
are therefore worth describing. R.J. Bickerton outlined the phys-
ics hopes for the JET project, Euratom's Joint European Torus
which is now hoping to operate soon after the US Tokamak,
TFTR. T.K. Fowler spoke of the successes of the tandem mirrors
in verifying electrostatic plugging and stabilization of a simple
mirror. The tandem upgrade, TMX-U, should produce 1-2 keV
central cell ion temperatures in 1982 with ECRH heated plugs.
The breakeven tandem machine, MFTF-B, is due to operate in
'84-'85 if these experiments succeed. D. Baker gave new results
from ZT-40, the Los Alamos Z-pinch which has reached record
temperatures of 300 eV for this type of device. V. Rubenchik
reviewed progress on nonlinear phenomena in laser-plasma in-
teractions. B. McNamara outlined the tremendous growth in
computing in the U.S. fusion efforts, from microcomputers for
graphics, to multiprocessor systems for control and diagnosis of
experiments, to new numerical methods in the computational
physics field.

The workshop part of the College was especially useful to
those involved in laser plasmas. R. Morse, E.M. Campbell, and
K. Mima gave an excellent series of in-depth tutorials on many
unclassified aspects of the subject. Reviews of many topics in
magnetic fusion were given by directors and participants alike.

Group discussions on the teaching of piasma physics in de-
veloping countries showed that no single textbook is available as
a course guide with examples and exercises. The Trieste Colleges
are very useful here in showing participants what topics are cur-
rent, to be included in graduate courses. Nonlinear plasma
theory was identified as an essential graduate course, with sever-
al good texts available. Experimental plasma physics is often dif-
ficult in developing countries and no textbook is available as a
Laboratory manual. The proceedings of the 1979 College, en-
titled "Modern Plasma Physics" have been published by IAEA,
Vienna and does provide a lot of course material.

Dr. Maha Abdallah of UCLA presented a review of high-
frequency fluctuations and instabilities in the magnetosphere.
Due to various circumstances the participation in this College by
space plasma physicists was slight. However, this subject area is
to be strengthened considerably in future colleges with the help
of Dr. Abdallah and her colleagues in the field.

As always, the care, consideration, and hospitality of ICTP
and Prof. Salam's interest in progress in the field made the Col-
lege a very special gathering.
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SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
OF FUSION REACTORS

H. KILIÇ
Stevens Institute of Technology,
Hoboken, New Jersey,

B. JENSEN
PSE&G Research Corporation,
Newark, New Jersey,
United States of America

The first generation of fusion reactors will utilize D-T fuel
(tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen). Potential
environmental problems such as radiological releases during
normal operation, in the event of various accidents, and the
problems associated with long term storage of radioactive
structural waste are discussed and compared to fission reactors
of equal size. It is demonstrated that the relative hazard of
fusion reactors is one hundred times less than that of fission
reactors.

The present effort to develop a controlled thermonuclear fusion
reactor is directed towards achieving one of the following fusion
reactions:

D + T >He4 3.5 Mev + n(14.1 Mev)
D + D ^He3 0.8 Mev + n(2.65 Mev) equal probability

T(1.10 Mev) + H(3.02 Mev)
D + He;L_»He4t3.6 Mev) + H(14.2 Mev)

The classical approach has centered on magnetic confinement of
the reactants, whereas inertial confinement utilizes high powered
lasers, relativistic electron beams or ion beams.

If the confinement problem is to be simplified the highest fusion
reaction possibilities at the lowest temperatures and highest
densities are needed. D-T reaction is about 100 times more prob-
able than D-D reaction in temperature range 10-100 kev. For the
sane densities, the peak values of kinetic temperature for D-T
and D-D occur at approximately 40 kev and 1000 kev respectively.
That is to say, temperature and pressure of D-D plasm is 25
times higher than D-T plasma.[11 Furthermore, the ignition tem-
perature of D-D reaction is 5 times higher than that of D-T plas-
ma. Availability to main quantity and its radioactive character-
istics is justification for making D-D fuel the obvious choice

but due to the present technology we find that igniting and con-
fining matter at temperature, density and times needed to have at
least breakeven is extremely difficult for D-D reaction. For
these reasons the first prototype fusion reactors will probably
utilize the D-T reaction.

The natural abundance of tritium necessary for the D-T- reaction
is low and thus costly. However, it can be bred and recycled
back into the reactor by means of a lithium or molten salt
(LiBeF4) blanket around the machine to produce the tritium neces-
sary to refuel the reactor. The neutrons released after a D-T
reaction will interact with Li isotopes in the blanket as
follows:

^Id + n > T + He* ^Li + n 5> T + He* + n

The capture of the additional neutron from ?Li reaction in the
blanket will react with 6Li to produce additional tritium. In
this way more tritium will be produced than will be burned as a
fuel. The blanket of fusion reactor then serves to absorb and
transfer the energy of the fusion reaction products and to pro-
duce the tritium necessary to refuel the reactor. A fusion reac-
tor employing D-T fuel and a tritium regenerator present certain
hazards which mist be identified and appraised. Accidents which
could occur at such a thermonuclear facility and possible envi-
ronmental impact are discussed below.

I) Lithium Fires and Liquid Metal Spills: The largest source of
stored energy in a fusion reactor using liquid lithium for cool-
ing and breeding of tritium is the chemical energy represented by
lithium itself (approximately 6,000 gigajoules for a typical
tokamak). Therefore, lithium fires represent serious accidents.
Lithium reacts exothermically with oxygen, nitrogen and water.
Some data indicates that Li will ignite in air at its melting
point, 183°C and b u m with intense white flame. [2] Some observers
indicate that high humidity promotes ignition. [3] Also, molten
lithium iray react with metallic oxides en its own container caus-
ing ignition.[4] Lithium slowly corrodes the metallic surface of
the fusion reactor structural materials which are radioactive as
a result of neutron activation. Mechanisms by which activated
corrosion products escape during a lithium fire are complex and
not well understood. In the case of lithium spills there can be
concrete-lithium and other material-lithium reactions which can
cause disruptive reactions leading to a release of tritium to the
environment. Lithium spills extinguishers, air cleaning systems,
and elimination of material which can react with lithium can all
prevent having Li fire accidents.

II) Hydrogen: Hydrogen occurs as an impurity in the helium
cooling system and has a potential for tritium release due to its
explosive nature. Hydrogen contains 60,000 Btu/lb versus



20,000 Btu/lb for gasoline and 17,000 Btu/lbfor dynamite and
there is a 90% chance that hydrogen leaks will ignite spontane-
ously at 585°C.[5] Various design solutions such as an inert at-
mosphere, use of surge valves and/or rupture disc H2 detectors,
sprinkler initiators, etc. have been suggested as deterrents to
hydrogen accidents.

III) Magnet Failures and Power Mismatch: Magnet failure may
create situations in which plasma confinement by magnetic field
is not as expected resulting in local plasma impact on first wall
or in a large quantity of stored electrical energy (approximatley
3 x 10& joules) being released suddenly as a result of loss of
refrigerant in magnet system. The magnet transition from super-
conductivity to the normal state would release a substantial a-
mount of energy.. However, proper design should limit the energy
release to an acceptable value. Power mismatches due to over-
power with coolant flow at nominal failure rate, nominal power
with loss of coolant flow or loss of coolant to pipe ruptures,
afterheat or decay power with loss of coolant flow must be seri-
ously considered.

IV) Afterheat Plasma Disturbances and External Hazards: Due to
the neutron interaction with the structural material, consider-
able amounts of radioisotopes will be created and as they decay,
they generate, heat. I£ this heat is not properly dissipated, it
can damage the reactor compartments and make it difficult to
maintain the first wall. The associated initial adiabatic tem-
perature rise in a tokamak system has been calculated to be on
the order of 0.1°F per second. [6] These values are more than an
order of magnitude lower than the corresponding figures for fis-
sion fuel (two orders of magnitude for low activation materials
such as V-Ti) and it is suggested that heat removal by radiation,
conduction and neutral convection will suffice to prevent melting
of the reactor wall. The plasma disturbance due to instabili-
ties, arcing, operational and auxiliary failures may lead to mel-
ting of the first wall or lithium fire. Finally, external haz-
ards such as earthquake, tornadoes, floods, turbine missiles, and
deliberate human acts must be taken into consideration.

Environment

In addition to the possible hazards discussed above, there are
environmental considerations which cannot be ignored. While the
fusion reactor is operating, certain radioactive isotopes, mainly
tritium, could be released through the various boundaries of the
system to the environment. The radiological effects of tritium
release are well studies. Tritium has always been a component of
the biosphere. Approximately lo" curies are continually present
due to the natural cosmic rays.[7] Tritium's radioactive isotope
turns to helium plus an 18 kev (maximum) electron with half life
12.3 years. Tritium enters the body through several paths. It

can be inhaled, absorbed through the skin as water vapor or
contaminated air, and it can be taken in through the food chain
which is exposed to T2. Since tritium is virtually insoluable in
human tissue about 98% of T 2 inhaled is immediately exhaled. An-
imal studies have shown that accute mortality occurs when tissue
of 10~3 curie per gram is reached [8] and that it is relatively
innocuous, but tritiated water is comparatively hazardous. The
work of Kornada, et al[8) indicates that tritium does not have a
tendency to concentrate in vegetation or organs in the human
body. 90% of the absorbed tritiated water by vegetables is re-
leased at almost the same rate that it is absorbed, corresponding
one hour. The remainder, which is 10%, has an effective resi-
dence time of ten days and it has a snort biological half life of
about 12 days in the human body [9].

The main range of electrons emitted by radioactive tritium in wa-
ter is 0.8 m and the maximum range in water is 5 m. [10] Injection
of tritium into deep ocean water is thought to be least hazard-
ous. As a result of neutron flux throughout reactor machine, the
short life Ar 4 1 and relatively long half-life C 1 4 production are
possible in the reactor building due to neutron air interaction.
Also some C^4 may be released to the atmosphere from the gas sep-
arator systems.

D. A. Baker, et al [11] assumed a tritium release of 1 curie per
year as HID to the atmosphere. An individual residing near a po-
wer plant might receive e dose rate of 2 x 10"3 mrem/yr. In the
event of a release of 1 Ci/yr tritium to surface water, this in-
dividual might receive a dose not of 2.8 x 10"5 mrem/yr. The
same amount of C1* release to the atmosphere was estimated at a
dose rate of 0.4 mrem/yr to the bone of the hypothetical maximum
individual.

K. E. Shank, et al [12] considered the worst possible case in
which, all tritium in the UW1AK-I reactor blanket and coolant 3 x
107 Ci is released in the oxide form into the environment. It
was calculated that the radiological dose comnitment to the near-
est resident in the Northeast direction (8 km) is 5 rem to the
whole body via inhalation for a ground release. Assuming a re-
lease height of 50 m, the whole body dose equivalent is reduced
to 1 rem, and the 80 km man-rem dose is approximately 1 x 10 1 4

man-rem which is small relative to the natural background 80 km
dose commitment of approximately 7.4 x l O " man-rem/yr. Finally,
in Figure 1 Dr. Holdren has shown that release in the LD50 range
would mean that radioactivity from a fission reactor would cover,
roughly 10 km2 while fusion would cover only 0.1 km2 at a popula-
tion density of 100 persons/km2, resulting in 1,000 early deaths
in a fission release instead of 10 in a fusion release [13].

Radioactive Waste and Magnetic Field

After a certain operating time (approximately 2-10 years) a
relatively large volume of radioactive wall materials must be



disposed of and isolated from the biosphere. Table 1 indicates
there is a significant difference between fusion and fission in
terms of BHP, half-lifé of radioactive waste and radioactive in-
ventories. It is concluded [6] that the radioactivity in UWHAK-I
materials like V-Ti are used as first wall material, fusion gains
an additional factor of approximately 100 reduction in the BHP by
20 years and V-Ti activation is effectively zero after about 30
years (less radioactive than the average rock). It can be seen
in Figure 2 that handling the structural material is possible
within the first ten minutes of shutdown. Therefore, material
selection will dictate the frequency of replacement and induced
radioactivity.

The magnetic field resulting from operation of the fusion reactor
may have strengths up to 500 kG. However, this magnetic field
would be weakened to the earth's surface magnetic field strength
within 600 meters. Therefore, only plant employees can be sub-
ject to large magnetic fields during their.work periods. Studies
are being conducted to determine the biological effects of magne-
tic fields on the human body such as brain electrical activity,
junior growth, genetics, behavioral changes, etc. The results
are still unclear.

In the event of a fusion reactor accident, it is clear that there
are no serious environmental or radiological effects. There is
no possibility for nuclear runway reaction or meltdown as in a
fission reactor. Furthermore, the radioactive lifetime of the
reactor waste is insignificant when compared to that produced in
a fission reactor. The chances of using tritium as a nuclear
weapon by terrorists are negligible when compared to fission
fuel. Transport of radioactive fuel is limited to the first
fueling of the fusion reactor therefore no additional fuel pro-
cessing plants are needed. Finally, all conr=rns discussed in
the above text are based on D-T burning machines. If advanced
technology permits achievement of those more difficult reactions
(including H - Li6, D-D, D-He3, and H-B11) there will be signifi-
cant environmental advantages, as well as great reduction in com-
plexity of the equipment surrounding the plasma.
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TABLE I

First Hall Radioactive Inventory at
Shutdown After 10 Years of Operation

Specific Activity
Isotope

V-49
Mn-54
Mn-56
Fe-55
Co-5»
Co-60
Ni-57
Total*

Hb-92m
Nb-95m
Nb-95
Zr-89
Sr-89
Total*

Ca-45
Sc-46
Sc-48
Ti-45
Total*

1-131
1-131
(milk
pathway)
Pu-239

dps/era3

1.1 x 106

4.0 x 101°
6.9 x lull
2.3 x 10 i 2

4.7 x lull
7.7 x 10l°
1.8 x 10l°

2.5 x 10l3

8.1 x 10ll
6.8 x 10ll
1.7 x 19l°
6.2 x IOU

4.2 x 10l°
3.1 x 101°
2,9 x 19l°
1.9 x 109

Activity
ciAwtn

0.67
24
42
140
29
4.7
1.1

310

1520
49.6
4.15
1.02
37.9

1900

2.58
1.87
12.1
0.12
56

Advanced Fission

Total Plutonium Isotopes

31.6
31.6

0.06
18.2

' MPC
uci/ml

316 SS
1 x 10-1°
1 x 10-9
2 x lO"8

3 x 10"8

2 x lO-9

3 X 10 "I 0

1 x 10-10

Nb-lZr
1 x 10-1°
1 x 10-1°
3 x 10-9
1 x 10-1°
3 x 10-1°

V-20TJ
1 x 10-9
8 x 10-1°
5 x 10-9
1 x 10-10

Reactor

Potential
ton3 of air/kwtj

6.7
24
2.1
4.6'
14,5
15.6
11
80

15200
500
14
10
126

16000

2.6
2,3
2.5
1.9
9

330
230,000

1,000 24
8,300

, tl/2
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2.58
2.7
71.4
5.26
36.1

10.1
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50.8
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1.82
3.08
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ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

H. MOMOTA, Y. TOMITA, Y. NOMURA
Institute of Plasma Physics,
Nagoya University,
Nagoya, Japan

Abstract: Parametric studies of operation conditions are
carried out and reactor prospects of advanced fuel cycles are
examined. It is found that the high-B Catalyzed DD fuel cycle
with the transmutation of fusion-produced tritium into helium-3
is most feasible from the point of view of neutron production
and tritium handling. D-D fuel cycles seem to be less attract-
ive compared to the Catalyzed DD. The p-llB and p-*Li fusion
plasmas hardly attain the plasma Q value relevant to reactors.

Motivation

Most current fusion researches are based on D-T fusion, but
this fusion has the disadvantage of giving off most of its ener-
gy as 14 MeV neutrons. These intense neutron fluxes induce the
radiation damage and the radioactivity in the first wall and
structural materials. Breeding and handling of the radioactive
tritium also give rise to technological problems. On the other
hand, certain fuel cycles such as the Catalyzed DD cycle [1-3]
are attractive because they release most of their energy as
charged particles and problems of tritium processes and 14 MeV
neutron fluxes will be reduced. However, it may be their dis-
advantages that they should be operated at higher temperatures
and the attainable fusion power densities may be small compared
to D-T fusion. In these circumstances, it may be favorable to
discuss quantitatively advantages and disadvantage's of various
fusion fuel cycles.

In this paper parametric studies are carried out and optimum
plasma conditions are determined for each fuel cycle. Then,
advantages and disadvantages are discussed among various fusion
fuel cycles and their prospects for a fusion plant are examined.

Fusion Fuel Cycles

We consider fuel cycles based on the following fusion
reactions,

(a) 17.6 MeV,

00

(c)

(d)

(e)

n
LI

D

P

P

+ n *

* 3He

* " B

+ 6 L i

P
n
-»-
-*•

- >

+ T
+ 3

P +

3a
3He

+ 4 .
He +

a +

+ 8 . 7

+ a

03 MeV,
3 . 2 7 MeV,

1 8 . 4 MeV,

MeV,

+ 4 . 0 2 MeV.

Total cross-sections for these reactions are exhibited in Fig.l.
The D-D reaction (b) includes two branches of nearly equal cross-
section and the sum of the cross-section of each branch is shown
in this figure.

Fuel cycles related to the above reactions (a) •>• (e) are
summarized as follows [4]. The main reaction of the D-T cycle is
the reaction Ca). Side D-D reactions may be neglected through-
out the cycle because of the relatively low operation temperature.
The primary reaction
of the D-D cycle is
the reaction (b).
Before the leakage
of fusion-produced
tritium and helium-3,
certain amounts of
them undergo fusion
in situ (auto-
catalytic burn-
ing) respectively
through the re-
actions (a) and (c).
Then the overall
reaction depends on
operation parameters.
In a D-D cycle the
losses of tritium
and helium-3 are not
refuelled. On the
other hand, in a
Catalyzed DD cycle
(denoted by the
"Cat.DD" cycle here-
after) certain amounts
of them are refuelled

I

10' 10'
energy (keV)

FIG.l
and burned in situ by
the following n.anner :

(I) Both tritium
and helium-3 are refuelled
and burned through reactions (a) and (c), respectively,
overall reaction is

Total cross-section vs.
the energy of bombarding
particles for various
reactions.

The



6D * 2p + 2n + 2a + 43.3 MeV.

(II) Recovered tritium is transmuted into helium-3 through
the process, T(B~)3He, and both the recovery of fusion-produced
helium-3 and transmuted one may be relevant to the reaction (c).
In the ideal case, the overall reaction is

6D 3p + n + 2a + B +44.1 MeV.

Reactions in p - n B and p-6Li cycles are reactions fd) and (e),
respectively. These fuel cycles are practically neutron-free
and often said to be suitable for direct energy conversion.

Evaluation Functions of Fusion Plasmas

Energy flow in a fusion plant is illustrated in Fig.2 [2].
The power Pj/nt injected from an injector is trapped in a fusion
plasma with an efficiency n . The output power from the fusion
plasma in a steady-state is the sum of the injection power Pj
and the fusion power P. , consisting of the neutron power Pn ,
the radiation power P , and the charged particles' power P, +
P - P , where P denotes the fusion power released as charged
particles. The neutron power P goes into the blanket and is
assumed to be multiplied by additional nuclear reactions, yield-
ing the nuclear power (MB-1)P , where M. stands for the blanket
multiplication factor. BotK the output power from the blanket
and the radiation power are converted into electricity by a ther-
mal convenor of an efficiency n T H . The charged particles'
power can be converted into electricity by a direct energy con-

FIG.2 Schematic diagram of the energy
flow in a fusion power plant.

vertor of an efficiency n ^ . The amount PJ/I.TI in the gross
electric power is rec.reunited through the injector of an effi-
ciency n, . The auxiliary power P represents the power re-
quired for pumps, refrigeration, ana other plant needs, and Pe

denotes the net output electric power.

In order to estimate the cost performance of a fusion plant,
we will introduce the gross handling power Pg. The handling
power is defined as the maxim» power treated in each equipment,
and the gross handling power is written as a result in terms of
the plasma Q value CQP = P f/P T). the blanket parameter (¥. =
(M--l)P /P.), and the radiation parameter (¥ s (P -P )/Pp.
The ratio P./P can be regarded as the cost multiplier, and
obviously a small value of P../P is required from an economical
point of view.

In Fig.3 the ratio P.o P./P is
In this fi|

demonstrated as a function of

ratio PG/P for the case of small ¥ (pure D-T fusion), and dashed
lines indicate that for the case of large * (Cat.DD). It can be
seen that the snail value of P Q / P . is achieved by enhancement of
0 and V for given efficiencies Sf various convenors. Accord-
ingly, we will adopt the plasma Q value and the radiation param-
eter as evaluation functions.

10.0

I
5.0

\
modest technology .

. DT (V,=0.2,fn=0.8,V4=0)

.—Cat .DD (Vr=0.8,fn=0.056,Vb=0)
1.0 10.0 100.0

Q.

PIG.3 The ratio P-/P as a function of the
plasma 0 valueefor D-T and Cat.DD
fusion plant.



Secondly, in order to evaluate the amount of neutrons, we
will define the neutron fraction f as the ratio of the fusion
power released as neutrons P to trie total fusion power Pf ,
f = P /P. . Then the neutron fraction is appropriate for the
evaluaïion function of neutron production, i.e., the value fn is
required to be small.

Finally, the appropriate evaluation functions of tritium
handling and storage may be the amount of tritium which should
be handled and stored per unit fusion power. These quantities
are also required to be small.

T-rvt Diagrams and Optimization

On the basis of the usual energy and particle balance equa-
tions [4] , we are able to calculate the value 0 • the confine-
ment parameter nT , and the average plasma temperature T. The
results can be expressed as a usual T-nT diagram, and an example
is exhibited in Fig.4. In this figure, solid lines and dashed
lines indicate respectively D-T and Cat.DD fusion plasmas. Here
we have employed the expression for the cyclotron radiation power
P as follows,

Pcy = 2.5 x ID"38 J i 2 ^

(W-m T e and T± in keV )

1000.0

1.0 1051"
nr (m'a-s)

FIG.4 Example of T-nT diagrams. Solid lines
represent D-T fusion and dashed lines Cat.DD.

where the cyclotron radiation coefficient K represents the frac-
tion of the cyclotron radiation that is ultln-tely absorbed in
the first wall [5]. We will assume the value of K io be 10"2.
The quantity 8 is the plasma beta value. c

In Fig.4, T-nT diagrams are varied as the ratio of the
injected high energy particle bean power to the total injection
power y. , and YT , the tritium density normalized by the elec-
tron density, are changed. However, it is necessary from a
practical point of view to choose the values of y. and Yj so as
to give the maximum 0 value under a certain condition. For
this purpose we will introduce the parameter nTT. The physical
meanings of this parameter have been presented by J.R. McNally,
Jr. [6]. Then we maximize the plasna Q value under a certain
value of the parameter nTT by optimizing the values y. and Yj.

Results

The resultant 0 is illustrated in Fig.5 for deuteron based
fuel cycles, i.e., D=T, D-D, Cat.DD(I), and Cat.DD(II), as a
function of nTT. Solid lines indicate that fusion-produced
chraged particles are utilized completely for plasma heating
(y *1), and dashed lines represent in the absence of fusion-
produced charged particles' heating (y »0). Corresponding to
niT-0 diagram, the radiation paraaeter T , the neutron fraction
f , Mount of tritium handling, and amount of tritium storage
are exhibited in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, respectively.

100.0

0.1
10" 10" 10" 10" 10" 10"

nrT(m-'-s-keV)

FIG.S Attainable plasma 0 value for deuteron
based fuel cycles as a function of nTT.
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FIG.6 Resultant radiation parameter for deuteron
based fuel cycles as a function of nTT.
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FIG.7 neutron fraction f for deuteron based
fuel cycles as a function of nxi'.
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FIG.8 Amount of tritium handling per 1M/ fusion
power for deuteron based fuel cycles as a
function of nXT.
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FIG.9 Amount of tritium storage per 1MH fusion
power for deuteron based fuel cycles as a
function of nTT.



Figure 10 shows the maximized plasma Q value for p-"B and p-6Li
fuel cycles. It can be seen that the obtainable 0 is not
larger than unity. ^

We will summarize the results and examine the reactor pro-
spects of advanced fuel cycles.

(1) Although the D-T fuel cycle is the most feasible from
the view of required plasma performances (breakeven at nfT=6xlO19
m"3.s-keV and ignition at nxT=3xlO21 m"3-s-keV), it is accompanied
with large quantities of neutron production and tritium handling.

(2) The high beta Cat.DDCI) fusion plasma with the heating
by charged fusion products (y =1) can ignite at ntT=9xlO22 m~3-s.
keV. The radiation parameter in this case is relatively large.
The neutron fraction exhibits small values compared to D-T fusion.
The amount of tritium handling is considerably decreased, and
tritium storage is practically ignored.

(3) The high beta Cat.DD(II) fusion plasma may reduce the
problems of neutron production and tritium handling to suffi-
ciently low level. The radiation parameter of this fusion
plasma is significantly improved. The disadvantage of this
concept may be that it requires a large amount of tritium storage
for the process T(B~)3He.

(4) With regard to D-D fusion, it is difficult to find out
attractive points compared to Cat.DD.

(5) The clean p-llB and p-6Li fusion plasmas seem to be
inadequate for constructing a fusion plant because of their small
values of attainable 0 .

100.0 r

0.11021 10" 1023 102' 10"
nrT (nT'-s-keV)

10"

(6) And finally, the change in the plasma beta value has
little effects on the results for D-T fusion plasmas. On the
other hand, fusion plasmas on the basis of advanced fuels are
sensitive to the plasma beta value, so that a sufficiently high
beta plasma is required.

Required plasma parameters and typical values of evaluation
functions are listed in Table I for each fuel cycle.

TABLE I Required Plasma Parameters and
the Values of Evaluation Functions

n r Cm"3 -s)

T CkeV)

a Mi

plasma Q value Qp

radiation parameter Vr

neutron fraction fn

tritium handling
(kg-GW-'-d"1)

tritium storage
Ckg-GW"'}

DT

2X10"

14

.£10

oo

0.19

0.8

1-8

Cat.DD
type ( I )

2X10"

40

>50

OO

0.45

0.38

0.16

0

type CH)

1.4X10°

70

.£50

5

0.85

0.056

0.06

400

OD

3X10"

60

^50

GO

0.32

0.5

0.043

250

FIG. 10 Attainable plasma 0 value for p-ilB and
p- Li fuel cycles as a function of ntT.
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ABSTRACT

An initial range of plasm assumptions and scenarios has been
examined for the U.S. tokaaak FED concept. The results suggest
that the current FED baseline parameters of R « 4.8 m, Bt » 3.6 T,
a » 1.3 m, b » 2.1 a (D-shape;, and I_ - 4.8-5.4 MA are appropri-
ate for achieving its nominal goals of P(fusion) - 180 MW and a
plasma Q % 5 for a pulse length greater than 100 s. However,
large uncertainty still exists in the areas of current startup,
ion-cyclotron wave launching, influence of plasma shape on achiev-
able beta, impurity control, plasma edge transport, and plasma
disruption. Various options and remedies have been suggested to
alleviate the impact of the uncertainty on the FED design concept.
They appear promising because they can be studied experimentally
and are not expected to lead to fundamental design modifications of FED.

1. INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Fusion Engineering Device (FED) is currently en-

visioned[l] t<> be a tokamak that produces a fusion power of 180 HH
for a pulse length greater than 100 s and uses superconducting
toroidal magnets with a maximum field of 8 T. It also assumes
ion cyclotron resonance heating at 2UCQ without precluding neutral
beams as an alternate, includes a pump limiter for particle ex-
haust with a simplified poloidal divertor as an alternate, and '
aims to achieve a plasma Q between 5-10 with ignition as a possi-
bility. The baseline parameters currently selected for FED are
listed in Table 1. An elevation view of the F<sD reference con-
figuration is given in Fig. 1. Details of the initial FED design
and trade-off studies are being made available as an ORNL techni-
cal memorandum[2].

The plasma analyses to be reported here deal with design-
oriented interpretations of available physics information to
guide the FED design evolution. These .alculations provide basis
for the baseline parameters, examine the possible range of plasma

'Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, under contract W-740S-eng-26 with Union Carbide
Corporation.

Table 1. Current FED baseline parameters

D-T fusion power
Average neutral wall load
ICRH power
Plasma Q

Major radius, R
Plasma radius, a
Elongation, b/s
Plasma shape

Average beta, <B>
Safety factor at edge, q*
Beta poloidal/aspect ratio, eh,
Plasma current, Ip

Maximum toroidal field, B,
On-axis toroidal field, Bt
Maximum TF ripple at edge
TF coil clear width x height

Number of full-field pulses
Duty factor
Availability

ISO m
0.5 m»/mz

36-50 MN
>5

4.8 m
1.3 m
1.6
DEE

s.st
3.2
0.5
4.S-5.4 MA
S T
3.6 T
0.8%
7.S x 10.9 •

3.5 x 105

0.6
10-20%

Figure 1. Elevation view of the FED reference configuration



performance for a given baseline device and assess potentially
attractive options to the baseline plasma approach. In the
following we will present a description of the currently per-
ceived scenarios of plasma operation in FED, followed by.assess-
ments of RF-assisted current startup, plasma heating, achievable
beta, plasma performance and operation regime, particle and im-
purity control options, disruption parameters, and poloidal
field configuration. The paper will close with a discussion of
plasma issues of large physics uncertainty, potentially of
strong FED design impact, and warranting further analysis.

2. PLASMA OPERATION SCENARIO
A typical plasma discharge cycle involves prefill, ioniza-

tion and electron heating, cunent rampup, bulk heating, burn,
plasma shutdown, and pumpdown. The proposed scenario of the
plasma operation through these phases is summarized in Table 2.
During the iordzation, electron heating and current ra"ipup, *
attachment of particles to the first wall may be significant
and reed to be balanced by controlled ;?as puff. During current
rampup before plasma edge reaches the pump limiter at the
chamber bottom, the plasma is assumed to be in contact with a
set of startup limif.ers near the midplane of the chamber out-
board. Methods of impurity control are currently assumed to
work in conjunction with the pump limiter to maintain a low
plasma average charge (Zef£ 1 1.5) with only low-Z impurities.
Because of the expected high particle recycling rate (1-5 x io23

s"1) at the limiter, a 5-13% particle exhaust rate will be ade-
quate in reducing the plasma density during fusion quench,
assuming the absence of large particle desorption from the first
wall.

Table 2

BASELINE OPERATION SCENARIO ASSUMED FOR THE FED PLASMA

M

PHASE

PREFILL

I O N I Z A T I O N AND

ELECTRON HEATING

CURRENT RAMP-UP

BULK HEATING

BURN

SHUTDOWN

njWDOWN

DURATION h>

0.2

6

6

i lOO

10

30

OPERATION

p0 < 3 x 1O'E torr

PIECRH) - 1 MW tao GHz)
XMODE FROM HFS
V, - 25 V

q^ •* 3.2

V, • J5 V - 2 V

PIICRHI-6MW
q ( - 3.2

PIICRH) C 50 MW
I;, • 3.2
t(j •* 0 5

PUMP LIMITER, FUELING
(IMPURITY CONTROLI

PIICRHI • 36 MW

FUSION QUENCH
PARTICLE EXHAUST
CURRENT QUENCH

3 it 10'4 lorr -»3x 10 6 totf

PLASMA BEHAVIOR

111 >~ 1019 m 3

<TB>~ 100 BV

KEAR R • 5.» m (UHR)
lp -* 0.06 MA. • • 0.2 m

<|\>->3K W1 9 m 3

(Tl - 1 k«V
Ip •* 4.B MA. • - 1.3 m

R - 4.3 m.Wt- t «

<n i - *ax 1019 m"3

(T) -* 10 k*V
P(FUSION) -* I H M W
l p - 6.4 MA (FCTI

l$> •* 5 5%

PIFUSION) - i n MW

(n l -2x 10"m J

(T) - 1 klV
lB-0.IMA
R -* BB m

3. RF-ASSISTED CURRENT STARTUP
Auxiliary rf heating of electrons before and during the

current rise phase in tokamak reactors has been suggested[3]
to reduce the initiation loop voltage and the resistive flux
expenditure, resulting in large engineering benefits. Here an
extraordinary wave at 1 MW level is injected from the high field
side to ionize the neutrals and heat the electrons near the
upper hybrid resonance (UHR) for 0.2 s, followed by ICRH at
about 5 MW level. A typical set of results[4] is given in Fig.
2, showing that in the absence of impurity, the initial electron
temperature in the UHR region would be about 100 eV, permitting
an initiation loop voltage of about 16 V. It is also seen that
the resistive flux dissipation (Û*RES) could be limited to less
than 10 Wb through the current rise phase. The suggested design
loop voltage (25 V) has also been estimated to be tolerant to
an initial oxygen content of about 1%.

1.2 Vs »(4.5 Vs =50 Vs >623Vs
- (O.6 Vs) (3.5 Vi) (9.1 V») (ttBVs]

i i I ,
—\ MW ERCHf5.0 MW IRCH—f^*7*36

50MWIRCH
(VOLTS)

.fcziz

Figure 2. The behavior of
plasma loop voltage ( V l o o p ) ,
resistive voltage (V^g),
ohmic power C^OHMIC^ » plasma
current (lp), and the aver-
age electron temperature
(Te) during rf-assisted
current startup in a clean
plasma.

4. BULK HEATING.

Recent experimental successes[5] and the anticipated tech-
nology advantages made plasma heating in the ion cyclotron range
of frequencies (ICRF) an attractive means of bulk heating in
FED. Estimates of power deposition via absorption and mode con-
version of a fast magnetosonic wave launched from the low field
side has recently become available [6], Figure 3 shows typical
results of second harmonic heating of deuterium in an equal

i



mixture of deuterium and tritium and a parallel wave number of
k|j = 0.1 cm"1. A relatively efficient heating of deuterium at
low and high values of plasma densities and temperatures is
indicated.

(*> OH PLASM* (94 %

FEO/VU • ' - * !

WBUftri PLASMA (100%)

1 1 I I
DEUTERIUMS .

i \J i \ i
i i i i

ELECTRONS / ~ \
(14%) / \

1 1
DEUTERIUMS
(61%)

1 h

i i

1
1 1 1 1

ELECTRONS f\

K

Figure 3. Typical cal-
culated power deposition
profiles of a fast mag-
netosonic wave incident
from the low field side
near the second harmonic
of deuterium:

(a) ne = 3 x 10
13cnT3,

T o = 1 keV, 94% wave
absorption per pass, and
(b) ne = l.S x 10

11(cnr3,
T o = 10 keV, 100% wave
absorption per pass.

3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.4 5.8 3.8 4.2 5.0 5.4 5.8

The backup option of neutral beam heating was also examined. A
key question for FED is the D* neutral beam energy required for
adequate penetration in the near-tangential direction. An answer
can be obtained by calculating the neutral power into the plasma
required to maintain a near-thermal-steady-state[7,8] in FED for
various beam energies. A set of typical results are shown in
Fig. 4, indicating that the nature of plasma bulk heating is not
strongly altered over the energy range of 100-200 keV as long as
the density buildup scenario[9] is assumed. A beam energy of
150 keV is chosen for design margin with reduced burden of parti-
cle exhaust via the pump limiter (Fig. 1). One-dimensional trans-
port simulations of heating to burn have resulted in a total power
requirement below 50 MW.

5. BETA CONSIDERATIONS
Recent experimental observations in ISX-B[10] have suggested

that the electron energy confinement time (TEe) degrades signifi-
cantly with significant values of eBp (up to 0.61 or large tan-
gential beam heating power density (up to 2 MW/nr). Since the
heating power density in FED is expected to be small by an order
of magnitude, a degradation of xEe with large eSp tends to be a
more pessimistic assumption. Assuming a relatively general form
for TcH as . * . . . . 'T E e

X4O"»

4.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

02

0
x40'«

4.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

ORNL-OWG 8I-2333R

(c) 200 keV

0 2 4 6 8 40 12 44 46 18 20

<TMMV)

Figure 4. Contours of con-
stant neutral beam power
required to maintain a near-
steady-state temperature and
density, for full deuterium
beam energy of (a) 100 keV,
(b) 150 keV, and (c) 200 keV.
Positive ion beams are
assumed.
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it can be shown that n t_
e t

may be written as

where
F(x) = C*x2exp[-(x/S)Y]

HOC) = (1 • K2)2/4

G(R,a) = asRte2(l - e -

= b / a

- <=2)8.

lEe

Here C (=1.1-1.3) is a mildly increasing function of eg» and q^
and As denotes the distance between the plasma and the inner
TF coil legs.

From these expressions it is seen that the uncertainties
in the size-scaling of tge does not influence the proper choices
of eBp and K, and that assuming K = 1.6 leads to a factor-of-
three enhancement in neTge. Over a wide range of values for
6 and y, F(EB) maximizes over the range of e8n = 0.5-0.6. The
assumption of <g> =5.5% for FED in Tables 1 and 2 is thus con-
sistent with eBp = 0.5, q̂ , = 3.2 and Ip = 5.4 MA.
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6. PLASMA PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REGIME
The WHIST one-and-one-half-diraensional (1-1/2-D) time-depend-

ent transport code[8] has recently been modified to generate
quasi-static plasma operation parameters and profiles. The infor-
mation can be displayed in the form of Plasma Operation CONtour
(POPCON) plots in the average density-temperature space[ll] for
the FED plasma. The physics assumptions used include: (1) in-
jection of ISO-keV neutral deuterium beams tangential to the
inside edge of the plasma with a neutral power mix of 66:19:15
among full, half, and third energy components; (2) an ion con-
duction model that includes twice neoclassical losses plus flux
surface integrated ripple-plateau[12] and ripple-trapped[13]
losses for 0.7% peak-to-average ripple at the plasma edge;
(3) Alcator scaling for electron conduction; (4) local fusion
alpha heat deposition; (5) pellet fueling coupled with complete
particle exhaust; and (6) absence of impurities.

The initial results are given in Fig. 5, indicating that
the nominal FED goals of Q >_ 5, Pinj <_ 36 MW, <S> <_ 5.5% and
P(fusion) <_ 200 MW can be satisfied over a relatively wide
regime in density C0.4S x 10lltcm-3 to 1.2 x lO^cm"3) and
temperature (6.5 keV to 14 keV). The size of this operation
regime has also been shown to permit a factor-of-two degradation
in xe.

1.Z.I014

Figure 5. Regimes of
densities and tempera-
tures meeting the condi-
tions of Q >_ 5, P£nj £
36 MW, <B> £ S.5%, and
•"fusion i 2°°. MW-

7. PARTICLE AND IMPURITY CONTROL
Several approaches to impurity and particle control in-

cluding baseline pump liniter[2], backup magnetic divertor[14,15],
impurity flow reversal[16] and cold plasma edge[17] are being
assessed for application to FED. The relative effectiveness and
the major issues of these approachs are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Relative Effectiveness and Major Issues of
Various Approaches to Impurity and Particle Control

APPROACH

PUMP LIMITER
{BASELINEI

POLOIDAL DIVEHTOR
(ALTERNATE)

BUNDLE DIVERTOR
(SUPPLEMENT!

IMPURITY FLOW
REVERSAL

COLO EDGE
(E.G. PLASMA FLUSH)

ESTIMATED EFFECTIVENESS

PARTICLE IMPURITY
EXHAUST CONTROL

ADEQUATE

ADEQUATE

MODEST

-

UNKNOWN

ADEQUATE

MODEST

UNCERTAIN

UNCERTAIN

MAJOR
ISSUES

• IMPURITY CONTAMINATION
• LIMITER EROSION

• CONFIGURATION (INTOR)
• PLATE EROSION
• IMPACT OF FIELD RIPPLE

• PLASMA EDGE AND IMPURITY
TRANSPORT

• RAOIATIVE COLLAPSE
• PARTICLE EXHAUST

The pump limiter (Fig. 1) is in the form of a toroidal belt
and is composed of ten equal segments, each retrievable between
the TF coils. While adequate particle exhaust (5-10% of particle
flux to limiter) is anticipated, impurity control methods such as
those listed in Table 3 nay be needed as a supplement. The
poloidal divertor concept as an alternate to the pump limiter
will borrow heavily from the INTOR results[14], with the possible
exception of using copper coils interior to the TF coils.

Preliminary estimates of the plasma narticle and power
loads to the limiter have recently been obtained using the ORNL
PROCTR transport code[18] for ICRH and NB heating cases. As
summarized in Table 4, uncertainty in the level of impurity con-
tamination leads to order-of-magnitude variations in the power
to the limiter and a factor of 3-4 variations in the lifetime of
the limiter. In the case of ICRH, the iced. of lar^e source
at the plasma edga can lead to high edge density and particle
flux, resulting in unacceptably large limiter erosion and short
lifetime. The central fueling by NB (at a rate of about 2 x 1021

s"1) can lead to the inverse results. Although large uncertainty
exists in this physics area, the basic FED design apparently
can accommodate all these options.

8. PLASMA DISRUPTION ASSUMPTIONS
A two-phase disruption model is assumed for the current FED

design studies. As depicted in Fig.u a disruption is preceded
by tearing mode activities[19] which lead to a sudden and large
enhancement of plasma heat loss (thermal quench) followed by a
loss of plasma current and position (current quench).



Table 4. Preliminary Estimates of the Plasma Particle and
Power Loads to the Pump Limiter Under the Assumptions of a

Clean or Mildly Contaminated Plasma, Using ICRH or NB Heating

POWER TO LIMITER
(MW)

ION FLUX TO
LIMITER (s-'l

".due ( c m '3 1

\,!cm>

XQ Icm)

LIMITER LIFE-TIME (M)
(2014 AVAILABILITY)

CLEAN

ICRH

50

5 x-1023 5

6.5 x lO 1 3 3.7

160

3.2

1.6

2:6

NB

SO

XlO 2 2

x 1012

1600

1.8

0.9

70

MILDLY CONTAMINATED

ICRH

5

S x 1023

1.2 x 1014

16

5.7

2.9

9.5

NB

• 5

S x 1022 '

6.5 X 1012

160

3.2

1.6

26

A set of tentative plasma disruption parameters is summarized
in Table 5, together with additional assumptions and comments.
Care has been taken to preserve some pessimism in the assumptions.
Initial design assessments[2] have indicated that the graphite
armor can survive hundreds of full power disruptions. These
parameters and descriptions will be updated as additional informa-
tion becomes available.
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Figur» 6. Schematic plasma
behavior during a typical
major disruption. The dis-
ruption is currently assumed
to be preceded by increased
activities o£ n = 2/n = 1
and other tearing nodes in
a timescale of At2/1, to pro-
ceed with a thermal quench
in a timescale of at-, and to
terminate with a current
quench and loss of plasma
position in At.

9. POLOIDAL FIELD CONFIGURATIONS
A relatively simple poloidal field coil configuration has

been obtained for FED. As shown In Fig./ » , it contins of an
ohmic heating solenoid (superconducting) with a separately con-
trolled inner segment; two D-shaping coil bandies (copper)
interior to the TF coils; and two outer coils (superconducting)
that provide a large portion of the vertical field, A sequence
of MHD equilibrium calculations his been obtained to verify that
the coil locations are appropriate in producing the initial
field null at t « 0 s (Fig. 7b), tnd properly positioning and
shaping the plasma through the discharge cycle (Figs. Jc-'f).
Aside from the solenoid, the total current in the coils is less
than 20 mega-ampere-turns (MAT). Each coil bundle in this con-
cept, is required to provide the equilibrium field as well as the
current drive functions, permitting a highly simplfied configura-
tion.

10. DISCUSSION
The results discussed above serve to highlight the initial

range of plasma assumptions and scenarios examined in the current
design assessments of the tokamak FED. They suggest that the
current FED baseline parameters of R * 4.8 m, Bg « 3.6 T, a «
1.3 m, b * 2.1 n (D-shape), and I_ « 4.8-5.4 MA are appropriate
for achieving the FED design goalS of P(fusion) = 180 MM and a
plasma Q > 5.

While we are continuing to rel'ine our estimates of the FED
plasma behavior and performance, several issues stand out because
of the uncertainty in physics and nheir potentially strong impact
on the FED design. These areas include current startup, ion-
cyclotron wave launching, influence of plasma shape on the
achievable beta, impurity control, plasma edge transport, and
plasna disruption. They are emphasized in our continuing effort
of FED design studies.
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Table S. Working Plasma Disruption Parameters for FED

Parameter Value Assumptions/comments

Thermal quench phase

Time scale, tT Sis

Thermal energy deposition 90 MJ

Deposition region
Limiter (via particle) 45 MJ

First wall (via radiation)45 MJ
Voltage spike 1 kV
Plasma flux reduction 5 Wb

Current quench phase

Time scale, tj 10 ms

Thermal energy deposition 10 MJ

Region of plasma impact

Affected area/chamber wall 10%

Energy deposition peaking
factor 10

Plasma magnetic energy 60 MJ

About 5% of T E e under
normal conditions

Concomitant fusion quench
and stopping supple-
mentary heating

Little change in plasma
position and shape

Due to ablated impurities

Short compared with the
first wall eddy current
decay time

Ohmic plasma energy

Inboard, top, or bottom

Uncertain

To retain some pessimism

Dissipated via t-Jdy cur-
rents in nearby conductors

Various options and remedies have been suggested and assessed
to alleviate the impact of the uncertainty on the FED design con-
cept. They appear promising because they can be studied experi-
mentally and are rot expected to lead to fundamental design
modifications of FED.
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ABSTRACT

Using the a-stability technique with toroidal
corrections, the stability of the internal kink modes in TBR (a
small research tokamak built at the University of Sâo Faulo) has
been studied. From the experimental equilibrium data» the growth
rates of the nodes have been calculated as a function of q .

1. Introduction

The internal kink modes have been the object of
intense theoretical research Q.-5] because of its relevance to
the triggering mechanism of internal disruptions in tokamak dis-
charges, significantly affecting temperature and current pro-
files in the plasma centre.

Internal modes have been observed and investigated
in many large tokamak [6] and in the small tokamak Tosca [?] . The
corresponding soft-X-ray signal has a modulation of macroscopic
node superimposed on it.

Several theories have been put forward to explain
the internal disruptions. According to these theories the modu-
lation is related with the growth of an instability which can be
an ideal - MHD or a resistive mode.

- In this paper, the internal kink mode, defined as
a mode which leaves the plasma boundary unperturbed, is consider-
ed in the context of ideal MHD theory. A code developed in
reference QQ is used to investigate the stability of the equi-
librium obtained in the small tokamak TER (low B and circular
cross-section) \&\. The growth rates of the modes m*l and 2 are
presented as a function of the safety factor qQ at the magnetic
axis.

2. q-Stability

We use the magnetobydrodynamic mode equations
derived by Copenhaver for circular cross-section tokamak |jf] in
our stability studies. The toroidal mode coupling between the
modes m-1, m, and m+1 is neglected. This is justifiable only in
the case that the resonant mode surfaces are well separated, with
the resonant surface of the main mode m close to the magnetic
axis Q.0] . However, the geometrical toroidal effects in the
driving term of the Euler equation for the main mode are retain-
ed. The equation is integrated numerically using the a-stability
concept [ll]> i.e., we look for modes such that the growth rate
is larger than a pre-fixed value o. Although the mode coupling
terms neglected in this paper tend to modify substantialy the
marginal stability curves (o"0), they modify only sligthly the
value of the growth rate of the main mode once unstable. Thus,
using the o-stability technique, we avoid the weakly unstable
mode that are not described in our approximation.

The Euler equation considered here, with first-
-order toroidal terms included, is

ê [f(r) ê <*«>] -
where the variable £ is the radial component of the perturbed
displacement of an element of fluid, f(r) and &,(?) *re functions
of the equilibrium profiles and g-,(r) contains the toroidal
effect corrections [VJ • This equation has been solved numerically
as described in reference PQ .

3. Equilibrium

The stability properties of tokamak plasma depend
strongly on the radial profile of the plasma current which is
usually poorly known.

+ This work was supported by FAPESP, CHFq, FINEP and CNEN. 21



A direct measurement of the current profile in
TBR has been conducted by inserting a thin magnetic probe into
the plasma along a minor radius parallel to the symmetry axis
(z axis) Q.2] . This probe can move in this direction (CK 1 <a)
and the time variation of the poloidal field has been measured
aC 9 different positions (different positions corresponding to
different shots, but the condition is the same and the repro-
ducibility is very good). In order to deduce the toroidal
current density, j. , it has been assumed cylindrical symmetry;
then Che current density is given by

3(rBB)/3r
(2)

account in the outward displacements of the centre of the mag-
netic surfaces. This has been obtained from the equation

(5)

6 o

where a i s the TBR small radius.

4. Results

identifying Bg with the poloidal magnetic field and r with z.
The results are fitted by the expression:

V r ) - JO [X " " / ' ] (3)

where the constants j , r and V depend on the equilibrium
considered.

described by
The pressure profile has been assumed to be

P(r) - Po exp [-4 (f)
2 - 6 (£)*] (4)

where the constant P has been chosen from the data obtained
with an electrostatic probe Q.3].

During the experiment, the toroidal magnetic
field, measured in the centre of the plasma column, is

B, ^ 1500 Gauss

and the ratio between the plasma and the magnetic field pressure
is

B •>> 10"S

In TBR the inverse of the aspect ratio is

6 = 4 .

Using this data, the TBR equilibria, in the

cylindrical approximation, have been numerically obtained. The
toroidal corrections for these equilibria have been taken into

The spectrum and the stability regions of the
internal kink modes have been obtained for the TBR equilibria.
They depend critically on the profiles cf the equilibrium quan-
tities.

In Figs. l(a) and K b ) we show the growth rate v
as a function of the safety factor on the magnetic axis

56dyn/cm

(6)

The equilibrium parameters are:

r « 3CB V » 0.5 a » 8.5cm P
o o

in Fig. l(a) and

r « 3cm V - 0.8 a - 8.2cm P 38.4dyn/ctn

in Fig. l(b). For the correspondent experimental values of j
the stability conditions are satisfied. °

For the equilibrium parameters here considered,
the stability condition does not depend appreciably on the (3
values.
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Abstract

for the electron response. Second, on* can inquire as to the
impact of nonlinear ion effects on the stability analysis. Third,
one can raise the issue of what the roles of non-wave. (<o 1* <o(kg))
constituents in the fluctuation spectrum are. A systematic
investigation of these questions constitutes the recent research
described in this paper. Of course, the spsce limitation prevents
a thorough and complete presentation. Hence, the following
discussion is limited to the motivation, presentation, and
discussion of results.

In reference to the first and second questions, a suitable
nonlinear equation for the examination of low frequency, finite
Larmor radius turbulence in sheared systems Is necessary. The
gyrokinetic procedure [4] used In linear analyses can be extended
to the nonlinear regime 15] for amplitudes such that e*/T « 1
and for frequencies such that u ~ u, . For ku « k^, energy
scattering is ignorable and thus the non-adla*atic, guiding
center distribution satisfies the equation

S •+• vi|ii*V ft ~ ~^~ (̂ V 4^ XQ)*V Z *

The results of recent investigations in the theory of low
frequency nicroturbulences are presented and summarized. vR (Eq. 1)

Recently, there has been considerable interest and activity
in the subject of renormalized. theories of low frequency turbulence.
In particular, the outstanding problem of explaining the anomalous
transport and fluctuation spectra observed in tokamaks has served
as motivation for research in this area. Perhaps the most signifi-
cant of the recent endeavors is the work of Hirshman and Molvig [1]
(HM). HH demonstrated that in the presence of shear (ku - ku (x) ) ,
poloidal streaming couples to radial diffusion to yield an
aggregate resonance broadening [2]

T', where
9 9 9 1

<k|v*eD/l/)

is the electron decorrelation rate. For u>c > u, the electron
resonance broadening destroys the fluid electron response,
resulting in destabilization of the drift wave by turbulently
induced inverse Landau resonance. The spatial structure associated
with Zr(xe/tx!) is washed out and the mode structure reverts to
the Pearlstein-Berk [3] variety. Taking the ion response to be
linear results in saturation by the competition of turbulent
electron growth with linear shear damping. Maximum growth occurs
at V g - 1.

In spite of its importance, several difficult questions can
be raised in reference to the work of HH. First, one can question
the validity and consistency of the resonance broadening theory

Here, < ><, indicates a gyroaverage with fixed guiding center.

The nonlinear gyrokinetic equation is xenoraalized using the
D.I.A. [6], to obtain the turbulent response function. The
essence of this method is a procedure of iterative substitution
to extract the portion of the nonlinearity which is phase coherent
with the fluctuation at m. The renoraallced nonlinearity and
gyrokinetic equation are

•s

«here (schematically)

^ Ç (kj'y v J°(kiP)

(Eq. 2a)

> . ] ' ,
(Eq. 2b)

(Eq. 2c)

(Eq. 2d)

(Eq. 2e)
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The response to the background fluctuations,
treated self-consistently. d m is a non-Markuvian U U I U B J
operator (propagator renormalization ion) while t m is a
renormalization of the background distribution. "~ Physically,

g_i, is to be
is a non-Marko vian diffusion

<° , kj. ->•>
turbulent background). The incidence of b m steins from the

ty
the m

symmetric treatment of the bivariate nonlinearity. The renormal-
ized nonlinearity preserves two crucial properties of the exact
nonlinearity. First, taking all f mi>f m

 as adiabatic results
in a cancellation of • - ~

(in the drift kinetic liait);. This preserves the annihilation of
the adiabatic response by Exn'V.which occurs in the ixact theory.
gecond, the renormalized nonlinearity preserves the property that
E^ can do no work on the c(E^xn)/B convection current. This
avoids fallacious heating anaerroneous secularities in the
renomalized theory [6l.

In the course of actual calculations with this formalisa,
two dimensional spectrum sums must be performed. It is convenient
to change variables from (m'.n1) to (kg,x')> where x' is the
distance from the rational surface of the background mode. Hence,

I - T 1 dx\ (Eq. 3)

Furthermore, an approximate spectrum function is necessary.
is convenient to use a form [7,8]

IV' rRw
S(kl) H(JSVW).

It

(Eq. 4)

Here, S(k') is the kl spectrum density, while H(x'/w) is the
spatial structure function for the background modes. For drift
waves, the spectrum envelope is of width x.. Hence, taking
w - x. and choosing H(x'/w) to be a Lorentzian or a box
function (whichever is more convenient) gives a tractable
spectrum model. Using this model, it is straight forward to
verify that for ikfl » 0, d .. is negligible for turbulence
levels such that —

c m+m' or, equivalently, x < w.

21

Thus, the JtUO dimensional spectrum is broad even for Ak« « 0,
which corresponds to marginal stability. Also, unrenomlnalizert
operators can be used inside spectrum sums. For the ions, a
similar analysis yields u' > d_., as the criterion for the
neglect of d ^ i • Both criteria- are satisfied in the
analyses " ^ discussed here. [7,8]

In reference to the first question, Eq. 2 is now used to
compute the turbulent electron response. Since x e « x _ « w ,
the electron diffusion operator is effectively
Markovian, in both u and x. Second, evaluation of dm and
bm indicates that poloidal scattering and cross terms *~ are
negligible. This stems from the fact that the resonance operators
evaluate k 1 - px' at x' - x 1. Thus, for k.p ~ 1,

k

Therefore, the renonnalized electron response equation is reduced
to

- \ ft
dx

. . L — •

(Eq. 5a)

(Eq. 5b)

x-0

Here, bfc is non-Markovian in (u - u(k). Solution of Eq. 5 gives
the non-adiabatic electron response

NA
L a,

(Eq. 6)

,.3/2, _ ,- .̂  1. - Note that inversion of the diffusion
operator yields the <»/u resonance broadening term [l] and part
of the coefficient of *' . The background renormalization affects
only the •£ term.

In evaluating the resonance broadening theory (R.B.T.) for
electrons, it is immediately obvious that R.B.T. is basically
COWiZCt in its Markovian approximation for d^. Also, it is clear
that R.B.T. {aiti to provide a consistent procedure for the
extraction of the adiabatic response. However^ although R.B.T.
iaW> to include the stabilizing effects of b.*" , these are
quantitatively but not qualitatively important. Thus, turbulent
destabilization survives and R.B.T. is a reasonable^procedure for
obtaining g. for the universal node. Indeed, b. $" impacts
only the large amplitude (u - u, ) regime near saturation,
and is less important than ion effects to be discussed below.
However, for modes of different structure 112] , the fc,, terms
may be more important. [7]

Regarding the.second question, Eq. 2 can be used to obtain
the renorrnalized, gyrokinetic ion response. Since x_ < x , the
i'crvs are nonresonant with the test wave and hence ion diffusion
does not couple to poloidal streaming. Since u ± » 0^/!^) u c.



there is no turbulently induced ion resonance. Also, for
typical turbulence levels d. < u. Thus, Eq. 2 may be salved
iteratively, in the spirit of weak turbulence theory. Such a
calculation yields an amplitude and spatially dependent contribu-
tion to the effective potential, Q(x), in the eigennode equation.
The spatial dependence reflects the fact that the physical process
of coupling the m (test) wave to the m' (background) modes is
spatially varying, in the presence of shear.^Since x > x_, is
irrelevant to eigenmode stability [3], and Q (x)«fs insensitive
to x, for x < xx, the approximation Q (x) - Q (0) is made.
It is then straight forward to show that the nonlinear growth
rate is ' 2

Y^ - ̂  (1 + k̂ P?)"1 ̂ E 4 Nm'lVx'2 F (b.b-)
B

(Eq. 7)

NL
t Y k

ctuatik
because the driven fluctuation is strongly resonant, for such ti)
Note that ««jj^ff i s lange.. Note also that x' is integrated out
to x^ (as compared to x 1 ) .

Thus, k^ ~ kg, and ion poloidal scattering is dominant. Radial
scattering is weigted by the small factor k ~ u x .

NL
Performing the spectrum sums yields a y , which is strongly

peaked at small to". Notjtag that the range of the kernel of the
integral expression for Y is smaller than the range of S(kg),
it is possible to expand S(kg) about -k-. Ignoring the small
contribution from linear shear damping, the saturation criterion
is obtained by the balance of turbulent electron growth with non-
linear ion damping. This yields

2
ds
dk,e

Saturation is determined by the competition of the influx of
energy from turbulent electron resonance against wavenurober space
convection (dS/dkg) to longer, more stable, wavelengths. The
convection is caused by induced scattering. Solution of Eq. 8
for Te/T± • 4, L /L - 20, o « h yields a la - .41 With ions
responding linearly, u) /ui « 5! The scaling! are also modified
in a gloii fashion. Hence, ion nonlinearity (specifically,
Conpton scattering) has an enoAmoui impact on the nonlinear
stability of drift waves in sheared systems. [8]

A similar procedure may be used to compute Y. for drift
waves in a shearless geometry, with k||V_ /<o + 0. This result

is also applicable to the low frequency 'dynamics of
(hi.. < SI ) in > background of lower hybrid drift «orie turbulence.
|9I The'nonlinear growth rate is

(ktp. (Eq. 9).

NLNote that y"" indicates a cascade to long wavelength and leaves
total mode spectrum energy Invariant. It is instructive to note
the obvious contrasts, and their underlying reasons, of Eq. 7 with
Eq. 9.

Regarding the third question, to properly study ths natter of
self-consistent fluctuation spectra requires a «normalized theory
it the two-point phase-space density correlation function. [10]
Following a procedure sinilar to th&i of Reference 10, a renorm-
alized equation for the non-adiabatic electron correlation function
can be constructed. [11] In the *.: » to limit, that equation is

. (Eq. 10)

Here, "-" refers to the relative coordinate, while D ' vanishes
for large relative separation. [10]„ In Reference 11 explicit
solutions for <og(l)og(2)> and <**>„, are presented. In
addition, Poisson's equation is solved;' with «normalized
dielectric, to obtain the diffusion level in the saturated state.
However, since u > u, the clump ballistic emission is suppressed
by orbit decorrelition and thus clump emission is small, unlike
the case in Reference 10, Thus, the diffusion level is only
slightly higher than that needed for saturation of the most
unstable mode. The spectrum is narrow in kg at fixed ui, and in
u at fixed kg (mode •• like). However, there are indications
that examination of À.0H clump effects may yield more promising
results.
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SIMULATION EXPERIMENT ON MAGNETIC
FIELD RECONNECTION PROCESSES
IN TOKAMAK

Y. KIWAMOTO*
Research Institute for Energy Materials,
Yokohama National University,
Yokohama, Japan

Abstract

Two experimental studies on magnetic field line reconnec-
tion processes relevant to tokamak physics are goi.-j on in
Japan. In Yokohama National Univeristy, reconnectât! of
poloidal magnetic field lines is studied by the author vhen
reversing the toroidal current of a small toroidal plasma in a
short period (typically less than 4 ysec). Interaction of two
current carrying plasma (linear) columns Is being studied by
Kawashima and his coleagues in Institute of Space and Aeronau-
tical Sciences. Mutual attraction and merging of the plasma
columns and resulting plasma heating are reported.

1. Toroidal Current Reversal Experiment

1.1. Introduction

Magnetic field line reconnection is thought to be a
fundamental process in the disruptive instability of tokamak
plasma. In the internal disruptive instability model,
Kadomtsev1) invoked the reconnection process in order to drive
the redistribution of the poloidal shear magnetic field. In
this paper, we report experimental observation of the poloidal
magnetic field line .reconnections. The observed reconnection
process is similar Co that of the Kadomtsev model. A difference
is in that the experiment was made on the zeroth order poloidal
field while the Kadomtsev model is concerned with the higher
order shear field which may be difficult to determine experi-
mentally.

1.2. Experimental Method

The experiment is carried out in a small toroidal device.
The plasma is produced in a toroidal pyrex tube (major radius
12 cm, minor radius 3.1 cm) closely surrounded by a 1.5 mm thick

* Present address: Plasma Research Center, University of
Tsukuba, Sakuramura Ibarakiken 305, Japan

copper shell. The toroidal magnetic field strength is 3.2 kG
on the minor axis. After the stationary polcidal magnetic field
distribution is established by ohmic heating current (50 - 100
Msec width, 30 - 100 V one turn loop), the polarity of the
toroidal current is reversed in a few ysec. Ignitron switches
are used for the primary current wave-form shaping. We use
hydrogen, helium and argon as working gas. The chord averaged
electron density is typically 2xlO12 cm"3. The electron temper-
ature determined with the plasma resistivity is about 5 eV
(assuming Zejj = 1).

Samples of the loop voltage and the plasma current traces
are shown in Fig.l. On the application of the reverse electric
fiedl pulse (arrows), the time sweep rate on the CRT was chang-
ed from 100 ysec/div to 2 ysec/div. In order to make the pulse
experiment sufficiently reproducible, we have constructed a
comparator-driven trigger circuit so that the reversing elec-
tric field pulse is applied at the same level of the toroidal
plasma current. Spontaneous poloidal magnetic field fluctua-
tions must be kept at low level also so that the small zeroth
order poloidal ciagentic field structure may not be smeared out.
This consideration has lead to the limitation of the toroidal
current magnitude to a low value. The low electron temperature,
obtained as a result of the low current level, has made it
necessary to shorten the transient time of the polarity reversal
to a few microsecond which is primary determined by the self-
inductance cf the plasma ring.

The magnetic field measurement reported here has been made
by using a pair of small magnetic probes (1 mm in dia. 20 turns)
pointing the major radial direction (R) and the major axial
direction (z) and movable in the R-z plane.

1.3. Experimental Results

In Fig.2 are shown the poloidal magnetic field distribution
at different times after the initiation of the toroidal current
reversal. The arrows stand for the poloidal magnetic field
vectors at the measured points (dots). Each vector component
of a single arrow is determined by statistically averaging more
than 5 shot data. The toroidal current is changed from 830 A
to -1260 A in a hydrogen plasma. Although the arrow distribu-
tions at t * 1*6 ysec and 1.92 ysec may appear somehwat chaotic
microscopically, the general trend of the incoming field re-
versing zoen can be recognized. At t - 2.24 ysec, the toroidal
current is -350 A and the polarity of the field at every point
has reversed, though redistribution of the magnetic field is
sttll going on. The toroidal current reaches the negative
maximum at t ~ 3.52 ysec. The arrows at this time are scaled
down to halves.' Although we have not completed yet the con-
struction of the 2-dimensional magnetic surface mapping,
reconnection processes of the poloidal magnetic field lines
are evident in Fig.2.

S.
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Because the symmetry of the magnetic field distribution
with respect tcr the z * 0 plane has been well documented, it
may be instructive to determine the flux function^)

*(R, t) = /dRRBz(R, z = 0, t) (1)

on the euqatorial plane z = 0. As an example we examine the
Bz(r, z = 0, t) distribution after the reversal of the toroidal
current in an hydrogen plasma as shown in Fig.3(a). The
toroidal current was changed from 1390 A to -1520 A in 3.5 usec.
The experimentally determined flux function at each time is
plotted in Fig.3(b). For convenience of display, the flux
function i|»(R = 12 .cm, t) on the minor axis is taken to be zero.
By definition of the flux function, if ideal MHD theory holds,
points with the same value of 0 are on the same magnetic sur-
face. In Fig.3(b) it is recognized that the outermost magnetic
surface conforms the inner wall surface of the pyrex tube.
The most remarkable featme in Flg.3(b) is that there are two
points at R < 12 cm which have the same value of i(f as the local
maximum of t at R > 12 cm. The three points are on the same
magnetic surface. This particular magnetic surface forms a
separatrix of crescent shape as depicted schematically in Fig.4.
The dotted circles indicates the neutral shell where the
poloidal magnetic field is zero. The polarity of the poloidal
magnetic field changes across the neutral shell. The crosses
in each figure indicate the location of the null points where
B = 0 on the equatorial plane.

The inward propagation of the separatrix surface is
undoubtedly associated with a magnetic field reconnection
process, though the dynamics of the separatrix and the null
points are not fully understood in terms of Kadomtsev's «con-
nection model. Magnetic forces may not play the decisive role
in the present experiment. The inward propagation velocities
of the outer (R > 12 cm) and inner (R < 12 cm) null points were
determined experimentally as shown in Table 1. The propagation
velocity ranges from 1x10 cm/sec to 3x10° cm/sec. A notable
point is that the propagation velocity is smaller for larger
toroidal current namely for stronger magnetic forces. Dissipa-
tive effects may be more decisive in the reconnection process
of the present experiment because the larger toroidal current
leads to higher electron temperature and higher electrical
conductivity and eventually to lower diffusion velocity.

2. Experiment at ISAS on plasma column merging

Mixing or merging of separate tokamak plasma rings are of
considerable interest recently in terms of plasma heatingJ' and
quasi steady operation of a tokatnak.4' Interactions between
current carrying two plasma columns have been studied by
Kawashima and his coleagues in Institute of Space and Aeronau-
tical Sciences.s)

2.1. Experimental Method and Results

Two current carrying plasma colums are produced by
capacitor discharge (10 uF 20 kV) between mesh electrodes at
both ends of a 250 mm copper column whose cross-section is
shown in Fig.5. The ionization starts at the inner surface
of the column then as the current increases two separate plasma
colums form on the axes of the two cylinders. The two columns
spontaneously attract each other as shwon in Fig.6. The merging
speed increases as the plasma current along each column is
increased as shown in Fig.7. The motion of the two colums is
well described by considering JxB interaction between two cur-
rent carrying rods with finite mass. On merging of the columns
ions are accelerated in the direction antiparallel to the
column current. This fact suggests that a strong electric
field is generated in the merging région in the opposite
direction to the column current. The motions of the two
columns can be controlled as shown in Fig.8 by adjusting the
current flowing along the six control rods shown in Fig.5.
In Fig.8(A) the left plasma colum was pushed into the right
plasma column by energizing the left control rods. Figure 8(B)
shows the two plasma columns hept separated by energizing the
central control rods.

The author wish to thank Prof. H. Tanaca for continuous
support to this work at Yokohama National University. Thanks
are also due to Prof. N. Kawashima and Dr. S. Besshou for
allowing the author to present a part of their unpublished work
at Institute of Space and Aeronautical Sciences.
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working gas

Ar

H2

He

Toroidal

( in

initial

780

960

1110

1520

720

1220

1390

830

760

Current

A )

final

-1190

-980

-1190

-1520

-910

-1040

-1520

-1260

-1080

Velocity of neutral shell

( in 106 cm/sec )

inner

1.8

1.3

1.1

2.8

2.5

1.4

2.1

outer

2.8

1.4

2.0

1.5

2.9

1.1

2.2

2.1

1.4

Table 1. Velocity of Neutral Shell

Loop Voltage
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Plasma Current

t 2/jsec/div.

FIG.l. Sample traces of one-turn loop voltage and plasma
current.
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FIG.3.(a) Bz distribution on the equatorial plane (hydrogen
plasma).

(b) Flux function determined from B .
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Time resolved photographs of plasma columns (a) 4 usée
(b) 6 usée (c) 8 usée after discharge. I - 12 kA in
argon plasma with p » 20 m Torr. ™

FIG.7.

Merging tine as a function of plasma cur
Solid line shows • l " 1 dependence.
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FIG.S.

Tine re«olved photographs of poaitionally controlled
plasm» column, (a) 4 usée (b) S us«c <c) 6 niec
(d) 10 iisec after discharge.
(A) Acceleration of Merging. Left plasm» column is

pushed into a right plasma column. Control
current (23 IcA/rod) I is applied at 5 usée.

(B) Blockade of merging. Two plasaa columns are
kept separated by a stationary control current
I h (6 kA/rod).



PROJECTIONS OF TRANSPORT SCALING LAWS
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for the conductivity. The plasma is assumed to be less than one absorption
length in thickness, and so neutral injection causes charge exchange of hot
neutrals with ambient plasma ions. Ion heat flux is classical. Nuclear power
output is cut off at 8.0 kev, as it is negligible in the power balance below
that energy. The a-particle heating is split between the ions and
electrons, it being assumed that they are well confined. Recent theoretical
and experimental studies!7) of current drive mechanisms indicate that 1 HA
per-H watt of input power could be achieved by neutral beams on various RF
energy inputs. The essential difference 1s that beans heat ions and RF heats
electrons. The limits on performance are set by the 8 limit, determined by
stability to m « 2 and higher modes.t3) The power Inputs and outputs to the
ions and electrons for these point models are listed in Table I.

Introduction

Transport in present day SpherooiaksH) is dominated by impurity
radiation. Fortunately, this is largely from oxygen and carbon, not metal
vapor from the walls of the vessel oj< plasma guns and it is expected this loss or
can be eliminated by improved technique. The formation and gross MHD
stability properties of these plasmas is quite well understood!2»3) and so
the reactor predictions depend on estimates of the energy loss rates from the
plasma. In the absence of significant experimental data one is driven to
consider other related devices. Tokamaks show classical ion transport,
scaling with 1/B2, but anomalous electron transport which is very
insensitive to magnetic field, the well known Alcator scaling.Cl It seems
prudent to use the same for other toroidal devices even though it is 100 times
classical and not understood. The only clean, hot plasmas in similar
high-current density, high-shear fields are in the recent ZT-40 experiments at
Los Alamos.\5) These indicate that the ion transport is at least 10 times
classical as might be expected from a strongly turbulent plasma. The
turbulence is further evidenced by the fact that inducing higher toroidal
current in the quiescent phase of the discharge produces higher toroidal
field, snowing that flux conversion is still an active process. The scaling
of the Spheromak to a reactor size still produces favorable q values with
these pessimistic results. The reactor is small, with power output in the
10-50 MW range, but this could be deployed as a multiple unit power station,
with good reliability due to the duplication, or as a small pswe.' unit for a
ship or remote site. It also makes an attractive test reactor for the near
term.

Power Balance Equations

The 2-fluid equations for energy balance are integrated over the volume
of the plasma.(6) The Spheromak and RFP field geometries are described by
solutions of the force free equilibrium equation V x B « XB
a straight cylinder. The electron heat conduction is given!

a sphere and in
by Xe « 5.10''/n

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract N-7405-ENG-48.

Two sets of results from ZT 40 (private communication) were used to
estimate the effects of plasma turbulence and field reconnection on the
transport. The high-density cases are dominated by ion loss as shown in Table
II for classical ions (UJ • 1.0) and Alcator electrons (ag - 1.0). The ion
losses have to be ten times classical to give the experimental results. At
low density, the electrons dominate, and so the electron ion rate needs a
factor of 45 to give the T e » 300 eV seen in the experiments. Such a high
loss rats would virtually eliminate any reasonable Spheromak reactor and so
a e - 1.0, Alcator electrons were assumed in what follows.. However, the
anomalous ion transport is acceptable.

The Beta-II experiment!1) uses a magnetized plasma gun to form the
Spheromak. It would be difficult to scale this up beyond 50 MJ because of
electrical breakdown and material strength in the gun. Beam heating or RF
current drive are needed to bring the current and hence the magnetic field
strength into the reactor regime of 15-30 kg. A target plasma and various
steps on the way to a reactor are shown in Table II. Each case is worth
comment:

Case I. A target plasma of the required size from a 10 MJ gun.

Case II. RF only drives half the current before reaching the 6 limit at
B * 10 kg. Keep n * 0.28 to drive 4.2 MA.

Case III. Beam drive also needs lower density en route to reactor field
strength.

Case IV. Base case. Classical Ions, Alcator electrons, beam drive, and
modest 10 HW fusion output.

Case w, RF drive useless: density too low at B-limit for needed RF input.

Case VI. Anomalous ion loss still gives 8.8 MU output, Q * 1.4.

Case VII. Higher field rapidly improves output.

Case VIII. R * 1.0 m and highest field gives 57 MW and Q • 6.8. Ohmic losses
are only 1 MW and so btams could be pulsed to maintain current,
raising Q considerably. Note anomalous electrons. «•



Conclusions

Small but attractive Spheromak reactors are feasible using pessimistic
ion confinement scaling and neutral beam current drive to support the
configuration in steady state. The effective Q can be enhanced considerably
Dy switching beams off whan not needed for current drive. These general
concepts were used as the basis of a graduate study of Spheromak reactor
engineering.(8)
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Table I. Spheromak and RFP Power Balance Model
Units: Meters, Kilogauss, Kev, Density x 10~14/cc, M Watts

Power

IONS

Ion-Electron Exchange, P^

Charge, Exchange
Beam Heating Pg E f l H

Ion Heat F lux , r .

Nuclear Output PNUC

a-Heat ing, P Q

ELECTRONS

Ohmic Heating P

Electron Heat Flux r

RF Dr ive , PR F

a - H e t t i n g , P

Spheromak

0.26 n 2 A ( T . - T e ) R 3 T 3 / Z

PBd - V V

U* 1 / RAn T - ot-/B

.28n2T iR
3(l-(8/T1.)4)

°-2 «JW f<V

1.7710"3 A R B 2 / T | / Z

0 .1 R T e a e

0.2 8RB cipp

0.2«aPMUCO-f>

Reversed Field Pinch

1.2 n2 AfT-T^Ra2 T e " 3 / 2

PBd - T,/TB)

.25 RAn T. a /̂B

1.22 n2T iRa2 ( l - (8/T i )
4 )

° - 2 °aPNUC f ( T e»

8.2 10'4A RB2G(2a)/T3/2

C

0.32 RT «
C 6

0.2«aPNUC(l-f)

DEFINITIONS

PBEAM * Pa ' P1« + r1

pn + PRF + pa * P1e '

A « 24 - In (n'/2/Tt)

(Xi)2(J2 * i \ - J0J,(X«)A«)



Table II. Calibration With ZT 40 Experiments*

R = 1.14 m a = 0.22 m

High
Density

Low
Density

B
(KG)

4.82
4.82

4.82

4.6
4.6

INPUT PARAMETERS

(kit)
200
200

200*

190
190*

a
l

1
10

10

10
10

a
e
1
1

45

1
45

"14

xlO14

3.55
3.55

3.55*

0.15
0.15*

RESULT OF

T

(eV)

480
170

160*

540
300*

T
i

(eV)

440
120

110

200
170

POWER BALANCE

re
(HW)

0.18
0.06

.05

1.98
4.9

ri
(HW)

2.3
11.5

11.7

.03

.03

Table III. Spheromak Target, RF and Beam Driven Reactors

R = 1.5 m ag * 1.0

Case

B(kg)

P-BEAM

P-RF(NU)

a.
1

a

"14

Te(keV)

tykeV)

PNUC(HW)

Q

1

4.3

10

1

0.7

0.8

2

10.0

2.1

10

1

0.7

9.6

7.3

3

10.0

4.2

10

1

0.45

10.3

16.2

2.95

0.7

4

15

6.3

1

1

0.7

17

21.6

9.8

1.6

5

15

6.3

1

1

0.19

46

93

3.3

0.5

6

15

6.3

10

1

0.7

15.7

19.5

8.8

1.4

7

20

8.4

10

1

1.01

23.8

23.5

22.5

2.7

8

30

8.4

10

10

4.5

11.8

12.3

57

6.8

37
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ABSTRACT -

Principal results of Che Tokamak experiment simulations
with Makokot are presented. The study of the density evolution
and the temperature-density sawtooth oscillations suggest the
use of generalized anomalous fluxes. This new empirical model is
applied for TFR and JIPP T - II and some projections are given
for the JET.

I - INTRODUCTION

The computer simulation of the dynamic and stationary
behaviour of the Tokamak plasmas allows a comparison between
experimental resales and theoretical predictions by solving.equa-
tions with empirical or theoretical coefficients. The codes used
at Fontenay are called "Makokot". «hen these codes, with their
empirical hypotheses', are able to represent existing Tokamak ex-
periments, then the same hypotheses can be used for making some
prpjections to the next generation» of Tokamak.

0 resistivity ,

S S' are the particles and heat sources due to the neutrals,

£ represent an additional heating ,

V the diffusion speed ,

<j the heat flux .

Obviously we Bust add to these equations initial snd boundary con-
ditions.

c) For computing S and S't Makokot uses a Boltzmann type
equation :

Let us now briefly resume the basis of these numerical
simulations. More details are available in the following refe-
rence /!/.

a) Our model is cylindrical (I-D). Hswever theoretical
transport coefficients used in these codes are calculated in to-
roidal geometry and empirical ones take also account of the geome-
try.

b) The four equations employed are :

(2)

where q(r) is the number of neutrals undergoing a charge exchange
collision per unit of time and volume ; and ft i* the number of
particles coning from the walls.

Next with q(r) it is possible to obtain all necessary
quantities such as neutral density, neutral flux ...

d) For neutral beam heating simulation our code assumes
that the energy slowing down time is very short so that our ener-
gy deposition profile does not take account of energetic ion tra-

3)



jectories daring the slowing down. However such a deposition pro-
file does not agree with more sophisticated calculations (Monte
Carlo or Fokker Plank code) in the case of high, energy neutral
beam experiments. So, in that cases, we introduce in Makokot,as
a data, the beam deposition profile calculated with these codes
(Monte Carlo code for instance /2/). Note that a Fokker Plank
code is in progress. In the same way othsr type of additional
heating as the H.F heating /3/ can be taken into account.

e) The problem of impurity diffusion is investigated
either by using the coronal hypothesis either by solving all
diffusion equations for each ionization levels.

In the coronal model, it is assumed that a stationary
equilibrium is reached between the different ionization levels
for one impurity. In the full model the evolution of the density
of impurities of species j in the z. degree of ionization can
be described by :

is the source term of neutral impurities coming from
the wall

and ai2- (T« )
(dielectronic
pectively.

are the ionization and recombination
as well as radiative) coefficients res-

where W is the flux of the impurity j in the ionization level •

II - MAIS RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THESE CODES

a) The neo-classical transport theory does not allow to
explain the experimental results and it is necessary to introduce
anomalous transport coefficients. We, present the velocity diffu-
sion and the heat conduction fluxes f1 and Q in the form :

= 11 V = -X

= - If r— (7)

where the transport coefficient % and K are the sum of neo-
classical expressions and anomalous one :

„ HC

K.
with

K

C + Ki
• ne k :

• n. k ;

AN

(8)

Here q is the safety factor, ffle is in cm and le is in eV.

Let us point out that more precise fitting of experimen-
tal values for X."1 seems to lead to a dépendance in term of the
totam current I (C *>» I) or, perhaps, to the total power injected
in the q < ] part of the plasma. Nevertheless this empirical ^
value is not correct at the edge of the plasma and we limit X
to the Bohm value.

In the same way, for impurities it is necessary to assume
that impurities have a similar anomalous diffusion linked to the
anomalous electron diffusion :

t-
Principally with these empirical rules, and some other less

important(for more detail* see /I/), we are able to represent most
of the experimental results. However we note some discrepancies
with the experiments :

1/ in the stationary electron density profile usually
flater than the experimental one, in spite of the use
of the Ware effect.

2/ in the calculated time to reach the stationary state,
which is always longer than the experimental one.

b) If the reiulti of the simulation of neutral beam heating
experiment are in general in good agreement with experiments,
however recent experiment» in TFR IUI have shown some discrepan-
cies with theoretical calculations. We shall investigate this
point in the section D.

c) If the use of the coronal hypothesis leads roughly to
a good agreement with experiments however in some cases it is
necessary to use the full diffusion model ; especially at the
edge of the plasma and in the centre of the plasma when the tern-



peracure exhibits an hollow profile. In chat case the impurities
diffuse too fast to be able to reach at each point a coronal
equilibrium.

d) In the plasma centre, if the q value is.less than 1, the
sawtooth oscillations appear on the electron temperature and den-
sity. Recent experimental results in TFR /4/ have suggested the
following model.

During the growth of the axis values of the temperature,
a magnetic island (m - 1) increases. This magnetic island spread
out near the surface q - 1 up to a certain critical size (with a
thickness S -v -X f (f*i) ) , and from the X point of the island
a strong turbulence spread out inside and outside the island. The
axis values of the temperature decrease about 20 to 30 Z in the
cases of strong sawtooth oscillations, and very quickly during a
time of about 10 us. Next during a time of about 10 ms the tem-
perature relaxes toward thsir initial value before a new disrup-
tion.

However during this phenomenon the axis density values
decrease very slowly compared to the temperature and it seems
that this decreasing is more important «hen the temperature gra-
dient is reversed.

In order to reproduce this experimental behaviour, it is
necessary not only to assume a strong increase of the anomalous
transport coefficient during a very short time (̂  10 us) but also
to modify the structure of the anomalous fluxes /I/. We write

(10)

fp+ r

where V and fu are related by the following relation

and with X, = A (r, t ) X. (A/t),o)v lOOO. J

where/Uot] represents the strong increase of the transport
coefficient during the first phase of the sawtooth.

With our cylindrical code the magnetic island is simulated
by a ring with a thickness £ near the surface q - I in which the
transport coefficients are kept constant during the time. In order
to reproduce the heat and particles transport through the X point
of the island we use "tunneling" conditions type (see /I/). In-
side and outside the island, the A factor is important during
the phase of temperature decreasing.

We find that experimental results are well fitted by the
y* values choosen and by the value T'Xf -(:> . This negative
value for t slowed down the decreasing of the density and when
the temperature gradient is strong the center density value may
increase (see fig. 1 ) .

C - GENERALIZED AHOMALOUS FLUXES

It is interesting to use the generalized fluxes introduced
to describe the sawtooth oscillations in order to reduce the dis-
crepancies observed between the simulation and the experiment in
the case of the density evolution. We use the expressions (10) with
X-X*" fA* I. I .We see that if the t values are less
than - 1, the peaked temperature profile induces a peaked density
profile : the electron density penetrates inside the plasma. This
phenomenon is important because the source term of density is very
weak in the plasma centre.

Two applications have been made. The first one is devoted
to a neutral beam experiment in TFR /&/• in which the average den-
sity increases from 1,22 up to 1.29 10'*cm3. He note that the
anomalous fluxes such as defined by Eqs. [ 10] with X~^-I.S" per-
mits to recover with a good agreement, in a time compatible with
the experimental one, the experimental density profile.

We have made our secc d ' .pli'^tion for the case of a gas
puffing experiment in JIPP T - : Tokanak /5/, where the average
density increases from 1.66 un to 3.86 1013 Cm3. We recover the
final density profile with Ï - - I.2S. (Voir fig. I ) .

D - EXPERIMENTS WITH NEUTRAL BEAM HEATING

As we hnve noted previously simulations of recent experi-
roenr.s in TFR have shown some n#w features. Principally a decreas
of I'.ie enr.rgy confinement time has been shown to occur during the
neutral heating.

We have simulated with different hypotheses these ex-
periments and we have compared our results with experimental
density and temperature profile as well as with the energy
balance. We sumnarize our results as follows :

a) The calculated density and temperature profile
good agreement with experiment when new expres-
sions for i and <f are used. The time to reach the
stationary state is very close of the experimental one.

b) With Ohmic heating good agreement is obtained with
the following impurity concentrations :
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c) With neutral beam heating, our results are very sen-
sitive to the energy deposition profile.WLth a depo-
sition profile less peaked than the Ohmic one (as
given by a calculation without slowing down). We
recover experimental results (density and temperature
profile and energy balance) if we assume that heavy
impurity concentration increases during the rautral
heating :

'• s 0. COO6

With a deposition profile more peaked than the Ohmic profile (as
given by Monte Carlo calculations) we recover experimental results
by assuming that the heavy impurity concentration increases and
also that the anomalous heat transport coefficients increase

0.0006
and K - i. K.

In conclusion it is likely that the reduction of the energy
confinement time is at least partially due to an increase of heavy
impurity concentration :

A ^"Pet -<j,ec<>2 ix l>o TM.

Our results show also that the interpretation of the anomalous
conduction-convection losses is very sensitive to the energy de-
position profile which is not known experimentally, but deduced
from calculation in which many unknown effects have not yet been
taken into account. However the increasing of the anomalous trans-
port coefficient seems to be in agreement with the growth of the
sawtooth oscillations observed during the neutral beam injection.

E - PROJECTION TO THE JET

Tor the Jet parameters (extended version) in Ohmic heating
and without impurity, we have evaluated a stationary state with
the two anomalous transport model (with and without X ) . As ex-
pected the essential difference stands in the density profile.
It appears that the term proportional to the temperature gradient
in P increases the density at the centre of the plasma and
decreases the density at the edge.

With high power neutral beam injection (P - 25 MW,
E * 160 Kev, pulse 2 s), we have plotted the average temperature
versus the time. Due to the different energy depnrition profile
(more peaked with peaked density profile) the ignition is achieved
with expression (10) for anomalous fluxes.
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TABLE 1

J.E.T.

- Anomalous fluxes without y -

End of the pulse

< T e N e

< N > cm'

U

q(0)

-3

7.4

7.

7.9

7.5

0.6

o.o;

keV

keV

keV

keV

10»

r
0.53

N(0)cm"3 0.65 1014

Te(O) 12.7 keV

T\(O) 15.8 keV

260 kW

T\(

7 MW

15 MM

,14

3 s later

6.4

6.

6.2

5.8

0.6 10

0.15

0.53

0.63 10

17

19

265 kW

6 MW

8 MW

- Anomalous fluxes with y -

End of the pulse 3 s later

8.4

7.7

8.9

8.1

0.6 10,14

0.06

0.52

0.73 10

13

15

250 kU

8 MM

11 MM

,14

I 11.

9.

10.5

8.8

0.6 101

0.1

0.5

0.8 101

24

25

168 kW

17 MW

13 MW

43
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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a short 6>- . iption of the TBR - small
brazilian tokamak and the first results obtained for plasma for-
mation and equilibrium. Measured breakdown curves for hydrogen
are shown to be confined within analytically calculated limits
and to depend strongly on stray vertical magnetic fields. Time
profiles of plasma current in equilibrium are shown and compared
with the predictions of a simple analytical model for tokamak
discharges. Seasonable agreement is obtained taking Z .. as a
free parameter.

1 - BOTCOOCTICH

TBR is a small research Tbkamak designed and construct-
ed at the Institute of Physics of the University of Sâb Paulo
using mainly available granduate student and technician labor
force. The construction began in early 1976 and operation
started in April 1980.

The main objective of the project has been to construct
with resources available in the country a versatile and low cost
device which can be used for research and for trainnlng of gra-
duate students.

The project and the design of TBR are described in two
reports [1,2]. Design parameters of TBR are given in Table I.

In this paper we present a short description of the
machine and some preliminary results obtained for the plasma
formation and equilibrium.

2 — DESCRIPTION OP TBR

Vessel and Vacuum System

The vessel is constructed using 4 stainless steel 304 L
elbows. Each two of these are welded to form the two halves of
the vacuum chanter. The wall thickness is 3.2 ran and the time

constant for penetration of magnetic field is 320 us. Four dif-
ferent port configurations are used: retangular 10 x 4 cm2 and 6
x 4 cm2, 3,8 cm circular and 3,8 cm circular tangential. The
total machine access is 410 cm2 for 18 ports. Viton O-rings are
used for seals and also to provide voltage breaks between the
two halves.

The base pressure atained in the vessel is 5 x 10~7

Torr. The diffusion pump is new being replaced by a 450 l.s"1

turbanolecular pump.

Toroidal field

The toroidal coil is divided into eight sectors, each
containing 14 turns. The two turns at each end of a sector
are half of the thicknesses of the remaining 10 in order to re-
duce field ripple in the gaps between sectors. The coils are
made by silver soldering 5 copper bars to form a "U" (see fig.
1) and a copper bar to close the loop. Each coil is insulated
by winding fiberglass tape and making epoxy imprégnation in
vacuum. The electrical connection between adjacent coils is
provided by screwed bars wedges; glued phenolite wedges are
used for insulation. An electrolytic capacitor bank of 4.4 nf x
2790 V (17 kJ) is used to energize the coils. At maximum, the
current is croHbarred with an L/R decay time of 30 ms. Compen-
sation coils are used to reduce stray vertical and radial fields
caused by the toroidal current path and misalignenent of coils
(fig. 1, C3 and C4 coils).

Otirdc heating

The ohmic heating air core transformer is cenposed of
three parts: a central solenoid with 48 turns and two flared
ssctions, at the bottom and top, with 20 turns each. This
design has been chosen to improve the coupling with the plasma
and to reduce stray fields. The transformer Is energized with
two capacitor banks: a fast 5 to 60 pF, 10 kV bank and a slow
one of 16,7 nf capacity and 930 V maximum. Passive diode wit-
ching and crowbar are used. Compensation coils are used to
decrease stray fields from the 0HT in the plasma region (Fig. 1,
Cx andC2 coils).

Statical field

The coils used to produce the vertical field are shown
in Fig. 1. They are decoupled from OH coils using a solenoid
comectsd in series and placed in the center of the OHF transfor-
mer. The position of the coils is determined such that a decay
index n of 0,5 is obtained at the center of the plasma. Two
capacitor banks are used to energize the colls: 5 to 65 JIF x 3
kV for fast bank and 40 mF x 110 v for the slew bank. Passive
switching and crowbar are used.



Discharge cleaning and preionizatlon

An oscillator of 13 kW and 5 kHz is used to opperate
the machine in the discharge cleaning mode. A toroidal DC mag-
netic field of 200 gauss is maintained during discharge cleaning.
The duration and repetition rate of the RP pulses can be varied
but usually they are 20 ms and 2 pps. Peak to peak current is
1 kft, filling gas is hydrogen at pressure of a few times 10~4
Torr.

m the Tokamak mode, the oscillator is used to produce
an oscillating current of 1 kA p-p.

Diagnostic»

The diagnostic* currently in use are Hogowski, loop
voltage, and cosine coils; electrostatic and magnetic probles
are «emetines also used. The signals are recorded in storage
oscilloscope». A residual ga» analyzer is being installed to
monitor the impurities. A Came System coupled to a PEP 11/45
computer together with a Tektronix video display hard copier
system is being installed for data taking. A 65 GHz microwave
interferometer, an optical spectrometer, and a soft x-ray detec-
tor will ba installed whithin one year.

3 -

Breakdown conditions have been studied in TBR in order
to identify the best regimes for the operation of the machine
and the influence of stray vertical and radial magnetic fields.

m order to obtain the breakdown curves, the OUT fast
capacitor bank is fired and the pressure, loop voltage and
plasma current are measured. The toroidal magnetic field is
fixed at EL-1,8 kG and the voltage of the fast bank is decreased
untill no measurable current is obtained. Fig. 2 shows the
breakdown curve for H2- A filament is used as preionizer. Fig.
3 shows the breakdown curve using the oscillator instead of the
fast bank, 4,8 kG for Br, and 6 cm limiter.

The experimental results have been compared with the
crude model vised by Fapoular for discharges in TFR [3] . The
electron density in function of tine is given by

ne(t) exp(v-B)t

where v is the ionization rate, 8 the loss rate and rig-, the
initial election density. At breakdown, the electron-ion
collision frequency is equal to the electron-atom collision
frequency, m this case, the critical free electron density is

~ 0,1 n, where n is the initial density of neutral atoms.

From the above «jji.ea»lon we obtain:

(2). where A - In (3)

The loss rat* 6 is due to several causes: diffusion re-
combination, grad B drift and geometrical loasBt. In general
the diffusion and recombination are much —liar than the geome-
trical Bv, Br and grad B drift less»» Bd. Far breakdown:

1< - | - , and also t^. < t̂ , «here tj. is the

electric field driving tlaat, and 6,, and 8 are grad B drift and
geometrical lnmi respectively.

For tE i t ili assumed tjr-WS, t E being the period of
the IC circuit of the OHT. Taking a/p = 4, «here a i s the first
Towsend's coefficient, the following conditions are obtained
for TBR:

E > 4.1 X 10-2
p > 1.7 X 10"*

V/anj
Torr;

E < o.B x 106p2 - 1.8 * 10Jp
E > 50p Torr fee

V/an (4)

10"3 Tbrr

These condition» are represented by straight lines in Fig. 2.
As we can see, considering the crudeneu of the acdel used, the
agreement is reasonable. Interesting characteristics of the
curve are the aininun and double value for the breakdown elec-
trical field. For pressures above the miniimin of the curve, the
moan free path decreases and the electric field is higher in
order to provide the necessary ionization rate. For lower pres-
sures the collision rate decrease and the velocity has to increase
to keep the lonization rate. The double value of the breakdeun
electric field is a characteristic toroidal efect caused by the
grad B drift. The main disagreement with the model is the limit
determined by the grad B losses. But this relation is affected
critically by the value of A which in our case has a large error.

Another drawback of the model is the use of extrapolat-
ed values for the electron drift velocity v from low E/p to
high values of E/P. On the ejçerimentaJ. side, the determination
of stray By field and also the value of A are subject to
large uncertainties estimated at 10 and 501, respectively»

4 - INEUJENCE OF STRftY mQETIC VERTICAL FIELD CM BREAKDOWN

During the initial stage of the breakdown, the value
of the plasma current is lew and the rotational transform is
insuficient to short-circuit the electric field caused by the
charge separation due to the grad B drift. The existence of a



small vertical magnetic field in order to condensate the Ê x B
drift during the initial phase of breakdown can facilitate plasma
formation. This equivalent field can be expressed by

B ^ = ^ Bp (6)

where vd is the E drift velocity and v the parallel electron ve-
locity.

This efect has been investigated in TBR by feeding the
vertical field coils with DC currents and measuring breakdown
voltages for fixed pressure. The stray vertical and horizontal
magnetic fields are also measured.

Fig. 4 shows one of these curves for a pressure of
6 x 10"4 Torr. "Die minimum electric field for breakdown occurs
for an external vertical magnetic field of 4 gauss directed down.
Fig. 5 shows two breakdown curves: one taken with no external
vertical field and the other taken using the optimum vertical
field of 4 gauss down, determined from Fig. 4. As we can see,
the external field.favours strongly the breakdown. With no ex-
ternal field, no breakdown is obtained bellow 5.4 x 10-4 Torr.
Considering that the stray vertical field is 6 G up, a net field
of the order of 2 G up is necessary to improve breakdown, ïhis
is in roughly agreement with Bgff calculated fran relation {6}.
Our results are in agreement with the work of Scmetanl et al [4].

He observe also that a small radial field favours the
initial formation of the plasma. For very small radial field,
approximately 3 G for Br - 1-8 kG, we can not have breakdown.
Using only one radial field compensating coil on top and bottom
in series with the toroidal coil, instead of two we have increased
the radial field to 13 G, directed to the inside, and good break-
down curves have been obtained. Possibly, the displacement of
the toroidal field lines to the inside of torus caused by the
radial ixtmeul of Br, introduces.an electron drift that faci-
litates the breakdown.

5 - PIA3R EgmJBRUM

The experiments in the Tokamak regime comprehended two
phases: the first between Hay and October 80 using a limiter of
half a ring shape of 6 cm radius and the second, between November
SO and January 81 with a ring limiter of 8 cm radius. In Februa-
ry the machine was dismounted in order to replace the diffusion
pump by a turbcmolecular pump and to install helical coils around
the vessel.

Fig. 6 snows three typical shots for plasma current,
and loop voltage. Plasma position is shown for shots a and b.
Experimental conditions are shown in Table 2. The experiments
have been performed with hydrogen gas flowing continuously.

Plasma equilibrium is searched by changing the values
of the parameters of tha fast and slow OH and vertical field
capacitor banks, rajustements by trial and error are made varying

the voltages and triggering time of these banks in an iterative
way. Plasma densities are calculated from the filling density
and the temperature from Spitzer's formula at Ip max- Both are
average values.

Fig. 6a indicate that the plasma is centered and in
equilibrium for about 2 ms; however, part of the current has
been probably cut out by the limiter in the beginning of the
pulse. Fig. 6b shows a long pulse but with the plasma column
changing position. Fig. 6c shows M B activity while in Figs.
6a and 6b M B activity is louer. In the majority of the shots,
the lack of good equilibrium is probably due to the slow pene-
tration time of the vertical field as compared with the rise time
of the current. A Nal scintillator detector installed near the
limiter has shown a high intensity of hard x-rays indicating
runaway dominated discharges.

Plasma currents shown in Figs. 6a and 6b are compared
with the predictions of an analytical-numerical model [5].

The tokanek ohmic heating system can be npflgvinfl as two
coupled electrical circuits. The differential equations describ-
ing the behaviour of these circuits are non-linear because the
plasma resistance, ÏV>, depends on the plasma current through the
electron temperature, Te. In the model, the circuit equations
for Bp fixed are solved analytically and a numerical difference
scheme is used to calculate the time dependence of Re- At each
time step, It, is calculated from Te using the expression for the
plasma resistivity derived by Hirschman |6] > which is valid for
all tokanak transport regimes. This value of Ep is then used
in the analytic solution of the circuit equations to advance the .
plasma current in time. Once the plasma current, and hence the
onmic power input to the plasma, is known, a new value of Te may
be calculated frcm the finite difference approximation to the
plasma transport equations. The radial profiles of the plasma
quantities are chosen a priori as parabolic and assumed constant
during the plasma lifetime.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the calculated time evolution of
the plasma current for several effective Z and experimental values
shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. As we can see, there is better agree-
ment for Zeff - 4. From the model, the average temperature ob-
tained is Te - 150 eV, while using Spitzer's formula with Zeff = 4
the value for Te is 75 eV. Confinement time is roughly 0.5 ms
for Z>M, in agreement with the predicted value of 0.7 ms from
the empirical sealing laws given by Hugill and Sheffield [7].

6 - COHcmsiCN

The first results from the operation of TBR indicate
that the parameters of the design were attained. There are
difficulties with the vertical field for equilibrium which is
very critical. Also, the reprcducihility of the shots is not
good and most of the discharges are runaway dominated. Presently,
the machine is being reassembled. The vessel was electropolished
and a turbcmolecular pump is going to be used. With glow discharge 47



and discharge cleaning it is expected to decrease Zeff and improve
the reproducibility of shots. The vertical field system is going
to be modified to include feedback stabilization.
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TRBIE I

MON PARAMETERS OF 'ffiR

BjtkG)

F i l l i n g pressure (Torr)

Density (cm"3)
I (kA)
p max

vloop^V) (at I ]IBJ{)

T e (eV) (Z=l)

Pulse lenght (ne)
Limiter radius (cm)
q (a)

TABLE H

SMRRY Œ" RESULTS

FIG. 6a
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Abstract

We investigate the potentialities of nonlinear scattering of
waves off ions as et stabilizing mechanism of drift turbulence
in plasmas with magnetic shear. The failure of the random phase
averaging procedure and the local character of the interaction
in frequency space are the starting point of a reformulation of
weak turbulence theory. In particular, the usual integral equa-
tion is transformed into a system of two first order differen-
tial equations coupling the spectra I(kç) and I(k$~ ). The den-
sity fluctuation spectrum, which is obtained analytically, has
some desirable features in reference to experiment. Firstly,
\ïl\k$ behaves asymptotically <*g + ~; as k^i secondly, the high
mode numbers (k^as > 1) contribute about SO X to the cross field
diffusion while the low mode numbers (keas < 1) provide about
80 * of the squared density fluctuation. In discussing the trans-
port properties we emphasize the possible role of anomalous
heat transfer from electrons to ions. The spectrum of convec-
tive cells formed in the interaction of drift waves is obtained*
their contribution to the diffusion is found to be negligible,
at least in the plasma core.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some understanding of the anomalous transport mechanisms
which have plagued the development of fusion research is ob-
viously needed in order to make reliable predictions of the
performances of the fusion reactor. It is generally agrttd that
these losses are due to fine-scale instabilities, but there is
consensus neither concerning the source of available free ener-
gy, nor the effect of the plasma B on the transport.

That the actual instability mechanism is not yet unam-
biguously identified does not prevent fron trying to uncover
the nature of the processes which lead to the formation of a
stationary turbulence spectrum. We propose here that in plas-

mas with magnetic shear nonlinear wave scattering off ions
("nonlinear ion Landau damping") is an efficient stabilizing
mechanism. This process was already invoked by Sagdeev and
Galeev /I/ when considering the problem in a shearless plasma.

They found that the short waves scatter off ions to the long-
wavelengths region of the spectrum. At sufficiently long wave-
lengths, however, this type of scattering becomes less effect-
ive and decay processes start to return energy to the short
wavelengths. When shear is taken into account essential differ-
ences appear both in the formal theory and in the physical
picture. Firstly, the random phase approximation which is one
of the key tools of weak turbulence theory in homogeneous plas-
mas is here inadequate. The statistical independence (or weak
dependence) of the Fourier components which it postulates is
indeed clearly incompatible with the concept of radially bound-
ed eigenfunctions. We merely note here that the random phase
average procedure in the-radial mode numbers is substituted by
a selection rule based on the fast variation of the linear
radial eigenfunctions (method of stationary phases). Secondly,
the condition of efficient nonlinear interaction with ions name-
ly that the beat frequency uk_ - uik* of the interacting modes
be small in comparison to the" individual frequencies wfc and ink',
implies a strong localization in kg-space: if T£/Te «"" 1, the"
scattering mechanism will be efficient only if either kj * kg or
kjas * l/kgas [a, = /Te/mi/Oi is the ion sound Larmor radius].
He will refer to the former case E S close interaction and to
the latter as distant interaction. In the shearless case the
local character of the interaction in ui-space does not trans-
late into a localization in kg-space since Su^/Skr 4 0. This
unique feature of a plasma with magnetic aheaT allows to appro-
ximate the otherwise integral wave kinetic equation by a system
of two first order differential equations connecting the spec-
tra at k e and kg

1. 'R>e latter may be solved analytically; we
thus obtain an explicit expression for the spectrum. We now
list the most important characteristics of this solution with
regard to experimental evidence; they are, at least in first
approximation, independent of the linear instability mechanism:

1. At large mode numbers (kgas » 1), the density fluctua-
tion spectrum has the universal form k:n, n - 4. This theoretic-
al spectral index is in good agreement with the experimental re-
sult n - 3.5 reported by the Microtor team 111.

2. Although the major contribution (of the order of 75 X
in the case of the universal instability) to the squared density
fluctuation |fi|z arises from the long wavelengths (i.e.
ke*s * I)> the high mode numbers (kgag & I) provide the main
contribution to the diffusion (85 X in the above case). This
result has its importance since it has been noted that the le-
vel of fluctuations observed in the long wavelengths which
are the only ones easily accessible by the microwave technique,



is often insufficient to account for the anomalous electron
energy transport deduced from the power balance equation (see
e.g. Ref. 121).

3. The spectral regions where the fluctuations are excited
do not coincide with those of linear instability. There is in-
deed a quite important energy circulation through kg-B

4. The spectrum has a. dip at kgas • 1; this is because the
nunber of nodes participating in the interaction becomes very
large at this point (where 3u/3ke - 0 ) . This result is not
necessarily in contradiction with those obtained in scattering
experiments (no splitting has yet been reported) because of the
finite size of the scattering volume. It could even plausibly
explain the abrupt change in the slope of the spectrum which
has been seen in the FLT plasma Ikl.

Needless to say that the predicted electron energy con-
finement tine fits reasonably well with experimental values:
there are here so many parameters to adjust that most theories
can be made to agree on this point even-when they disagree
among themr.elves.

In Section II we describe a new ballooning representation
of the nodes and give the nonlinear version of the drift kinetic
equation in wave-number-space (including the radial direction)
appropriate to an axisyanetric, inhomogeneous, finite fi plasma
with magnetic shear; we then present the wave kinetic equation
for the cylindrical tokanak in the electrostatic limit. In
Section III we indicate hew to solve this equation and consider
the spectrum corresponding to the universal instability. In
Section IT we shall briefly discuss transport problems. Finally
in Section V we summarize our work and review critically some
former theories.

II. BALLOONING REPRESENTATION AND NONLINEAR KINETIC EQUATIONS

We take advantage of the fact that the modes we consider
art highly localized on the macroscopic length scale (i.e. the
scale which characterizes the bulk of the plasma) to expand
all background quantities in powers of ¥-f0 where to is the
coordinate of the typical flux surface in the vicinity of which
we study the (nonlinear) properties of the waves. (In this Sec-
tion. * - const, defines the flux coordinate, <j> is the angle
around the axis of the torus, and x is » poloidal angle-like
coordinate; the Metric is defined by ds2 s (h.dip>2 + (h d x )

2 +
+ Q u d . ) 2 151. In order to satisfy the requirement of long pa-
rallel wavelengths we writ* the perturbations in the form

(1)

J*,

- z

where v(x,T) = t^B^h^ it related to the differential rotation
of the field lines andthe¥i|B define the position of the rational
surface* via q (•].,,) - f»(x,*im)dx/2it—»/l[q(«) i» the safety
factor and a,l are integers].

A «low periodic dependence of tlM-tla» «o. X) = *1«
(•"•o, +o>X) with x has been retained in order to meet the
slow variation of the background. The above for» of the wave
function automatically satisfies the basic translation pro-
perty •l(*-*o " nâi.x) - C}*i(t-to,x) of a homogeneous lattice
with periodicity . f „ _ -iUf(d»/a%,)diHx lei

and may be used to develop the theory of kinetic/ahd ballooning
•ode*.

We now turn to the nonlinear drift kinetic equation. It
ha* the fora
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«here C is the linearized collision operator ,

kj^ = (h"1 k^, - 1 h"1 B/B x), fi = B/B ,

the particle velocity i* v - qâ + £, and 4 is the velocity
space angle coordinate. The unknown function

qJ _M
h. - (£k + T~ *k *?
is independent of 4, and ̂-respectively A ^ b^ -

is the electrostatic potential. - respectively the vector poten-
tial, the magnetic field perturbation - associated with the wave.
The prime in +. <y etc belongs to the nonlinear tent.

V V «* °J T = »J [' + "j <v2/z CJ

ara the usual expressions for the magnetic, electric ,_and dia-
magnatic drift frequencies. Finally the phase factor - . , . „
is defined by ~ - •-

(3)

Toroidal axisyawtry and near radial hoaotaneity laply that
1" • 1-1' and kf - ly-k£. In the abiencs of poloidal ivssutry,
thaïe is no oth*r selection rule for the phase factor

JU (1

than

'vtJ,?^.) tl"vti,ft.m,) -

(4)

|n|«|n|. It may be shown with the help of the ballooning repre-
sentation (1) that to different choices of n correspond differ-
ent - but irrelevant - phase factors of the nonlinear solution
of Eq. (2). One has thus the freedom to choose n - O.

To conclude this Section we obtain the wave kinetic equa-
tion appropriate to the cylindrical tokamak in the elctrosta-
tic approximation. The random phase average has been introduced
in the poloidal and toroidal directions. In the radial direction
«here it is inadequate (see Introduction), it has been substi-
tuted by a selection rule based on the method of stationary
phases; the latter is available because of the rapid radial
variation of the linear eigenfunction. If we neglect certain
decay processes not discussed here, we have:

(5)

.XU «* 0. L I Z \*\fdt; led',»-)

The dielectric function is

and the matrix elements:

«v- ^ ) ,

S3



de -L «& J° *

«r *r

Host of the other notations are standard. It should however be
noted referring to the natural plasma modes that

» = sign tjii kj, 3 -lh~' (B./B) dlnq/dr

(= 3k|j(x)/3x), and (̂  - u ^ / O + k^a*).

These results are the consequence of the linear dispersion re-
lation; the sign of kl |corresponds to the choice of the radiat-
ing solution. As concerns the virtual node,

k" - k - k' and a" - ui - u. , . That k", - k,,- k!,
~ ~ ~ - — II " 11
follows fron the stationary phase calculation and implies that
the parallel momentum of the waves is conserved despite the
strong dependence o£ k.i(x). Einally, .P s J (kj a/O^) etc.

III. SOLUTION OF THE WAVE KINETIC EQUATION:
DRIFT WAVE SPECTRUM AND CONVECTIVE CELLS

Eq. (S) can be simplified by introducing an expansion in
T m T£/Te (this allows to retain

k?a t> I while k, av « I) and the localization in k. -space
1 " 1 x 9

of the interacting nodes. Integrals of the form

Ida" a" ^'(k",»") appear thereby: they may be calculated by

closing the contour of integration in the complex plane as first
shown by Rostoker 111, If one further assumes n s dlnT/dlnN • 0
for simplicity, one obtains
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(6)

-V d.a

where f « f(1/y), 7 " k^a . The first two terns on the right-
hand-side refer to the scattering in close interaction; the last
two tent refer to the scattering in distant interaction (see
Introduction). The function f is related to the density fluctua-
tion by

(0 -

The source tern is

s ^

where 4 - 2 4 *2T2rR|Ln|/a\ y = |lsl/|ta|, and <X2> is related

to the fourth power of the cut-off radial mode number set by li-
near ion Landau damping: we estimate <xz>t2 = 1/2S0 (sec Appen-
dix A). 6 is related to the linear growth rate: Yv. (linear)/

In the above equation» Y is the net damping in those re-
gions of k-space where the turbulence is not excited. If we
were indeed to set Y = 0 everywhere, the solution of Eq. (6;
would turn negative in certain strips. The additional freedom
that we gain by allowing Y i* 0 is used to avoid negative spectra;
the equation f = 0 in a given strip is the requested (integral)
equation to determine y.

The solution of Eq. (6) is

J

(7)

where



,ty > = I zà: •"— d " "

' y'> - y'

and we have defined 8 = 8 - wY/|«k|. There are no special diffi-
culties «hen y approaches the roofs yi or y2 " yj of the bi-
nomial R. Indeed» f must necessarily vanish either as y -*• y\
or y + y, because of the sign factor ; the appearance of the
net damping rate y 51 0 in the corresponding neighbourhood then
allows to pass smoothly across the singular points as shown
below. If f vanishes £n a strip, say [a,bj, the solution of the
integral equation mentioned earlier is

v—
\ù>t\

where

-i/'(«wJ(»-:; lid *L(v~'>
3 d J 'i °J J Y"")

<V> " I -^ if——— o <y

'' ->> & f"f>*
This result can be introduced in (7) to show that in the com-
plementary strip [a"1, b ' 1 ] , the expression for f simplifies
into

(9)

The integration constants a], «2 * n d a are chosen to fit the
boundary conditions and to ensure proper matching between the
solutions (7) and (9). As concerns the boundary conditions, we
require f(I) - 0 to avoid any discontinuous behaviour; we also
impose |3f/3y|] = 0 to exclude unphysical (homogeneous) solu-
tions.

To exemplify the theory, we discuss the solution corresponding
to the universal instability |8|; i.e. we take 6 of the form

(.if> -4-— -
where the substracted part represents shear stabilization. The
numerical factor

2 D = (L g/L n)
3 / 2 (m e/m.)

1 / 2 In (A/ x e) |9| where the logarithmic

term = 2.5. Fig. I shows the behaviour of the function f(y);
for comparison we have also plotted the solution which obtains
when distant interaction processes are not taken into account.
The linear growth/damping rate and the net nonlinear damping
rate are displayed in Fig. 2. We note:

1. Close interaction provides an energy cascade from short
to long wavelengths — respectively from long to short
wavelengths - when keas < 1 - respectively when k s«, > I.
The opposite behaviour in these two spectral regions is
related to the group velocity changing sign for kgas - I ;
the latter also explains the dip in the spectrum.

2. Distant interaction obviously produces an energy trans-
fer from long(kea8 < I) to short(kg*» > 1} wavelengths.

3. The energy source or sink present at high mode numbers
has very little impact upon the spectrum. This is suggest-
ed by comparing the weight factors of 8(y) and 6(1/y)
in Eq. 7 and has been verified numerically.

4. The asymptotic behaviour of the one-dimensional density
spectrum lrtIwe^ *%* o b C a i n » because»o(y) (see Eq. 9)
usually approaches a constant for y » 1.

5. The net nonlinear damping rate may change either continu-
ously or discontinuously at the edge of the regions where
the spectrum is excited. It can be shown that the jump
of Y across the matching point is related to a jump in
3f/3y.

In recent years it has besn conjectured that convective
cells could significantly enhance the transport across the mag-
netic field. In this connection we have calculated the frequency
spectrum of the density fluctuations associated with the (first
order) beat waves. The result is displayed in Fig. 3 where we
also show the corresponding drift wave frequency spectrum. It
aay be seen that the. beat wave peaks at cu » 0 which is the
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cells' signature. However, we estimate that for parameters
appropriate to the Princeton Large Torus,the amount of energy
in the cells is appreciably smaller than that present in the
drift oscillations, and we conclude the former will not con-
tribute in a significant way to the anomalous transport.

IV. DISCUSSION OF CROSS FIELD ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT

He estimate that the fluctuation level of drift waves
in PLT, under the conditions described in Ret. 4, is
[fl|2 - 1.4 10"5 (see Appendix B). If we don't take classical
transport into account the electron/ion heat equation takes
the fora

3b
! î.
r d r

(10)

where the anomalous heat flux is given by

:T« R

and the heat source is

e £ IL3I -» t" J '

J ILJ-" i-
In Eq. 10 the plus sign is to be taken for the ions, the minus
sign for the electrons. The heat transfer indicates that the
electron free energy available to drive the instability is
ultimately transformed into ion kinetic energy via nonlinear
Landau damping of thi excited waves. Considering first the ano-
malous electron h«»i conduction we find for PLT parameters
O n - 10 cm, L t « 400 cm, T-_/T« > 1/2, T, • \ keV, B • 30 kG,
and D - 5), X € • 800 cm

2 sec-I and a corresponding energy con-
finement time T-j , « 125 msec.

It is difficult to compare properly the electron losses
through anomalous heat conduction and heat transfer to the ions.
Nevertheless, if we substitute LT1 to the radial derivative in
the firat term of Zq. 10 we obtain

This result suggests that the anomalous heat transfer will

usually not be negligible compared to the corresponding classi-
cal process. The omission of this effect in numerical codes at
least casts doubts on the supposed neoclassical ion heat con-
ductivity.

With the present electrostatic turbulence model, the
microscopic formulation of the electron transport coefficients
does not scale as l/NTe /PO/ as is now generally admitted from
experiment. It is of course quite plausible that either the
electrostatic approximation or the universal instability model,
or both, are inadequate. It* is, however, instructive to recall
that the electron energy balance equation provides a macros-
copic formilation of the heat conduction as

where E,, is the driving Tokamak electric field.

IV. SIMMRY AND REVIEW OF FORMER WORKS

He have shown that nonlinear wave scattering off ions is
a plausible saturation mechanism of drift: waves. The lecal
character (in u space) of the process permits to convert the
otherwise integral wave kinetic equation into two first order
differential equations coupling the spectra I(kg) and I(kg"').
These equations have been solved analytically and the result
is shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The spectrum of the density fluctua-
tion has some desirable properties from an experimental point
of view as shown in the introduction. The physics of the sta-
bilization process has been discussed in Sect. III. Further,
calculation of the frequency spectrum of beat waves shows that
the latter arc essentially convective cells (Fig. 3); their con-
tribution to the diffusion seems however negligible owing to
the low amplitude.

The theory presented here is in contrast to other recent
works where the kinetic aspect of the ion «ration was not taken
into account. Horton /II/ for example focused attention on the
two-dimensional character of the ion fluid response. The present
authors /12/ independently developed a similar but more ri-
gorous analysis (for a discussion of the two works see Tang
/l3/)and found that the nonlinear Ion motion increases the -
radiative losses which in linear theory are associated with
shear. (This effect can be recovered by considering the real
part of Iq. S.) Hirehman and Holvig / U / still adopted a differ-
ent approach to the problem «fail* suggesting that the random
scattering of the electron trajectories by the turbulence would
saturate the instability. Boweirer, a difficulty inherent to



this type of theory (the socalled strong turbulence approach)
is that when saturation of the linearly most unstable mode is
achieved, all the other waves must be damped; hence the impos-
sibility to provide a selfconsistent picture of the stationary
spectrum.

A preliminary version of this work was given at the IAEA
Conference 1980 /15/. Discrepencies with some of the results
presented here occur because the rpa vas erroneously made use
of and distant interactions were not considered. The mathema-
tical aspect of the theory is diiicussed in a recent paper /16/.

APPENDIX A

He estimate that linear ion Landau damping impresses a
cut off on the wave function at

Because of the exponential behaviour of the process, the radial
spectrum roughly has the form of a step function with the above
half width. Hence

APPENDIX B

If .-f) =1
space average of ?S2 is

i m 6 ) , the

Ar/i

0l - - L f |A<i-r,111>l\lr
where the interval &r is large in comparison to the width of the
function^}. In a Tokaaak, the distance between rational surfa-
ces is ri+],n-ri>B « q/«(dlnq/dr). Evaluating the number of ra-
tional surfaces which are contcined in the interval ûr, we find

<r-r,

<tr J t
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ABSTRACT. A numerical code has been developed to solve the

circuit equation for the Brazilian tokamak, TBR, coupled with

the transport co2.c- developed by D.E. Post and others, called

Baldur, Max-Planck 1980 version. It was found that the best

fitting numerical solution with the experimental data is obtained

using the pulsator transport coefficients and with Oxigen impurity of

the order of 2%. A Lower Hybrid heating of TBR has been studied.

It was found that a RF wave with a central frequency of 425 MHz

and the parallel index of refraction of N.. * 10 to 22 is able to

heat plasna by LH mode conversion and electrons by Landau Damping.

The central tenperature for ions rises from 60 to 260 eV while

for electrons goes up from 300 to 460 eV.

1. Introduction

Transport phenomena in tokamaks has been the

object of an intense study by all of major fusion labora-

tories because of the need to understand the scaling law

of the energy confinement time in tokamaks.

Baldur code is a fluid transport code for

tokamaks developed by D.E. Post and others [l] following

the original work done by D.F. Duchs [2,3]. It Is a one

dimensional transport code with possibility of handling

two inn species, two impurities< species neutral particles

sputtering icnization radiations, fusion, neutral particle injection

auxiliary heating and adiabatic compression. The transport

properties are treated as neoclassical, pseudoclassical or

Alcator transport. The ware pinch effect is also included.

We have developed a code for tokamak circuit

equations which couples self-consistently with the Baldur code

(Section 2 ) . In particular, this was applied to study the

transport properties of the Brazilian built tokamak, TBR

In Section 3 we have used the auxiliary heating

code, namely, the Lower Hybrid heating code developed by

D. Eckarttand A. McKenney [5] to study LH heating of TBR.

2. Circuit Equations

Tokamak is, essentially, a transformer with the

secondary coil made of a toroidal plasma frozen in a mag-

netic field, and the primary coil driven by two capacitor

banks. The first bank has a smaller capacitance and is

charged with a higher voltage. It is called fast bank. The

second has a larger capacitance, lower charging voltage,

and is called slow bank. The fast bank is to achieve the

breakdown of the plasma and reach a prescribed current.



The slow bank is switched on when the voltage of the fast

bank reaches its charging voltage. This is used for the

ohmic heating.

The circuit equation is written:

Vi*è

= 0' (2)

where, L., M and L are the primary/ mutual and plasma

inductance, C the capacitance, 1^ and I , primary and

plasma currents, R, and R , primary and plasma resistances,

and Q initial charge on the fast capacitor bank. After the

slow bank is switched on, C represents the sum of the slow ana

fast capacitances and Q represents the sum of remaining charge

on fast bank and the charge on slow bank.

The coupling between the transport and the circuit

equations is achieved through the plasma current, I , which

is a boundary value for the transport equations and the

plasma resistance which 1B given by

B i - 2irRnJzrdr (3)

fit

where Jz(r) is the plasma current density, n(r)its resistivity,

R and a the major and minor radius.

This code has been applied to TBR,which is a small

tokamak with the main characteristics given in Table I.

Since the mechanism of breakdown cannot be treated

by this transport model, the initial values for the current

and the temperatures were given as follows: I =1.0 kA;

Te(0) = 20 eV, Te(a) = 15 eV, T±(0) = IS eV, T±(a) = 10 eV.

The numerical results which best fit the experimental

data are those with, the pulsator scaling and the Oxygen impu-

rity of about 2%. The maximum central values for temperatures

are around Te(0) = 300 eV and ^ ( 0 ) = 60 eV.

TABLE I. Characteristic Values of the Tokamak TBR

R

a

M =

C_ =

0.30 m

0.08 m

0.5 Tesla

15 kA

1.46 mH

0.60 uH

12.4 uH

0.2 mli

56 mil

10 UF

16.7 mF

5.6 kV

0.6 kV

0.7 10 1 3 cm"3

major radius

minor radius

toroidal field

plasma current

primary inductance

plasma inductance

mutual inductance

plasma resistance

primary coil resitance

fast bank capacitance

slow bank capacitance

fast bank charging voltage

slow bank charging voltage

average density



3. Lower Hybrid Heating Model

The heating of the tokamak by RF waves at frequen-

cies near the Lower Hybrid resonance has been studied using

the code developed by D. Eckartt and A. McKenny [5], mod-

ified, in order to handle a variation in the wave frequency.

In this code it is assumed that there is a discrete

k,,-spectrum of the RF wave launched. Each wave with a given

k,, has the linear turning point (on cross-section of plasma) ,

n , which depends on radius r and angle e, where r, 8, • are

the toroidal coordinate system. The wave energy is assumed to

be deposited by the node conversion and distributed evenly on

the magnetic surface corresponding to the radius of the linear

turning point. Its value is given by [6]

"LTP
0.44

(4)

where, f = RF wave frequency in GHz,

B + = local toroidal field in Teslas,

T e ^ = electron and ion temperatures in keV,

n » electron density in 10 cm ,

2»A, - fa2wave length in cm.

4. Electron Landau Damping

The lower hybrid mode conversion heats essentially

the ions. However, if electron temperature is high enough

the electron Landau damping may occur. According to quasi-

linear theory this damping becomes important if

=6.4. (5)

The power deposited by Landau damping i s given by

[5.7],

=0.467 10 255.9 , (6)

-3where !«„, . - . , .Nfl2 is the spectral range. P.- in w cm , n in

cm and Tfi in keV.

This absorption of wave energy by plasma occurs

only, before the mode conversion point. Therefore, the total power

deposited in the spectral range N,n , - . . , N_, i s the volume

integral o" P D between rLTpr the linear turning point, «nd

the plasma edge, a.

S. Results

A study of RF heating of a small tokamak using a

wave frequency near the lower hybrid has been carried out. In

particular, a series of calculation has been done using the

parameters of TBR and RF wave heating, with frequencies

ranging from 300 to 600 MHz. The wave power was given 20

kw. This value is roughly equivalent to the ohraic heating

power. It was assumed to have 6 N^'s, with values ranging

from 10 to 22 and the wave power distributed with a maximum

at N,,= IS. It



In FIG. 1, it shows the evolution of the central

temperatures with time. The labels NO RF means zero wave

power and RF means a power of 20 kW. For no RF power the

maximum temperatures reached are T. = 60. eV and Tg =

310. keV-With 20 kW of power, turned on at 1.0 ms, first,

electrons are heated by Landau Damping. Lacer, at about

1.7 ms, ions start to be heated by mode conversion. Elec-

trons reach a maximum of Te = 460. eV and ions Ti = 260. eV.

A standard energy deposition mapping is shown in

FIG. 2. This shows a tine evolution of a deposition profile,

in CGS units.

The variation of the maximum temperature increase

is shown in FIG. 3. Here, AT., j = i,e, is the maximum

temperature difference between RF heated and not heated

plasma. Ions are strongly heated for frequencies between

325 MHz to 450 MHz. At this frequency the linear turning

point disappears and no RF power is deposited. Electron

Landau Damping improves as the frequency increases.

12

6. Conclusion

RF heating of a small tokamak of a frequency near

the lower hybrid has been studied.

Ne have found that, under some assumptions, the

heating of the Brazilian Tokamak, TBR, it poaaible. Me have

predicted a strong ion heating, with a wave with frequency

ranging between 350 MHz to 450 MHz. Electrona are alao heat-

ed by a value less than that of ions. The heating is done

by linear mode conversion and by electron Landau Damping.
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FIG. 1 - Comparison between the central temperatures of RF

heated plasma and those without heating. RF power is 20 kW

which is of the order of ohmic heating.

FIG. 2 - RF power deposition mapping. The quantities are

in CGS units.
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Abstract

The usual ripple transport calculations lead to a v"1 scaling of the

transport coefficients with collision frequency v. This paper extends and

clarifies this scaling by taking into account the fact that the dominant

contributions to transport come from particles 1n the high energy tail

[E ~ (4 - 6)T], which restricts the v"* scaling range to

v(T) > (E/T)5/z«ud(T) ~ 100 &»d(T). In addition, transport coefficients are

derived in the low colHsionality regime where the radial step size is deter-

mined by the distance » particle drifts before 1t "collisionlessly detraps"

from a ripple well. The maximum transport rate 1s found to be about two

orders of magnitude smaller than usually assumed, primarily because of the

restriction of the v"1 scaling regime to the much higher collision frequen-

cies.

I. Introduction

The discrete nature of toroidal magnetic field coils spoils the symmetry

of a tokamak and produces small modulations of the toriodal magnetic field

that are called ripples. Particles trapped in local ripple magnetic wells

drift off the original flux surface and enhance the particle and heat fluxes.

Local ripple wells exist in the region where a* * o|sin e| < 1, with a = e/Nq«

and a thepoloidal angle. In the collisional regime {i.e. veff s v/5 > u>d "

ovd/r, where v is the collisional frequency, vd the $B drift speed, and r the

minor radius) particles are detrapped from the ripple wells through small-

angle collisions. The transport coefficients in this regime scale like v~*

and have been studied by many authors.1*3 In the collisioniess regime

(veff < o^) particles can be detrapped from the ripple wells collisionlessly,

due to the fact that as particles drift along a |B| surface they see a di-

minishing ripple well depth. The transport coefficients in this regime are

proportional to v. In the case of vcff < u^, particles can also drift out of

the system before they are detrapped. The smooth transition of the transport

coefficients from the collisional to colHsionless regime is accomplished by

averaging over a MaxwellIan distribution function. Particles with energy E

will be in collisional (collisionless) regime if veff(E) > (<) ud(E). Since

the dominant contribution to collisional transport comes from particles on the

high energy tail of the distribution function (E/T ~ 4 - 6, with T the plasma

temperature), the maxima of the transport coefficients occur at

veff[E - (4 - 6)T] - ud[E ~ (4 - 6)T], which is almost two orders of magnitude

larger than previous predictions;2 the maxima of the transport coefficients

*rt thus reduced by a similar factor. Specific formulae for transport in the

collisionless regime, and the appropriate averaging of this region with the

collisional regime are developed below.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss collisionless

transport. The smooth transition of the transport coefficients from colli-

sional to collisionless regime 1s discussed in Sec. III. Concluding remarks

are given in Sec. IV. fj



II. Coilisionless Transport

Before we begin calculating transport coefficients, we first discuss the

ripple well model we will use in the later calculations. For a tokamak with N

toroidal field coils, the magnetic field can be written approximately as*

B • B 0 ( l - e cos e - « cos M*) , (1)

where Bo is the magnetic f ie ld on the axis, r, s, + are the usual toroidal co-

ordinates, e = r/R, R is the major radius, and S is the ripple depth. The

minimum (maximum) magnetic f ie ld along the f ie ld line can be found from the

equation aB/se * 0, which leads to

E sin 9 + Nq« sin (Néfl + Nqe) - 0 , (2)

where q is the safety factor, and É0 i 4 - qs Is the angular variable label

for a particular field line. Equation (2) can be satisfied only i f

a* » e(s1n e)/Nq« < 1 , which Is the criterion for the existence of a local

magnetic well due to the ripple. One set of consecutive maxima and minima

obtained from Eq. (2) Is

where e± are two consecutive maxima and 9ra is the minimum inbetween. To ob-

tain Eqs. (3) and (4), we have assumed a does not vary to lowest order in

1/Nq across one ripple well and is evaluated at 0 * em. The effective ripple

well depth 6 e f t - [B(eJ - B(em)D/B0 is thus

i e f f « S[/l - a*2 - o*(f - Sin"1 a*)] , (5)

and the corresponding sinusoidal ripple well with well depth 6eff and length

Z(em - e.) is

- «eff c o s
N$o + Nqe + sin"1 a*

» - 2 s in' 1 o*
03. (6)

where ff0 • Bo D. - e cos em - «a (T/2 - sin a ) ] , i s shown in Fig. 1.

In the flux coordinates where

(7)

with * Is the poloidai flux function, the steady-state bounce averaged drift

kinetic equation can be written as

and

"•o + H q% " * *lB"1 •* •

N*e + NQ»t - tw • Jtlf
1 a* .

(3)

(4)

(8)

where e is the electric charge of the particles, c Is the speed of light, and

J is the second adiabatic invariant defined as

The Mgnttic fitid In son» stellarator configurations can also be written in
this forms thus this work Is relevant to transport 1n some stcilarator con-
figurations as wtli.



for a particle with parallel (to the magnetic field line) speed v ( . With the

ripple well model given in Eq. (6), we have

'o°eff » - 2 sin"1 o [E(k) - (1 - k') K(k)] , (10)
* ft. h

where m is the mass of the particle, K and E are complete elliptic integrals

of first and second kind respectively, and k2 is the pitch angle variable

defined as

z E - iB0 [1.- E cos em - S A - o*]

For particles trapped in the bottom of the well, k2 • 0, while for barely

trapped particles, k2 * 1. Assuming 1 « a « Nq, we can rewrite Eq. (8)

explicitly utilizing Eqs. (10) and (11):

(H)

*o

where

and

T~ '
(13)

e0=lqRrV- • »«)
P

with Bp being the poloidal magnetic field and g the magnetic moment. From now

on, we will drop the subscript m in 8 m for simplicity in notation.

Assuming 80 ~ w » iQ sin 8/rRB , to th« lowest order in 5Q (or v ) , we

have

(15)

fo ' fH^'EJ w 1 t h 3 f < / 3 8 * °* 7?le linearized drift kinetic equation is then

(165

A solution to Eq. (IE) can be chosen as a Maxwellian distribution

3f M . 3*i ., , afi

Next, we make an auxiliary ordering. Assuming iga »

S fH • î flft sin o — ^ * 8 cos s - *.
O 3^ 0 38

The solution to Eq. (17) can be written as

we obtain

(17)

(18)

with ag/as • 0. To obtain Eq. (18), we assumed cos 8 » 1. The function g can

be determined from the constraint that the first order perturbed distribution

function fj not contribute to the equilibrium density. Thus, we obtain

(19)

where 87 is defined through kz(e-eT) • 1. Physically, 9j is the poloidal

angle at which particles with a particular pitch angle k| * k2(e * 0) at

8 * 0 will be detrapped at 8j. S7



The relationship between 8j and kjj can be obtained from Eq. (11). We

define

, _ E - i£ 0 ( l - e - S)
0 * 2i]BQ« *

Since along the particle's drift trajectory there is no variation of the

quantity B (1 - e cos 0 - sA - o )» we have

(20)

(21)

To obtain Eq. (21), we have used the approximation « ̂  * sA - a for

simplicity. From Eq. (21), we obtain

<22>

Those particles trapped at the bottom of the well at 8 * 0 will be detrapped

at 8-r » I/o, while those particles that are barely trapped will be detrapped

immediately, i.e. e-r • 0.

To the next order of the drift kinetic equation, we have

(23)

Noting that

(24)

we can simplify Eq. (23) and obtain

af,Hi
as

Using Eq. (19), we have

IT

(25)

(26)

After integrating by parts, the particle and heat fluxes can be written as

'•-Ff/^-lferrîr • (27)

and

Using the approximation

we obtain

28 1 1

7
and

(28)

(29)

(30)



Transforming the <i coordinate to the usual r coordinate and noting that

v - v t | AT A(x) x"3/Z ,

where

, * /2?ne* In A

A(x) - (n + n1 - -3=-) ,

•¥ 0

and x « E/T, we obtain

(31)

and

_ 0.018
/6

Equations (31) and (32) are valid for both electrons and ions. For electrons,

both vee and vel- have to be Included, but vt > v{f for Ions.

The electric field that appears in Eqs. (31) and (32) should be deter-

mined from the quasineutrality requirement by setting the electron particle

flux (both neoclassical and anomalous) to that of the ions. Since the anoma-

lous electron transport is not fully understood, we will leave dt/dr as an

unknown quantity. An electric field will also affect the particle drift orbit

and hence transport. This latter effect is not included in this paper.

Before closing this section, we give a heuristic derivation of the trans-

port coefficients in Eqs. (31) and (32). For a » Î, the radial step size be-

fore detrapping occurs is âr ~ r/o2. The time scale for collisional detrap-

ping is it ~ S/v, and the fraction of particles participating 1n the transport

processes is f ~ /s. Thus, we can estimate a random walk diffusion coeffi-

cient (D ~ f (ir)2/At) to be

Si a
(33)

The extra I/a factor in Eq. (31) is due to the fact that ripple trapped parti-

cles exist only where (e| < I/a.

III. Overall Ripple Transport Coefficients

For a given Maxwellian distribution, particles with different energies

participate in different transport processes. Ripple trapped particles can

exist only if

Nv.,/5

4 (34)

where v ( > /2T/m Is the thermal speed of particles. Particles with energy £

such that

(35)



will participate in coiiisional ripple-trapping transput,2»3 where SI = eB/mc.

In the collisional regime, boundary layer effects'* should be also taken into

account. The boundary layer will cause a smooth transition to the collisional

ripple plateau regime.5 Particles with energy E/T > b will participate in the

collisionless transport. In cases where particles become detrapped before

drifting out of the system as discussed in Sec. I I , they will contribute to

both the particle and heat fluxes as given in Eqs. (31) and (32), In the case

where they can drift-out of the system before being detrapped, they wil l not

contribute to the diffusive oarticle and heat fluxes in the energy range given

in Eq. (35); they give a small, direct loss of.particles and enargy.

Thus, the total particle and heat fluxes for a Maxwellian distribution

can be written as

n u r n 63/?' rcT I 2 n f H, * 4 e' x
 r l dn . e d* . . 3. 1 dTi

-0.34 G(.) — - (gy) n / dX j^y- [- g - + y gp + (x - ? ) T gp]

i 7? ri \ i 3 / 2 rcT l z »n f H , x3e"x
 f l dn . e d» . /_ 3, 1 dTi- 1.72 b(a) — ( ^ an / dx ̂ j^pz (? gp + T gp + (x - j) T 3 F ]

- 0.018 —
x

e
ri dn . e d» 3\ 1 dTi

? T Pl
e d» . .„ 3\ 1 dTi
T"d7 * ( x * ? T cPl

and

71
:

/ !

where G(a) and G*(o) are geometric factors associated with ripple transport,3

and boundary layer effects,1* respectively, and t » 0 for particles that can

drift out of the system, or t * 1 otherwise. The ion transport coefficients

for the heat flux Q, which can be written as

n T ^" np ^ n ^ t1ft\

are shown in Fig. 2 for a particular set of the plasma parameters, which are

similar to those used by Tani et al. in their Honte Carlo simulations of

ripple transport.6 Notice that xé ' xn-

From Fig. 2, we can see that the maxima of the transport coefficients

occur at the collision frequency where 1 - ̂ veff^"d^£~{A-6)T' "hich 's about

two orders of magnitude larger in collisionality than previous predictions,2

which implied 1 ~ ("e f f X p M ' Tne reason for this difference is that since

the dominant contribution to the collisional transport comes from high energy

particles [E » (4 - 6)T], when these particles start to participate in the

collisionless transport the 1/v growth stops and this limits the maxima of the

transport coefficients.

IV. Concluding Remarks

Ripple transport in the collisionless regime, namely v e f f < u d has been

calculated from the bounce averaged drift kinetic equation. We find that the

transport coefficients are proportional to the collision frequency in this

regime. The smooth transition of the transport coefficients from the colli-

sional to collisionless regime Is obtained by splitting up a Maxwsllian

distribution into different collisionality regimes according to their energy.

The result is that the collisionality regime and magnitude of the maxima of

the transport coefficients are determined by high energy particles



(E/T ~ 4 - 6 ) . This is because they give the dominant contributions to the

collisional transport, and when they start to participate in collisionless

transport ( v e f f [E ~ (4 - 6)T] < ud[E ~. (4 - 6 )T ] ) , the 1/v scaling of the

transport coefficients stop and the maxisna of the transport coefficients are

thus limited to values about two orders of magnitude smaller than usual est i -

mates imply.3 These results indicate that the ripple-trapping transport

losses in large, high-temperature plasmas confined in tokamaks or steilarators

are much less severe than previously thought.
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Abstract

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON PROGRAMMING MODES
IN HIGH-BETA SHALL TOKAMAK

In this paper, together with the experimental results on it,
a small Tokamak system developed for the aim of to be able to
convert from one high-beta reversed-field pinch operating condi-
tion to an other and to investigate specially the magnetic field
configurations are presented, la the case of screw-pinches dis-
charge from the magnetic probe signals, for total temperature of
plasma k(Te *T±), 60 - 90 ev are calculated. At that time, the
electron density of the pinched plasma is about 101''cm~3. Depen-
ding on the operating modes, beta values have varied between 0.14
and 0.30.

1. INTRODUCTION

In high beta Tokamak systems including the screw pinches
devices too ; controlling the experimental conditions and using
programmable fields (safety factor is close to 1), MHD kink ins-
tabilities are removed /I-2/. On the other hand, in the case of
the safety factor is taken smaller then 1 or in other words prac-
tically when Bg — BA, in reversed-field pinch schemes it is arri-
ved to the higher beta values (20 - 30 %) keeping MHO equilibrium
/3-4/. In either two cases, programming process of the fields
become primarily effectual on MHO modes.

The purpose of this study is to determine the time history
of the toroidal field configurations (e.g., Bumpy and/or Cusped
or Reversed fields), in a selected programme mode by means of si-
mulated experimental model.

2, SYSTEM

The small Tokamak has a toroidal vacuum vessel made of quartz
whose major and minor diameters are 50,0 cm and 5,0 cm respecti-
vely. The primary coil is a single wound strip-belt with a width
of 10,0 cm surrounding from inner and outer walls of the torus.
These windings are parallelly connected to the capacitor bank via
a controlled spark-gap switch, In order to obtain a sufficient
coupling between the plasma and the primary (the coupling coeffi-
cient is 0,85), 0 shaped iron core in four groups are encicled
the torus and primary all together, The cspscitor bank (6,0 vF,
30.0 kV) has a stored energy of 2700 Joules, The toroidal field
strength is 2,50 kG and to change its direction can be possible.
The maximum field duration is 2.0 seconds when it is programmed,
Because of constructional property, the poloidal field is produ-
ced by the primary itself, Furthermore the maximum poloidal field
is calculated as 2,0 kG, First half period of current pulse is
about 12.0 usec, During experiments crow-baring technique has not
been used. Principal diagnostics used are : electric and magnetic
probes, Rogcwski coils, operational integrators and voltage divi-
ders. By a pulsed RF break-down system (3,0 kW, 0,1 sec, and
7.0 Mhz) a preionization is performed. The density of RF plasma
is 10' cm when there exist pure H2 or D2 gases at the pressure
range of 100 - 400 mTorr inside the torus and the RF plasma tem-
perature of 2,0 - 10.0 eV for it are measured,

3, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this system, because of it has not been used the crowba-
ring technique, then the overall evaluations have been performed
only in the first half period of 12,0 usec of current pulse. In
fact, for BA - 0, none pinched discharge has been observed in the
second half period of current pulse, in return to the values of
electric field applied were slightly changed (for the first and
second half periods they are 22 V/cm and 25 V/cm respectively).

Toroidal fields have been applied during the preionization
and the discharges have been done under these conditions.

The direction of the toroidal field with respect to the
plasma current vector has been determined at the beginning, and
it has been kept constant through the discharge. The effect of
the direction has generally come into view as the form of repro-
ducibility destruction in 3,0 - 6,0 usec after the maximum com-
pression. This has not affected the confinement time excessively.

Before to investigate the magnetic field distributions and
the magnetic pressure profiles, reproducibility conditions of the
system have been searched, Determined optimum conditions are: (i)
The fresh gas puffing at the pressure of p—100.0 mTorr before
each discharge (used gases are Hydrogen and Deuterium); (ii) The



continuous preionization with a RF input power between 1.50 and
2.5 kWj (Hi) The toroidal field direction fitting to the plasma
current vector after that of the first quarter of discharge peri-
od Td/4.

In the experiments carried out, the following values have
been Measured: storage energy Ik — 1.5 kj, volts per turn
Y/N—2700 volts, primary current (at the same time the poioidal
current) I p-25 0 kA and plasma current Ipi - 12.0 - 15.0 kA.
The electron density has been determined by using the Langmuir
probes and the Micro-wave techniques. The maximum electron den-
sity in the pinch phase was about 101<f cm'3 . Depending on the
operational Modes, beta value and total plasma temperature have
changed in the range of 0.14 - 0.30 and 60 - 90 eV respectively.

As an example to the effect of gas pressure on magnetic
pressure is given in Fig.l. Generally after 3.0 vis from onset of
the discharge the pinch ratio is maximum. In this condition, for
the gas pressure' of 100 mTorr, it is understood that the insta-
bilities in higher modes of m - 1 and m - 2 are not appeared.

Figure 2 and Fig.3. show the magnetic pressure profiles
for B* — 0. In the cases of without toroidal axial magnetic fi-
eld and with bumpy field after 6.0 us from thedischarge onset
(F1g.3.), under the influence of screw pinches, the current
channel shifts towards the upper walls.

When a cusped type of magnetic field is applied, in magne-
tic pressure profiles corresponding to 3,0 ps (Fig.4.) and 6.0
lis (Fig.5.), from the characteristical aspect only a slight dif-
ference is observed. In the higher modes although there exist
some instabilities, the magnetic pressure at the minor axis is
maximum. The current channel is rotating but its axis is not
changing

In Figure 6, in the bumpy and cusped field conditions, for
the maximum compression the radial B@ field distributions are
illustrated. For instance for I4-2O.O Amps with respect to the
drifting in current channel towards the upper walls with bumpy
field, on the other side for the case of cusped field the shif-
ting becomes towards the minor axis. In cusped field, the values
of 1^ are not affecting the field distributions.

In general, the symmetry with respect to minor axis rela-
ting to horizontal B0 field distributions and pressure profiles
are protected up to 8.0 ys after onset of the discharge.

The magnetic field values In gauss are calculated from the
current applied to the field coils multiplying by the factor of
30 {B I 30 G)30

p
- I^x 30 G).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Because of the crowbar technique has not been used, the
evaluation has been done for a relatively short time in the first
half period of 12,0 ps. Extrapolating the results, for the hier-
archy of the field programming, it can be mentioned firstly from
the confinement while B^ — 0, secondly from the application of
BA in conformable direction according to the used electric field
direction and finally from transformation to the cusped configu-
ration. In the case of using the crowbar technique, each segment
of B* coil (total 18 segments) can be charged as to previously
fixed programme by means of a'special transmission line and fast
SCR switchs. Thus in a selected operating period (20,0 - 50.0 us)
a possibility to pass to a optimum field configuration may be
found.
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Linear wave conversion at electron cyclotron resonance is conside-
red in a large number of papers (for example / I / and references therein).
Nonlinear wave conversion at electron cyclotron resonance is significantly
less investigated / 2 , 3 / , Here, the conversion of extraordinary and ordinary
pump wave into two parametrically excited longitudinal plasma waves is con-
sidered. The couplings of upper hybrid (UH) electron Bernstein (EB) and ob-
liquely propagating electron cyclotron waves (OEC) with low 1S(L) or high
frequency IS(H) ion-sound waves are studied. Thresholds and maximum para-
metric increments for these processes are given.

In the nonlinear phase of development of parametric instabilities,
cascade processes / 4 / , which are based on collisional mechanism of dissipa-
tion of parametrically excited plasma waves, are studied. Based on this satu-
ration mechanism, the anomalous collision frequencies and anomalous absor-
ption lengths are evaluated. Finally, the comparison of linear and nonlinear
plasma absorption processes is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heating of plasma at electron cyclotron resonance in tokamak /5,€/,
octapoles /?/ and bumpy torii / 8 / atracts a great attention due to the possibi-
lity of further plasma heating and modification of current profile in tokamaks
/ 9 / . Interaction of high-frequency electromagnetic radiation with plasmas at
electron cyclotron resonance could be also used as prime plasma production
source./10/. All of these investigations are mainly motivated by significant
advance in girotrons (electron-cyclotron maseçû technology / l l / . Up-to-date
papers mainly dealt with linear theory in reference to the external pump f\f
(linear mode conversion or linear electron-cyclotron resonance heating LECRH).

The electric field intensities of contemporary gyrotrons, however,
are sufficient for appearence of parametric processes in tokamak plasmas.
It is to be noted that parametric processes are not only important because
of the possibility of nonlinear plasma heating but, as well, because they can •
significantly change the conditions in the domain of linear resonance.

In papers dealing with LECRH is shown that both ordinary (O) and
extraordinary (X) electromagnetic waves could be used for plasma heating
if. they are launched at appropriate angle to a toroidal magnetic field Bt. In
opened systems/8/without plasma preheating by other means IF- SZc^^i.
( S2c - -Éïjj- electron «ciOTMtJ frequency and u5fe_ electron plasma
frequency) the main part of the energy was transfered to resonant electrons
which were accelerated up to the relativistic velocities. If the tokamak plas-
ma is preheated Mv> !ile.5cWfc_a bulk plasma heating at electron cyclotron
resonance was TX»ilNAViT/5'/.̂ LS0|<3etailed numerical analyses .NtfASgiven. The
linear heating of high density toroidal plasma (&t ^Wfe. ) v/A%considered in
/ 1 2 / . In that paper a propagation of X-mode launched quasi-perpendicular
with respect to B from the inside of the torus and propagation of O-mode laun-
ched obliquely to Bt from the outside of the torus is considered. It was shown
that both O and X-mode are finally converted into electron Bernstein modes.
They propagate to the center of the tokamak being cyclotron damped what results
in local plasma heating. In Fig. 1 (according to the réf. /12/ ) a trajectory
of O-mode propagating through tokamak plasma is shown. It could be seen that
O-mode passes through the upper hybrid (UH)
resonance layer reaching the plasma cut off
at point B. Here O-mode is linearly conver-
ted into X-rreode which propagate towards the
interior of tokamak. It reaches first turning
point C after which it propagates in opposite
direction. In second turning point D, X-mode
is linearly converted into Bernstein mode which
is further damped by linear or nonlinear mecha-
nisms.

From the example described above,
the problem faced in nonlinear electron cyclo-
tron resonance heating (NEW COULD ae EASILY

: ( for example a and b
zone at Fig. l ) at which parametric processes could be developed ( to
sufficient intensity oi pump electric field) are to be recognized. In other
words the zones where incident EM wave (O-mode, Fig. 1) and EM wave ob-
tained by linear conversionfx-mode, Fig. 1) are nonlinearly converted into
plasma waves. Further, it is to be distinguished whether through paramet-
ric processes a bulk or tail plasma heating take place. The first one is im-
portant from the aspect of plasma heating /ftff/ and second one from the
aspect of current generation in tokamak plasma / 1 5 / .



2. LINEAR THEORY (GENERAL APPROACH)

A low h ( (*> = <rigj^ ) homogeneous plasma in interaction
with the linearl} polarized driver pump in the form Ë*(t) ^ l^( t ) sin (Jujt-Sfcï?)
is considered. A long wavelength parametric excitations (k) are studied such
that K ^icle is valid so that driver pump could be treated in dipole approx-
imation. Physically, it means that we shall be interested in parametric exci-
tations which take place in the domain relatively far from the linear conver-
sion region (<00-£a. "i>WJT{ ) . In this case, linear phase o." development of
parametric instabilities is described by the nonlinear (with respect to the
external electric field) resonant mode-mode coupling dispersion relation
obtained by the known procedure / 1 6 /

HereA^Ê) and Ac^leJ are low-frequency ion and electron plasma
lities, respectively. ÊCW^SEL AND £(W-Wo,!?-&)= £_H
high-frequency magnetized plasma dielectric permitivittes. flLjs
coefficiemVwhich in the case of nornjal incidence Q fo -̂ - ÇxtcoefficiemV
ordinar

on plasma susceptibi-
£ are low and
tes. flLjs the coupling

hich in the case of nornjal incidence Q fo -̂ - Çxt ) of extra-
!% \ and ordinary (_Es> H 6t jdriver pump has the following forms:

ê ( 2 )

(3 )

Herefpt and Iffoare Debye electron and ion radii and v is angle
1? and ïjj . In what followj^we shall consider the case of strong driver

pumps ^"^^uA^U where j i s parametric increment and <jPt_.and "l^j l i-
near damping rates of low and high frequency parametrically excited modes
of magnetized plasma. The geometry of the problem is given in Fig. 2. For
parametric increment from ( l )

7
cw&\

i s obtained. Here U70(KÔJ = (0H (£10+^(1?.), t?L= -
From (4 ) , for the thresholds of parametric excitations

is obtained.4y 0 are functions depending on the polarization of driver pump.

-2.
(6)

(7)

In the case when electron temperature (Te) is equal to the ion
temperature (Ti) what is tipical for tokamak plasmas a strong damping of
low-frequency magnetized plasma modes takes place so that instead of para-
metric decay processes described by (4) and (5) , in fact, we have induced
scattering of external field by ions (U?s= fc& ~kVri,Vs- CW) ^71= (m)
AUD W j - ion-sound wave frequency). The increment for induced scatte-
ring of external EM wave by ions has the following form < ^ \ ^ ' ^ l ^ )

The corresponding expression for the threshold could be obtained from (5)
substituting ^h W/

Fig. 2

3. NONLINEAR THEORY (GENERAL APPROACH)

As 'the saturation mechanism of the parametrically induced turbu-
lent plasma ;state, the secot.iary decays of the high-frequency magnetized
plasma mode W^OÇlJinto other high-frequency^^ Riit) magnetized plasma
mode coupled with low-frequency (ion-sound wàve)t|^l(fît') and so on, are
considered. This mechanism, as it will be shown in what follows, yields a
high absorption efficiency. In the lower hybrid frequency domain it was used in
/17 / and in the explanation of space simulation experiments in / 1 8 / . Now, the
finite wave-length of the driver pump (high-frequency longitudinal mode of mag-
netized plasma) must be taken into account. Parametric dispersion relation
describimthese cascade processes has the following form:

HereTÉ^ is the vector of the electron oscillation amplitude in the electric
field of high-frequency magnetized plasma mode and containing (toroidal)
magnetic field B .(u^Eii) are the frequency and wave vector of 1U-4h.cascade.

N *



For the parametric increment from ( 9 )

Wo do)
is obtained. We shall consider a quasistationary turbulence spectrum of N
cascades which could be described by the simple energy balance equation

jû-i En, = Tu EM, 4 i u
Here, the term \%-i. Oyi, on the left-hand side of (11) represents the power
transfered to 'ït--Ht cascade from (Il-l)-th cascade (^ji-iis parametric in-
crement of the decay process oi-i -»CH+ ̂ w ) . The power collisionally dissi-
pated within n-th cascade is described by*{ij E/^ and the power trasfered
from the n-th to (n+l)-th cascade in the decay process ln-»ln+l + Sn is
given b y ^ E ^ - i . • I I could be seen that a high frequency wave turbulence
spectrum consists of N descrete lines (Fig. 3)
placed at distance equal (jO (_. This, however,
takes place only in the case of weak turbulence
theory (̂ .aC W(_). In réf. / 2 0 / , where the ex-
citation of upper-hybrid wave was considered,
it was shown that taking into account finite
wavelength (^4" 0 ) of the external field leads
to the appearence of the "blue" lines (with
frequency higher than Wç) in turbulence spec-
trum, and to the possibility of energy trans-
fer from the domain of primary excitation to
the domain of higher frequencies. Fig. 3

Inserting the expression for parametric increment (10) into ( 11)
for the turbulence spectrum

1

" *.BH> LMj«-»»auie unes

A

i

-A

i
i

i

i
i

>• i

is obtained (Eig. 3) . From (12)
cascades U^sr is obtained.

(12)

for the total number N of

ver pump electric field power dissipated per unit volume is
„ . . „ . „., vii=Vft.-̂  where ^(Xis the anomalous collision frequency. In the case
when parametric instabilities are saturated by cascade mechanism we can
write:

2. 2-

The problem faced here is to find the intensity of electric field of first cas-
cade. For n=l, from eg. (1 ) , neglecting collisional dissipation within the
first cascade, we obtain Ifo (I*) E|*" /ftft)f
solved by means ol approximation E A.E
^-EwtÇrt.-i) A ) . Then, we obtain ^
atkmfor E4

ion d i s s p t i o
ft<)i • ™ s equation could be
(the error is minimum A-^i-^Z.

( . From the latter equ-

(14)

could be written. (Note that (14) is valid only in a quasistationary turbulence
state). Combining (14) and (13) for the nonlinearly absorbed power per unit

Ltteïf
is obtained. We shall define the anomalous absorption length as a distance
which is traversed by the external EM wave during the time of nonlinear
absorption AcaT'^;-Accordingly „

U = V ^ - ^ ^ • . (16)
Here «W-is the group velocity of the external field (In EC frequency range

Finally, let us note that in the case that primary and secondary de-
cays are of the same quality (/]\)2'!J-4 ) for E , E/j « E . i s obtained. Such a
case will be considered in what follows and was used in obtaining of .eq. 12.
The opposite case i s , for example, the primary decay of EM wave into elec-
tron cyclotron wave coupled with ion-sound wave and secondary decay INTO
electron cyclotron waves, T H A S is possible in the short wave length region
/ 2 1 / AND , in this paper, is excluded.

4. CONCRETE NONLINEAR CONVERSION PROCESSES

Spectrum of longitudinal oscillations of fully ionized (electron-ion)p g
magnetized plasma is described by the following dispersion relation / 2 2 /

(1?)
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k) where Toi is Bessel's function of the order "n"
0 ( )

Collisional dissipation of magnetized plasma eigen modes is given by:

In the long wave-length region ( kfe*-i- E-̂ pe - ^ L. ) from (17) the following
dispersion relation

(20)

could be obtained. When plasma is strongly magnetized ( S^lçyf ^çe. ) from
(20) we obtain two high-frequency oscillation branches - oblique electron
cyclotron wave ( OEC ) and oblique Langmuir wave ( OLW)

(OEC)

00 COS©

(21)

(22)

Tokamak plasma heating by parametric excitation of oblique Langmuir waves
was considered in / 2 3 / . In the case of perpendicular propagation frequency
spectrum (21) is reduced to the upper-hybrid branch. Perpendicularly propa
gating are, also, electron (EB) Bernstein modes with the following frequency
spectrum and dielectric permitivity :

Uj V

12

(23)

(24)

In the low-frequency domain we have high-frequency ion-sound wave IS(H)
(U)=teVs ) , low-frequency ion-^ound wave IS(L) (W = fcWSg-Vs ) , ion-Bernstein
mode (IB) (W*.W.lSi;lf }+ W W exp( - l e f r f in \ ) and lower-hybrid wave (LH)
( w ^U!fC(,+ - ^ f H . ) . " ^ U * ' I

In Table I the maximum parametric increments for some character
ristic nonlinear conversion processes are given in the case of normal inciden-
ce of O and X driver pumps. It is evident that in a model of homogeneous plas-
ma nonlinear processes at electron cyclotron resonance are most effectively

induced by X driver pump. Table T could be used to obtain anomalous collision
frequencies for each chanel of nonlinear conversion; In the case of decay
•t—v EB+ XS(y)for anomalous absorption length ( la.r" )

is obtained. For driver-pump irradiances of about ~X_T^ K00 ' yjj_i. •
Tè.'v4-5WV|MeAlO ÎÛC AWD Bt ̂ S"—\0T , UXamounts to a value of seve-
ral WN1 what is the wave-length of gyrotron. Taking into account other effects,
for example, inhorr.ogeneity of plasma, leads to lower values toryb . Anyway,
for CflLthe values of the order of several cm are to be expected what i s much
less than the dimensions of type B and type C tokamaks / 1 3 / . In that sence it
could be concluded that parametric frequency range (esspecially excitation of
electron Bernstein mode) leads to the efficient nonlinear absorption of the
external radiation and accordingWo plasma heating.

0

5. CONVECTION OF PARA METRICALLY EXCITED WAVES

Energy balance equation ( 4l ) is valid only in the case when instabi-
lities are absolute. In the opposite case the convection term

2.
n (26)

is to be added at the right-hand side of eg. ("M ) . JÂviK. could be find by sol-
lving eg. ( ̂ ) for a given frequencies. In the case of excitation of low- fre -
quency mode which is heavily damped I ^ f e ' v '\ui\, • *n t n a t case the con-
vection of waves docs not play significant role. For stronger driver pumps
such that /f0> ^ 1 J L I siw J 1^1 i s v a l i d i parametric decay insta-
bilities are absolute. So, me validity of the theory presented with respect
to the driver pump electric field intensities is restricted by the condition
(the demand of the weak turbulence theory is also included)

(27)

6. CONCLUSION

From the presented theory based on simple physical model it could
be concluded that under the condition (27) parametric processes at electron-
cyclotron frequeny range play significant role in heating of tokamak plasmas.
A significant enhancement of bulk plasma heating in region not too far from
the linear conversion region if S2e.»Ujp^anil in zones a and b (Fig. 1) when
51«^Wpe,, is to be expected in heating experiments.
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ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING

T. TAJIMA
Institute for Fusion Studies,
University of Texas,
Austin, Texas,
United States of America

Abstract

Ion cyclotron resonance heating of plasmas in tokamak and
EBT configurations has been studied using 1-2/2 and 2-1/2 dimen-
sional fu l ly self-consistent electromagnetic particle codes. We
have tested two major antenna configurations; we have also com-
pared heating efficiencies for one and two ion species plasmas.
We model a tokamak plasma with a uniform poloidal f ield and 1/R
toroidal f ie ld on a particular q surface. Ion cyclotron waves
are excited on the low f ie ld side by antennas parallel either to
the poloidal direction or to the toroidal direction with different
phase velocities. In 2D, minority ion heating (v, ) and electron
heating (vn.vx) are observed. The exponential electron heating
seems due to the decay instabil i ty. The minority heating is con-
sistent with mode conversion of fast Alfven waves and heating by
electrostatic ion cyclotron modes. Minority heating is stronger
with a polcidal antenna. The strong electron heating is accom-
panied by toroidal current generation. In ID, no thermal insta-
b i l i ty was observed and only strong minority heating resulted.
For an EBT plasma we model i t by a multiple mirror. We have
tested heating efficiency with various minority concentrations,
temperatures, mirror ratios, and phase velocities. In this geo-
metry we have beach or inverse beach heating associated with the
mode conversion layer perpendicular to the toroidal f ie ld . No
appreciable electron heating Is observed. Heating of Ions 1s
linear in time. Foi- both tokamak and EBT slight majority heating
above the collisional rate Is observed due to the second harmonic
heating.

I . Ion cyclotron heating of a tokamak plasma

Ion cyclotron resonance heating of a plasma 1s one of the
most direct ways of heating ions «nong various electromagnetic
wave heating techniques. Experimentally, in fact, i t has been
the most successful r f heating method to date [1]. An efficient
method for heating tokamak plasmas calls for both good wave pene-
tration into a large bulk plasm* and good wave absorption by the
plasma, preferably, by plasm» Ions. A fast Alfven wave heating

of a plasma with a lighter minority species uti l iz ing the ion
cyclotron resonance for this species is discussed in [2] and [3]
satisfies such cr i ter ia . In a tokamak plasma the antenna-launched
fast Alfven wave is converted at the conversion layer into the
electrostatic ion cyclotron wave and another fast Alfven wave.
The electrostatic wave wil l eventually heat ions and absorb energy
from the incoming electromagnetic wave'.

In order to see the most efficient ion cyclotron resonance
coupling/heating, we. have conducted a series of computer simula-
tions on runs of ful ly self-consistent 2-1/2 dimensional electro-
magnetic particle code. We model the problem by taking a portion
of a particular q surface (q ~ 1-2) in the neighborhood of
m = n|) (hydrogen cyclotron frequency) out of entire tokamak. The
portion of the magnetic surface is mapped onto a cartesian x-y
plane with the x-direction corresponding to the 8 (poloidal)
direction and the y-direction to the <j> (toroidal) direction. The
toroidal magnetic f ie ld (y direction) varies as l/fx+x,,) and the
poloidal f ie ld (x direction) is uniform. The electromagnetic
f ie ld boundary conditions are handled by the Budden turning point
technique for complete absorption [4] in the positive ami negative
x direction and periodic in the y direction. The external antenna
current is given on the x=x. (xa: antenna position) l ine , where
the current may point to either y or z direction with specified
wavenumber ky and frequency u. The particles are re-entrying
from the other side upon exit . Calculations are carried out on
the 2-1/2 D(x,y,vx,vv,vz,Ex,Ey,E2,Bx,Bv,Bz) electromagnetic code
with typically 128 X*128 grid'anâ 8 X 128 X 128 particles.

Me have tried cases of a single or double (proton-deuterium)
species plasma with an antenna current running along the toroidal
(y) or poloidal (z) direction. Our antenna creates the wave mag-
netic fields SB of the same order of magnitude as the poloidal
magnetic f ields. A toroidal antenna (parallel to the toroidal
direction) has only weak coupling to and weak heating of the plasma
for a one-species case. The toroidal antenna primarily launches
the slow Alfven waves. A poloidal antenna has penetration Into a
plasma but not heating for a single species plasma. The poloidal
antenna launches both the slow and fast Alfven waves.

For a two-sped es plasma (proton-deuterium) at o> - 2fin (where
fip 1s the deuterium cyclotron frequency) resonance with a toroidal
antenna, we see good fast wave penetration and minority protons
(v i velocities perpendicular to the toroidal f ie ld) and electrons
(in V|| parallel velocity and vi) heating. In the present case the
proton population 1s 1/9 of the deuterium population. The quantity
Bn/3e2n. defined in [3] is'less than unity (roughly 0.4) . The
antennapstructure is such that i t creates a standing wave (no
Poynting vector) in the. toroidal direction in the present setup.
The parallel phase velocity u/k\\ is roughly several times the
electron thermal velocity In i t i a l l y . When the leunched fast wave
structure reaches the singular layer (to - 2S1Q) from the antenna,



it seems that mode character undergoes some change (see Fig. 1):
The wavenumber k^ seems slightly different for ID < ZSQ. Since
the wave is launched from x*xa and the antenna is roughly parallel
•to the toroidal field with a given wavenumber for antenna current,
the mode conversion process would be best understood with fixed
kii or Njf*(knc/u)2: the dispersion relation is given in terms of
Nx

2vs. u/nH(x) as in [2] and [3]. It is, however, noticed that
because the magnetic field has shear, the excited wave cannot be
said to have a completely fixed parallel wavenumber [5]. Detailed
mode structure is under Investigations.

While the above is occurring, the perpendicular minority ion
temperature rises (Fig. 2). At the same time the electrons are
heated in both parallel and perpendicular directions.

With the toroidal antenna in a two-species plasma we have
observed more current generation and electron heating and a little
less ion heating than with the poloidal antenna in a two-species
plasma discussed in the above.

As the electron temperature rises, the parallel mode number
reduces (or the parallel wavelength increases) perhaps due to the
electron Landau damping (See Fig. 1). By now the parallel phase
velocity of the launched wave is in the bulk distribution of elec-
trons. This is accompanied by generation of a toroidally directed
current, which amounts to a percent of the antenna current. This
current generation saems due to the deviation from 90° of the
angle between the electromagnetic Poynting vector leaving the
antenna (in the x direction) and the total magnetic field line
(tilted from the y direction). The majority temperature rise in
the perpendicular direction seems due to the second harmonic
(deuterium) cyclotron resonance heating. The collisional heating
with the hot hydroden ions would be slower than the observed
heating rate (Fig. 2). The late stage electron temperature surge
is accompanied by the exponential growth of electromagnetic energy.
The growth rate of this thermal Instability is y ~ 1/4

In order to understand the origin of this instability, we
have reduced the dimensionality from 2-1/2 to 1-2/2. The spatial
variation is in the x-direction only and the toroidal field point-
ing in the y-direction varies 1n x. The poloidal field is in the
x-direction. The antenna current can be in either y or z direc-
' tion. The heating results are very similar. The major difference
now is that we do not observe the thermal instability nor strong
electron heating. This observation (or lack of it) prompts us to
suspect that the instab ility observed in two dimension may be
a type of decay instability from the fast Alfven wave'into a fast
Alfven wave and an electron compton mode. The unstable mode is
purely perpendicular to the toroidal direction. Some of the
results in this section were also reported in [6].

II. Ion cyclotron heating of an EBT plasma

The basic mechanism of heating ions in mirror geometry is the
same as in tokamak geometry. The major differences is that the
inhomogeneity along the external static magnetic field contributes
an essential role to mode conversion for the Elmo bumpy torus
(EBT) configuration, while thé inhomogeneity across the external
static magnetic field or the toroidal field plays an important
role for the tokamak configuration. Because of this geometrical
difference for EBT it is advantageous to write the dispersion
relation in terms of Njj as a function of u/ng with fixed Hjf. The
left-circularly polarized component of the wave has a resonance
at u = S!» t" the cold theory (see Fig. 3).

Wave injection from large w/Sfy (weak-side Injection) consti-
tutes an inverse beach heating: a portion of wave is reflected
near the cut-off back to the weak-side, a portion is transmitted
toward the strong-side, and the rest is converted near the reso-
nance and contributes to absorption of wave energy by plasma.
Wave injection from small co/% (strong-side Injection) constitutes
a beach heating: a portion of wave is reflected near the conver-
sion layer, a portion directly goes into the slow wave and even-
tually thermal mode, the rest is transmitted beyond the cut-off
point. The wave coupling on the plasma surface is determined by
the surface impedance

0)

where £„ = 1 + 1 +

The fraction of reflection is given by |R|2
and Zs ~ 1 means a good coupling.

|(ZS-1)/(ZS+1)|
2

Electromagnetic, ful ly self-consistent particle simulation
of EBT-ICRH has been carried out. In order to accomodate rele-
vant wavelengths in a manageable memory, we take a quarter of a
multiple mirror plasma (mirror ratio ^ 1.4) with an appropriate
symmetry dependent on the parity of the EH fields in a two-and-
one-half dimension code; we use a particle boundary condition
that minimizes unwanted diamagnetic effects. . In a two-species
case (deuterium-proton), an external current perpendicular to the
static magnetic f ie ld excites fast Alfven waves and, at the ion-
ion hybrid resonance, they are partially converted to thermal
modes which wil l eventually damp near the proton cyclotron reso-
nance. Results of our simulation for a 10% proton concentration



show that: (1) the fast waves mainly propagate from the strong
mirror field side of the hybrid layer. (2) the perpendicular
temperature of the minority most rapidly increases linearly in
time. (3) the majority perpendicular temperature as well as the
minority parallel one also increase (see Fig. 4). The former
seems due to the second harmonic heating, since (k^ p-j) t> 0.1
and the observed heating is proportional to the ion temperature.
(4) no appreciable electron heating is observed. For an increased
deuterium concentration and/or mirror ratio, the heating rate
decreases accordingly, because the narrower hybrid layer permits
easier tunnelling for the fast waves. Some of the results In
Sec. II was also reported in [7].
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Fig. 1 Equiccntours of the vector potential A z in a part of
tokamak plasma. The wave is launched from the antenna at
x*118A. The system size is x x y = 128A X 128A and A being the
grid spacing. The toroidal direction is the y direction, the
poloidal the x. (a) t = 25 tup"1, (b) t = 100 up"1.
(c) t > 275 V 1 . (<") t = 30Ô v l -

*ao

Fig. 2 Keating of minority H+ (Tf ) , and electron in t i l
along with the wave energy B2 in the tokamak plasma. 87



Fig. 3 Dispersion relation for fixed N* In a cold plasma. Fig. 4 Perpendicular velocity distribution for majority ions
for an EBT plasma at t * 300 <•>„"'•
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ABSTRACT

The parametric instabilities of a high power whistler in a high density

plasma possess large growth rate when the scattered sideband is an electro-

static lower hybrid «ode. The efficient channels of decay include oscillating

two strean instability, nonlinear Landau daaping ar.d resonant decay involving

ion acoustic and ion cyclotron «odes. The processes of nonlinear scattering,

i.e., the ones possessing whistler sidebands are relatively less significant.

I. Introduction

Forslund et al.1 Lee2 and Kaw3 have studied the oscillating two stream in-

stability (OTSI) and resonant three wave decay of a -..Mstler wave in a plasma

when all the waves propagate in the direction of static magnetic field and the

high frequency sidebands are whistler «ode. However, the growth rates of these

channels of whistler decay are much smaller than the decay of a lower hybrid

pump,*"7 in which the sidebands are taken to be lower hybrid modes. For a given

value of pump frequency (»o) and a pump amplitude (Eo), the growth rute of OTSI

of a whistler pump is ce/c times smaller than that of a lower hybrid pump; c

is the ion sound velocity and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. The growth

rate for nonlinear scattering of a whistler wave off the ion wave is (u/u)0)

times smaller than that of the lower hybrid wave off the ion wave; u and u are

the frequencies of the ion acoustic and pump waves. One would easily infer from

this comparison that the efficient channels of whistler decay would be those

for which all the decay waves are electrostatic nodes, e.g., (i) two lower hy-

brid waves, (ii) ion acoustic and lower hybrid waves, (iii) ion cyclotron and

lower hybrid waves, {iv) OTSI with lower hybrid sidebands and (v) lower hybrid

quasimodes and lower hybrid waves.

In this paper we have shown th&t the decay instability and oscillating

two strean instability of a whistler pump of finite wave number involving louer

hybrid sidebands possess the large growth rate, as in the case of a lower hy'^-id

pump. The nonlinearity in the low frequency response arises throuflf W i fftk'Xel

ponderomotive force and the high frequency nonlinearity ari9*31W"*>«"nl Tfi£ ®^*â--

tion of continuity.

Ne have also studied the nonlinear scattering of a v

wave/ion cyclotron wave, when the scattered whistler wave pro^

direction. The growth, rates for these channels are, however,

II. Growth Rates: Lower Hybrid Sidebands

Ne consider the propagation of a whistler wave in the direction

magnetic field (B^ ] j z) in a homogenous plasma.

exp -

' Present address: Départant of Phyaics and Astronomy, Univttsity of Maryland,
College Park, HD. 20742» USA
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where u and u are the electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies. The electrons

acquire an oscillatory drift velocity

SeJ. " = 7 ( iuo -V + ÏC » . (2)

where « 2 « M 2 .o c

Mow we consider an electrostatic perturbation E_ » -V(.b exp -i (ut - k_ • x))

accoapanied by two high frequency sidebands E, - « 7 M j 2
 e xP " i C"i 2 1 ~

~ I 2 - " : * 1 2 s ™+ "o* -1 * ̂* So" The r e s P o n s e of electrons to these per-

turbations is governed by the equations of aotion and continuity

av eV. eV x B V.
(3)

!"- + V • Cnv) ' 0;

-e, a, v and n arc the electronic charge, mas;, thernal speed and number den-

sity. For all channels of decay we assume a. , > k, , V . Hence the linear

response at Uj 2 is given by

L ef, ,

(5)
1-9 CX •«• « A,£

To proceed further we consider two cases:

A.
u « k V and B. " * zc j the case of u ̂  k.V. i.e. nonlinear vave-

z e ~~~-"~-*~~"> «* e
particle interaction could not be included in the fluid theory. Category A adaits

the decay of a whistler into

I) Ion acoustic and lower hybrid waves

II) Ion cyclotron and lower hybrid waves

III) OTSI

whereas category B adaits

IV) Two lower hybrid waves

V) Ion Bernstein and lower hybrid waves.

A. . « kzVe

In the case of short parallel wavelength, the nonlinearity in the low

frequency response arises through the parallel ponderonotive force. Taking z

component of Eq. (3) and neglecting the inertia tern, we obtain

tp)/T C6)

where

is the ponderoaotivc potential. The nonlinearity in the high, frequency response

arises through the equat<">n of continuity. Using Eqs. (6) in Eq. (4) we obtain

V loi * 2c- C8)

Substituting Eqs. (6) and (S) in the Poisson's equation, one obtains the dis-

persion relation

where

X - u 2 2 2
1| • r i ii - • * • p K p tû / U . ( 10)

e and c, , »Tt the linear dielectTic functions at Cu,k) and («j ;, k^ ,) X= is

the electron susceptibility at C»»k) and u « jyj . Equation (10) is the
(2) ' »uc

ua« at Eq. (28) of Tripathi, Liu, and Grcbogi7 for the case of a louer hybrid



pump of finite wavenumbcr. Thus the growth rates for channel I, II, and III

are the same as In the case of a lower hybrid pump, viz..

. IJ1 r..~ i^/2 U _ . .. pi ..«•.

for Channel I,

4M
 l a c ' LH
o s

/_ -bi v 2 2

(12)

for Channel II and

^"Wf^c! C13)

for Channel III, where p. is the ion Larmor Tadius, u , is the ion plasaa fre-

quency and I, is modified Bessel function.

The growth rate for parametric decay of the whistler wave into a quasinode

and a lower hybrid wave (i.e., the nonlinear Landau damping by electrons or ions)

would also possess almost the sane growth rate as Eq. (14) of Ref. 7.

B.
In the limit of long parallel wavelengths, one might ignore the contribution

of pressure term (i.e., the last term in Eq. 3) in the coupling coefficient. Re-

stricting ourselves to three wave decay, we obtain the following expressions for

nonlinear electron density

nNL <»• CM)

where

' «V

The nonlinear dispersion relation is then given by

v/t e,

where

u . u 7 m. „ k. k , k k,_ ,
= -EL _EL (_L)

2 (-Î- - -2- ) 2 (-2. + J i )
2

(15)

U6)

K
Equation (16) is almost the same as Eq. (29) of Tripathi, Liu and Grebogi for

the case of a lower hybTid pump of finite wavenumber. The growth rate for the

above mentioned two channels of decay can be obtained as

IV) Two loweT hybrid waves

-o " - » »o ™ • "1

This channel requires a finite value of k^, in the absence of Which kt « k l l S

« - uQ/2 and the growth rate vanishes.

V) Ion Bernstein and Lower Hybrid Waves

Following Tripathi et al, , the growth rate for this channel, in the limit

of k.B, > 1, can be obtained as

The growth rates of channels (IV) and (V) art, however, comparatively smaller

than those of Channels (I) - (III).

III. Growth Rates: Whistler Sidebands (I.e., Nonlinear Scattering)

Ma restrict ourselves to two channels of resonant three wave decar of whistler,

viz. a) ion acoustic and whistler waves and b) ion cyclotron and whistler waves.



(47)

In both cases kv, « u « k-V and the low frequency nonl incarity arises through

the parallel ponderoaotive force

(19)

Hie high frequency nonlinearlty arises through

2TBU*
(20)

Using equations (19) and (20) in the Poisson's equation and the wave equation,

we obtain

c * " S i £ i , - E. « a . (2i)

and

where

B2 • V (22)

^ r
4»iu. 2

m _ 1 e O
B2 jT" 7F no

and £j is th* dielectric tensor of plasma at (uj,

and (22) can be solved to obtain the growth rate

(cf. ninzhurs ) • Eq> (21)

12 o 4 2 "pi
s

"ci

Jill

where 8 is the scattering angle and

Eq. (23) is solved for the following special cases:

a) Ion acoustic and whistler waves

Talcing 3c/3u « 2u ?/u , u » fcc , the growth rate turns out to be

8c

(1 • cos6) 1 / 2

ci cose (24)

The growth rate increases with the angle of scattering. In the liait of 6 - 0,

the above expression attains the sane value as obtained by Forslund et al. , Lee

and Kaw.3

b) Ion cyclotron and Whistler Waves .

In th* liait of u '• ti , u - u , » >>zV., kzVe » u, Eq. (23) simplifies to give

(2S)

This growth rat* is comparable to that given by Eq. (24) for nonlinear scattering

off the ion waves. However, both these growth rates are considerably smaller than

the growth rates of channels I and II of the previous section.

IV. Discussion

Host of the decay channels allowed for a lower hybrid pump wave are

also allowed for a whistler wave and the growth rates of the two rases are

the sane. However, whistler waves have an advantage ever lower hybrid

waves.. The lower hybrid waves ennnot be. launched into a dense plasma

2 2 9
(» » ufi , eg. a mirror machine) as the accessibility criterion of Stix



viz, k > *£• (1 + u 2 / u c
2 ) 1 / 2 is very difficult Co satisfy. No such diffi-

culty is encountered in launching whistler waves. Moreover, in many natural

plasmas (viz ionosphere) one is usually encountered with high power whistlers,

hence, the present study assumes higher importance. In laboratories plasmas

also, high power whistler propagation is of growing importance. Stenzel

has recently studied in great detail the self-focusing of whistlers in a

collislonal plasmas; self focusing is a long time scale process and arises

through the heating and subsequent redistribution of plasna. In these

experiments collision frequency is very high, hence, the parametric processes

are not observed.

We have seen that for the same value of pump amplitude E Q, the growth

rates of whistler and lower hybrid decay are the same. However, the saae

value of E does not imply same powers of vhistlcr and lower hybrid waves,
o

The praer densities of whistler and lower hybrid waves are respectively given

by

P whistler = c Eo % 1 / 2

P lower hybrid
u 2

For the same value of power densities, the ratio of the two ampli-

tude cones out to be

E whistler
o
E lower hybrid

."o2 - uLH2.l/2
C u k c '

P oz

For typical tokamak type plasmas, u Q * 1.5 <i>LH, u_-»ct this ratio

is . 0.25. Thus, for a given power density the decay rate of a whistler

pump is smaller than the decay rate of " a lower hybrid pump. Subsequently,

the supplementary heating of plasmas via a whistler mode is relevant to

high density devices, where lower hybrid waves cannot be launched with ease.

It may be added here that a high power whistler could decay into two

whistler also, however, the growth rate of this channel, as obtained by

Wright11 is rather small.
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Abstract

A brief description is given of Tokoloshe, a new low
aspect ratio tokamak, which has recently become operational.
Some preliminary results are presented.

1. Introduction

Tokoloshe is a medium sized Tokamak intended for the
study of electron energy containment and MHD equilibria of
low aspect ratio plasmas. It has been designed to operate
with, circular and non-circular cross-section plasmas (ellipses
and D shapes) and with variable cross-sectional area.

2. Machine description

The design parameters of Tokoloshe are shown in TABLE
I. There are IS toroidal field coils of Bitter design which
produce a field of 1.5 T,cn axis, at the peak design, current
of 30 kA. The maximum toroidal field ripple is 2%. This
field should allow stable operation with plasma currents up to
200 kA for q > 2.5 at the limiter and R/ a • 2. A series
resistor allows for four discrete values of the operating
field.

The low aspect ratio of the machine dictated an air
cored ohnic heating transformer. This has sufficient volt
seconds for current pulses of duration 50 msec at the peak
current of 200 kA. The maximum voltage during breakdown can
be varied down to 40 V. The stray field in the vacuum
chamber due to the ohmic heating field is less than 20 gauss
over half the cross sectional area of the chamber during the
breakdown phase. At present either no preionisation or a hot
wire preioniser is used.

There is no tapper shell for equilibrium. The 3 mm
thick stainless steel vacuum chamber slows down plasma motion,
but gross equilibrium must be provided by a set of external
windings carrying currents of up to 10 kA. The winding
configuration can be altered by external tap changing to
select the required plasma cross section, circular, elliptical
or "D" shaped. A programable thyristor rectifier supplies
the required coil current.

The vacuum chamber is normally pumped to a base
pressure of 8 x 10"' torr before continuous pumping with
hydrogen to a working pressure of a 1.4 x 10~* torr. Both
Taylor [l* and glow discharge cleaning f2j methods have been
used. The former method uses a 0.03 T toroidal field with
20 kA current pulses of a few msec duration at half second
intervals. For the glow discharge, an anode was inserted
into an observation port, flush with the vacuum chamber wall.
Tyr'cal continuous operating currents of 1 A were used.
The adjustable stainless steel limiter allows operation at
aspect ratios in the range 2 to 4. Additional protection of
the chamber is provided by 4 circular jjnpers, also construct'
ed of stainless steel.

3. Diagnostics

The positions of the various diagnostics on the
machine are shown in FIG. 1.

Total plasma current, vertical and horizontal column
displacements and MHD oscillations are measured wit}, a series
of sin n6 and cos n9 coils (6 - poloidal angle). These are
inserted in fast response (s 30 kHz) thin walled tubes mounted
on the inner vacuum chamber wall at three axis-j'^al positions.

Electron temperature and relative electron density
measurements are made with a standard 90* Thomson scattering
system using a 20 J, 1 GW, single pulse ruby laser. The
scattered spectrum is recorded with a 10 channel photomulti"
plier system on a 0.5 m grating spectrometer. A stepping
motor cont-ol system allows horizontal and vertical scans
of the plasma to be performed.

Soft X-ray spectroscopy is done witl a Si(Li) detector
and an analogue-to-digital convertor controlled by an inter*
face unit, which enables temporal and energy dependences of
the observed flux to be recorded. The whole system can be
tilted to view along different chords of the plasma. A '
similar system with a Mai detector is used for hard X-ray
spectroscopy.



Line averaged electron densities are measured with a
single channel 0.337 mm HCN laser interferometer of 10 mW
power. This system can also scan in the radial direction.

The ion temperature is deduced from the measured ener»
gy distribution of Che charge exchanged neutrals coming from
the plasma. The plates of the electrostatic analyser are
driven by a saw tooth voltage of ve -iable amplitude and
frequency allowing temporal as well as energy distributions
to be measured.

5. Results

4. Data Acquisition and Machine Control

Data acquisition, machine control and monitoring
between shots are done by a single computer, interfaced to
the experiment with a standard CAMAC system. A few hundred
status sensing lines are provided for monitoring purposes,
while output is effected through a number of multi-channel
switch registers. Host analogue signals are multiplexed
to fast analogue-to-digital convertors for digitisation and
storage in buffer memories for later retrieval. The time
resolution can be varied down to a few microseconds.
Special units were designed to allow particular options
through pre-progranming on some diagnostic systems.

Dedicated machine control during a discharge sequence,
which lasts roughly 3 seconds, is achieved through flexible
microcoded computer instructions. These instructions allow
for dynamic decision making and have a basic time resolution
of 100 us. User access to the functions of uachine control
and data acquisition, as well as preliminary data reduction
and final production of either graphical or alpha numerical
hardcopy, is done by means of a software control file which
is easily edited to suit requirements. The entire system is
optimized to allow a discharge every SO seconda.

To date, the machine has been successfully operated
at plasma currents in excess of 100 kA at toroidal fields of
0.S T. A typical shot with a peak plasma current of 90 kA
is shown in FIG. 2. About 3.0 V of the total measured loop
voltage of 4.5 V is resistive. The initial decay of current
is due to insufficient compensation by the ohmic heating coil
for resistive losses. Towards the end of the pulse the
column can be seen to move slowly inwards leading ultimately
to interaction with the limiter, a rapid loss of current
and hard X-ray production.

Some difficulty has been experienced in avoiding
persistent runaway discharges (FIG. 3) which are characterised
by very low loop voltages (> 0 V) and copious hard X-ray
production (up to 2 HeV). The runaway discharge is believed
to originate near the inner wall of the vacuum chamber.
Poor containment leads to very large excursions (s 40 cm)
of the channel before it interacts with the outer limiter.
Preliminary measurements confira that the plasma in these
discharges is rather tenuous (5eS 6 x 10

12 cm"3) and cool
( Te S 100 eV) as is normally observed [3j. The problem
of runaway discharges may be worsened by the low aspect ratio
of this Machine.

Present efforts are aimed at avoiding this runaway
regime through more careful wall preparation, gas puffing
and additional pre-ionisation.
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TABLE I. Design Specifications

Plasma Parameters:

major radius
minor radius
shape

maximum current
pulse duration

Vacuum:

turbomolecular pumps
titanium sublimation pumps
base vacuum

Toroidal Magnetic Field:

number of windings
maximum current
pulse length
maximum field (on axis)
maximum field ripple

Ohmic Heating Transformer:

number of windings
maximum current
maximum flux

Equilibrium Field:

number of windings
maximum current

Cower Supplies:

ohmic heating
toroidal field

of Tokoloshe

0,52 m
0,13-0,26 m
circular, D, ellipse

(p m 1 5}

s 200 kA
s 50 ms

2 x 450 f^"1

2 x 2400 «.s-1

8 x 10"s torr

126
30 kA
2 s
1.5 T
2%

158
10 kA
0,45 V s

44
10 kA

1500 V 10 kA
350 V 30 kA

KHMTBtfEfiOKTOt
PICKUP COILS
WSBtf SKCIHOSCOPY

,FIG. Layout of iiutchin* and diagnostics
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FIG. 2. Some typical data for a Tokamak discharge.
The traces from top to bottom are hard X-ray
flux <HX), horizontal position (FOS), shaping
field current (ISF), loop voltage (VL) and
plasma current (IP).

FIG. 3. Some typical data for a runaway discharge.
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Abstract

Nonlinear excitation of electrostatic and magnetostatic

zero-frequency modes by finite amplitude lower-hybrid

waves is considered. It is found that modulational in-

stabilities can give rise to enhanced plasma vortices.

Dispersion relations; as well as analytical expressions

for the growth rates, are obtained. The enhanced vor-

tices may cause anomalous cross-field diffusion which

can affect plasma confinement in tokamak devices when

lower hybrid waves are used for plasma heating or

current-drive. We found that magnetic fluctuations

associated with the parametrically driven magnetostatic

mode are of particular importance in tdkamak plasmas.

* Permanent address: Department of Physics,
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1. Introduction

Recently there has been much interest (Stix 1965, Golant 1972,

Brambilla 1975) in using lower-hybrid waves to heat plasmas

and to drive the toroidal current (Fisch 1978) in tokamaks.

A major consideration in this scheme is the propagation and

absorption, as well as the effect on the plasma, of the in-

tense radiation. If no nonlinear effects are present, electro-

magnetic waves in the giga-Hertz range can be absorbed by the

plasma at somewhat above the lower hybrid resonance frequency

upi ̂  '1 ) • However, nonlinear effects can alter

this scenario considerably, as have been shown in recent theo-

ries {Morales & Lee 1975; Chen & Berger 1977; Yu, Shukla &

Spatschek 1978) and experiments (Gekelman S Stenzel 1975).

Examples of such effects are the parametric decay (Porkolab

1978; Porkolab et al. 1977) or filamentation (Wilson & Wong

1979) of the pump wave before absorption can occur, modifi-

cation of the plasma-wave coupling process by the intense RF

pressure, and the scattering of waves by density fluctuations.

Motley et al. (1979, 1980} and Motley (1980) have recently

found eddy formation during RP heating of the linear H-1

plasma source. These eddies were attributed to the 2^ X B Q

drift of the particles due to the thermo-electric field,

E ± • - ln(mi/me)VLVe/2e, arising from the temperature gra-

dient formed by asymmetrical electron heating. Because of

the existence of these plasma vortices near the surface, a JJ



moderate increase in the reflectivity was observed. In this

paper, we consider a new mechanism of eddy formation by

lower-hybrid waves.

In an equilibrium plasma, electrostatic convective cells

(Okuda & Dawson 1973) and magnetostatic modes (Chu, Chu s

Ohkawa 1978) exist as normal modes of the plasma. Both are

zero-frequency, two-dimensional structures whose fields

are slowly decaying. For electrostatic convective cells,

both the electrons and the ions drift at the c ë x S /B2

o o

velocity. The plasma motion is similar to the eddies in an

incompressible fluid (V̂ * v±= 0) . Diffusion caused by these

modes obey a Bohm-like scaling, even though when the plasma

is in equilibrium. On the other hand, freely streaming elec-

trons along the external magnetic field j$o in the magneto-

static mode (S^ = V *%z) produces a v^AjX S/Bo drift, which
is similar to the È x S drift, and can also lead to cross-o

field diffusion. Depending on the plasma S, the diffusion

caused by magnetostatic modes can be as important (Lin, Daw-

son S Okuda 1978, 1980; Okuda, Lee ft Lin 1979) as those of

the electrostatic convective cells (Okuda s Dawson 1973) .

If the vortex modes are externally driven to above-thermal

levels, the corresponding diffusion can be greatly enhanced

(Hassam t Kulsrud 1979). In this paper, we show that lower

hybrid waves can drive both the electrostatic and the magne-

1H tostatic vortex modes unstable via modulational instabilities.

In the next section, we derive the basic set of equations

describing the coupling of lower-hybrid waves with the electro-

static convective cells and magnetostatic modes. In § 3, we

derive and discuss the linear zero-frequency modes. The non-

linear dispersion relations are obtained in § 4. The express-

ions for the growth rates are obtained in § 5. In the last

section, we discuss the application of our results in lower-

hybrid heating experiments.

2. Formulation

Consider a low-B (where S — 8ir n T /B2) plasma in an external

magnetic field B = B z. To study the interaction of lower-

hybrid waves with convective cells and magnetostatic modes, we

start with the two-fluid and Maxwell's equations:

0 ,

v • S = o ,

7 x Ê

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



where j - i,e for ions and electrons, respectively. Here, we

have neglected thermal effects, and the notation in standard.

In the following, we first derive the wave equation for the

lower-hybrid waves, taking into account the interaction with

zero-frequency electrostatic convection cells. Hear the lower-

hybrid frequency, the waves are nearly electrostatic and are

governed by the two-fluid and Poisson1s equations. Straight-

forward algebra leads to

get the expressions for the velocities corresponding to lower-

hybrid oscillations:

e ,

Vi -

~m-3tV* " HTB

ir

5;

4ite V -(ne (7)
v« " 5;

(9)

(10)

(11)

Decomposing the field quantities into their high- and low-

frequency components, we have

no + nj + nj

(8)

where BQ/m c.

On the other hand, for electrostatic convective cells, we have

u « S2i and k a ' O . Thus, the relevant velocities are

(12)

(13)
where nQ is the unperturbed denaity, the superscript h and 8,

denote the high and low frequency components, respectively.

Here, $ and if> are the electrostatic potentials of the lower-

hybrid waves and the convective cells.

For lower-hybrid oscillations, we have 0^ « uiQ « !îe>

Thus, the unmagnetized ions follow straight line orbits. The

magnetized electrons are coupled to the ions by the space

charge potential <f. Applying these facts in equation (2), we

where vL > (3/10) p* v± is the ion-gyro viscosity. In equations

(12) and (13), we have included the contributions of the slowly-

varying ponderomotive-force driven velocities which arise froa

the beating of two lower-hybrid waves. The angular bracket*

denote averaging over one high-frequency wave period.

Matching terms of the same frequency in equation (7), using (9)

to (13), as well as the Poisson equation (4), we find an



evolution equation for the lower-hybrid waves including the

effect of the slowly varying potential 1J1 of the convective

cells.

Vj_t x z]

(14)

where the prime superscript denotes derivative with respect

to time. We have normalized <|i and $ by T /e and defined D -

c V e Bo-

lt is straightforward to derive the equation for the convective

cells by matching terms of low-frequency in the electron and

ion continuity equations, and then using equations (4), (9),

(12), ac4 (13). We obtain

(15)

V.

where u is the lowev-hybrid frequency.

The equations describing the interaction of lower-hybrid waves

with the magnetostatic mode can be derived in a similar manner.

Here, the perturbed field quantities for the low-frequency are

associated with the parallel component of vector potential A z

through the following relations:

= V x 7 Az (16)

and

(17)

The evolution equation for the lower-hybrid waves including

the effect of the slowly varying vector potential A of the

magnetostatic mode can be written as follows.

[V
(18)

••

where u » e J ^ c .

The equation for the magnetostatic node (low-frequency) is

given by

[(V2 - u* a /o s j3 t - (Pa V
2 - ve )V2 ]u

(19)

where we note that the nonlinear coupling is due to the term



n
3. The zero-frequency modes in a thermal plasma.

For completeness, in this section we review the equilibrium

properties of the zero-frequency modes.

3 T. The linear convective cell mode.

Neglecting nonlinear terms in equation (15) , Fourier trans-

forming, we obtain (Okuda & Dawson 1973)

1 +
(20)

Ve see that ion gyro-viscosity gives rise to a normal mode whose

electric field damps out exponentially. The convective cell

motion can be understood by noting that in an electric potential

I(I = - I(I(y)cos k x , both ions and electrons execute the E » 8

drift given by v = (c k/BQ)<i (y) sin k x and (c/BQ) O *

cos kx which form a closed cell (Okuda 8. Dawson 1973). An

important property of these cells is the absence of significant

density variation n accompanying the electrostatic potential

fluctuations. To see this, we linearize the particle continuity

equation, substitute for the ion drift velocity, use equation

(20), and obtain

(21)

where X is the electron Debye length.

He now briefly derive the test particle diffusion caused by the

convective cells in ?. thermal equilibrium plasma. Since both

electrons and ions move with the velocity Vj = c E x B /B* ,

the assumption of random walk leads to a diffusion coefficient

vx(t) • Vj(t + T)>dT . (22)

Making use of the diffused orbit theory, we can write

<E,(t) E (t + T ) > = I <E* >k exp <-Dk
2 T) d3k . (23)

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem then gives the equilibrium

electric field energy density in the convective cells (Okuda *

Dawson 1973)

8 7T

T

2

1
(24)

where T is the plasma temperature, and we have assumed a

Maxwellian distribution of particles.

Combining equations (22), (23) and (24), one readily obtains

(Okuda * Dawson 1973).

_V2

^)~V~ (£)]"'• (25)
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where L and L are the parallel and perpendicular dimensions

of the system. In the derivation of the two-dimensional test

particle diffusion coefficient D , there appeared logrithmic

divergence for both k = o and « . These difficulties

are avoided by using the cut-off k, «. 2ir/L. and k. a I

3.2 Magnetostatic nodes

The linear dispersion relation of the zero-frequency magneto-

static mode is obtained from (19). Neglecting the non-linear

terms, and Fourier analyzing, one obtains (Chu, Chu s Ohkawa

1978)

(26)

As discussed earlier, ion motion does not enter in the wave

dynamics. The energy of the mode is contained to the wave

magnetic field and the particle motion along the external

magnetic field. In a thermal equilibrium plasma, the magnetic

field energy density obtained from the fluctuation-dissipation

theorem is

8TT
(27)

while the electric field energy density is exactly zero. The

parallel particle energy density is

4
m

(28)

so that the total energy of the system is T/2 . For the derivation

of the last two equations, we refer to Chu, et al. (1978).

A test particle streaming along Bo with velocity vo suffers

a perpendicular drift given by

which simply describes the particle aotion along the perturbation

magnetic field B, .Using (22), (27) and (29), and assuming

Haxwellian distribution(so that <vJ-> » T e /me ), we obtain

(30)

where 2tc/L u « 1 . The ion diffusion coefficient
P*

o i - (Tïm. / T.mi)1/lDl is much less than o' . Note that the

test particle diffusion is not aabipolar. A hypothetical

relationship between the test partiels diffusion and the

electron thermal conductivity is discussed by Chu, Chu *

Ohkawa(1978).

Comparision of (25) and (30) shows that in a very strong

magnetic field ( fl1 » u p i ), the diffusion caused by the

convective cell is higher than that of aagnetostatic modes.

On. the other hand, for |flj « «t^ , and 4mT/B| > »m/mi ;

we have D* > D,. ( Okuda, Lee * Lin 1979}.

In the next section, we discuss the mechanism of parametric

interaction which can enhance the level or the zero-frequency

modes.



4. Nonlinear dispersion relations

4.1 Electrostatic convection cell.

First, we consider the parametric instability in which the

electrostatic convective cell mode and the high-frequency

satellites are excited in the presence of finite amplitude

lower-hybrid waves. For this purpose, we split the high-

frequency potential $ in (14) and (15) into three components,

namely, the pump, the upper-, and lower-sidebands. Thus,

$ o exp( i£ o - x - i » o t ) + <t>+exp(iït+ -x - i<o+t)

w_ t) ,
(31)

where u. = u ± <a , k". • £ ± £ .

The low-frequency potential <|< is assumed to have a space-time

dependence of exp(iic^*x^- iuit). Equations (14) and (15)

then become

»*•* = • * • ( , ; ) • (32)

(33)

where we have defined

(£ ±£ol)

(u + ir)k2 ,

D + « - D -^ <2 k •
1

and

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Combining Equations (32 ) and (33), we obtain tha general

dispersion relation

(34)

(39)

This equation describes the parametric coupling among the

lower-hybrid waves and the convective cell*.

4.2 Magnetostatic mode

For the excitation of the magnetostatic node, again w* split

the high-frequency potential in equations (18) and (19) into

the pump, upper- and lower-sideband components. Tha low fre-

quency vector potential Az is also assumed to have similar

space-time dependence as the convective cell mode. Here, equa-

tions similar to (32) and (33) can be obtained, with the re-

placements 41 * u, and NS



where r = (ue k
2 + v e)c

2k 2/ (c2k2 + u2
e) .

Equation (39 ) is then also the dispersion relation describing

the coupling of lower hybrid waves with the magnetostatic mode.

In both cases we have assumed the pump to be weak so that only

terms up to order | $ |2 have been considered.

5 . Stability analysis

5.1 Electrostatic convection cells

For long wavelength convective cell excitation, i.e. |lc| * |KQ|»

the dispersion relation (39) can be written as

(u + i D (u2 -Su1)
4 m e D

2 it
(44)

«« Sm » aQ - akQ is the frequency shift in the pump.

Instability occurs i f ico • it 6u< O. For |o>| » Sus, T the growth

rate i s

1-4S

We note that there is a real frequency oir = y//5.

5 .2 Magnetostatic mode

Again, for \î\ « |êQ| , the dispersion relation (39) for magneto-

static mode excitation can be written as

2 u* v* • k2 ou

Here the instability occurs if 6u<0. For |u| » 6u and r, the

growth rate is

(47)

Again, there exists a real frequency u

6 . Discussion

In this paper, we have shown that lower-hybrid waves can excite

very low-frequency two-dimensional vortex type electric and



magnetic oscillations. Such oscillations are associated with

the electrostatic and magnetostatic modes (Okuda & Dawson

1973; Chu, Chu 4 Ohkawa 1978) . It is well-known that these

modes can cause Bohm-like diffusion in an equilibrium plasma,

and that the diffusion is even more enhanced when non.thermal

electrostatic and magnetostatic oscillations are present. Our

results show that the growth rate for the excitation of elec-

trostatic convection cells is quite small (and it can easily

be shown that the thresholds are large, if collisional damp-

ing terms are included) for present day tokamaks and lower

hybrid input power available. Thus, lower hybrid waves are

not expected to generate the electrostatic vortex turbulence

discussed here. On the other hand, for typical tokamak para-

meters (nQ a 5x10
l!/cm!, k|/k^~1O~2, ia/a e ~ 1 0 ~

6 , ko|| X& =

0.002, |E o|
2/4un oT e = 3 x10~

2. We find that the maximum

growth rate for the magnetostatic mode is y/uo = 1-6 xio" .

Thus, enhanced very low-frequency magnetostatic oscillations

are expected to occur when lower-hybrid waves are used for

tokamak heating or current drive. The main effect of these

oscillations in an equilibrium plasma is to enhance the

cross-field diffusion and heat conduction of the electrons

( Chu, Chu & Ohkawa 1978, Hassara & Kulsrud 1979 ). In the

presence of the interaction discussed here, it is unfortunately

not possible to estimate these transport properties without

a detailed theory of magnetostatic mode turbulence. However,

it is expected that, since the magnetic fluctuation level is

enhanced, increased electron diffusion and heat conduction

will occur. The enhanced magnetic field fluctuations can also

lead to the formation of magnetic islands which might

affect lower-hybrid wave trajectories. However, any direct

application of our result to tokamaks can only be made very

cautiously, as the two-dimensional magnetostatic vortex Bodes

can appear only in a region of thickness (L( c/u ) , where

I>s is the shear-length in the neighbourhood of the E-BQ « 0

surfaces (Yu, Shukla * Spatschek 1981). Furthermore, shear

will also alter the lower-hybrid wave trajectories , thus

making the interaction proDlem rather difficult to analyze.
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SOME PROPERTIES OF FREQUENCY DOUBLING
IN MAGNETOACTIVE PLASMA

V.M. CADE2, D. JOVANOVlC
Institute of Physics,
Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

Second harmonie generation in homogeneous, oollisional,

nugnetoaative plasm is investigated under variaus eonditions.

Some relevant energy requirements are pointed out.

The second harmonic generation phenomenon of electromagne-
tic radiation has been detected recently in many laser-pallet
fusion experiments [1—3[ and also in microvave irradiation of
plasma |4|, in astrophysics |9| etc.

Theoretical investigations of higher harmonics generation
were done by numerous fithors concerning 1n particular the case
of a non uniform and non magnetic plasma J5—71. The Influence of
an external magnetic field was treated for example in |8|, |11|.
It was shown that the effect of weve number matching of the first
and the second harmonic is possible in magnetoactive plasma and
that it plays a significant role in higher harmonic generation.

The double frequency wave excitation exhibits a resonant
character resulting from nonlinear processes vA1ch follow propa-
gation of the initial fundamental wave through magnetoactive
plasma (wave number matching) and from the pumping mode resonances
which can exist at certain locations Inside an Inhomogenous plasma.

. In this paper, we r.hall consider a homogeneous magnetoactive,
coiHsional plasma and examine the second harmonic (SN)generatton
dependence on collisional frequency and on the angle S between the
fundament»! wave (extraordinary mode) propagation vector tQ and
the external magnetic field i Q. Also, the relevant energy requir-
ements will be discussed.

Our analysis starts from standard hydrodynamic equationsfor
cold plasma with heavy ions and Maxwell's equations and applying
the perturbation method one gets the following sets of equations:

- for the first order perturbations:

an. +

_l + v. V i-o

3V,

- for the second order perturbations:

(1a)

3V

(ib)

1 9 E, . . n e 3¥,

where indeces "1" and "2" Indicate the order of perturbations; the
external homogeneous magnetic field BQ is in XOZ plane and makes
an anjle 0 with x-ax1s along which the fundamental wave propagates

<*o-ko*x>-
It is evident from equations (la) that we neglect here the

feed back effects of higher to lower order perturbations so that

the fundamental wave, treated as in linear therory. propagates as

if 110 higher order perturbations existed. On the other hand, the

second order perturbations result from nonlinear effects of the

first order perturbations given by quadratic terms on the right

hand side of equations (1b). IN



~I
Consequently, the solution of the system (1a) can be sought

in terms of normal mode analysis in form of:

a".(r,t) = *i(un'^o' exP(^n*': " ̂ uo*^ * C-C' ^

Since we investigate a monochromatic e.m. wave propagatind
under the assumed conditions, the first order perturbations of
physical quantities of the fundamental wave in (1a) are of the
form given by (2). The corresponding wave number kQ and the fre-
quency oi0 are connected by the dispersion equation kQ = k(u>0) for
the extraordinary mode, i.e.:

(3)

with

where: V s n(w0) - refractive index,
p

ID - electron plasma frequency, wc - electron cyclotron frequen-

cy, v - effective coliisional frequency for electrons.

Applying Fourfer-Laplace transform to the system (1b) for the
second order perturbations and considering (2), one obtains after
some algebra, the following relation for the second order electric
field perturbation amplitude:

-*•

D((i),k)- Egfu.k) =

It x [(ik xEj(»,k)] - \ I -Egtu.k) « \- JNL(co,k) (4)
c c e0

where e is dielectric tensor and the nonlinear current amplitude
3"wi (u,k) is

V u.k) (5)

o

Finally, the space and time dependence of the second order

perturbation electric f ield follows form the inverse Fourier-

-Lap lace transform of E2(u>,k) obtained from (4) , i .e . :

•* _ , D(oi,k)* -ï(u,k) exp(ikx-iut)
E?('".t) = — i - y / d k / d c u (6)
^ (2*)Z (k-2ko)(uj-2Uo) D((o,k)

->
where k=kx, 0(ai,k) = det(D) is the determinatinant of ff or the
dispersion function and D*/D = o~ is the inverse tensor 5.

The expression (6) indicates that the electric f ield E2

varies in time with frequency 2u and consists of two modes regar-
ding the spatial dependence. Namely, one is the regular extraor-
dinary mode with k=k(2u>0) obtained from the dispersion equation
D(2u>0 k) = 0 while the second mode has the wave number k=2kQ and

arises due to spatial distribution of sources i .e. the nonlinear

current which generates E,.

Thus:

110

exp (i2kox-i2aiot)
u.to»
K.KUAI.) pj

Both modes in (7) propagate in forward direction only.

Before going on to energy considerations i t is necessary to
specify some details regarding the process of the frequency doub-
ling. First of a l l , the process is assumed stationary i .e. the
time averrage of Eg vanishes so that the SH field energy does not
change in time locally and the wave frequencies are real.

We shall consider an arbitrary plasma volume of length L and
cross section S placed along the x-axis and examine SH radiation
energy generated by nonlinearities in plasma inside this volume.



I f the process of SK mission is stationary then a l l the SH ener-

gy input by the nonlinear sources has to be radiated away from

the the volume L.S. The energy balance equation for the SN, time
everraged over the oscil lat ion period 2ir/u is:

<S

where Pj - Pointing vector.

Since the averrage SH energy flux

«2 - < / Pz.dî>

= 0 (8)

is positive in the case of emission, it follows that the expres-
sion </dxj|^,-E,> must be negative. Therefore the condition:

Tf = - <S NL (9)

is the energy requirement for the SH mission with ÏÏ represent-

ing the averrage power input for the SH generation. I f (9) is

violeted, the mission can not occur under stationary conditions

although a formal solution (7) for Eg exists.

Numerical calculations of ¥ show that the criterion (9) is

satisfied only in the v ic in i ty of the wave number matching condi-

tions:

6) = Re (10)Re k(2io0, i y (o y

where u_> uc> v and 9 are parameters.

As an example, for a given plasma configuration (fixed u> ,

uc and v) and for a particular fundamental wave frequency uQ, the

SH energy flux wi l l depend on angle 8 only. There exists a maxi-

mal value of the flux at the engle ^ for which the condition

(10) is sat isf ied. For 8 away from « j ^ , the flux decreases and

tends to zero. Therefore the averrage SH radiated power has a peak

value at 8 = CL and the sharpness of the peak depends on col -

l is inal frequency v: for smaller v/t^ i t becomes narrower and

higher.

Finally the analysis of (10) for v/aQ « 1 shows that the

necessary condition for (10) to hold is that o>c<iiij. This means

that a strong magnetic f i e l d in a relat ively low density plasma

can prevent SH generation. On the other hand, i t has to be poin-

ted out that the SH generation in a homogeneous plasma considered

in this work is not possible without an external magnetic f i e l d

B . For example, i t the fundamental wave propagates at 8 = T/Z

the external magnetic f i e ld has to satisfy the unequality

0*6*1.25
8

where Bo is in /G/ and the plasma density nQ in
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We present a se l f -cons is tent theory based
on the loca l density functional approach to
study the electron'structure of an atom inhnMcd
in a high density plasma. We consider a neon
atom as an impurity relevant to high compression
liiser fusion experiments for our analysis ami
indicate the usefulness o f th i s approach to study
level sh i f t s Where l inear theories l ike Dcbye-
Iliickel or Thomas-Fermi model wi l l fa.i I.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The study on the e f fec t o f a material medium on an atom
(ion) has remained to be an ever-interesting problem in the
physics of condensed matters. In view of the observations of
complicated spectral l ines from the dense hot laser-produced
plasma (LPP) t h i s problem has drawn considerable attention in
the recent days 11,21. Here we consider a model of an imbedded
atom in a dense plasma with the aim that i t may be used as a
step towards inderstanding the 'plasma diagnostics' for the
determinations o f the density and the temperature of a high
compression LPP. Although the present model may he used for
the studies of equation of s ta te and transport properties, in
this paper we shal l mainly concern on the aspects of the
screening and the energy spectrum of an imbedded atom in the
high density plasma.

In LPP expeTimentnlly, the highest temperature and density
t i l l recently-attained are about 10 KeV and 10 gms/cnP re-
spect ively. Such experiments ar<- carried out in a few estab-
lishments p i involving high power lasers and the attempts arc
nviinly towards achieving the inert ia l ly confined fusion. 'Hie
fusion materials l i k e U-T mixture containing some higher Z
atomic impurities become a hot dense plasma in a small spatial
region under the action of laser pulses . X-rays emerge out of
the plasma which are measured direct ly giving some idea about
the compression. In reality this nlasma i s in an extremely
complicated s i tuat ion where electrons, ions and radiation

f ie lds are strongly interacting. As said before we are mainly
interested here on the physics o f a particular atom (ion)
which carries a charge cloud around i t and this we refer to as
a 'quasi-atom1. There i s a clear d is t inct ion between a quasi-
atom and a free atom. The quasi-atom carries the e f f ec t of
the environment which i s the main aim of our study in this
paper. We consider the medium of D-T plasma to be a smeared
electron l iquid which has heen neutralized by a proper
pos i t ive background.

Wo make two major assumptions: (a) the quasi-atom i s
in a local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) f2J. This i s
perhaps a crude assumption and i s not c learly j u s t i f i e d ,
(b) The quasi-atom interacts poorly with other ions largely
because of charge screening and secondly the quasi-atom
density i s small. The la t t er assumption may be eas i ly re-
moved by using a perturbation scheme involving inter- ionic
potentials as done in the theory o f l iquid netals [ 4 ] .

We i l l u s t r a t e our model schematically in Fig. 1 with
two options (A) and (R). Similar models are considered by
Liberman [S] and Bozsnyai [ 6 ] with some minor differences,
p and p* are uniform densit ies of the pos i t ive background
and of tiiv electrons respectively. In case of (A) the
quasi-atom nucleus with point charge Z s i t s at the origin
(say) with the perturbed electron density shown by Ap(r3
subject to overall charge neutral i ty. In ca •.• o f (B) tile
point nuclear charge Z s i t s at the center of a spherical
vacancy in the mediun whose radius i s suitably chosen
either by using a muffin-tin picture of energy band
structure or by variâtionally determining from the charge
neutrality condition 15). The charge density prof i le in
our model w i l l Fr icdel -osc i l la te and a t large r wi l l merge
with the background density unlike in the case of Libcrman
or Rozsnyai. When the background density i s large and tlie
temperature i s a lso large these osc i l l a t ions are unimportant
because they w i l l d i e exponentially with increase in tempera-
ture. These osc i l l a t ions are a l so seen in the potent ia l .
Finally the potential merges with the bottom of the con-
tinuum (BQC) which i s dependent on the ambient density o f
the medium. So far as the f i n i t e temperature aspects are
concerned we shal l argue that the temperature broadens the
allowed electronic leve ls and has mainly an important role
in the occupation of the s t a t e s .

In the past the linearized models of Thomas Fermi or
yc lluckel type, in genera], did not incorporate th is

aspect of continuum (BOCK Brush 17) has given an extensive
review on th i s subject on the work done before 1966. IXiring
the last 15 years there have been confusions and contro-
versies on the nature o f plasma screening in view uf opposite
nature of observations of the spectral l ines [8 ,91 . Briefly
we make the following.remark on th i s aspect. The theory of
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line-shift 191 is very complicated and is perhaps not a
well-understood problem. The line-shift, in an approxima-
tion is considered to be the difference of level-shifts.
The latter daMnds the knowledge of the individual levels
in a self-consistent fashion. The level-shifts due to
linearized screening or the so-called plasm polarization
shifts (PFS) have their own range of applicability which
we have discussed recently [10). It is well known that
Debye-Mickel theory is valid for low iwbient density and
high tc;>i|>crature while the Thorns-Fermi like theory is
good for the screening of inner orbitaIs of a higher 2
atom when the aqhient density i s also high. The PI'S
theory is reasonable for low Z atoms and at low ambient
density. Our view on this problem i s that a careful
self-consistent picture should include all these models
in their respective regions of validity.

2 . THEORY

A. Self-Consistent Field Method

The total Hclmholtz free energy of the system is given
by F « E-TS, where E is sun of kinetic, electron-nucleon
potential, electron-electron potential and exchange
correlation energies. T is the temperature and S is the
entropy given in ten»; of occupation of states, nfc as

S - - z C l ^ C l )

In the Hohenberg-Kohn-SlKun-Hptmin (IDCSM) finite tempera-
ture density functional approach [11)* we perform a variation
of energy functional with respect to the Schrodinger
orbital functions to obtain a set of single particle equa-
tions (we use Ilartree atomic units)

{-VZ - e (1)

where the first term is. the kinetic energy tenu. The
second tim is one-body effective potential given by

We have considered this approach in case of an absorbed
atom on a metal surface at tfO, M.P. Das in Proceedings of
Nuclear and Solid State Hivsics Svmnosiim, Dept. of Atomic

||4 iinergy, tovernitcivt of India, 19Ç (1976) 7!>.

p(r') is the charge density and v (p,T) is the many body
exchange-correlation potential which is now an unknown
quantity as a function of temperature and density. The
occupation of a state i i s given by the Fermi function

t - 1
i BtEj-u) (3)

e +1
where P is the inverse temperature, 1/T and the total num-
ber of electrons N of the imbedded atom is given by

N - Z »

Hie symbol f stands for summation over al l bound and
continual slates of the quasi-atom. The charge density
p(r) is obtained from (4) before the space integral i s
carried out. We have stated before that we are interested
in the changes in the atomic properties. A major change
is expected in the continuum density of states Which we
calculate by the scattering phase shifts of the self-
consistent potential. For details see Liberman [5]. We
have some differences in our approach from that of Liber-
man, (a)' We solve SchroMinger equation while Liberman
solves Dirac equation, (h) We do not force the charge
neutrality condition to a fictitious volume like a muffin-
tin sphere instead we use an effective quasi-atom radius
decided by the ambient density, pQ.

B. Effective Potential

The crux of the problem is now to obtain an effective
potential. Various quantities like oi-bital levels, charge
densities, density of states, chemical potential, occupation
of states, etc. are mutually dependent. In the HKSM scheme
the exchange correlation potential i s obtained from the ex-
change-correlation energy of a homogeneous system in tlie
local density approximation (MW) as given by

f C T )
vxcfp,T) - g (5)

where exc(p,T) is to be calculated. In principle one can
calculate ex_ at non-zero tent|vrature by the prescriptions
given in standard textbooks [12]. Therefore we do not
intend to review this state of art. Instead we briefly
remark that the treatment of exchange-correlation at Tj*0
is a very cumbersome work and is tlicnnodvnamical ly nm(>ji;i>oiis
[13). In the- past phenomcnological interpolations have
been vispd for the finite temperature work. See for
example Rozsnyai [6] and Terror [14). Perhaps the most



. detailed work done t i l l now is due to Dharma-wardana and
Taylor (IWT) [11] who have treated exchange in tlio self-
consistent llartree-I'ock approximation and obtained correla-
tion potential by carrying out the ring sun and a second
order screened contribution. We adopt this approach in
our finite temperature work while for zero temperature we
use ftjnnarsson-Lundqvist approximation 115). The latter
gives the s.nne results for the low density while the high
density results are about 6% larger compared to the IW
results.

23 24
In the density range of our interest .( 10. to 10

particles per cm3) the bottom of the continuum which is
given by vxc[p,TJ and denoted by uo in Fig. 4 is lowered
as temperature increases. This happens up to certain
temperatures and then i t moves up slowly with the further
rise in temperature. At finite temperature the bottom of
the continuum will not be a sharply defined quantity un-
like in the case of zero temperature, but at present we
have not introduced the explicit lif<- time effects into
the potential which should give the smearing of the states.
Rozsnyai [S] had a different approach to obtain r-racarcd
widths of the bound states but the BOC was sharp.

3. RESULTS

Microballoons or glass shells containing various
materials like D-T, No, Si, C, etc. have been laser-
compressed to the electron density -1024/cm3 and X-ray
spectra have been recorded [2]. Neon i s one of the typical
impurities introduced for the density diagnostics. In this
paper we do not attempt to analyze these experimental ob-
servations but attempt to examine our present iwtdel as a
preliminary step towards the analysis. The results pre-
sented below are high density zero temperature calcula-
tions for a No atom in a density varying electron gas.

In nig. 2 the radial density An(r) of the quasi-atom
is shown as a function of ambient .density p0 . r s is tin-
parameter given by rs - (V4itpo) l ' s . The spatial
oscillations known as Priedel oscillations are due to the
screening of the quasi-atom excess charge as a matching
between the electron wavelength of the electron gas and
the corresponding components of the excess electrostatic
potential produced by the quasi-atom. The oscillations
are weaker in the radial scale i f the ambient density
becomes dense. The features we notice here are (a) the
densities at small radial distance are insensitive to the
ambient densities (b) the structures of the density
distribution in the intermediate spatial range arc the
results of overlap interaction between outer atomic
electrons with the plasm continuum electrons.

The quasi-atom effective potential does not support
the same bound states as in a free atom. As a result of
strong interaction of plasma on the atom certain orbitals
merge with the continuum. In Fig. 3 we have shown the
excess density of states An(B) of the continuum due to the
quasi-atom as a function of reduced energy scaled to tlte
Fermi energy of the plasmas. At higher densities when the
outer electrons are stripped out the excess density of
states in the continuum shows peculiar structures. But as
the density i s lowered resonance-like structures are seen
with continuum density of states being piled up at certain
energies. In al l the cases of Fig. 3 the structures are
due to hibridization of free atom (Ne) bound states with
the plane wave contimun states of the plasma. This ob-
servation has a connection with the Friedel-Anderson-Fano
resonance [16].

In Fig. A we have shown how the bound state orbital
energies move with the change of the density of the plasma.
Here we need to point out that eigenvalues of the effective
Schrôdinger equation in LuA are not rigorously the single
particle energies for which a self-interaction correction
i s necessary 117], This correction is essential for the
bound electrons which contribute to the large charge
distribution in the core Tegion of an atom. We have
formulated this problem in a different manner than those in
current use. Using a phenomenological temperature-
denepdent pair correlation function we have obtained the
self-interaction corrected exchange-correlation energy.
But in the present calculations i t has not been incorporated.
The Is orbital of Ne moves slowly upwards with the increase
of density in the entire range (rs from 0.5 to 10 or matter
density from SxlO"3 to .40 gm/cm3). The Zp and 2s states
get stripped between r s»l ami l .S , and r<;«0.5 and 0.55
respectively. We have"noted before that"as.rs decreases
the bottom of the continuum denoted by UQ (in Fig. 4) moves
down. But the outer orbitals while moving up slowly with
density increase moves down before they are merged with the
continuum (see Table 1). We have already observed this
before in case of u carbon atom (18]. This is a peculiar
property related to pressure ionization and needs further
investigation.

4 . SUMWVRY

We presented an approach which makes a local descrip-
tion of the atomic properties when an atom is in a condensed
medium. With a view to applying this approach to an im-
purity atom in a dense hot plasma relevant to the inertial
confined fusion we have made some simplifying assumptions
such as: local therntodynamic equilibrium condition and 115



homogeneous Bedim approximation. A quasi-atom in i ts
cquilibritai state i s entirely different than a correspond-
ing free atom. Depending on the nature and the condition
of the médita the energy spectra of the quasi-atom could
be fotnd out. Although the qualitative nature of physics
in this problem is not so much unclear a detailed
quantitative study i s desirable for a better understanding
of the plasma diagnostics.
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TABLE I

Orbital Energies of a Neon Atom in an Electron Gas of Density Given by r £ (see text)

Level 10.0 S.O 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.7S 0.50

Is 30.312 30.297 30.279 30.248

2s 1.328 1.312 1.294 1.263

2p 0.503 0.487 0.469 0.439

3s 0.087

U. 0.086 0.162 0.198 0.256

30

1

0

.157

.205

.395

29

1

.S73

.018

28

1

.840

.009

26.955

0.369 0.695 0.907 1.327
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V>st;ract

Diss ipat ion of Langmuir condensate formed through

interac t ion of plasma with high density e lectron beam i s

invest igated using a hybrid model which combines a mult i - so l i ton

picture of strong turbulence with kinet ic theory approach. An

equation for the part ic le d is trubi t ion function has been derived

and numerically invest igated for various choices of so l i ton

d i s t r i b u t i o n . The re su l t s enable us to draw certain conclusions

about the heating e f f i c i ency of high density electron beams for

plasma under laboratory condit ions .

The p o s s i b i l i t y of heating plasma by high energy electron

beam has been under study for quite some time. An electron beam

e x c i t e s Langmuir waves ( it £. ^P^A) in a plasma. The beam

relaxat ion proceeds through scattering of the beam par t i c l e s on

these waves. The process, unless disturbed by some other mechanism,

r e s u l t s in accumulation of large amount of energy in the long wave-

length region of the Langmuir spectrum and a Langmuir condensate i s

formed, subsequently, the plasma heating can be achieved only i f

the condensate d i s s i p a t e s through absorption by the plasma part ic les»

With high-density beam the energy of the condensate may exceed the

l i m i t of v a l i d i t y of the weak turbulence theory and the charac-

t e r i s t i c features of strong turbulence may play important role In

the d i s s ipat ion process . Msdulational i n s t a b i l i t y of the Langmuir

waves can give r i se to such density f luctuat ions in the plasma as

t o influence the spectrum of the Langmuir condensate considerably.

With broadening of the spectrum towards the large fe. region, the

superthermal e lectrons can absorb energy from the condensate and

the population of the high energy e lec trons can increase even in

a c o l l i s i o n l e s s plasma.

In t h i s paper we undertake a deta i led study of the in t er -

action of the •: .isma e lectrons with the condensate under strong

turbulence condit ion.

At present we are occupied with the question of non-

c o l l i s i o n a l d i s s ipat ion and we would l i k e t o see how far t h i s

question can be studied on the bas is of a c o l l i s i o n l e s s Boltzmann

equation. The d i f f i c u l t i e s of such an approach in the strong

turbulence regime are well-known. To avoid these d i f f i c u l t i e s we

evolve a hybrid msdel in which the strongly turbulent state of the

plasma i s assumed t o be approximately described by a random set of

Langmuir s o l i t o n s . The model provides an equation of evolution for

the s ing le -part i c l e d i s tr ibut ion when the par t i c l e s are assuked t o ] ] |



move through an appropriate field. It may be mentioned here that

the evolution of the particle distribution with localized fields

in the plasma was studied in the past on the basis of the Pokker-
$i

Planck equation/ The population in the super-thermal tail o£ the
electron distribution was indeed found to grow.

2 . An Idealised Initial-Value Problem

In order to elucidate the nature of our model, we begin

with the study of an idealized case of a (one-dimensional, col l i -

sionless) plasma which was in equilibrium before t = O. M t > o ,

a roulti-soliton field is created along with the appropriate fluc-

tuation in charge density to support i t . We denote the N-soliton

field by E (•<•»*).

.00.
(1)

where, \f. » velocity of the t-th aoliton, JC. a centre of the
t-th soli ton.

The subsequent ( t J 0) evolution of the field EC*it^ and
the single-particle electron distribution function $(*,»,€)
i s given by

(4 )

where -n and E are the equilibrium density and distribution
o ••O

function, respectively. The initial conditions are

,.00 (5)

The short-time scale evolution given by (3)-(6) will be

investigated for tie single case £o^ » E# , fe. » fc, cô  > cO for

all v . First, we rewrite these equations introducing the follow-

ing scaled variables

X . * / i . V

22 v -

Then we separate the slow variation of the envelope from the

relatively rapid variation of the carrier wave in the following

manner

«t -ax in
( 3 )

121

F.Cx.v.t) . I



-at.

We have, of course, scaled fe and ««> appropriately in (7) and

(8) . The functions '^|lv , «7^* H m and -".^vary slowly In X

and % . Then, from (3) and (4), we have

- v
( 9 )

(10)

tu)

If»

. mit C.
•ax

with Initial conditions

•tn. '•m
dlV (il)

Xh* jy»t«a of aquations (9)-(13) ESB la suitable for nn-

aarieal study of tfaa awlutlon of the fiald and the diatrlbu-

tlon function, k continuai broadanlng of the spaetrua towards the

larga waranuabar ration Is apparent.

3;
Iha slaplast way to «stiaata th» rata of dissipation is

to transform (3) lato a Fekkar-Planck-llks aquation and rel-

ate tfaa dissipation constant to the corresponding diffusion

constant. The actually observed dissipation rata, howavor, is

to oe obtained by averaging over the distribution ?(N) in

solilon nuabar H. Me show below that the dissipation rata is

quite sensitive to tha choice of P(IQ. We assuae a simple

situation where S(x,t)« a B (x,t).

Xha Fourier transfora, of (3) Is than

J (13) •= 0 (14)

where w t x. 121



Wa considar tha liait fc, V « I nil fc,- • k , î i * «3 for

«11 1. Xh«o wa obtain tha integral aquation

i C

(IS)

whara o^ *. ""°|/. = A,jV48irn,t for Langmui» solitont.

Substituting it back into (14) wa obtain a Fokker-Planek-

llka aquation for f (v(t). In particular, for tha zero-mod»

zt

Iv
(16)

Ih* corraspondlng diffusion coefficient S M la clearly
2

aaan to ba proportional to H . Xhat averaged over t. : aoliton

122

o •

whara M m w c 1» tha M « 1 « M » nunbar of aoliton» that can ba

axaltad for « giTan aixargy of tha eondanaata. Th« anargr ba-

lanoa raquira a that tha rata of ohanga of avaraga alaetro-

atatie «nargr •* danalty of tha f laid should ba tha n«g«.tlt«

of tha rata of ohanga of araraga partiela kinatic anarcjr da-

naity. Ihia raquiraawnt aakaa tha disaipatlon rata Y aaaan-

tially proportional to (to) . Ha consider two axtraaa

plaa of tha aoliton naabar distribution.

1) For P(B)= constant,
a

(18)

2) For P(*)« At
_AM

«c e
Ihia shove that tha dependence of T on H t n M ( > and hence on

tha initial condensate energy is Tery sensitiT» to the choi-

ce of P(N).
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It is shown that when Langmuir and dispersive acoustic

waves propagates in a plasma with equal group velocities, the

two coupled non-linear Schrodinger equations which describe

the propagation of the two interacting waves predict that even

small amplitude Langmuir waves (as well as the same waves) are

rendered modulât ionally unstable for large perturbation wave

number K £ te./wTT/wïî ( It uwjf/S •* «.T«)' The
group v e l o c i t y equa l i sa t ion has thus tht e f f e c t of extending

the domain of modulation»! I n s t a b i l i t y of Langmuir waves in the

wave number «pace. The ( ins tab i l i ty has a growth rate «N#

( « « « / « « ^ ( i S ^ tytKnfyà *• found to be a consequence of
resonant four wave interaction

In a recent publication { l j it was shown that when long

wave length Langcuuir waves and ion acoustic waves propagate with

sane group velocity they are non-linearly coupled through density

depletion caused simultaneously by the ponderomotive forces

associated with the high and low frequency fields. The propaga-

tion o£ the waves are described by the coupled pair of non-linear

Schrodinger equations (ron dimensionaliaed)

a €

(lb)

(2 )

-t,-fc denote the usual space and time variable £ %e*|>ti(ltL«-<»,

and €Yke«|p[iC<«j»t- Os*) l» r e thF- Langmuir field intensity and

the low frequency ion density fluctuation associated with disper-

sive ion acoustic waves.

The dispersion relation for the waves are

The quantity € £

tion parameter.

denotes the small perturba-

The co-efficients appearing in the equations (la) and (lb)



_ *1 <>

6 = J_
2«

12 te, 3.)

. a(!+
_

( 4 )

The same equations are also obtained f 23 in the limit t?L—r fl '

and tes -> o . The common group velocity of both the waves i s .

represented by 1>g

Equation (S) indicates that the equalisation of the two group

velocit ies which is a necessary condition for the coupling envi»

s aged, can occur-only when the Langmuir wave number (tu < 1}

A consequence of this coupling, as pointed out earlier [ I1] i s

that the modulationally unstable Langmuir wave in the wave number

range ttL<*[ induces similar instability for the dispersive

acoustic waves even when the acoustic wave number ^ « l ^ s 1.47

[ 3 ] . The Langmuir waves are however modulationally stable [4,5*]

124 when the perturbation wave number satisfies the relation

(6)

The purpose of the present letter is to show that when

condition (5) i s satisfied modulât ional perturbations are un-

stable even for such large perturbation wave numbers as given by

(6) . The instability may be interpreted as occurring through a

resonant four wave process 1+ S -* I -*-S where S. and S denote

Langmuir and ion acoustic waves respectively. Let us suppose

4ttL and 4te L are the frequency and wave number shifts (finite

In the scale of s , and t ± but infinitesimal in the =t , "t

scale) . Since the matching condition requires ^ t L - W j t - «a«o,_—

L — Ate- # the interaction assimilarly

envisaged above, can occur only when

which i s identical with (5). In what follows we shall see that

Instability sets in whenever the matching condition holds down

to the scale of ? i . e . to the order € *

For equations (la,b) the following exact solutions

where

( 7 )



Let us consider modulâtional perturbations of both

Langmuir and sonic waves

»t<r t
w+ S<rL)3

- Q.LTJ]

(a)

Substitution of (8) into (la,b) and usual linearisation with res-

pect to the perturbation leads to the following dispersion

relation

where

( 9 }

(10)

(11)

i lwhen i l u <. O, the uncoupled Langmuir wave is modulât tonally

unstable. This case was discussed earlier f l^ and i s therefore

let out. Writing

= 2 - a,

(12)

equation (9) is now put into the form

(13)

in absence of either of waves i . e . â < o, the frequencies of

the uncoupled waves are &.-.U.10, O.1*' or n. » i ll°j ilw|

For the uncoupled case the sonic wave i s modulationally

stable l«s $ tec and the sane is also true for Langmuir waves

provided that the perturbation wave nufcber H. i s sufficiently

large making C u ^ O .

For the perturbed Langmuir waves the wave numbers and

frequencies are (K..+K, n.,> nJ°) , (K^-K, O.,.-Q.tt)J while

for the acoustic waves those are given by ( Ks -, K } a s -+• A.11',)

and (K4_t<, ft4- n.W)) . W have ascribed the frequency Cl̂

to the wave number <•.•»« and A,,-A.tw to K w - K and simi-

larly for the sonic waves in order that all the branches nay

tend to the correct linear theory value viz.

aa the amplitudes of the unperturbed waves V^*' «nd

Let us assume
US



~l
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so that the following four wave matching condition between sonic

and Langmuir waves are fulfi l led

when both waves are excited simultaneously, so that Q, :£ o,

instability sets in whenever the four wave resonant condition

determined by equation (15).

To see this we recast the dispersion equation (13) in the

form

where

a -

(16)

(17)

The right hand side of equation (16) being positive, i t wilt

clearly possess a pair of complex roots. The ordar of the growth

rate of the instability are determined in the following case».

Case I . >o

From (4) and (10) i t follows that in dimensionallaid form

128 this requires that

R J > * . S (18)

where VJ •=. |Euu,3 |V4n n.Tt is the ratio of the Langntuir wave

energy density to the thermal energy density of the plasma, m

absence of the present type of coupling i t i s well known that the

Langmuir waves are modulationally stable in this case but unstable

with respect to decay process I —» t' + S (41*

To find the order of growth rate we put

So that (16) reduces to
(19)

(20)

From (4), (5), (10) and (11) i t follows

Î 4/
Retaining terms upto lowest order in «J hs , we have 2 x (*• 12

•o that the growth rate of instability i s given by

Taking K-**»s > W" but ~ O ( W ) and noting that

We have in dimenaionaliaed units* the growth rate



where

a •=

Thus the instability has a sufficient growth rate for I * N / N . I ~ *T

Case II

In this case from (10) we have K*te* « IV^'M we sub-

stitute

so that equation (16) becomes

since

<25)

(26)

when ki a OCi) . For lower values of tes which occurs as

bt-
J»-n = J me/mi we have even a stronger growth rate.

We thus conclude that when the group velocity of the Langmuir and

sonic waves are equal, the Langmuir wave i s rendered unstable

with respect to modulâtional perturbation also for such large

perturbation wave number for which the uncoupled waves are

modulationally stable. For such large the instability i s

seen to result from the four wave process

The authors wish to thank Mr. Dilip Gupta for the

assistance rendered during calculation.

' u*

(27)

we have approximately i' ^ u* • Hence the growth rate i s given

approximately by ~i » H •Œ-s

Here» too. we have a strong growth rate at least of the

order
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DEPENDENCE OF ION EXPANSION ENERGY
ON ELECTRON TEMPERATURE IN LASER
PRODUCED PLASMAS

P.D. GUPTA, S.K. GOEL, D.D. BHAWALKAR
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

ABSTRACT

Functional dependence of ion expansion energy on electron
temperature is obtained for partially ionized plasmas produced
by lasers. Effect of changing degree of ionisation, varying
adiabetic coefficient, fraction of energy absorbed in three
dimensional expansion fan and the recombination processes
leading to freezing of degree of ionization of plasma during
its expansion hare been considered in obtaining this dependence.
Results of experiments carried out on aluminium targets using a
1GW, 5 n Sec. Nd: glass laser support this fimctional
dependence.

An important quantity characterising laser produced
plasmas is the kinetic energy of the ions measured at large .
distances from the target. This energy is determined by the
initial electron temperature of the plasma and an exact relation
betveen these tvo can be obtained by numerical solution of
equations set up for laser light absorption and hydrodynamic
expansion of these plasma»(1-3). However simpler models have
also been used to get a relation betveen electron temperature
and ion expansion energyCt-6). Bykovskii et «l* have obtained
this relation for a one dimensional expansion geometry. Puell5
has considered a. «ore realistic situation where plasma does not
remain so after » distance equal to the focal spot size but the
treatment is true only for fully ionized plasmas. Effect of
incomplete ionization hat been incorporated by Bykovskii et al
through an effective adiabatic coefficient but aa their
calculations are limited to one dimensional expansion,
temperatures deduced from their relation come to be higher than
those estimated by independent diagnostics?. Recently there has
been considerable interest in vorking with moderate Z target
using lov power lasers where the plasma will not be fully
ionized". In this paper we obtain functional dependence of ion
expansion energy on electron temperature and report results of
experiments conducted on various moderate Z targets using a
1GH, 5 n Sec. Nd: glass laser-

Ion expansion energy can be obtained by equating the laser
flux with the outward flow of plasma, energy as steady state is
achieved in plasmas produced by high power lasers of nanosecond
duration. We adopt same geometry as used by Puell5 (Fig. l)
where expansion is taken to be one dimensional for distance x as
measured from the target surface less than the focal spot radius
R. If P is the power of the laser, then flux at the surface
defined by x * E is * » P/nB? . A part of the laser flux is
absorbed in three dimensional expansion fan and a fraction of
the incident flux (determined later) reaches the one dimensional
surface ( x * B). Balancing this flux with the outward flow of
plasma energy. We get

=: "Hi +»«,«« [Ufe + STWlf](1)

where ne(nj^)s ue(ui), u ^ u ^ ) , m(M) are density, enthalpy flow
velocity and mass of electrons (ions). Bithalpy for each
particle is (Y/Y - 1)KT where y i* adiabetic expansion
coefficient and T is the temperature effect of ionization energy
can be taken into account by redefining in a vay suggested by
Bykovskil et al1*

-* + £ffe (a)

where x(Z) is the energy spent per ion in achieving the
ionization state Z. Since plasma flow goes from subsonic to
supersonic stage as it expands, transition is assumed to take
place at surface Z « R and therefore flew velocities u, and uj
are taken to be equal to local sound velocity?

(3)

Since electron-ion thermalisation time is usually much less than
laser pulse duration, electron and ion temperatures can be
assumed to be same. Since n ( • znj due to charm neutrality
(where Z is the effective charge on ions) eq. (1) reduces to

where kinetic energy with electrons has been neglected due to
their much smaller mass.

As the plasma expands in vacuum, thermal energy gets
converted into the directed motion of the particles and is
mainly carried by ions due to their much higher mass. In the

3.
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steady state, energy per ion E is obtained by dividing the
laser energy input per unit time i.e. *P' by the total number of
ions coning out per unit time i.e. nj u; i R2. Thus

This relation reduces to those obtained by Fuell and
Bykovskii et al for fully ionized pluma and one dimensional
expansion cases respectively. For » fully ionized plasma
Y - 5/3 and S * 2/3, eij. (5) reduces to

(5) (T)
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If x(2f ) is the internal energy of the ion where Z^ is the
final charge state, the kinetic energy, E, (ion) will he

E ion (6)

Final charge state Zf is determined by radiative and three
body recomination of the plasma during its expansion avay from
the target^,10. Since three body recombination strongly depends
on temperature (">< T-*-5) it will dominate over radiative
recombination as the plasma cools with time 't' as t~2, though
the later may be more important to start with. In three body
reconibinatioa process, part of the recombination energy is
retained by the plasma which may slow down the temperature
scaling with time. Importance of this heating in changing the
temperature scaling is determined by the parameter ç*(2E*/3bTÎ5
where E* is the recombination energy retained by the plasma and
6 is the degree of ionisation10. So long as 5<1, recombination
heating is not important and temperature scaling with time does
not change from t"2. For this case rate of decrease in density
due to three body recombination remains constant and therefore
will dominate over that due to expansion vhich decreases with
time as f*. If 5 retained less than one throughout the
expansion, plasma would have fully recombined. However, as the
temperature decreases % becomes greater than one and
recombination heating changes the temperature scaling to t"1.
This will make rate of decrease in density due to recombination
to scale faster vith time as t"**' compared to that due to
expansion. Further the collision time between electrons and ions
will now increase with time as t1*5. This will decouple
electrons from ions before plasma is fully recombined and will
eventually result in the freezing cf degree of ionisation. It
can be seen that the parameter t becomes greater than ont only
at distances where temperature has decreased to a value which is
orders of magnitude smaller than the initial temperature» For
example in case of carbon plasma initially at 100 eV, Ç becomes
greater than one only when temperature reduces to muck ltss
than 1 electron volt. Even if freezing of degree of ionitation
occurs now, internal energy of the ions will be much smaller
compared to their energy in the directed motion and x(Zf) can be
neglected in equation (6). Thus expression (5) is true for ion
expansion energy as well.

For one dimensional case 8 » 1 and therefore

F = (8)

Is another relation obtained by Bykovskii et al1*, final charge
state was taken to be the same as i t s Initial value. In that
case taking X(Z) in terms of Y from eq. (3), one gets

£ = (9)

As the final charge state is always much lower than the initial
one, this equation is of no practical consequence in most of the
laser produced plasma experiments.

Ion expansion energies for various targets can be obtained
by calculating values of Z, Y sod 6 as function of electron
temperature. Effective charge stats 'Z' of th« plasma as a
function of temperature can be obtained by using corona model1

which is valid12 if

"Me <
IS 3

3 XiO "Xt (10)

where n is in am and Xi and Te arc in tV. For the charge
states involved at temperatures typical of laser produced plasmas
values of Xi are such that the above condition is usually
satisfied for moat of the targets.

Fraction of laser energy t reaching the surface defined by
X » R can be estimated by using absorption coefficient 'K' given
by Dawson and 0berman13

j8 = (11)

As absorption coefficient 'K' involves electron temperature and
density, they should be known as a function of distance from the
target . As expected from the geometry of the problem density
varies with distance^ u n t (H/x)2 . Since only a small



fraction of laser energy i s absorbed in the three dimensional
expansion fan and t h i s energy i s absorbed in a large volume of
plasma i t s expansion can be assuned to be adiabetic .
Temperature w i l l therefore vary v i th density i s l t n^"1 where
Y i s given by equation 2 . Using t h i s variation of density and
temperature 6 can now be obtained using equation 11. Values of
Z, Y and B as a function of temperature have been calculated and
typical variations of these quantities for Aluminium plasma are
shovn in f i g . 2 . Values of E/b.T as a function of temperature
are shown in f i g . 3 for carbon, polythene and aluminium targets .

Experiments vere conducted on aluminium plasma produced by
a 5J, 5 n Sec. Hd: glass la ser . The experimental set up i s
described in reference Ik. Expansion energies vere obtained
from the time of f l ight of the ions at the probe and i t s
variation v i t h laser flux in case of aluninium plasma i s shovn
in f i g . h. I t i s seen that expansion energies of ions shovs
a faster scal ing v i th laser flux in the lov temperature range
as expected. Temperature» deduced from these observations
using equation 5 are a lso shewn in the same figure. It i s
observed that temperatures shov a scal ing of •"•1*2 over laser
flux as expected for a steady s ta te s e l f regulatory model and
thus support our analysis .

In conclusion, ve have obtained a relation betveen electron
temperature and ion expansion energy for part ia l ly ionized
plasmas produced by nanosecond lasers . Effect of changing
degree of ionizat ion, varying adiabetic coeff icient y, fraction
of energy absorbed in three dimensional expansion fan and tht
recombination processes leading t o freezing of degree of
ionization of plasma d'jring i t s expansion have been taken into
account in finding o>.« t h i s dependence. Temperature obtained
froa the measurement of ion expansion energy using t h i s
functional dependence shov • i 0 - * 2 scal ing consistent v i th
steady s tate s e l f regulatory model.

Authors gratefully acknowledge Mr S.R. Kumbha» for
technical assistance in t h i s work.
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FIG. 1 PLANER TARGET EXPANSION
GEOMETRY.
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PLASMA EXPANSION STUDIES IN
THIN LAYER COATED TARGETS

P.D. GUPTA, S.K. GOEL, J.S. UPPAL
Laser Section,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

ABSTRACT

Ion expansion analysis of the plasma produced from targets
consisting of thin layers of aluminium on carbon substrates is
used to estimate the thickness of the material ablated from the
target. Ablation depth for aluminium in the flux range
lQlO _ 3 z iolS v/oa? (1GW Hd: glass laser, 5 nsec pulse) is
around 1OOOA0 which is consistent vith a steady stat* self
regulatory, model for plasma heating. The total kinetic energy
carried by the ions is estimated to be nearly 30% of the laser
energy. Ion expansion velocity in ease of bare targets scales
vith flux «as. »°-1and *°'^ia low and relatively higher flux range
respectively. These variations in scaling vhich are different
from • " scaling expected from a self regulatory model and
relatively smaller kinetic energy with ions are shown to be
occuring as a. result of a significant fraction of absorbed
laser energy being lost in X-ray emission from plasma.

Several investigations1'" have been carried out on plasmas
produced by focussing high power lasers on thin layer coated
plane targets to study ablation, thermal conduction inhibition
and plasma recombination. Layered targets in these experiments
are used so as to allow the study of these processes through
analysis of the spectrum emitted by a given layer as a function
of the depth of its location. Seka et al have used multilayered
targets to establish that ions of lover degree of ionization are
created due to recombination during expansion by identifying the
spectral lines emitted from the expanding plasma. In other
experiments, layered targets have been used in different flux
ranges to study the ablation2 and thermal conduction
inhibition-̂ ""-* by measuring the intensity of x-ray emission
chiracteristic of the base material as a function of overlayer
thickness. Though, ions can also be used to characterize the
heated material in these experiments*, no detailed investigations
have been carried out using ion expansion analysis. Ion blow
off studies have recently become quite important in context of
ablative acceleration" » 8of thin foils at smaller laser
irradiances. In this paper we report experiments carried out
on aluminium coated carbon targets in the flux range
10 1 0 - 3 x 10 1 2 v/ema from a Hd: glass laser of 5 nsec pulse
duration. Ion expansion analysis shows that ablation depth in

this flux range is -v 1000A° which is consistent vith a steady
state self regulatory model" for plasma heating. Ve further
infer from our experiments that x-rays emission is a dominant
loss mechanism in plasmas produced from moderate z targets
using lev lsser flux.

When high temperature high density plasmas expand in
vacuum most of their energy appears as directed kinetic energy
of ions'»10 and the total number of ions generated gives the
amount of target material that is heated up by the lsser pulse.
Charge collectors placed at large distances from the target have
been widely used to obtain asymptotic ion expansion velocity
from the time of flight measurements. However the same cannot
be used for quantitative estimation of the total number of ions
produced initially in the hot plasma. TM.S is because
recombination11* during expansion reduces the charge state of
ions and moreover a charge collector can give only the total
charge and not the individual number of ions of different charge
species. However the number of ions created initially can still
be determined by qualitative analysis of charge collector
signals by using layered targets. If slab targets coated vith a
thin layer of another material are irradiated, the ion current
signals will correspond to the plasma created -ither from the
overlayer only or from the base material as veil, depending
upon the flux and pulse duration of the laser used. Ions from
the base material vill start appearing if the ablation front
crosses the overlayer during the laser pulse. As ion current
signals characterize the target material, an analysis of the
same can be used to determine the depth upto which material is
effectively heated up. Therefore if targets vith known
thickness of the overlayer are irradiated, laser flux for vhich
the ablation depth equals this thickness vill be determined by
the appearance of the ions of the base material as the laser
flux is increased beyond this value. Ablation depth as a
function of laser flux can thus be obtained if targets vith
different overlayer thickness are irradiated similarly.

Experiments.were conducted on estimating ablation
thickness in aluminium plasma by irradiating carbon targets
vith known thickness of aluminium overlayer along vith bare
targets of carbon and aluminium in the flux range 10 1 0 - 3 x
10+-° v/csr. Experimental arrangement is shown schematically
in fig. 1. A Hd: glass laser which gives 5J in 5 nanosecond
pulse (FvnH) is used to produce plasmas free) these targets
kept in a plasra chamber evacuate* to 1<T' torr. A lens of
300 mm focal length vas used to focus the laser beam vith
focal spot diameter of around 100 urn. A charge collector
vhich could be placed at different distances away from the
target vas used to record the ion current signals as a function
of laser flux. The charge collector vas biased (Inset A) to
collect iora only «nd the signals vere tkken across a 50 0 load.
Laser pover vas monitored using a biplaner photodiode ITT kOO 133



which also served as a zero time reference for the ion current
signals. Layered targets were prepared by vacuum deposition of
aluminium on one half of plane carbon targets, the other half
being used as tbe bare target. This facilitated the recording
of data on layered and unlayered targets vithout changing the
focussing conditions in going from one type of target to the
other. Plasma created from carbon targets vith 1000A° ovcrlayer
of aluminium vas examined in detail through ion current signals
by comparing them with those from bare carbon and aluminium
targets. Typical signals observed from these target* at
different laser fluxes are shown in fig. 2. It is observed that
ion current signals from layered targets correspond to those
from the bare aluminium target for laser fluxes smaller than
loll v/em2. As the laser flux is increased beyond this value,
carbon ions also start appearing as seen in the initial part of
the current time trace in fig. 2 (IIC). When the magnitude of
the current at different times is compared with those from bare
carbon and aluminium targets it is seen that this flux
corresponds to the start of ablation of carbon target Just below
the aluminium layer. As the laser flux is further increased
still higher timber of carbon ions are ablated and at very high
fluxes, the ion signals closely correspond to those from bare
carbon target. From these observations ve infer that the
ablation depth for aluminiua at laser flux of lO 1 1 w/em2 is
around 1000A°. Same inference can be drawn from the variation
of ion expansion velocity with laser flux1' for layered and
unlayered carbon targets as shown in fig. 3.

Ablf.tion thickness obtained from experimental results can
be compared vith the expected ablation depth if a reasonable
estimate of number of ions ablated from the target surface can
be made. This can be done by using a steady state self
regulatory model' which is valid in the flux range and pulse
duration o£ laser used in our experiment. Using thii model,
total nuaber of ions produced come out to be 5 x 10 for a
laser flux 10 1 1 w/cm?, pulse duration of 5 nanoseconds and a
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focal spot size of 100 microns. This corresponds to a solid
material of thickness around 12QOA0 which ia in good agreement
with experimentally observed ablation thickness. Since in th«
self regulartory model, ablation depth would vary vith laser
flux * as «5/9 the stac in our experiment looks reasonable vith
the results of other authors2•• a* veil who have observed it to

. be of the order of few microns at fluxes which are higher by two
orders of magnitude fer similar laser pulse durations.

Two interesting points are noted from above observation»
which ve discuss here. First, vith the average energy of 3.0
KeV per ion, the total kinetic energy carried by these ions
C O M R to about 25 mJ which is nearly half of the energy
delivered by the laser at flux of 10 1 1 w/cm2. Energy spent in
ionization1' could account only for a small part of the

difference in the laser and plasma kinetic energy. Rest of the
energy can either go by thermal conduction to the interior of
the target or might be lost as radiation emitted from the
plasmas. Even thermal conduction1 does not seem to carry away
the rest of energy aa in that case carbon ions below the
overlayer of aluminium should also have been heated up and hence
be observed in charge collector signals. However in low
temperature moderate Z plasmas, energy lost in X-ray
radiation1^ »*•" can be a large fraction of the absorbed 4-aser
energy. In case of aluminium plasma, Davis and Whitney1" have
shown that as high as 50Jt of the laser energy could be emitted
as X-ray in this flux range and therefore may account for tbe
difference in laser and plasma energies observed. Second, it is
noted from fig. 3 that the variation of expansion velocity for
carbon plasma shows a dependence on laser flux changing from
• 0 > 1 to »0-35 which is cjulte different from the one expected
from self regulatory model9 (u 1. » 2 ' 9 ) . In obtaining *?'9

dependence in this model, it is assumed that the energy lost in
radiation from the plasma is insignificantly small compared to
the energy utilized in heating of the plasma itself. However as
mentioned earlier a sizable fraction of the incident laser
energy ia radiated away from low temperature moderate Z plasmas
and this may become comparable to the thermal energy of the
plasma. Since scaling laws are experimentally determined by
relating plasma parameters vith the incident laser flux, they
can be different from those obtained from a self regulatory
model which does not include the radiation losses. The exact
scaling will depend on the variation of the relative magnitude
of the laser energy lost in radiation to the energy utilized in
heating of the pluma. The fraction of the energy radiated away
to the incident laser energy (FR/PT,) •* * function of the
temperature of.plasma can be calculated using simple relations
given by Puell". It is seen that in the low temperature and'
hence low flux range, tbe fractional lose increases vith the
increaae in temperature, which result* in the observed poor
scaling1'' of Ion expansion velocity on flux (u t> •"•1) <

Similarly in the higher flux range when fractional loss
decreases vith temperature, scaling tun» out to be higher
(u t> • ° - 3 5 ) . For still higher temperatures where radiation
losses become much nailer than laser energy, the sealing
should remain as t2'*. It is further noted that scaling of ion
expansion velocity on laser flux in case of aluminium plasma
remains fairly constant (•>> • ° * 2 5 ) , in contrast to that
observed for carbon plasma. This suggests that the fractional
radiation loss for aluminium plasma does not vary Jharply vith
temperature in the flux range of our experiment.

In conclusion ve have shown that abalation depth for any
naterial can be estimated by examining qualitative features of
the ion collector signals fro» the plasma produced by
irradiating target* coated vith known thickness of that material
over a slab of another material. Ablation depths for aluminium



target at flux of 1011 v/cm2 i s estimated to be around 1000A°
which is found to be in good agreement with a steady state self
regulatory nodel for plasma heating. Ion expansion energy and
variation in scaling lavs of ion expansion velocity on laser
flux are explained as due to x-ray radiation losses from the
plasma. Since the ion blow off studies are an essential part of
the experiaents conducted on ablative acceleration of thin
foils , present investigations can be of particular interest in
case of structured thin foil irradiation.

Authors gratefully acknowledge Mr R. Sreekantiah for
providing layered targets, Mr S.R. Kumbhare for technical
assistance and Dr D.D. Bhawalkar for encouragement in this work.
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The form of the ponderomotive force in a
plasma medium in a high-frequency electromagnetic fi-
eld is discussed. By carefully taking into account
the symmetry of the stress tensor we find an extra
contribution to the ponderomotive force not discussed
so far in the literature, which can lead to the self-
generation of magnetic fields in a ollisionless pla-
sma medium. He shall argue that the complete form of
the time-averaged ponderomotive force in a plasma wi-
thout an external magnetic field includes apart from
the familiar potential force a new-solenoidal contri-
bution.

He show, that the above formula is consiste-
nt with both stress tensor formalism and kinetic
theory arguments.

1. Introduction

Askar'yan and coworkers |1| found that lar-
ge-kologauss quasi-steady magnetic fields were genera-
ted in laser created plasmas. This unexpected result
was of great importance as it was commonly anticipa-
ted that the lack of magnetic field effects was a de-
sirable characteristic of laser produced plasmas. Fu-
rthermore, the occurence of large magnetic fields in
laser initiated pellet fusion schemes may substantia-
lly affect absorption and plasma transport properties
12]. Apart fro» its significance in connexion with-
terrestrial fusion research, a process of spontaneous
magnetic field generation nay be of considerable lnte-
rest due to its potential astrophysical applications,

presented ty M.ikorli

such as production of primordial fields, magnetic field
reconnection, etc. |3|.

A great variety of physical mechanisms for
the self-magretic field generation, involving a collisl-
onal regime were examined |2|.

More recently, however Bezzerides and cowo-
rkers 141 have studied non-linear collisionless generati-
on mechanism. Subsequently, this mechanism has been stu-
died in more detail by other authors |5-7|.

In these papers |4-7| it was shown that the
magnetic field generation is due to a low-frequency so-
lenoidal current' i given by the equation.

em
p | ( 1 . 1 )

where u is the plasma frequency, a the electron mass,
-e the electron charge, and S the slowly varying comp-
lex amplitude of the high-frequency {u> ) electric
field E °

{E(r,t) esp (-16) + c.c.}, (1.2)

where
6 *oot - k^r

However, a transparent interpretation of the
physical mechanism involved and a simple derivation se-
emed to be lacking in these papers. Moreover, it was
claimed that only a kinetic theory is capable of deri-
ving the correct expression (1.1) for the solenoidal
current |4,7|, and that all attempts to use a stress
tensor formalism are dooned to failure and will result
in erroneous results. It is the purpose of the
present discussion to show that, in our opinion, it
is possible to do it.

He shall argue that the complete form of the
(suitable time-averaged) ponderomotive force f in the
case of a plasma without an external. magnetic~field
is of the form

2 . 2

1 ' ' at
(1.3)

where po is the hydrostatic pressure, and where apart
from the familiar potential torce there Is a new-sole-
noidal term; being consistent with covariant formula-
tion Including both scalar and vector ponderomotive
potentials |8|. The last term an the right hand side
is a new one and it leads to the current i-given by
equation (1.1).
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In section 2, we shall show, that indeed,
the complete ponderomotive force and equation (1.1)
can be obtained from a stress tensor formalism |9|.
This approach is supplemented in Section 3 by kinetic
derivation which supports the above formula (1.3).

2. The stress-tensor formalism

The question of the correct expression for
the stress tensor aifc and the ponderomotive force' f_,
with components fi given by the relation

3a.

k

uik (2.1)

is a complicated one, especially if one is dealing
with high frequency electromagnetic fields in an
anisotropic, dispersive medium. We shall discuss this
problem in some detail, especially since most discussi-
ons given so far in the literature lead to a result in
which the term in the ponderomotive force, leading to
the solenoidal current discussed in the present paper,
is omitted. We may also remind ourselves that 1957
Landau and Lifshitz |1O| wrote "Considerable interest
attaches, to the determination of the (time) average
stress tensor giving the forces on matter in a varia-
ble electromagnetic field.... The corresponding formu-
lae, however, have not yet been derived".

This problem is often posed as being that of
deciding whether the expression first given by Minko-
wsHi |11| or the one due to Abraham |12| is the corr-
ect one.There exist several excellent surveys of the
work done on this topic 113-151.

The form of the stress tensor for the cose of
a time-independent electrostatic field for both an iso-
tropic and an anisotropic non-dispersive medium is given
by Landau and Lifshitz |10|.

Following their method for the derivation of
the stress-tensor-which goes back to Helmholtz-Pitaevs-
kii 1161 derived the following expression for the time-
averaged stress tensor of a variable electric field in
an isotropic dispersive medium:

«ik- {e-
(2.2)

In equation (2.2), pointed brackets indicate time ave-
raging. is the mass density, T the temperature, and
e the dieletric permittivity, while it is assumed that
the electric field 2 and the electric induction D are
connected by the reïation

D = eE, (2.3)
*~ ~~ 2 2

where e is a scalar, or E,, = (1-u la )S.^.ik p o iK

A careful discussion of equation. (2.2), its
derivation and its consequences can be found in a paper
by Washimi and Karpman |17|. These authors were espe-
cially interested in the form of the ponderomotive
force of a high-frequency electromagnetic field in a
dispersive medium - as we are in the present diseussion-
for which one finds from equations (2.2) and (2.1)

f = -vp
in Vm 3pm '"

E,V (2.4)

Washimi and Karpman point out that there are several
restrictions applied in the derivation of equation
(2.2), which they then proceed to remove.

They first of all relax the restriction
|7«E| = 0, and Look for additional terms

6jf and for f and aik'
The additional term in o;v isik

6l°ik - ~
• 1

{HiHkTOT {HiHk ( 2' 5 )

where H is the complex amplitude of the high- frequency
magnetic field H which is related to it in the same way
as E is related" to Ë ( equation (1.2)).

"~ However, T2.5) does not result in any addit-
ional corection to (2.4), namely <f.f = 0.

Further, in the derivation of equation (2.4)
it is also assumed that we may neglect any non-statio-
narity - time derivatives of the field amplitude E. If
we relax that restriction we must use instead of 72.3)
the relation

S-T
3E

exp(-iuQt)
(2.6)

where we have explicitely indicated the frequency depen-
dence of the e.

The situation where one must use expression
(2.6) was discussed by Landau and Lifshitz |1O| who
arrived at the end of their discussion at the conclusion
quoted above. Washimi and Karpman |17| also discuss this
problem. They come to the conclusion that there is no
further correction to be made to the stress tensor whi-
ch-they state to be symmetrical and a generalization
of Abraham's expression. However, neither statement is



correct; one sees on inspection that the '.erm EJDjc is
not symmetrical and should be replaced by

i ? E^D.), after which the statements are co-

rrect. In fact, a similar substitution was derived by
Landau and Lifshitz for the anisotropic case.

Taking (2.5) for the stress tensor and equation
(2.6) for the relation between D and Î3. Washimi and
Karpman find for the ponderomotTve force the extra
correction

ai {I (e"1)- Si * 5 +" |f <âi * 2 > > + °-°-
(2.7)

However, we have just seen that one should add to the
stress tensor a symmetrizing correction â,<jlk given by
the equation

*3crik
(2.8)

This will lead to an extra term ff^f in the exp-
ression for the ponderomotive force whicnis given by

< vA(E. D) >,

or with (2.6) to2

(2.9)

(2.10)
at

This term, in fact, corresponds to the extra term in
equation (1.3).

Of course, the extra term (2.10) is missing in
expression (2.4) derived by Pitaevski, as he assumed a
ntonohromatic wave, i.e. .3E and it was also missing

at=°'
in Washimi and Karpman's paper, because they put

l h t- Dfc
p p p y

0 and thus lost the extra term.

3. Kinetic derivation

In this section we start from the Vlasov equation
for the electron distribution function fe, which we split
into an unperturbed part, fo, and the low-and high-freque-
ncy varying parts, respectively, namely f, and f:

where f, anâ f are functions of r, v and t, normalised
to n^ and n: ~

n, - It, d v, n = It d v,

while fQ depends only on v and is normalised to nQ.

The Vlasov equation is of the form

fe - {fj |E + i(v.B) I (3.2)

Substituting expression (3.1) into the Vlasov
equation (3,2) we find the following coupled equation
for fj and f |6|s

_ i + (v.7) f i _ £ <({Ë + i |v.||} — ) >.

e
m

=o

(3.3)

(3.4)

where E (B) and El (Bj) are the high and low-frequency
components" of E T B ) , respectively, and where the poi-
nted brackets ~...> indicate averaging over the hiqh-
frequencies. We note in passing that the high-frequency
eq. (3.3) is solved in the lowest approximation while
the "slow" counterpart requires higher accuracy.

Fouirier transforming with respect to both space
and-time |{r, t) + (k,io) | , we get from (3.3) and (3.4)
the system "" ~

• f(k,v,o)

and for the slow-timescale component

(3.5)

3V

(3.6)

f_ + f, + f (3.1)



~)

where we have introduced £1 and u to indicate, respe-
ctively, the low - and high frequencies we assume that

m - a and (i << a .

The low-frequency electron current can be expre-
ssed in terms of f, simply as.

•*• -a

j = - e ; v £ , dJv. (3.7)

We shall now assume that f-'(v) corresponds to a
Maxwellian distribution ~^2

_ " ° _ e x p I- - I (3.8)fo(v) =

and that

(kjv),' D >> (k-kj) -v (3.9)

which means the neglect of the (linear) Landau damping
for the high-frequency waves.

Because of the Maxwellian form of f the term
with Bi in equation (3.6) drops out. We can then sub-
stitu€e(3.5) into equation (3.6) to find fx and after
that substitute fi in to (3.7).

Straghtforward. Though cumbersome, calculations,
which details are left out, lead to

where we dropped the contribution from the reactive-
skin effect term in (3.6) (term involving E,),
and where ""

È(k,m) = £ /an |E(k,n) 6(w-uo-n) +• E* s (<»+ uo-n) |

(3.11)

. In that way, from (3.10) and (3.11) we simply
obtain our basic equation (1.1).

4. Conclusion

He have discussed, in some detail, a general-
question of the ponderomotive force formulation in an
unmagnetized plasma.

It was argued, using both kinetic theory and
stress tensor formalism arguments, that the complete
form of the ponderomotive force includes apart from
the familiar potential force a novel-solenoidal con-
tribution. It seems that recent studies of this kind
of a problem by Berkeley group |8, 18| provides further
support for the above formulation.

As, one of the interesting consequences, we wish
to point out,a possible generalization, of a conventio-
nal analysis of the parametric instability, according to
novel formula (1.3), i.e. taking into account the self-
generated magnetic field |19[.

It appears, that the first steps, seem to have
been taken, in recent studies of the so-called magneto-
modulational |7, 20| and magneto - OTS |2l| instabili-
ties.
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ABSTRACT

The experimental portion of the lassr plasma research
program at Soreq is devoted mainly to the study of laser light
absorption, plaaaa energy transport anj the development and
application of X-ray diagnostic:!. Experiments were conducted
with 1.06 urn laser light pulses produced by either a node-
locked or a ((-switched Nd:YAG ondllator. Both short (60 psec)
and long (2.5 nacc) pulses were used in the range of irradi-
ances from 10 1 3 to 10 1 6 W / C H 2 . LOW and hi|jh atonic nunber
targets were Irradiated with n and a polarized light at both
normal and oblique incidence. Résulta are given for 1) laser
reflection and absorption, 2) momentum measurements, 3) elec-
tron-Ion decay instabilities and 4) X-ray sepctra of high
atonic number targets. The computational program makes use
of a one-dimensional Lagranglsn laser-plasma simulation code
which Includes ionization and a perfect degenerate equation
of state. The code Is being used to calculate shock waves,
pressure and compression In single and double layer targets.

1. THE LASER SYSTEM

The laaer at Soreq has been designed for single bean, high
irradiance, 1.06 m wavelength interaction studies (see Fig. 1).
'in order to perform experiments in the 1 - 10 nsec pulse
duration regime, of interest in current laser fusion research,
a new Q-switched !ld:YAG oscillator has baen developed [1].
Laser pulse durations were previously limited to 30-500 paec
pulses obtained with an étalon tuned, active-passive mode-
locked, Hd:YA6 oscillator.

The amplifier chain ia divided into two «actions: a pre-
amplifier section composed of two amplifiers and am amplifier
section composed of three amplifiers, the largest of which is
50mm In diameter. The two sections arc separated by a two
aperture spatial filter. The flrat aperture, 2mm in diameter,
selects out the cestral portion of the preamplifier section
output. The second aperture is located In the Frauanhofer zone
of the firat aperture <15m distance) and has a diameter such
that the aperture «age falls oa the flrat «ero of the Frauen-
hofer diffraction pattern. The resultant profile has a smooth
bell shape and is propagated through the amplifier section
without any beam breakup.

Pre-pulse suppression, target Isolation, and backacatter
protection are obtained with dye call, Pockels cell and Faraday
rotation units. The dye cell gives a contrast ratio of 10,
while the Pockels cell and Faraday rotation units each have
contrast ratloa of about 300. An additional two Pockels cell
unite are used with the node-locked oscillator for pulse se-
lection.

Typical output power la 10 G watt In a diffraction
limited bean. Full power far-field measurements Indicate a
Sum fwhn focal spot (BOX of the energy within 10pm), so that
Interaction experiments can be performed at the 101* Watt/cm2
level. The stability of the laaer system output has been
held to the oscillator output stability of 2%. The system
repetition rate la nine minutes.

Figure 2 shows a typical layout of tha diagnostics used
In our experiments. Shown are the torsion pendulum for mo-
«entua measurements, charge collectors, light measuring
devices such as photodiodes, spectrometers and calorimeters,
various X-ray measuring devices including an X-ray spectro-
meter with a spatial resolution capability and two new
recently added instruments, a vacuum ultra-violet spectro-
meter and a 2 psec resolution streak camera.

2. LASER LIGHT REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION

Absorption was determined through the simultaneous measure-
ment of the backscatter through the main focusing lens [2] and
the measurement of diffuse scatter with an Ulbricht sphere [3].
Figure 3 shows the results of absorption measurements made on
gold and aluminum alab targets irradiated at normal incidences.
The laser pulse duration was 2 nsec. Plotted are the fractional
absorptions and the reflectivity components (diffuse scatter,
stimulated backacatter and apecular reflection). The dashed
lines are stimulated backscatter measurements made during oblique
Incidence experiments. Important results are: 1) A gradual de-
crease in absorption reaching about 502 at 10 1 6 H/cm2. 2) Ab-
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sorption shows a Z dependence. This Z dependence Is clearly
seen to be due to the Z dependence of the specular reflection
component. 3) Both the diffuse scatter and the stimulated back-
scatter are independent of Z. The data suggest that the diffuse
scatter is part of an angle broadened distribution of stimulated
backscateer. 4) Since the stimulated scatter (stimulated back-
scatter and diffuse scatter) is much larger than the specular
reflection, it can be seen that the decreased absorption at high
intensities is due to increased stimulated scatter and is not
due to the decreased efficiency of the absorption coupling
mechanisms•

3. MOMENTUM MEASUREMENTS [4]

Figure 4 shows the results of experiments performed to
Investigate the effectiveness of resonance absorption in the
short pulse and long pulse regimes. A torsion pendulum was used
to measure the momentum transferred to Al slab targets. The
momentum normalized to the incident energy is plotted as a
function of focused light intensity. The angle of incidence was
17°. For 3hort pulses a clear dependence on the incident light
polarization was observed. This is consistent vith the usual
resonant absorption observations. For long pulses, there is no
polarization dependence indicating that resonant absorption
probably didn't occur.

Optimum resonant absorption occurs when (UAo)
2'3sin26-0.15

where *0 Is the laser light wavelength, I is the density scale-
length, and 8 is the angle of incidence. If £ were larger for long
pulses than for short pulses then the resonant absorption peak
would occur at a smaller angle of Incidence. Spatially resolved
measurements made with an X-ray pinhole camera, an X-ray spectro-
meter and a 2u telemicroscope, all indicated a plasma size of 30um.
This give* an upper limit for the density scalelength, I.e. «<30pm,
and thus a lower limit to the angle for optimum resonant absorption
6*7°. A «erics of «hots (60) were made at constant energy vith
the angle of incidence varied from 0° to 17°. At no angle was
any difference found between ir and o polarizations. The momentum
coupling efficiency decreased slowly with increasing angle of
incidence, although some fine structure may exist.

A characteristic feature of resonant absorption is a larger
velocity for the fast ion group. Such a behavior was observed
by us in the short pulse experiments. The ratio of the veloci-
ties of the fast to thermal ion groups was found to be about 3
for n polarized light and 2 for a polarization with a thermal ion
velocity ol about 4xl0'cm/sec at a laser intensity of 1015Watt/cm2.
In the long pulse regime, however, the fast to thermal ion velocity
ratio equals to 2 for both n and o polarizations with the aame
thermal ion velocity and at the same light intensity. Thus the
fast ion data for long laser pulses also shows no evidence of
polarization-dependent resonant absorption.

The disappearance of polarization dependence during long-
pulse Irradiations might possibly result from (1) spherical
expansion of the plasma, (2) long scale lengths, (3) ineffective
coupling of suprathermal electrons to the dense target material,
and (4) small-scale critical surface rippling or plasma turbu-
lence. Our experimental results appear to rule out the first
three causes. Small-scale rippling or turbulence, however, is
not Inconsistent with our experimental data. Specular reflection
and stimulated backscatter yould be observed but their angular
distributions would be broadened. Such behavior has, in fact,
been observed by us.

4. ELECTRON-ION DECAY INSTABILITY

Evidence of parametric Instabilities or resonant absorption
is seen in the 2u> spectre [2], There are two components to these
spectra. At low intensities a single peaked distribution within
several angstroms of Xo/2 is observed. At higher intensities a
red shifted peak is observed with a threshold at approximately
2xl015 W/cm2. This red shifted component quickly increases in
amplitude and obscures the original unshifted spectra. (Both low
and high Z materials behave similarly).

There are three possible generation mechanisms for the 2u
light (P2)> The first involves the second order current generated
by the electric field associated with resonant absorption. The
second involves the reverse parametric coalescence of Langmuir
waves (1) and photons (p) at frequency w i.e., 1+p •*• P2 or
1+1 •* P2 with the Langmuir wave produced by a parametric instabil-
ity. The third mechanism also involves the reverse parametric
coalescence of Langmuir waves and photons but in this case the
Langmuir waves are produced by the interaction of plasma oscilla-
tions, produced by resonant absorption, with ion-acoustic turbu-
lence. The 2u red-shifted component has all of the character-
istics associated with an electron-ion decay instability.

At these intensities (>1015W/cm2) the ponderomotive force,
generated by the standing wave pattern of laser light within the
plasma, was believed to result in a steepening of the plasma's
density profile and a turning-off of the parametric instabili-
ties [5]. Our data, however, suggests additional Instabilities
in the ponderomotive force dominated regime. In particular, for
intensities > 2xl015 W/cm2, an additional 2u spectral component
appears with the dominant characteristics of a parametric
instability source: threshold, rapid growth-rate, red-shift, and
red-shift dependence on target material (Z/A). By including the
effect of a strong imposed ponderomotive force on linear wave
dispersion ("natural modes of the plasma"), we obtain expressions
that accurately predict the measured 2oi red shifts. The strong
imposed ponderonotive force is due to the laser light's standing
wave pattern within the plasma. Near critical density, vhere
the 2u light is generated, a resonant field structure may exist



and the imposed ponderomotlve force is of maximum strength. Our
model also provides a possible answer to the question of why
parametric instabilities don't turn off as the density profile
steepens. The model Indicates the possibility of wave growth
with energy extracted from the imposed ponderomotive force.
This results in enhanced "noise levels" for those plasma waves
of just the right frequencies to participate in the parametric
coupling. Thus, both enhanced wave growth and enhanced convec-
tive dissipation occur at the same time.

5. X-RAY SPECTRA OF HIGH Z TARGETS [6,7]

We have studied the X-ray spectra of laser produced plas-
mas of To, Yb, Hf, Ta, Re and Pc. The plasmas were obtained by
irradiating plane solid targets of the corresponding elements
with the Soreq high power Nd:glass laser system. The X-ray
spectra were analyzed with flat single crystals of Gypsum
(2d - 15.158) and KAP (2d - 26.6!!) and recorded on KODAK SC 7
f lia. Typical' spectra were obtained with one or two laser
shots on target.

Sone 200 new lines were characterized, the analysis being
based mainly on comparison with ab initio, fully relativistic
calculations. For example, lu the spectrum of Hf we have identi-
fied lines belonging to the Cu-, Ni- and Co-like ions. The most
prominent lines in the spectrum are the NI-like lines 3d-4f,
3d-4p and the "inner shell" 3p6-4p54s and 3p6-4p54d (around
5.6-5.88). In addition to the Mi-like lines, we have also
identified some well resolved satellite lines which result from
the addition of a 4s, 4p or 4d spectator electron to the 3d-4p
or the 3p-4s transitions.

For the Co-like spectra, we have Identified two groups
of lines , 3d9-4d84f and 3d9-3d84p. In order to separate the
Co-like lines from' those of the Ni- and Cu-like ones, we have
taken soae space resolved spectra. One would expect that the...
Co-like ions would exist in a rather small-volume in the focal
spot region vhere Che plasma temperature Is highest. By
employing a shadow technique (rather than a slit), in which the
smaller the emitting region, the smaller the partial shadow! we
have found the size of Co-like emission region to be of the
order of 40t» compared with some 200pm for the Ni- and Cu-like
ions.

6. CALCULATION OF LASER-PRODUCED COMPRESSION AND PRESSURE

Compression, pressure and shock wave motion wera calculated
in slab targets of pure aluminum and polyethylene at well as
layered target» containing these substances. The laser Intensities
used were 2xlO13 and 2xlOT<<W/cm2, in order to remain below th* .
range of hot electron production, and modified Gaussian puisas of
300 and 600 picosecond rise time were employed. A one-dimensional

two temperature, Lagrangian hydrodynamic code vas used which in
addition to thermal conduction and other usual, features contains,
1) a non-LTE ionization state distribution, 2) radiative cooling
by line emission, bremsstrahlung and recombination, 3) equation
of state of a perfect degenerate electron gas based on Fermi-
Dlrac functions and 4) a three-step gradual approach to electron
gas pressures and provision for pressure equalization on inter-
faces between two different materials. Inverse bremsstrahlung
is the. only radiation absorption mechanism assumed and In the
problems run, all laser energy unabsorbed previously Is completely
absorbed at the critical surface.

The results of the calculations for shock velocity and
pressure for pure aluminum targets compare favorably with experi-
mental results [8]. For double layers It was found that higher
pressures occur for the case of a polyethylene layer on aluminum
than for the reverse configuration. The highest values of
pressure In the former case, occur at or near the boundary be-
tween the two layers while in both cases the maximum compression
occurs at or near this Interface. In addition, it was observed
that the shock-Induced temperature wave precedes the shock wave
Itself and that a rarefaction wave Is produced on "unloading".

In summary, we have described the laser plasma research
recently performed in our laboratory particularly In the areas
of the absorption and transport of laser energy in the plasma.
We feel that it Is an example of what can be accomplished in a
laboratory with essentially modest resources. "
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Abstract

Theoretical and computational works have been done on the ab-

lation processes and the heat transport. The objects are the laser

intensity and wavelength dependences of the ablation rate and pres-

sure, and the linear and nonlinear analysis of the heat flux driven

instabilities. In particular, the hot electron driven ablation and

instabilities are investigated. The results are compared with re-

cent experimental observations qualitatively.

1. Introduction

Many theoretical and experimental works have been done on the

ablation processes and the heat transport. In this paper, we dis-

cuss the laser intensity and wavelength dependences of the ablation

pressure, and the mass ablation rate and the linear and nonlineat-

processes of the heat flux driven Instabilities.

In the first part, we apply a self-regulated flow model to

conventional ablation and hot electron driven ablation to estimate

the Chapman-Juge point density,and the ablation rate and pressure.

The simple model analysis are checked by one dimensional fluid sim-

ulation including-hot electron transport. As the results, it is

found that the hot electron effects enhance significantly the mass

ablation rate and the ablation pressure. The similar effects are

observed In O.53i*, 1.061*1 and 10.6pm laser experiments, although

the lateral heat transport and plasma expansion are also important.

The Intensity dependence of the ablation pressure is found to be

I L°"
9 in the case of hot electron driven ablation. The C0 2 laser

experiments indicate the similar scaling law.

In the second part, we investigate the heat flux driven in-

stabilities. When the hot electron flux becomes high enough, the

ion acoustic instability and the electromagnetic two-stream insta-

bility set on. Since the Ion acoustic Instability excites predom-

inately short wavelength modes propagating against the heat flux,

the transport coefficients like electrical and heat conductivities

are affected by the Instability. On the other hand, excited elec-

tromagnetic waves have much longer wavelengthes which could be the

order of laser spot size and/or pellet radius. Hence, the heat

flux is perturbed laterally, and the ablation front is distorted in

a large scale by a growing magnetic field. Employing the linear

mode analysis, we estimate the spatial growth of a hot electron

flux perturbation generated at the critical point to know how the

laser illumination non-uniformity affects the ablation front.

MS



The nonlinear stages of the instability are studied by two

dimensional fluid and PIC simulations. It 1s found that the satu-

rated magnetic field intensity is higher for longer wavelength modes.

2. Intensity and Wavelength Scaling of Ablation Process:

Self-Regulated Flow Model

In Fig. 1, the typical density, temperature, potential and

hot electron density profiles are shown. These profiles are ob-

tained by 1-D Hydrodynamic Simulation Including hot electron dynam-

ics described by multi-group diffusion model. From the temporal

evolutions of those profiles, you can easily find that the ablation

structure consists of three parts; 1) stationary deflagration,

ii) isothermal expansion and iii) anomalous region near the crit-

ical point. In the anomalous region, the ion acoustic Instability

occurs and the blow-off cold electrons are strongly joule-heated

and the hot electrons lose the appreciable fraction of energy which

may .be converted into the fast 1on energy. We represent the energy

loss by f|. In Fig.2, pressure profile and the Merit number of the

ion flow velocity are shown together with the temperature profile.

As it Is expected, the flow crosses the sonic point (Chapman-Juge

point) at the boundary between the regions of 1) and 11), where the

temperature gradient changes from a finite value to zero. Because

of the self-regulation, the plasma thickness between the critical

point and the C-J point may be determined by

Ml

f x£7 J .
9

1 u>

Here, x*0 and x-_, are the hot electron emission surface and the

Chapman-Juge point respectively and AR(x) is the hot electron mean

free path. Using the self-similar solution, we carry out the in-

tegration of Eq.(l) to obtain the mass density of Chapman-Juge

point, Pg_j

where 6pcr is the density at the hot electron emission surface and

Xo is the hot electron mean free path for the critical density.

Using the energy balance equation; *Pr,_jcs

the ablation pressure,

>» we obtain

13}

where Cs*[
1/3

and "ab is *!* absorbed 1aser

If the hot electron average energy is estimated by Estabrook and

Kruer's formula, the ablation rate, Am and the ablation pressuré

are obtained as follows,

Aft - U
and

fU
t.t? O.1t e.£2

M. Ai.

where t is the laser pulse duration in the unit of nsec, rijb the

absorption efficiency, XL the laser wave length in pm and IL the

laser intensity in 1015W/cm3.



Setting O - f ^ n ^ -15, t=0.255nsec, *L=lpm and IL=6xl015W/cm2,

we obtain p b i ZOO Mbar. which agrees with the simulation result

of Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, we show the C02 experimental results with

the theoretical results (Dash-Dot line) for 1-^=0.5 and t=l nsec.

The approximated formula yielding f j is

which'is obtain from the jump conditions at ths critical point.

For shorter wavelength and lower intensity irradiation, we

apply the similar self-regulated flow model to the one electron

temperature plasma. After the mànupulation same as for the hot

electron case» the ablation mass rate and pressure are given as

fol 1ows,

and

pab

where g(t, lib>>\) = [ (1 + — — ) 1 / 2

_ ( t jl/2 j-1/3. In Fig. 4, we show the wavelength

dependences of Am and Pab with recent experimental results. Let

us note here that, as far as planer targets are concerned, 10.6pm

laser generates the ablation pressure efficiently because of the hot

electron energy transport and a few pm wavelength lasers are worse.

3. Heat Flux Driven Instabilities and Non-Unifor» Illumination

Effects

3.1 Linear Analysis of Instabilities

As shown in Fig. 5, the hot electrons expand from the crit ical

point and the cold electron return current Is Induced. When the

hot electron flux is high enough,, multi-streams among hot and cold

electrons and ions cause instabilities. We set velocity distribution

functions of each species being shifted Maxwellians and derive a

dispersion relation for a coupled electromagnetic and electrostatic

mode. The dispersion relation is given as follows,

where

and

Here vQ is the collision frequency and Uo is the drift velocity.

Note that for k-Ua-O, e^O and et»0 yield the dispersion relations

for the electrostatic modes and the electromagnetic modes respect-

ively. The dispersion relation, Eq.(6) is solved numerically, and 147



growth rate and real frequency depending on propagation direction

and wave number are shown in Fig. 6. For short wavelength modes;

k X ^ A O O ) , unstable modes are essentially ion acoustic waves and

the growth rate becomes maximum at 8=0 and the real frequency is

given by kC£ and independent of 9. For the longer wavelength case

where (kC/u ) Z £ (U c/v c)
2, the unstable node becomes electromagnetic

and the fastest growing modes propagate perpendicularly to the heat

flux. When a wavelength increases, a real frequency of the perpen-

dicular mode decreases to zero at the critical wavelength and the

instability sets on.

3.2 Particle Simulation and Nonlinear Saturation

By two dimensional particle simulation, the temporal svolu-

tions of the Instability are investigated. The results are shown

1n Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows that the linear growth rate agrees

with the linear dispersion relation, and the saturated magnetic '

field amplitude 1s « c 2; 2.5xlO"
2u> or 5MG at ne * 10

21 I/cm3. The

electron velocity distributions In the directions perpendicular and

parallel to the heat flux are shown in Fig. 8. Note that the per-

pendicular temperature, Tj,Increases compared with the parallel tem-

perature, T ^ . According to the linear dispersion relation, the

present Weibel Instability 1s stabilized when

(7;
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is met. The quasi-linear equation including the collisional relax-

ation; C ,

yields the temperature anisotropy. The temperature anisotropy is

determined by the balance between the anisotropic heating by the

fluctuations and the collisional relaxation, as follows,

11 4-{eA/Tj2Vc7Ca

where A is the vector potential for the magnetic fluctuation. The

stability condition and Eq.(9) yield the saturation level;

which reasonably agrees with the simulation results. This satu-

ration level is quite high and may cause serious effects on the im-

plosion symmetry.

3.3 Instabilities In an Inhomogeneous Plasma and Implosion
Symmetry

According to our normal mode anaylsis in an Inhomogeneous

plasma, the electromagnetic Instability 1s not absolute instability

but convective Instability except unrealistic parameter range.

Therefore, we investigate the spatial growth of the perturbation

generated arond the critical surface by non-uniform irradiation.

Using the self-consistent density profile of the hot electron driven



ablation, we evaluate the hot electron density perturbation by the

wave equation,

" «A

A,

In Fig. 9, a typical spatial profile is shown. A hot electron den-'

sity fluctuation corresponding to laser intensity non-uniformity

grows, reaches maxima and decays toward the ablation front. We de-

fine the instability condition by (6nh at the ablation front)/{6nh

at the critical point) >_ 1 and illustrate the unstable region 1n

laser wavelength and intensity parameter space. The unstable re-

gion becomes broader when the perturbation scale length increases

and is located in the short wavelength and high Intensity region.

We compare our parameter space "shadow" with Bodner's window In Fig. 9.

The hot electron flux fHametation (self-foreusing) and the

magnetic field generation in the colHsional region have been in-

vestigated by 2-D simulation of two coliisional electron fluids.

The magnetic field generated at the critical point and the hot elec-

tron density perturbation are found to grow instead of decay due to

the magnetic field diffusion. In Figs. 10-{a) and (b), the mag-

netic field and the hot electron density contours are shown. It

is seen that the flux is strongly pinched when i t propagates into

a plasma. As the results, we tsy conclude that the magnetic f ield

generated around the critical surface does not diffuse but increases

and enhances the heat flux non-uniformity. The situation is very

similar to the self-focusing of a laser l ight. Hence, the focused

laser light pattern may be transferred to the hot spot on the ab-

lation surface.

a s t o s o u n IO »
UOIUS C )

(a) Soalial pranks of ion density a, and thermal elec-
tonlentpcralurer.iiilheccHiieortiine. A.

<b) Spatial profiles of hot electron density «» ifl the
course of time.

Fig. 1. Density, temperature, hot electron denstly and electro-

static potential profiles from the hydrodynamic code sim-

ulation. 14)
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SOME ASPECTS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE
NONLINEAR PLASMA EQUATIONS TO THE
SPACE- INDEPENDENT FRAME

S.N. PAUL*, B. CHAKRABORTY
Department of Mathematics,
JaJavpur University,
Calcutta, India

ABSTRACT » Relativistically correct transformation of

nonlinear plasma equations are derived in a space-

-independent frame. This transformation is useful in

many ways because in place of partial differential

equations one obtains a set of ordinary differential

equations in a single independent variable. Equations

of Akhiezer and Polovin (19S6) for nonlinear plasma

oscillations have been generalised and the results of

Arons and Max (1974), and others for wave number shift

and precessional rotation of electromagnetic wave are

recovered in a space-independent frame.

I. Introduction i Winkles and Eldridge /~1_7#

Clemmow ^~2,3,ijft Lerche £$J, Chian and Clemnow

^~6_7, Kennal and Pellat ^~7_7# Decoster Ç&J «nd

others have shown that Lorentz transformations are very

useful to transform the field equations from space-time

dependent frame S to a space independent frente S',

where solutions of nonlinear higher order plasma equa-

tions can be found out easily, because in a space-

-independent frame nonlinear partial differential

equations become ordinary differential equation. Some-

times, it is found very difficult to obtain solutions

*permanent Address : Department of Physics, Raja
Rammohun Roy Mahavidyalaya,P.O. Nangulpara.Dt.Hooghly,
west Bengal, INDIA.

of some problems of nonlinear plasmas in the closed

form because refractive index in the right circular

polarisation becomes inhomogeneous. For this reason,

Chakraborty et al ^~9_7 used WKB approximation in

deriving the: expressions for nonlinear Faraday Effect.

But if from the beginning, equations are transformed

relativistically into a space independent frame, it

is expected that difficulties arising from the non-

linearly developed refractive index can be bypassed

mathematically because in place of partial differenti-

al equations only ordinary differential equations have

to be solved.

In the present paper, we use transformation of the

cold, relativistic plasma equations from a laboratory

inertial frame to a space independent frame. Using

these transformed equations we make generalisation of

the nonlinear equations to derive the expressions of

wave number shift and precessional rotation of an elli-

ptically polarised electromagnetic wave in a cold,

relativistic, collisionless, unmagnetised plasma. Wave

number snift and precessional rotation of a strong

laser beam has been numerically calculated. Another

consequence is a generalisation of some important

results obtained first by Akhiezer and Polovin 7^*10^7.

II. Assumptions and basic equations i We assume

(i) Plasma is stationary, cold and homogeneous* (11)

The incident wave strong enough for the occurence of

relativistic electron motion; (ill) For radiation

intensities less than approximately 3 x 10 N/cm,

the ion velocity remains below the electron velocity

£l\J. The ion motion has little effect on the pro-

pagation of electromagnetic waves and we neglect this

motioni (iv) incident electromagnetic wave is trans-

verse, ellipticaily polarised and sinosoidal. 155



~1
(v) Plasma is below a certain threshold power limit
so that self-focussing and self-trapping mechanisms
are insignificant, under the threshold power Stimu-
lated Raman Scattering is minimum; (vi) Self-action
effects arising out from the pondermotive force and
thermal instabilities are negligible; (Tii) The forces
arising due to collision and gravitation are negli-
gibly small in comparison with other forces present
in the medium..

under the above assumptions the field equations
in an inertial frame 'S' can be written as

The phase transformation is

with

where, the wave is propagating along znUrectlon, Ni
and H arc the number density of ions and electrons,
n^ and • are the rest mass and charge of an electron»
other parameters have their usual meanings.

XII. and transformation of
Ijorentz transformation

from the S-frame to the S'-frame moving relatively
with velocity VQ parallel to the z-axls is given by

V»V
where.

. (7)

where H. and CO are the wave number and frequency,|[S?Wfc.
Following Winkles and Eldridge ^~1_7 "^ assume

V»-Î cVv = K.Cl/ci>> V(=«<YK) being the phase velocity of
the wave. So, (7) reduces to

where, eo'-= co j l-p.'-s <^fAo > *• = "T"» This transforma-
tion enables us to change the variables from the
space-tine dependent frame s to the space independent
frame S*. Me can now write,
V a = 2 = V- C V / ^ , ̂ A ^ , ^ = - ̂  - ... (9)

The transformation of important physical variables
from the space-time dependent S-frame to our space-
-independent S'-frame are

N=

T*. Transformation o£ the field equations te the
space-independent frame i Considering the trans-

formations of Section-II, we obtain from equation(la)



The equation of continuity l(b) becomes

. . . (12)

where H is a constant.
o

From the first equation of (2), the equation for

is

„ and ao,B* « Constant ...(13a)

Similarly, from second equation of (2), we obtain

B' • Constant ...(13b)

Introducing transformation relations for the space
independent frame, equation (3),yield.

... (14)

a n d

V. Derivation» of nonlinear equations i Differentia*

ting equations of (11) with respect to the time-

-variable T of the space-independent frame-S1 and then

using the relations of (14), we obtain

where, 6>£= t(iTN.«Vnn. ,^' ̂ /m,a , Jl-

Akhiezer and Polovin ^"lO_7 derive «on» non-

linear equations Including l*cr»ngian and Monwntum

from \thlch nonlinear oscillations of longitudinal and

transverse waves are well understood. Nonlinear equa-

tions derived here are more generalised than that of

Akhiezer and Polovin. It is to be reaeabered that

oscillations of longitudinal wave can be studied, assu-

^ ^ » 0 and for transverse wave, 12is equal to

zero.

i precesslonal rotation of
i frequency and wave num-

ber of waves are changed due to nonlinear effects in

plasmas. Montogomezy and Tidman ^~12_7 obtained an

expression for the frequency shift (as nonlinear co-

rrection) for both travelling and standing waves in

plasmas. Using a plane polarised transverse wave,

Sluijtar and Montogomery £xsj derived the expression

for the shift of frequency and wave nuntoer considering

nonlinear Interaction of a wave with « plasma which

has static Ions, moving electrons and no magnetic field.

TidBtan M d Staiasr C^J» *>•* £~IS* 16_7» B o ï d C^J'

Chandra Cx%» 1 9 - 7 ' Minkl^> and Eldridge /"l_7, Gold-

stein and Salu ^"2O_7. schindler and Janick £zij and

other* also obtained the results of frequency and wave

number shift under different situations In plasma.

Some non-relativlstlc results for the frequency shift

were earlier obtained by sturrock C22S' D""*on ^~23j?

and Jackson C2KJ'

Recently Arons and Max ̂ ~25_7 reconsidered the

problem of Sluitjer e»d. Montogomery C^iJ using ellip-

tlcally polarised wave and showed that the nonlinear

effects give rise to precession of polarisation ellipse

without affecting the «lllptlclty. Later, Katz et aL,

C U J a"1 U * and Wonnacett <f27_7 described the

precession of polarisation axis with the aid of usual

technique of classical mechanics. Chakraborty /~28_7 1S7
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developed the theory of precessional effects due to

interaction of four waves in a cold unmagnetlzed

plasma. He found that when the plasma is subjected

to two strong fields sharp band of monochromatic noise

transform into growing continuous spectra» Chakraborty

and Chandra 4~29_?» Khan and Chakraborty ^3O_7, Bha-

ttacharyya and Chakraborty ^~31_7» Chandra ^~32_7,

Decoster /~8_7 also derived the expressions of the

frequency and wave number shift including precessional

rotation of electromagnetic waves due to nonlinear

effects in plasmas.

Rotations of polarisation ellipse of laser beam

have been experimentaly detected in the medium like

liquid-filled absorption cell /~33_7» fused quartz,

borosilicate crown glass and crystals ^~34,/35, 36_7.

Hong and Shen /~37_^7 studied experimentally the pre-

-transitional behaviour of laser-filled induced mole-

cular alignment of two isotropic neumatic compounds

(viz. »BBA and EBBA). For electron plasma, waves

propagating in the presence of axial magnetic field

frequency shift and wave number shift have been expe-

rimentally observed /~38, 39, 4O_7. But for prece-

ssional frequency frequency of electromagnetic wave-

-interaction in plasmas there is no report of experi-

mental investigations

In.the following section, we have derived the

expressions of wave number shift and precessional

frequency of an elliptically polarised electro-magnetic

wave due to nonlinear effects in a cold, collisionleas,

unmagnetised relativistic plasma in a space-independent

frame»

In a space-independent frame, nonlinear equations

correct upto third order of small quantities are de-

rived in the following manner

15+= T^-eE^/w^. • ...(16)

where, 1»i=

T^ and vy are the first order velocity components in

the direction parallel to OX and OY, Si£is the 2nd

order velocity along OZ, subscripts with plus (+) and

minus (-) signs Indicate right and left circular pola-

risation. Ijow
1*

Me obtain, v±~ e(-a su

and Si»»=- e?

How, the nonlinear equation forelectrlc field correct

upto third order Is

From these relations nonlinear dispersion relation for

left and right polarised wave can be derived as

where,

To get the results In the laboratory inertial fra-

me we put aj£=6&j,|(from our previous transformation

relation,where A,r-* co% /(*>£- K £ C » ) .
If we now consider the spatial evolution problem

we can write, X ^ ~ )c-t-£î r > eo^s aa • Therefore,

&4 «J^

... (19)

.. (20)
Therefore,

Expressions (20) and (21) give the wave number
shift and precessional frequency for the elllptically



polarised electromagnetic wave. Theae are identical

to the results of Arons and Max ÇiSj* Equation (21)

also shows the birefrlgence effect in a plasma medium

for an electro-magnetic travelling wave. Moreover, if

P>- 0, equation (20) leads to the formula for wave num-

ber corrections of Sluijter and ttontogomery ̂ ~13_7.

numerical Estimation t He assume, laser beams of

neodium-glass having wave length « 1.06JUm, w -

1'78xios/£ec. propagate through a dense plasma

Ho-Sx.\o**/e*P. in this case, laser flux <F> is

lO^W/a*" 1 which is less than the threshold power

( VtTt<= io
ao'W/e-*na ) for generating self-focussing

and other nonlinear effects, under this situation

el*=»(fca&"o.o5 . So, the electromagnetic wave will have

wave number shift. ft6tfX\G%p*em£.L.e. wave length

shift -9°4*XJtaû)and l°precessional rotation will be

created through a distance 5-KO It xtO"*c-»>.

REMARKS t In the cases, where effects of collision,
gravitation. Kinetic temperature, static magnetic
field etc.are considered, these nonlinear effects e.g.
predessional rotation will be more interesting and it
would give some important results in the study of non-
linear Faraday Rotation, Inverse Faraday Effect etc.
we desire to Investigate these problems in future.
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TEMPORAL AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF
ENHANCED STIMULATED BRILLOUIN
SCATTERING
FROM A CO2 - LASER IRRADIATED PLASMA

S.A.H. RIZVI*, J. HANDKE, B. KRONAST
Experimentalphysik V,
Ruhrurîiversilat Bociium,
Bochum, Federal Republic of Germany

ABSEBauJ

Some Important aspects of Stimulated Brillouin .Scattering (sBs)

has been investigated experimentally. Our study shows the

possibility of 100/5 reflectivity from an homogeneous H£

Our

results can be understood in terns of simple theoretical models.

underdense plasma at laser intensity below 10 ' t*n~ .

Considerable attention CM bt»n given to the problem of SBS in
connection with the laser fusion work.Inspit» of a numbeT of
excellent experimental «oriel1"*, i t is obviously vary difficult to
«•tabliih m i l defined and known conditions for the interaction.
The plama «hould be prefomed and well diagnosed,before one per-
forne the etudy of laaer plasu intsraotion.
Hare,we investigate the problea of SBS under «ell knom later and
plasna oanditiona.PlaMa was proiuoed in a dynaaio Z-plnoh derlce
of 20KJ disoharge energy and was investigated extensively* .It
xembined homogeneoue and stationary for 80 m at naxiBvua oonpresaion
with T -T.-10 eV, and Z-.-Z-l.Plasma «a* then irradiated with a
node looked pulsed 00? laser aysts»/' .Laser pulses were fooused
onto the plaeaa by near diffraotion lisited 70 and 150 cm salt

lenaea.Experimental detai l s are described elsewhere'11

• Faraanent Mdreaat ftkistui Atonic Qierar Comnitssion,
Pinstech, Hilore, Rawalpindi, FaJciatan

The relative backscabtering values Pj/P. are plotted against laaer
flux in P i g . l . SBS W « one and the aaa* sequence of laaer pulsea
displayed leaa acatter (see insert in Fig. l ) than tboae between
different laaer ahota.In addition i t bacaue obvious that the highest
backsc'attering value» near 100$ «ere associated with longer laaer
pulaea. whereas lover values at the aaaa flux levels originated from
laaer pulaea comparable with,or shorter than, the coabinsd risetine
of detection channel of 1.3 ns.Sueh pulsea ««re investigated with
another detection channel, where we used a Tektronix 7104 o s c i l l o -
scope and a fast pyrodatector.One of these backacattered pulsea
i* diaplayad in Fig.2. . I t indicatea an unfolded half width of leaa
than 200 ps and a «ucb. shorter riset iae after deoonvolution.This
proves that backscattering signals obviously vary over a certain
range of duration.Du» to the United risetiae of the syatem the
signala were attenuated accordingly.In this way a larger part of
the value scatter, especially near threshold, auat be attributed to
pulse reduction by r ieet ise liaiitation.Backacattaring riaetinea
nuch shortsr than 200 ps do not coas as a surprise.Vith the valu»»

obtained for P^A.T^Tj and n # , the reciprocal growthrate» given
e .g . by Drake at al 1Z cone to l i « in the vicinity of 25 pa near
threshold and drop to about 10 ps in the EQ ' -range.

In spite of the limited time resolution of our detection systems we
have tried to gain aome inaight into the tiae behaviour of backacattering
relative to that of the incident laser pulss.Carefully determining
the time of f l ight differences batmen the two pulsea v i t h the help
of mirrors we were able to establish their temporal coincidence as
depicted in Fig .3 . Both in low and high backacattering caaea a time
interval of 400 to 500 pa ia observed between exceeding SBS-threahold
and appearance of large backacattering. With auch a long period i t i s
eaay to explain the growth of backacattering intensity over about nine
ordera of magnitude atarting from thernal density fluctuation* without
resorting to greatly enhanced density fluctuations in the target plasma.
This impliea that there waa no tùbulence level in the vicinity of the
wave vector of the Brillouin wave, either in the in i t ia l target plasm»
or caused by the in i t ia l laaer heating of the backscattering volume. 1f|
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Energy absorption in plain* «nd it» transport, although very important,
are poorly understood subject .Many complex theoretical interpretations
have been put forward.When the classical theory breaks down, the heat
flow i s generally described as a flux limited diffusion.lt vas found
out experimentally that the heat flow is overestimated in this way.

We have also observed a red frequency shift of 17 GHz and 25 GHs near
threshold and near 100$ SBS respectively,Fig.4. It permits to

de^mine the phase velocity of the scattering ion acoustic wave and,
hence,the weighted sum of electron and ion temperature.We found that
a simple equilibrium between linear inverse bremsstrahlun?' *
absorption and Spitzer classioal heat conduction can explain the
change of plasma conditions by laser irradiation and permit the
calculation of temperature.For our oaie.it predicts Tfl«45 eV and
1^-15 eV at threshold,which is in good agreement with the observed
frequency shift of 17 CHs near threshold.

The validity of this equilibrium could be checked by the constancy
of the term (P/A) -t0 and by the variation of the frequency shift with
the laser intensity asAtfe! (P^A)1 '8 . Both were experimentally
confiraedC Pig.5 ) .
Moreover,ths observed threshold values and growth rates of H2 under-
dense plasma at different densities were found in reasonable
agreeaaat with the theory.Theoretical values of various other gases
such as He and Deutrium at different densities were also experimentally
determined and ware found in accordance with the theory.
We could explain our expérimental results through a rather simple

model .Init ial ly , we have T -T. . When plasma is irradiated by -the laser,
electron temperature increases muoh faster than ion temperature and
hence T / T . increases.AS soon as T /T. exceeds 3, Landau damping
becomes ineffective and threshold i t aohieved.T^/Tj increases beyond
3,when intense laser pulses heat the plasma and high amount of SBS is
observed.Experimentally observed red frequency shift of 25 GHi near
lOOyb SBS, predicts T / ? , • 5.5, again utisg the same simple model.
Here,we have also assumsd that ions are relatively insensitive to

heating by our short laser pulses.In our cass,th* only saturation
mechanism may be ion trapping ,then

IZTJ1'2 - {3^/z^)1 '2 J 2 (1)Sn/np - 0.5

1 ft

r
1 ft

On ths other hand.Kruer has predicted the backscattered reflectivity

R • Tanh30

Ô -«(Sn/n )L,
where

L is the scale length,n_ is the plasaa density and n e r i s the crit ic i l
density.For our experimental conditions, Sn/n » 0.14,which predicts
about 98j( reflectivity Pig.6).
We also changed the FWHH of laser pulses from 2 to 8 ns to observe the
effect of the rise time of the laser pulses.SBS decreases drastically
as expected, since the slow risetime of the laser-pulse does not
allow Te/T i to go much beyond 3 . Late backscattering was also
observed due to spikes in laser output.
Self focussing could affect SBS drastically. Recently Baldis et al^
found that an unstructured focal distribution ,which we were able to
achieve in al l of our investigations, did not lead to self-focussing
upto flux-values of lO1^ tfm"2 in an underdense plasma.
We believe that the various factors *uch as small scale length,
inhomogenieties and dynamical effects in plasma,non-uniform laser
focus,spikes in laser output and background heating greatly affect
SBS.
One of the authors (S.A.H.Bisvi) i s grateful to Prof.CJ'urtaza,
P.Shukla and H.U.Hehman for useful discussions during Spring
College on Fusion Energy at I.C.T.F.,Trieste,Italy.

A.A.Offenberger, "Koder n Flasaa Physics
Atoaio Energy Commission,Viennafl98l}

F.437,International

M.J.Herbet,CE.Clayton,W.A.Paebles and F.P.Chen, Fhys. Fluids,
23.,1319{198Ojand many références therein
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Fig.l Flux dependanoe cf relative baokaoatterin» power (PBiP0

backacattered and inoident poweriA radiation oroaa-eeetion in th«

plaiaa).Croaae» refer to electron denaity 1.6 x 102* •"' and A- Baa2,

open oirolea to 1.6 x 1624 »"3 and 0.O7 »»2,full oirolca to O.7X 1O24

• and 0.07 «• .The daahed linea 4,fl,/denote the raapeotiva threshold.
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Fig.4 Frequency apectra of incident ind backicattered later

radiation* F20 is the laeer line.Bacfcacattered radiation «horn a frequency

shift of 17 CHa naar threahold which increaeea to 25 CHi(dott«d lina)

near lOO* SBS.
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ABOUT THE GENERATION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION BY A STRONG-TURBULENT PLASMA

A.M. RUBENCH1K
Institute or Automation and Electrometry,
Siberian Branch,
USSR Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk. USSR

Abstract

A wide rang* of phenomena where the generation of electro-

magnetic radiation is caused by plasma turbulence with a high

level of oscillations is studied in detail in the last years,

first of all we mean the generation of incident radiation har-

monics in laser plasmas and also a number of astrophysical

phenomena, within the strong-turbulent regime plasma oscilla-

tions form localized cavities, as a result of the modulation

instability development, which collapse in a finite time. As a

result of the Langeuir collapse there occurs enargy dissipa-

tion. Simultaneously the collapsing cavities generate electro-

magnetic radiation whose parameters can be easily determined,

because the evolution of a single cavity is well studied at

present.

In the paper we calculate conversion coefficients, i.e.

ratio of the energy radiated at a given frequency to the

energy absorbed by the collapse process. Che coefficients are

universal and they depend on plasma temperature and the level

of plasma turbulence.

Vain results of this paper is devoted to laser plasmas,

in particular to the problem of harmonics generation. As tro-

physical applications were studied in [ i , 2 ]

Strong Langmuir turbulence

She modulational instability development in a plasma with

a high level of Langmuir oscillations ^o (strong turbulence)

results in spatial inhomogeneity of the plasma [3]. She cha-
ff

racteristic scale of the inhomogeneity i and the density mo-

dulation o n are equal to [3]

in/n. ~ Wo/n,T
 <2)

On this background, creation of Langmuix cavities and their
p

collapse taies place. Initial scale of the cavity is about t

and of the order of the distance between the cavities,

furing the collapse the energy of the cavity is conserved,

VV V = W L- • W » collapse time-scale can be estimated as

Y ~A ,= LO" (v*T/w Vand intensity in the center of the cavity

changed twice to (^ vy nT). vy nT).
The cavities compress up to a minimum sise U m ; or wave

number rise up to K . It is possible to estimate this

sizs from the condition

1Y - Landau damping of oscillations. .

For Uenellian distribution (K !" C\ - ~à ~ "T and

doesn't depend essentiftlly on the turbulent level. As a resuit ||7



of heating, via collapse processes formation of electron

tails takes place and (K I~J ) is decreasing.

Harmonic generation in a strong turbulent plasma.

Let us start from the generation of 2. ui harmonics in
At

laser plasmas. This process takes place near n,c /4 as a re-

sult of Languir wave and fundamental radiation uJ co-

upling
w o +

 ^ K ~~* ^ * "' K» + K t ~ * ** <3>

The Tiangmuir oscillation electric field Ep (r) changing on

the scale of the order of the cavity scale together with the

incident electromagnetic wave field & o , generates nonlinear

current at the ~ \X>o frequency

T e r J. C ttL\

i ~ — t <**>.\r Cf W

It is this current which causes dipole radiation of the cavity

with an intensity

In the calculation of the cavity dipole moment it is nessecary

to take in to account the a variation cf the laser field on

the cavity scale which results in a decrease of the radiation

intensity (K. t ) times I K t » ° / C . Thus, we have

(6)

Mote that ojoadrupole radiation has the same order of magnitude.

As W C does not change during collapse, the initial stage

of the collapse makes the nain contribution to the radiation.

The total intensity of radiation depends on the geometry of a

turbulent region and is not very suitable for further inves-

tigations. Introduce the transformation coefficient % as a
2

ratio of the energy irradiated at the harmonic 4- lX> to the

absorbed one. Taking into account the fact that characteristic

time of the cavity collapse and, thus, of absorption of the

energy contained in it [ 3 ] is t ~ Y ~ , ~

we obtain that W J

Tor calculation of 2 u> generation we must substitute E
y c

on E(.r) in eq. (4). The dipole type of cavity radiation is

absent in this case [5j and intensity of quadrupole cue is

equal to

UJ. (we3/

Furthermore, all stages of the collapse are important for

this radiation process. The conversion coefficient 'X.^ is

(8)

UJ. harmonic is a result of à three-wave coupling and it's

intensity is

I (9)



la thii situation radiation occurs in the final collapse

stage fo* t ~ t. mlH_ . The transformation coefficient for

this procaaaea is equal to

m
—

*• se*, that the efficiency of the high harmonic radiation

d«cr««M vary rapidly, especially if the tail generation is

eaaential.

3/2 harmonic generation is Laser Plasmas

Let us discuss, in more detail, 3/2 U->o harmonic genera-

tion and comparison with experiments. It is seen from the

conservation la» (3) that for generation of 3/2 uo , long-

-wave Langmuir quanta are required. In the strong Langmuir tur-

bulence The spatial plasma inhomogeneity means that in the

Langmuir oscillation spectrum there is a long-wave component

and, thus, process (3) is possible.

If we calculate the emission intensity with the kinetic

wave equation, it «ill be proportional.to W , i.e., to the

plasmon energy with the wave vectors K o • Result (6)

can be obtained if W ~ W Q (Ko / K )
3 , i.e., on th» assump-

tion of uniform oscillation distribution over the phase space

(the multiplier (Ko/ K- ) described smallness of phase folume

of the oacillations with K ~ <-^b/c ). There is also a number

of other mechanisms generating long-wave lengths quanta.

1. The long-wave Langmuir oscillations can directly appear

as a result of the parametric instability development in the

region of densities close to a qaater of the critical one.

2. Propagating in the inhomogeneous plasma along the den-

sity gradient, the oscillations with great K can reduce their

wave vectors up to the required value.

3. In the weak turbulence theory approach, the main nonli-

near process in an isothermal plasma, in induced ion scattering

(dacaya in ion-sound and Langmuir wave in nonisothermal plasma).

Is a result of series of decays, there occurs Langmuir plasmon

energy decrease and, thus, cascading of the plasmons into the

small wave vector region.

For long-wave quanta the threshold for modulational insta-
\X// A - V1 ftr /Y*

bility is very low ^yyCT ^ K^ £ ) ~VT/c.J*nd we returns to

previsusiy pictures. For spontaneously arising inbomogenetty

t2) to be more significant than the external one, at high tur-

bulence level the condition

or

is sufficient. For typical of the experiment, temperatures

T~1 kev and external scale ~ 10 cm this condition in the

range nc fa is very weak ^^ir^lO""*.
We now turn to the discussion of the weak turbulence

theory. From rough estimates the ranges of its applicability



( V < I/O , y. is the parametric instability growth rate»

Op s OP . »

even for the flux P~1O w./cm , i.e., in typical laser expe-

riments with long pulses, are already broken. In our opinion

there is an experimental support to this fact.

In Fig. 1 taken from paper 6 radiation spectra on the

harmonic 3/2 U*>o are shown. In the experiment the integral

MOO TOO* TOW TON W10 M M X M — .

1'lHt CMCUUltD

Tig. 1. 3L\JO^ line shapes (densitometer traces) fro*

various target plasmas. Peak intensities «re norma-

lised relative to the deuterium target (with the

Y -curve of the plate).

Singularity of turbulent spectra and their modulational

instability leads to break-down of weak turbulence theory

IH at lower light intensity.

radiation is registered, from the regions with various mis-

matches, and, thus, one should expect that the spectra are

broadened to the red by the " ^ ( K ^ ^ rj ") magnitude. The

possible value of the wave vector of parametrically

excited oscillations is defined by the Landau damping

( K ^ ^ T J ) ~ 0.3, while in the experiment A U O / Ù U ~ io~2.

The controdiction can be explained by a high collision fre-

quency, i.e., the oscillations with large K damp earlier

than they are cascaded in the small wavelength region. In

this case, however, the spectrum width should depend substan-

tially on the collision frequency û ^ / u 1 ~" V e l . pig. 1

shows &. IAJO line shapes for various materials and

though their collision frequencies change more than by an

order of magnitude, the spectrum width remains practically

unchanged. Thus, the experimental results contradict the weak

turbulence theory concepts.

The radiation spectrum 3/2 W o (Fig. 1) has a characteristic

feature, i.e., shift towards the blue side, which considerably

exceeds the Soppier one. To explain this fact we write down

decay conditions for the process leading to the oscillation ex-

citement ~» _^ —*

It is seen that oscillations with the frequencies higher and

lower than t00 /2 result from the instability. They provide

red and blue satellites of the radiation 3/2 ̂  , when coupling



with the Initial wave [7 j Frequency difference between the

satellites is

For ( K ^ ^ Tj^ ~ 1/3, A w°/U> ~ 2^10~2, which is in a good agree-

ment with the common spectrum width. Broadening because of the

modulation instability is substantially less

I V M nT I iU

Red shift of the whole spectrum occurs as, during instability

development, a part of the energy is transferred to ion mo-

tions. At very small intensities when K ~ ^ p / C (only

such waves can participate in generation of 3/2 IA^ ) when the

characteristic spectrum width is <r̂> I , and it was suggested in

paper I 7 J to measure temperature by the distance between blue

and red satellites.

At great intensities the main contribution to radiation is

introduced by the ranges with large K. . Because of the turbu-

lence spreading in angles (11), its turbulent broadening duct

to the modulational instability, the gap between blue and red

satellites is blurring, however, for materials with large

the blurring is less, and one can see a two-hump structure [6 j.

Unfortunately, the maximum position is defined by the broa-

dening mechanism too, though the distance between the humps is,

evidentely, a temperature function. In our opinion studying

the harmonic spectrum in numerical experiments and its iden-

tifying with the experimental data with the aim of the tempera-

ture diagnostics look promising.

One of the peculiarities of 3/2 ix>. generation is the -

absence of the definite dependence of UJ(lc) . In the numeri-

cal simulation [sj the spectrum of longwave quanta was inves-

tigated. It was shown that frequency spectrum of the mode with

Ksv U-'f/C is very similar to the experimental one. There were

the red and blue shifts and two humps structure. The spectral

width fits well with the one estimated above.

The value of V << for absorption via 2 UJ instability

was obtained in the paper I 4J

The level of turbulence is defined from conditions

Substituting (13) in the (7) we find

Taking into account, that the portion of the absorbed energy

near nc/^ iB

we find the conversion coefficient (relative insident energy)
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In a number of experiments fast growth of the harmonic

3/2 to was observed as the pumping intensity increased, and

then the saturation set in. In our opinion this can be explai-

ned as follows. The formula (15) demonstrate the strong depen-

dence from I and increasing of I leads to fast increasing

\ , . Let us suppose that energy £> S absorbed near - -<

earring out by "limited" heat flux Q.~oivC\ \TT , A s a result

wee see, don't including of variation of gradient

and

For very high intensity the profile steepenig becomes essential

and 2 UO instability is stabilized by this effect. As a re-

sult the saturation of and decreasing X -, takeB place.
!

Non-collective radiation mechanisms

Recently some experiments have appeared 19-10J, in which

high (up to eleventh) harmonics of fundamental frequency were

registered. She radiation on high harmonics was observed for

high fluxes of the incident radiation E > & 3 T K T during

experiments with C02 and neodymium lasers.

As it was shown above, plasma mechanisms can not prof id*

efficient high harmonic generation. As for the experimental

results, they can be explained in the following way. A density

jump is formed for ft ~ H c under the action of ponderomotiv*

forces near the reflection point. And as plasma density exceeds

the critical one on the upper boundary of the jump, the elec-

tric field decrease exponentially deep into the plasma. As for

the transverse direction, the laser beam is strongly modulated

there, both because of the laser beam itself and self-focusing

instability development [11J and instability of the density

jump hold by ponderonotive forces [i2j.

Sous, presence of the jump means that in the H > H c re-

gion there are localized electric field cavities comparable in

sise to the wave length. As electron motion in a strong field

is substantially nonlinear, radiation on all the harmonics

appear. Physically such mechanism of harmonic generation is

similar to their generation by laser impulse reflected from

metal surface when harmonic radiation is caused by nonlinearity

of electron motion in the skin ji3 J. There are two types of

nonlinearities in the equation of motion for electrons, they

•ret electron nonlinearities with characteristic times

« ^ relativistic ones T, - vOo - ^ — r .

ç, •>'^L
n' ^% intensity of high harmonics de-Because Ko "-

crease as I .
In recent Los-Alamos's experiments and simulations very

high (up to 28 WJ&) harmonics were observed for /tfjrnT *"

It is interesting, that the intensity of the harmonics first

decreases very slowly and then drops very rapidly.

Shis could be understood if electric field would have a com-

ponent perpendicular to the density jump. Electrons passing

the steep jump have a constant frequency spectrum till



O W J O — - — ( a - width of the Jump, VJO - oscillatory

Telocity in the direction perpendicular to the jump).

It is easy to chaclc the above mechanism. In the numerical

simulation we must compare toe spectrum of radiation with fre-

quency spectrum of one electron. They must be very similar

for the noncollective type of the absorption mechanism.

11.?. Sa.*, G. Scbaidt, Œ. tfilcox. Phys. Fluids 16.1532.1973.

12.R.2. Sagdeav, V.D. Shapiro. Zh. Heap. Sear. Fi*. 66,

1974.

13.N. Bloembergen et al. Phys. Rev. Let. 16, 986, 1966.
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INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA CORONA
DYNAMICS

AS. SHIKANOV, G.V. SKLIZKOV, Yu.A. ZAKHARENKOV
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute,
USSR Academy of Sciences,
Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT

Various methods of experimental study of basic pa-

rameters, responsible for efficient acceleration of

thin target by the powerful laser radiation are con-

sidered. It is demonstrated that plasma corona dyna-

mics turns to be one of the main sources of the ne-

cessary data for correct understanding of hydrody -

naraic processes in laser-produced plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

The most profound understanding of such processes

as powerful laser interaction with dense plasma

and acceleration of nonevaporated target part strongly

requires experimental data on important hydrodynamic

plasma corona parameters, i.e. mass evaporated re te,

pressure, applied to the nonevaporated solid layar ,

position of laser energy absorption region. In recent

laser-produced plasma investigations more attention

was paid to the questions of corona density profile

modifications and generation in this area of super-

thermal electrons and fast ions. Experimental study

of such processes is impossible without specific de-

velopment of conventional plasma diagnostics methods

as well as the invention of principally new diagnos-

tic methods •

2. CORONA OPTICAL IROBI1I6

Plasma corona optical probing allows one to deter-

mine spatial distribution of the refractive index

mainly dependent on free electron number density .

The use of pulsed light sources and high-speed photo-

registratora make» it possible to define the time

evolution of the electron concentration profile. The

range of the measured electron densities directly de-

pends on the wavelength of the probing radiation.Here

the study of dense plasma (ne«»10'*-10 cm"-3) may be

performed only with the use of UV light sources be-

cause the critical electron concentration nc is re-

lated with the probing radiation wavelength .71 in

the following way s nc(cm"
3) * 1.1.1021J\ ~2( ;um ).

Shortening the wavelength of the probing radiation

leads to the decrease in the refraction angle 6 of

the beams in the plasma corona sQ«* neX I/O., (L is

the longitudinal plasma dimension; Q. ia characteristic

density scale-length).

While chosing the probing source one should take

into account the following specific requirements :

high spatial (up to 10"*cm) and time {7 10~ 1 0B) reso-

lution, accurate synchronization of the probing light

source, the protection of the photodetector from the

plasma emission exposure. Fig. 1 shows the dependen-

ces of the required light source parameters and the

interferomentricaily measured maxinal plasma electron

density on the probing radiation wavelength /1/ .

A considerable steepening of the density profile

(in the region n#3> 10 cm"3), typical for the laser-

produced plasma, leads to significant refraction of

the probing beam». Thus, even at the use of a suf-

ficiently high collection aperture objective

the processing of interferograms «*y turn to be

impracticable because of the crowding of the inter-

ference fringes.
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Fjg.1. Laser powtr (1,2),probing beam divergence

(3,4) and maximum electron oonotntration (5,6)versus

the probing radiation wavelength.Plasma parameters:

1,3,5 - L»2.10"2cm, a • 5.iO"3 cm;,3,5
2,4,6 - L»1O~3 cm, 3.10,-4 cm

~l
To eliminate the accuracy loss in this region

one should apply the shearing interferometers. The
shearing interferogram is produced by the interfe-
rence of two object beams that are passing plasma
at certain distance from.each other.The advantages of
the developed interferometers (lateral and radial
shearing) /2/ are as follows: simplicity of the opti-
cal scheme and the operation convenience at complex
experimental arrangements, and the feasibility of
improving the accuracy of processing the interfe -
rograms in the most interesting region of the inho-
mogeneous plasma.

3. HEGISTERING OF PLASMA CRITICAL DENSITY HOSICK

In order to include to the measured range the
electron densities up to the critical value ( n_ «
« 10 cm J) for the Nd-laser frequency W o we have
developed a method for studying the corona local
regions with ne»nc and ne-nc/4 during the action of
the heating puis» /3/.ThiB method ia based on the pro-
cesses of nonlinear laser interaction that are ma -
nifested in the generation of harmonics 2 OJO and
3/2 COe . By means of a streak camera one observes
the evolution of the plasma emitting regions(Fig.2)
simultaneously in two spectral regions.

Fig.3 shows r-t diagrams of the plasma corona re-
gions of the shell target having different electron
density values obtained by simultaneous usage of
the shearing interferometry and the method of re-
gistering plasma luminosity at S0Oa and 3/2 6ûo •

In the corona region of the rarefied plasma (ne«
<<nc) there takes place a transition from isothermal
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Fig.2. Dynamics of the plasma regions emitting

at 2(00{a) and 2/2(*iaW. Polystyrene target:

180 ;um in dia, nail thickness 2.4 fm .

expansion to an adiabatic regime, and the character

of the density space distribution formed in the re-

gion of the highest pressure gradient remains un-

changed within the velocity eoordinateo V «r/t .

From the similarity of the expanding plasma corona

one may determine the mass rate m(r,t)«4JTr jJ (r,t)v,

where J> » poexp(-r/0.) is the density obtained from

interferograms. Prom this we have: A«t VJ«Xp(-V/Cs),

« S i 15 I. a 3 15

t

Pig.3.R-t diagrams of the plasma corona isoden3ities.

where Cs=<l/t, is the plasma sound velocity in the

isothermal region. It is obvious that maximum mass

rate is reached at V m«3 C& .

4. ION ENERGY SPECTRUM DIAGNOSTICS.

For measuring the ion velocity distribution in the

experiments we have widely used the method of ion col-

lectors.They are the deteectors of the plasma ion cur-

rent which are located at long distances from target:

Itt)*eï(t}n(tJVttJoerhz/5 . it is obvious that the ion
current oscillogram is closely associated with the

density profile of plasma in the initial state of ex-

pansion. In this way- it is possible to effectively add

the interferometric results by the results from col-

lector method.

Quantitative measurements by means of ion collec-

tors are possible only at a simultaneous measuring 177



of the mean charge z (and atomic weight Â) versus ion.

velocity. The most reliable data may be obtained with

the Thomson mass-spectrometer.Typical features of the

ion energy spectrum at "Kalmar" installation /4/ are

as follows: maximum energy of the carbon ions usually

amounts 60-70 iceV, maximum proton energy varies

within a wider range 35-70 keV. However, in certain

shots the maximum energy reached »150keV (velocity

= 1.5-108cra/s) for carbon ions and 90 keV Cv^s4.2.108

cm/3) for protons.The protons having E 9?10 keV are

totally fast ions (V> 10 cm/s). Regularly observed

fluctuations of their energy spectrum are,apparently,

connected with temporal changes in the acceleration

electric field. Expansion of the thermal ions is des-

cribed mainly by hydrodynamic equations and,therefore,

the carbon ions with different charge have the same ma-

ximum energy.

The signal of the ion collector corresponding to

Y>108cra/s turns to be a direct measurement of the

proton distribution function «IH/cIV versus velocity.

The comparison of this function with the proton ener-

gy spectrum obtained with Thomson mass-spectrograph

demonstrates their identity (Pig.4).

in

5. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS OU PIASMA IiULSS RATE

Determination of the ion energy spectra as well as

the interferometric measurements allow one to calcu-

late the value of mass rate m at the target surface,

and then the pressure accelerating the nonevaporated

part v>f the target and the hydrodynamic efficiency rç -

l'atio of final shell kinetic energy to the absorbed

laser energy. These values depend considerably on the

3tate of the plasma corona which is determined by

FiK.4. Ion velocity spectrum obtained with ion col-

lector (O ) and mass-npeetrograph (A ) (in relative

units).In the upper right is shown ion current trace.

by the parameters of the laser pulse (flux density,

time duration, radiation wavelength) and the target

(radius, density, composition). It must be noted that

maas rate values for different experiments were de-

termined by other methods as «ell: X-ray spectroscopy

of complex targets, measuring the burning time of

the foils, measuring the plasma X-ray radiation
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Pig.5. Mass rate dependence on absorbed flux density:

Q- interferometric data of Lebedev Phys.Inst. (3,18);

A - ion collector data of NRL (1), EP (Koole Polytech-

nique) (9, 21), Lebedev Phys.Inst.(i4),KMS (15), ILL

(16), ILE(Osaka) (17)i

O ~ X-ray spectroacopy data of Rutherford Lab. (5),

ILE (6,25), LLE(Rocheater)(12); KRL(13);

id- foil burning data of Sandia (1), EP (10,11,23,41)!

• ^ X-ray attenuation data of Limeil (4);

O - Numerical calculations of LIB (7),EP(8),Limeil(i2);

Shell targets are marked by an additional circle,©

1-19 - data for 1.06 urn; 21-26 - 0.53 «m;

41 - 0.265 van.

attenuated by the thickness of nonevaporated layer.

Experimental and numerical calculation results for

flux densities 1012-1015W/cm2 are shown in Pig.5 .

The most part of the experiments is fitted by the fol-

lowing relation: mot q,a
v , v/here -J =0.75±0.1 .

At the increase, of ya the critical region lies at

a considerable distance rQ from the initial target

radius rQ> so part of the absorbed energy is con-

sumed on heating the expanding plasma within the re-

gion between rQ and rc. It is clear that f|<'Jnl ,

where rç,^ depends on the relative value of the tar-

get evaporated mas3 (optimum value of rçm «20-30 %

is reached at m. (t)/m»»0.2).

6. CONCLUSION

Thus, it has been shown that the experimental study

of the plasma corona dynamics turns to be one of the

main sources of the data, which are necessary for

thorough understanding of the processes associated

with the target acceleration by the laser radiation.
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The propagation of obliquely incident p-polarized laser radiation
through a laser plasma with a density profile steepening in the domain of the
critical point is considered. Such a density profile seems to be a long term
profile in a laser produced plasma / I / . It is shown that the structure of the
laser radiation electric field is significantly changed in reference to Ginz-
burg's treatment / 2 / . In the case of tctal absorption of the laser radiation
/ 3 / a simple expression for the electric field is obtained. The effects of such
a new structure of the electric field on the generation of suprathermal parti-
cles, harmonics and magnetic fields is considered. It is shown that in this
field, ions (due to the ponderomotive force) could be accelerated up to the
energies of the order of 10 keV. It is also shown that such a structure of the
electric field significantly affects generation of magnetic fields (by the p-
component of the laser radiation electric field / 4 / ) in plasma, finally, it
is shown that due to the density profile steepening a direct transformation
(as a consequence of parametric instability) of laser radiation into "%"
harmonic takes place. "~

1. INTRODUCTION (Laser produced plasma)

Laser radiation-plasma interaction attracts much attention mainly
due to the possibility of succesful use of laser radiation in fusion experiments
/ 5 / . Intense laser radiation, focused in spherical symmetry onto a deuterium-
tritium (DT) pellet is expected to heat D-T matter to fusion temperatures
(Ti <v 10 keV) within a few monoseconds before the hot plasma blows apart.

j l phenomena in laser-fusion plasma interaction could be divided
into two general groups. The first one relates to the absorptive processes
which lead to the transfer of laser radiation energy to plasma collective
modes and consequently to plasma heating, while the second one relates to
the processes by which the laser energy is lost. The latter phenomena are
generation of suprathermal plasma particles, generation of laser radiation
harmonics and generation of magnetic fields. In this paper the above listed
phenomena are considered in presence of a density profile steepening in
the domain of critical point. In short, the evolution of laser produced plas-
ma density profile could be described as follows : •for large laser radiation
irradianc« /(,/ (DJ>5H0W Wlttlf Wx~ ) and for oblique incidence in the do-
main of critical point a significant ponderomotive force arises which induces
the appearence of cavities / 7 / . The dimensions of the cavity are approxima-
tively "Xo ~ *gç and the time interval needed for its appearence A i a ~ ^2-
v/here V;, is the averaged velocity of the accelerated ions by the ponderomotive
force. After the appearence of the cavity, the density perturbation convects
away with the expanging plasma (the plasma velocity Vp(, could be subsonic,
sonic CR supersonic depending upon the laser jrradiance and the dimensions
of the target / 5 / . The cavity is then replaced by a more characteristic long
term profile with density steepening in the domain of the critical point (Fig. 1) .
The time of growth of the density jump is approximative^ At<j ~ -reg
where Vffc is density gradient scale length in the domain of the criticarpoint.
For Nd-laser of jrradiance I -v, \(fi 3§-j» , £, takes to a value of £~ jn. f5"
/I/,
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In the description of the phenomena, in what follows, the crucial role will
be played by the so-caled leaking surface waves / 8 / . They appear to be
eigenmodes of the plasma with strong inhomogeneity in the critical point
(Fig. l , c ) . If the distance between the quasiclassical reflection point and
the resonance region is sufficiently large. The main characteristic of these
waves is that their damping is partly caused by energy loss due to radiation
("leaking") into the transparent region / 8 / .



2. LEAKING SURFACE WAVES

Dispersion relation for leaking surfice waves (LSW) were obtained
considering propagation of self-consistent electromagnetic field in a plasma
with density profile shown in Fig. 2. For the description of the propagation,
a known equation for the B-component of the EM field:

Jt CL J o *•! 12- 0

(A O 1 CAfc- CAO -J- n. /"->

is used. This equation (1) can be
solved in regions 1 and 3 (Fig. 2)
by use of WKB method and in region
2 under the assumption that the va-

riation of the B-cpmponent is small
at distance ^., Bg lL^O .Then
by matching the solutions at points
Z.=2:O- t = O and l=-CO> for the
dispersion relation of the leaking
surface waves the following expre-
ssion is obtained :

The frequency of leaking surface waves could be obtained form (2) putting
R e D = 0 . T h e n i f X £ ) l

1

2 .

fte)

(2)

Here Ç i s the wave vector of the leaking surfg.ee waves perpendicular to the
density gradient and

'V--K,,—3- tCA!v,*j . ( 3 )

The reflecting point ï=lzo and the ÛIHTICAL. point t='îfc, are defined by
=O and £ftci= O. In ( 2) we used a Plemelj relation

(4)£. -̂
112

((̂ ife.fdependence of the leaking surfice waves is shown in Fig. 3. Leaking zone
of Fig. 3 corresponds to the zone

-i/i^.^.^0 iN THE F l G - 2 .
Note that the existance of the leaking
surfcce waves (5) strongly depends
on the conditions GLL(O.) T O and
le^CU^i. . If they are not satisfied

LSW degenerate to ordinary Langmuir
surface waves / 9 / . The main charac-
teristic of LSW with respect to the

ordinary Langmuir surface waves or Langmuir waves is the existence of the
third Chanel of linear dissipation-leaking into the transparent region. The
other two chanels are due to collisions and convection of waves.Imaginary
part of ( 2 )çdescribing "leaking" dissipation is givgn by:

(6)

The structure of the LSW electric field is shown in Fig. 4 /S/. Amplification
^ ' of electric field at Z=2c. is connected to the

plasma resonance E.BSIOH £.(.^|ît) = O.
For £.^2e>the jield amplitude is nearly
constant and it defines the "leaking" power
flux.

Fig, 4

3. LINEAR CONVERSION OF LASER RADIATION
INTO LEAKING SURFACE WAVES

At the beginning ol this section let us note that under a density pro-
file steepening the thresholds for parametric decay and the oscillating two-
stream instabilities are significantly enhanced so that the dominant absor-
ption mechanism appears to be linear conversion of incident laser radiation.

The structure of the p-component of laser radiation propagating
through the plasma (Fig. l , c ) at angle 0 could be studied trough the mag-
netic B-component of laser radiation WITH USF OF Ei(l)=Et>= ^ ^ W )
The problem of laser radiation propagation trough region o l
(Fig. 2. ) is solved under the assumption that the length "a" of strong den-



sity variation is much shorter than the variation length scale of magnetic
field. Then, the following dispersion relation desribing the propagation of
p-polarized laser radiation through the domain O -* Z -^ o , ( Fig. 2. )

, (7)
iWCTfcfe) i s dielectric permitivity of a cold,

-iiSprlS) • Relation (7) is obtained
u,,ut. -.I= uoo>*»..F«™ -g—1—g- ^ . j ^ and represents the dispersion rela-
tion of the leaking sur&ce waves (see SEC.(2)).

The propagation of laser radiation through the region of weak in-
homogeneity (regions n , III and V), (Fig. l ,c ) is considered by the use of
the quasiclassical (WKB) method avoiding the singular point of the field at
i = é© where "Xi^^j=O. By matching the solutions, the following expression

for the magnetic field (B) in the region of the density jump

fc-*- *•—I— i v ° 2-i (e)

At this angle o£ incidence p-component oî electric field takes the formt

is obtained. Here,
collisionless plasma and
under the assumption ^

is obtained. Here B is the amplitude of the magnetic component of laser
radiation field in vacuum

The maximum amplitude of the magnetic field is reached if
•0 a.)

(9 )

(10)

is satisfied. The expression (10) represents the condition for resonance of
the incident radiation with "leaking" surface waves, while (40b) imposes a
nscesity that the dissipative damping of leaking surfice waves due to linear
transformation in local plasma waves and due to collisions is fully compen-
sated by the radiation inflow. If ( 10) is satisfied, a total absorption of the
incident laser radiation in the region of critical point takes place / 1 0 / . From
the relation ( 10) the angle of incidence &o a t which we have the maximum
amplification of p-component of electric field in the domain of critical point
is obtained t

Sflfc,o £,4 ££ ) , \at

Here E is the free space value of the electric field and ̂ e^is the effective
collision frequency defined by the dominant dissipative processes at the cri-
tical point (collisions or convection of Langmuir waves into the transparent
region): 3e{{ = tuo^c (\>eX l U30 (_ *fè) A \ •

4. GENERATION OF SUPRATHEEMAL PARTICLES

From ( 12) it is evident that the maximum amplitude of the electric
field is increased if the density gradient is increased in the region of the
strong inhomogeneity if it's dissipation is defined by electron-ion collision,

. For large enough density jumps such that,

U to = «f Tk 7$i 3 i U) (VC
is satisfied, the dissipation of the electric field energy in the domain of plas-
ma resonance (critical point) i s defined by the convection of Langmuir waves.
In ( 13)Tê_is the electron temperature in keV, ?Vothe wavelength of the inci-
dent laser radiation in jU.m and -h. the ion charge. If convection is the main
dissipative process, then (/_

(14)

decreases with the steepening of density profile. Finally, it could be concluded
that Ej rufc^surpasses the corresponding quantity in the case of weak inhomo-
geneity1 Evuo^- j & ^ f r • & * , if C> to ^K). In that
way, the existance otdensity profile steepening affects essentially the distribu-
tion of the electromagnetic field in a plasma.

The problem of acceleration of plasma particles, will be considered
in the frame oî Silin's model / l l / . According to this model, based on pressure
balance, we have:

f ^ U ^ y (15)
HereEjfe^is the electric field intensity in the critical point,Vo(^ lONvelocity (as
well as electron velocity due to the ambipolar attraction) at point î^and XTe.
thê  thermal pressure. Note that for relatively Weak intensities of electric field
€ % ^ ^<i U/K."Ie., -this model is not applicable and that equation (15) is va-

lid just for the stationary state which is reached in the time interval Ats(~(5Jv£-
If the electric Held pressure of the laser radiation in the domain of the critical
point is much stronger than the thermal pressure, from (45) for the maximum
ion velocity the following expression could be obtained :
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If the free space amplifude E^ is rather strong, the time of growth of electric
field I
thei

d (E^IMOCX) Aia~ ;£ja»oulcl be comparable with the dissplacement time of
ions Ai; >v -?— . In tnat case for SJaot1^ <T— could be used so that,

We shall consider an action of p-polarized laser radiation in the

The expression ( 17) is to be considered as a limiting value for \\, when density
profile steepening and displacement of ions must be considered as simultaneous
processes. It is also to be noted that expression ( 14) is obtained in the frame
of linear theory with respect to the free space amplitude E . Nonlinear treat-
ment, when decay and oscillating two-stream instabilities appear is adequate,
however, for extremely high E , because the strong inhomogeneity significantly
affects the instabilities tresholâ / 1 2 / .

A uniform intensity of the electric field of the laser radiation over
the whole focal spot is considered, i . e . , spatial-temporal evolution of the la-
ser radiation is neglected /13A Also, only very short laser pulses are taken
into account, as long pulses (Yls duration) cannot effectively accelerate a noti-
ceable portion of the ions to suprathermal velocities /14 / . Then, for the total
number of accelerated ions and for the energy of maximally accelerated ions it
could be written approximately as :

(18)

Here,%. is the particle density of ions and S = ( ^ O o l (Re-curvature
radius of the target) is the surface from which emission of accelerated ions
takes place. For Nd glass laser of irradiance3j\.(o"^gïand electron temperçt-
ture T e A l b&V , values of the order of 10 keV aro obtained for 2^ . For dTfU,~
1012 ions per focal spot with a,radius o£ 100 m could be obtained. The time
of acceleration is Atacc" - "7e?J- *n conclusion it is to be noted that accelera-

occurs l
7eJ

tion of ions considered here occurs after a time interval —^—
Mtt,

when a more characteristic long-term profile with a large density gradient
is built up. So, in a laser produced plasma /^additional enhancement of the
total number of accelerated ions is to be expected due to this effect.

5. LINEAR GENERATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

Theory of generation of quasistationary magnetic fields by p-pola-
rized laser radiation is given in / 1 5 / . However ref. / 1 5 / does not include in
consideration existance of density profile steepening in the domain of critical
point and total absorption of laser radiation as a consequence of such a densi-
ty profile. In what follows it will be shown that due to density jump in the do-
main of critical point a significant inhancement of generated magnetic field
takes place.

form:

OUplasma with density profile given in Fit). 2. For the description of the
generation process we shall use the following system of equations :

(20)

(21)

Here 11^ Ng are slowly-varying parts of electron density and electron velo-
city and E, B quasistationary electric and magnetic fields, respectively.
SçÀ is the electron-ion collision frequency. An influence of high frequency
field on slowly-varying components is given through a force of radiation pres-
sure F and nonlinear current ^ ..nt ^

(23)

(24)

Here ./...."^> denotes averaging over T = "5J~- As a function of external
electric field (23) and (24) have the form °

(25)

From the system (20-22) and(2$-26) the following equation describing gene-
ration of magnetic fields is obtained :

Here, (o is the plasma conductivity, b~% T}6'-» a n c ' Q» generating term
given by

(27)

E

(28)

i 1ère Ew is_component of electric field normal to the density gradient
(fig. 2.) and E ^ component which is paralel to the density gradient. Un-
der the condition of the total absorption of laser radiation (see Sec. 3) for



the generates, magnetic fields in the domain (Fig. 2)

( 2 9 )

is obtained. Here\/E=i^^-is oscillating velocity of electrons in high-frequen-
cy field. In the point z = z t we have maximum magnetic field given by

(30)

and is 7̂ times ( ifl = ^° *r ( '^yh \ , \ , short inhomogeneity scale
length anduong inhomogeneity scale length) larger than the corresponding
quantity for the plasma without density jump /15/.For Nd-laser of irradiancies
of I = 101 ; l-101 5 -^3.» B reaches values of 10 Me. In the case of stronger
irradiancies enormously mgh magnetic f ieldsare produced as predicted by ( 30) .
However, in this case the retro action of generated magnetic field on the
source as well as nonlinear (parametric) / 1 6 / processes must be taken into
account. The geometry of the generation process is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5

6. NONLINEAR GENERATION OF LASER RADIATION
SUBHARMONICS IN QUARTER CRITICAL DENSITY

In this section we shall discuss the generation of s{^ harmonics
due to the parametric excitation of two counter propagating leaking surface
waves in the domain of quarter critical density. The steepening of density
profile in this domain could be caused by the development of two-plasmon pa-
rametric turbulence. We shall consider the plasma with density profile s te-
epening in the quarter critical density in interaction with p-polarized obliqu-
ely propagating laser_radiation. The x-component oi the pump electric field
has a form: §((fo]=Ei)t(*) %tVV,(ft)jt — ^o X~) , , t - The z-component is then
given by ET0:l=- T ^ i ^ l j - where lgt=\e£- ^ . £ ÇWo,i) . The
propagation of laser radiation through plasma is described by the following
equation:

The perturbation electric field is given by:

^ U K X - r ï L K o J A ] . (32)

We shall limit ourselves to the Stokes' (Jlrf^l" -A)excitation so that paramet-
ric dispersion relation has the form : «^

Here T is parametric increment, "^ linear damping rates of excited leaking
surface waves, Ex»s the electric field of LSW and

w n e r e J>L^ — (~-r •*--~vj«t_Trt.— --> .̂T»VI*-W ^^-W.^*^^ T^E.— \ ^~ == c_v^*

For the maximum parametric increment ( SZ-£=_S.i> = - S l | 2-1.=So"-' ^
from (32) we obtain:

t (35)

+
= iffa^f— and l/L- -TS—where Eo o is free space amplitude and
i _ . Tho geometry of excitation i s shown in Fig. 6.

The following problem is how to find a
saturation level o£ these parametrically
excited LSW. The excited modes can far-
ther decay into two 0*9~ modes and so
on. Interaction of these modes with in-
coming radiation can bring ^j?~, ^^"
harmonics. Nonlinear theory is in de-
veloping phase and will be published
elsewhere / 1 7 / .

«AM



7. CONCLUSION
From the given presentation it could be seen that density profile

steepening significantly affects "generation" processes in plasma. As first,
the structure of the electric field in plasma is completely different when
compared to Ginzburg's expression. In such a density profile eigen-modes
of plasma are leaking surt&e waves with important characteristic embodied
in presence of "leaking" dissipation. Due to the density profile steepening
the energy of accelerated ions is for the order of magnitude larger than
in the case of Ginzburg's profile. As well, the enhancement of linearly
generated magnetic fields takes place due to the density profile steepening.
Finally, in quarter critical density a direct generation of ^ harmonic is
possible due to the density profile steepening.

In reference to the experiments it must be noted that phenomena
considered in this paper are to be registered after a time period needed for
cavity formation and density steepening, i . e . they are to be registered in
experiments with a high time resolution.
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EBT-P: THE PROOF OF PRINCIPLE EXPERIMENT
FOR THE EBT REACTOR CONCEPT*

W.B. ARD, R.J. KASHUBA
McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
Si. Louis, Missouri,
United Sûtes of America

The EBT concept, developed principally by R. A. Dandl at ORNL in the early
1970's, employs a high beta electron ring to produce a magnetic well at the surface
of a toroidally confined plasma in a simple bumpy torus. The validity of the basic
concept was demonstrated in the EBT-1 experiment at ORNL in 1974. Further ex-
periments conducted at ORNL and Nagoya University in Japan have established a
range of operation in which, a quiescent plasma is obtained and have shown that
within this range, energy confinement is consistent with neoclassical transport
theory.

The EBT-P experiment has been designed to extend the operating range to ob-
tain plasma parameters required to determine the transport scaling in the reactor
physics regime and to address the question of the stability of the coupled ring-core
plasma system with significant core plasma beta (5%). In the expected operating
mode of EBT, a negative ambipolar potential is established which governs the con-
finement in the neoclassical transport regime. This operating range of the present
experiment suggests constraints on available EBT plasma performance. The resul-
tant expected performance of the EBT-P experiment is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION.
c

The bumpy torus, a number of simple magnetic mirrors joined to form a
torus, confines plasma through the poloidal drifts caused by the radial
magnetic gradients in the mirror regions. However, the simple bumpy torus
is unstable because Jdl/B increases with minor radius. In the. EBT, devel-
oped at the Oak Ridge National Laboratories in the early 1970's principally
by R.A. Dandl[l], a high beta annular hot electron plasma is formed in the
mirror sections at the surface of the toroidal plasma. If the beta of the an-
nular plasma is sufficiently high a region is produced at the plaama surface
in which /dl/B decreases with minor radius and the toroidal plasma can be
stabilized[2]. The hot electron plasma is stabilized not by its own magnetic
well but by the cold plasma background at the edge of the toroidal
plasma[3|.

The basic stability properties of the EBT were confirmed by the EBT-I
experimental results[4]. With sufficient beta (-.15) in the hot electron
rings, a quiescent mode of operation was achieved and energy confinement
in the toroidally confined plasma increased with increasing toroidal elec-
tron temperature consistent with predictions of neoclassical transport the-
ory[5). Later experiments in EBT-S, EBT-I operated at higher magnetic

Work supported by ORNL under contract to. U. S. Department of
Energy.

field, and NBT at Nagoya University in Japan[6,7) have confirmed that a
range of stable operation exists in which energy confinement improves with
electron temperature.

In October, 1978, EBT was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy
as the alternate fusion concept for a proof-of-principle level experimental
program. In 1979, five program definition studies were funded by the Oak
Ridge National Laboratories. One study was performed at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, and four industrial teams headed by Ebasco Services,
Griunman, McDonnell Douglas, and Westinghouse were selected to perform
independent studies simultaneously. These studies culminated in the EBT-
P proposal submitted to the Department of Energy by the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory in January, 1980.

The objective of the EBT-P program is to successfully resolve the key
physics issues in the EBT concept These issues can be summarized as
follows:

1. Hot electron annulus scaling; power balance, production and control
mechanisms, and stability.

2. Transport scaling: dependence of confinement on magnetic field
strength, ion and electron temperatures, plasma density, ambipolar
potential, and aspect ratio.

3. Beta limits on the toroidal plasma: dependence of the maximum sta-
ble core beta on ring and core plasma operating parameters.

These issues should be addressed in the reactor relevant ,r aysics regime.
That is, if the resolution of these issues is favorable in EBT-P, an equiv-
alent Q ~ l EBT device could be designed with confidence.

The design of the EBT-P device is based on meeting the physics objec-
tives at minimum cost and within an acceptable level of risk. The basic pa-
rameters of the EBT-P device are shown in Table 1. The parameters of
EBT-S are also shown for comparison. The expected plasma performance
of EBT-P is shown in Table 2. The rationale for the suitability of this pa-
rameter range to the proof of principle experiment, the basis on which the
plasma parameters are estimated and a summary of the design of the de-
vice and subsystems are given in the following sections.

2. CORE PLASMA CONFINEMENT

The expected performance of the EBT-P toroidal core plasma is scaled
from EBT-I/S experimental results(4] and neoclassical transport theory[5].
The experimentally observed quiescient operating range in EBT, with ring
beta sufficient to reverse the radial magnetic field gradient and satisfy the
conditions for MHD stability, is expected to be characteristic of the
baseline operation of EBT-P. Although the plasma density in EBT-P is ex-
pected to be about 10 times the EBT-S density, most of the dimensionless
plasma parameters that govern transport scaling will be in the same range
as EBT-S, and also the range expected in an EBT reactor. 117



The stable operating range of the present experiments can be described
by neoclassical transport in bumpy tori in the regime in which the elec-
trons are mildly collisionless, the ratio of the electron collision frequency to
the bounce averaged poloidal drift frequency, "Jil,,, is 1 > vjQe > 0.1. In
the present EBT experiments, the ambipolar electric field is radially in-
ward pointing. This sign of electric field produces E X E drifts that, when
added to the gradient B drifts, increase the electron drift frequencies and
reduce the ion drift frequencies, making the polodial drift frequency ap-
proach zero for a class of ions. This results in a "plateau" type transport
for ions[8]. The ion flux is primarily controlled by the electric field which
adjusts itself to make the ion and electron fluxes equal. Since the ions are
essentially electrostatically confined in this regime the electric potential is
of the order of the ion temperature and the particle confinement is essen-
tially determined by the electron transport.

Electron transport in the negative electric field regime is determined by
Kovrizhnykh scaling[9].

The confinement time, T, scales as

T OC— f 1 + 5ç eg \2

i Te' (1)

where A is the magnetic aspect ratio, Rr/Rc, RT >S t n e major radius of the
torus and Rc is the magnetic curvature associated with the bumpy field, r
is the plasma radius and <j> is the ambipolar electric potential. The effect of
this confinement scaling is seen in Figure 1 which shows the dependence of
density, ion and electron temperatures, and energy confinement time on
heating power coupled directly to ions with constant power coupled to elec-
trons. These results are obtained from a one dimensional transport code
model of EBT-P. As the power coupled to the ions is increased, the ion
temperature rises but the plasma density and electron temperature also in-
crease. The increase in electron temperature is due to both the decrease in
electron energy coupled to ions as the ion temperature increases and in the
improvement in electron energy confinement as the electrostatic potential
rises with ion temperature.

Although the present EBT experiments exhibit behavior charac'r .istic of
this negative electric field solution of the transport equations solutions
with positive electric field are theoretically possible. With a pos> *e electric
field, ion drifts are increased by the E X B drift and ion transport is given
by the Kovrizhnykh form as in equation 1. The electron flux is then deter-
mined by the electric field. The equilibrium with positive electric field
would allow considerably improved plasma confinement because the con-
finement would scale with ion collison frequency rather than electron colli-
sion frequency.

The EBT-P experimental program will explore possible methods of pro-
iH ducing toroidal plasmas with positive ambipolar field. Possibilities include

initiating the toroidal plasma with ion heating and establishing an ion rich
plasma by accumulating hot ions from molecular beam injection. If an
equilibrium with positive electric field can be maintained stably under re-
actor conditions, ignition could be achieved with smaller aspect ratios,
RT/RQ, and hence the minimum size of an ignited reactor would be
reduced.

3. ANNULUS SCALING

The hot electron annulus is essential for the stability of the EBT
toroidal core plasma. The rings themselves are stabilized by the cold plas-
ma background^]. In the present experiments with ECRH core plasma
heating the rings form near the edge at the location of the second harmonic
resonance. A primary objective of the EBT-P experiment is to investigate
methods of annulus production and control to determine annulus volume
and temperature scaling because these will ultimately determine the power
requirements to sustain the rings.

The first step in determining the power requirements for the annulus is
to examine the classical energy loss processes[10]. The main classical loss
processes are drag due to energy loss to the background cool electrons, par-
ticle loss from the arinulus due to scattering into the mirror loss cone, and
emission of radiation by synchrotron and Bremsstrahlung processes. These
processes have been treated theoretically in considerable detail and the
theoretical results have been verified experimentally over a wide range of
electron energy. The classical energy loss per particle is shown in Fig. 2 as
a function of electron kinetic energy. To simplify the presentation of the
data, the core plasma electron density, N,, at the annulus is expressed as a
fraction, f, of the microwave cut-off density, Nc, for the resonant heating
frequency at the annulus. Thus Ne = fNc = flO13 B2, where B is the mag-
netic field at the annulus in tesla and density in cm'3 . With this substitu-
tion for Ne in both the drag and scattering losses all the classical losses
scale with B?.

As can be seen from the behavior of the classical losses with electron en-
ergy the temperature of a hot electron annulus would be expected to corre-
spond to electron energies near the minimum in the classical loss curve. To
raise the temperature above this value power would have to be added to
overcome the synchrotron radiation losses which rise rapidly with electron
energy.

In a device with a finite magnetic field with gradients, electron energies
are ultimately limited by non-adiabatic particle behavoir. In ' apnptic mir-
ror fields such as the sectors in EBT, this behavior results in a greatly en-
hanced loss out to the mirrors. A rough estimate[ll) of the requirements
that must be satisified for adiabatic particle behavior is given by the fol-
lowing condition:

V dB _,!!
B ds """ N (2)



where V is the particle velocity, $2 the cyclotron frequency, and N a con-
stant with a value around 20-25.

In Fig. 2 the limits of adiabatic behavior for the present EBT's and for
EBT-P are indicated by the vertical bars. The calculation is based on an
estimate of the scale length which is taken to be 6 cm for NBT, EBT-1 and
EBT-S and 16 cm for EBT-P. The adiabatic energy limit roughly equals
the measured hot electron ring temperature in the current experiments[12].
This result gives strong evidence that this loss process determines the ring
energy for these devices. However, for EBT-P the adiabatic energy limit is
above the minimum in the energy loss curve so that the ring temperature
should be closer to the minimum energy expected from classical loss pro-
cesses. The EBT-P will be the first EBT experiment which is not con-
strained by the adiabatic limit.

The total power required to sustain the rings is dependent on the annu-
lus volume. At present there is no firm understanding of the volume and
what if any controls for the volume are available. If the hot electron tem-
perature in present devices is indeed determined by adiabaticity limits and
the minimum ring thickness is limited to a few electron gyro-radii, little
control of ring geometry has been available. However with hot electron
temperature in EBT-P determined by classical energy loss processes, the
ratio of electron gyroradius to magnetic field scale length will be reduced
considerably in EBT-P and a broader range of ring geometry will bo
available.

4. CORE PLASMA BETA LIMITS

Earlier estimates of the maximum beta for stability of the toroidal core
plasma were based on the assumption of a rigid hot electron ring(2]. More
recent investigations[13) of stability of the ring-core plasma system include
electromagnetic coupling between the ring and core plasmas and find that
stability against low frequency modes required the following condition:

(i + (V

Bc is the ion beta in the core, à is the ratio of the half thickness of the ring
to the magnetic radius of curvature in the mirror and ft, >8 t"* r'nB beta.

The EBT-P experiment can test this result at the maximum core beta
expected to be achieved (~ 0.05) provided sufficiently thin rings can be
produced. With a ring beta of 0.3 and a radius of curvature of 37 cm of tho
field lines at the plasma surface, a ring thickness less than 2.5 cm will be
required. This is approximately the thickness of the rings in the present
devices. Because the electron energy in the EBT-P rings will be limited by
synchrotron radiation the gyroradius of ring electrons in EBT-P should be
no larger than in present devices and it seems possible, that thin rings can
be produced in EBT-P.

A more detailed investigation of the stability properties of EBT is being
actively pursued[14]. The actual determination of instability requires an
eigenmode approach. The basic equations for studying normal modes have
been developed from the momentum transfer equation with the pressure
tensor obtained by solving the drift kinetic equation for the distribution
function. The most sensitive results are obtained for radial wavelength
larger than the annulus width. The long wavelength mirror mode is stabi-
lized when

kij. V^ AB/ Ec >Si? (3)

where kT is the transverse wave number, VA the Alfven speed, !ij the ion
cyclotron frequency and AB is the gradient-'B scale length. This mirror-type
instability is significant especially when the hot electron curvature drift
and ion cyclotron frequency are nearly equal. With some control of ring
temperature in EBT-P the hot electron drift frequency can be varied and
sensitivity of these modes to the relation of the hot electron drift frequency
and ion cyclotron frequencies can be investigated.

S. EBT-P DKVICE AND FACILITIES

The baseline proof of principle program requires the continuous oper-
ation of EBT-P with a magnetic field of 1 Tesla at the location of the hot
electron rings. This requirement dictates that the EBT-P magnets be
superconducting. Other design criteria affected in a major way by the re-
quirement for continuous operation are the vacuum liner cooling and the
shielding of continuous hard x-rays produced by the hot electron rings. The
estimated maximum source strength is about 150 watts of hard x-rays pro-
duced in each of the 36 sectors. This level of x-ray flux requires that the
device enclosure be designed as a biological shield, the magnets be shielded
to reduce x-ray heating inside the cryostats and that much of the instru-
mentation be located outside the enclosure or shielded. It also severely lim-
its the use of elastomeric vacuum seals in the vicinity of the torus.

Figure 3 is a drawing of one of the 36 sectors of the torus showing the
magnetic field lines and the location of magnetic surfaces where resonant
heating will occur and the high beta ring will be located. The plasma minor
radius is controlled by limitera located near the throats of the magnetic
coils. Withuji ïimiters, the inward shift of the magnetic axis would result
in severe heat loads on the inside edges of the coil throats. Although the
vacuum liner is extensively water cooled, this heat flux would produce ther-
mal stresses that would severely limit the useful operational life of the
vacuum liner.

The placement of the torus in the device enclosure is shown in Figure 4.
The torus is attached to the outside of a large concrete ring which provides
uniform support against the radially inward magnetic forces on the coil sys-
tem. The ring itself rests on nine concrete pillars. The walls of the enclo-
sure are 1.5 m thick concrete to provide x-ray shielding for personnel in the
outside working areas.



An important consideration in achieving the level of plasma performance
required for the proof of principle physics experiments is the capacity and
versatility of the plasma heating sources. The plasma heating sources for
EBT-P include 0.4 MW of microwave power at 28 GHz for heating the ring
electrons at their fundamental electron cyclotron resonance, 1.2 MW of
power at 60 GHz for heating core electrons at the fundamental and ring
electrons at the second harmonic of the cyclotron resonance, and 1.0 MW
of rf power for heating core plasma ions at the second harmonic of their cy-
clotron frequency. This makes a total of 2.6 MW available to achieve the
required plasma density and temperature.

The availability of power sources that couple primarily •A) ring electrons,
core plasma electrons and core plasma ions offers independent control of
ring and core electron temperatures and beta and also a measure of inde-
pendent control of core plasma ion and electron temperature. In EBT both
the ion and electron temperatures have a strong effect on transport in the
core through the degree of collisionality and their effect on the equilibrium
ambipolar space potential.

The toroidal magnetic field coils for EBT-P use NiTi superconductor
imbedded in Cu with about a 2.5 to 1 ratio of Cu to NiTi. The coils are de-
signed to be dynamically stable for operation with a magnetic field at the
(ing location of 1.5 Tesla and a core plasma electron heating frequency of
90 GHz. The maximum design field at the coil is about 7 Tesla.

The schedule for EBT-P calls for installation and preoperational testing
of the device and subsystem to be completed in April 1985. The pacing
item in the present schedule is the superconducting magnet system which
includes testing of two development magnets, one prototype magnet and
construction of the 36 production magnets. The present experimental plan
is tn operate the device in a shake-down mode for the device and
diagnostics the first year and begin the proof of principle level physics ex-
periments the second year.
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NUMBER OF SECTORS

MAJOR RADIUS

MINOR RADIUS

MAGNETIC FIELD (RESONANCE IN CORE)

CORE ECRH HEATING FREQUENCY

TOTAL PLASMA HEATING POWER
(CORE ECRH, RING ECRH, CORE ICRH)

EBT-P

36

4.5 M

0.17 M

2T (3T MAX)

60 GHz (90 GHz MAX)

2.6MW(7MW DESIGN)

EBT-S

24

1.5 M

0.10 M

1 T

28 GHz

0.4 MW

Table 1. Basic parameters for the EBT-P device.

ESTIMATED PLASMA PERFORMANCE

n (cm—3)

Te (keV)

T| (keV)

j3 (ANNULUS) (%)

Te (ms)

nTe (cm-3s>

3X1013

3.5

2.0

S.0

75

2X1012

Table 2 . Expected plasma performance.

m
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PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN ECH BUMPY TORUS

M. FUJIWARA, T. KAMIMURA, H. IKEGAMI, NBT GROUP
Institute or Plasma Physics,
Nagoya Univt-sity,
Nagoya,Japan

ABSTRACT: Theoretical and experimental researches are reviewed
on plasma confinement in ECH bumpy torus. Numerical study on
particle confinement found that the particle confinement by
vacuum magnetic field .is the combination of toroidal and mirror-
like trap depending strongly on spatial position. The ambipolar
potential improves confinement greatly and the critical energy of
confined particles W is up to et'iefy) (here et and $ are the
inverse aspect ratio and plasma potential well or hill), while
W -v e* in tandem mirror configuration. Some useful suggestions
are given to conventional neoclassical transport theory. Experi-
mental results are also surveyed, especially focused on the
scaling laws of the toroidal core plasma and hot electron ring
parameters. The formation of hot electron rings is possible under
some special conditions where ECH heating overcome the Coulomb
drag cooling by background plasmas. In other words this condition
determines the maximum density of toroidal core plasma. Attain-
able beta value or stored energy of hot electron rings is
summarized by using experimental data of various machines. Brief
report is presented on recent experiments of ICH in NBT device.
ICH not only contributes to ion heating, but affects the plasma
potential which has an important effect on transport. Some
results are also reported with respect to theoretical analysis of
stability and equilibrium.

1. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical and experimental research is reviewed on the
plasma confinement by the ECH bumpy torus system which is consid-
ered to be one of the most promising candidates for the fusion
reactor because of the following merits: (1) possible steady
state operation, (ii) stable confinement of a high 3 plasma,
(iii) easy maintenance and good accessibility resulting from the
simple structure of the magnetic coil systems.

The bumpy torus is a toroidal magentic trap consisting of a
set of linked magnetic mirrors. The main characteristic features
of the ECH bumpy torus are thé HHD stable confinement by the
local magnetic well owing to the high 6, high energy hot electron

plasma ring heated by the electron cyclotron resonance using high
power microwaves, and the greatly improved confinement of the
plasma particles by the ambipolar electric field. The contents
of this review are,. (1) characteristics of the bumpy torus mag-
netic configuration and particle drift orbit, (2) plasma trans-
port, (3) hot electron annulus and HHD stability, (4) electron
cyclotron heating and ion cyclotron heating, and (5) present
status and the future research program of the bumpy torus.

2. NUMERICAL STUDIES ON PARTICLE CONFINEMENT IN BUMPY TORUS

Bumpy torus is a magnetic confinement system consisted of
toroidally connected mirrors, and is considered to be an S. = 0
stellarator with Et « e^, which has no rotational transform of
magnetic field lines. Typically the magnetic mirror ratio E M "
Bmax/Bo of each mirror section is roughly equal to 2, where Bm
and Bo are the maximum and minimum magnetic field strength on the
toroidal axis, and the mechanical aspect ratio ci1 = Ro/rc

 is 10>
where Ro and rc are major radius and coil radius.

The orbit of a charged particle is closed in the poloidal
plane by the poloidal drift due to the curvature of magnetic
field lines and grad B. The poloidal precessional velocity
depends strongly on the pitch angle of the particle velocity,
and especially for v,,/v = 1 it is one order of magnitude, that is,
by et times, smaller than that of a trapped particle. The orbit
of the particle with v,,/v = I/I'SM does not close within the
toroidal vessel because the poloidal drift is cancelled out by
the positive (at the midplane) and negative curvatura (near the
mirror throat) of the mirror field lines.

Computed drift orbits in NBT device are shown in Fig.l for
trapped particles with v,r/v » 0.3015, escaping particles v,,/v *
1/i^H and toroidal passing particles v,,/v • 1. The circle of
triangular points shows the shadow of the coil casing, i.e., the
mirror throat opening'to the midplane along the field line. From
the figure, it is concluded that the mirror-trapped particles are
well confined in each mirror sector, however, the particle passing
through each mirror is rather poorly confined and the area, of the
closed orbit is narrow and localized in the area close to the
inside wall of the torus.

The spatial dependence of the loss cone in velocity space is
shown in Fig.2. The region close to the inside wall of the torus
is characterized by both mirror and toroidal confinement of
particles with a narrow loss cone at v,,/v = 1/VEM and the confine-
ment of particles in the outside of the torus is similar to that
of an ordinary mirror machine which has the loss cone at v»/v <
1/vEjjï except that in case of the bumpy torus configuration, the
particle in the loss cone v,,/v < I/I'ÊM drift out to the walls
approximately with the toroidal drift velocity and the loss rate
decreases with increasing magnetic field, while in a mirror
device particles are rapidly lost in the transit time of L/v, 1S3
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which is generally much smaller than the 90" Coulomb scattering
time.

The plasma potential has a strong effect on the confinement
characteristics because the E x B drift due to the ambipolar
potential is comparable to the magnetic drift (Er/B = <|>/Ba =
T/BRC) for particles with the thermal energy T. The effect of
the potential on the particle confinement, that is, on the loss
region, is shown in Fig.3 by changing the particle energy and
pitch angle for both cases of radially inward (N-type) and outward
(P-type) electric field. The amazing feature is that the loss
regions for the particles with 500-1000 eV are considerably
reduced in spite of the 40 V potential well in the N-type, and in
the P-type with 100 V of peak, potential. Probable reason is that
the critical boundary between confined and unconfined regime is
determined by the condition of balance between toroidal drift and
E x B drift, H/RCB = $/aB. From the result, it is concluded that
most of the plasma particles with the energy W < (R0/a)e<p are
well confined in the whole cross-sectional area of the torus.
When compared with the potential plugging of the tandem mirror
concept, the drastic difference exists in the fact that the
critical energy of confined particles in tandem mirror is H = et
while in bumpy torus it is W = (e*)(Ro/a) [1].

The feature is visualized in Figs.4(a) and (b). Figure 4(a)
shows loss cones expressed in the perpendicular and parallel
energy space for various radial positions in the N-type potential,
and Fig.4(b) is in the P-type potential. All these calculations
have been carried for ions. The magnetic drifts tend to be
cancelled by E r x B drift in the N-type potential, while both
drifts are added in the P-type. For electrons, the situations in
the N and P types are reversed except the lack of potential rim
in the reversed P type for electrons. In the numerical studies,
the potential height and profile are adopted to best fit the
potential profile observed in EBT (Type N) and NBT (Type P).
Assumptions are that the potential is constant along the magnetic
field lines. The plasma potential is possibly determined by the
balance of loss rate between the ions and the electrons, so that
it is the ambipolar potential. More precisely, the diffusion of
electron and ion associated with plasma potential must be cal-
culated in a selfconsistent way.

The essential differences between the numerical results
described above the conventional neoclassical transport theory[2]
are as follows: (1) The available region of neoclassical theory
is localized in a narrow space around the drift axis of passing
particles, and with the potential present the loss cone area is
filled with passing particles with so-called banana orbits (E-
banana). (2) The maximum energy of the confined particle is given
by H = (e4>)(Ro/a) where $ is either potential depth for N-type or
potential peak for P-type, as one can immediately notify, bumpy
torus with N-type potential configuration (EBT) is lossier than
that with P-type potential configuration (NBT). In fusion reactor

plasma, the plasma potential may be 10 kV (* * Te) and it is
possible to confine most of the fusion plasma particles whose
energy W is less than several hundreds of keV. The particles
with W - 100 keV contribute mainly to the production of fusion
energy. Even alpha particles with the energy as high as 3.5 MeV
could be well confined until they give up most of their energy to
the core plasma.

3. THE SURVEY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
OF NBT-1, EBT-1, and EBT-S

The ordinary bumpy torus can confine charged particles as
is discussed in Section 1, but has been anticipated to be suscep-
tible to various MHD instabilities. In the past, various methods
were developed to overcome the difficulties and plasma stabiliza-
tion has been successfully achieved by the use of internal
poloidal rings which can produce rings of null magnetic field
surrounding the plasma poloidally. In case of Electron Cyclotron
Heated Bumpy Torus, energetic electrons are produced to form a
ring, which has been known as a hot electron ring. The ring is
observed to have a similar effect to the poloidal ring coil in
such a way that the plasma is stabilized by the min.B configura-
tion [3].

Bumpy torus plasmas employing electron cyclotron heating
(ECH) are currently being studied in the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT)
[4] at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and in the Nagoya Bumpy Torus
(NBT) [5] at the Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University.
A consistent and expanding data base exists for the two machines
— EBT, which has been operating since December 1973, and NBT
since February 1978. Similar plasma characteristics are observed
in both devices, so that a generic machine can be defined.

Both NBT and EBT consist of 24 mirror sectors of nearly
identical dimensions (see Table I). The vacuum wall in EBT is
aluminum, while in NBT it is gold-plated stainless steel. For
all frequencies except the 28-GHz power on EBT, ECH power is fed
to each mirror sector by means of a fundamental waveguide distri-
bution system, and the polarization at the injection port is in
the ordinary mode.

The NBT machine could be referred to as EBT-I when 18 GHz is
used as the primary heating frequency and as EBT-S when 28 GHz is
used. The plasma diagnostics used for all measurements are
essentially the same diagnostics currently employed on tokamak
experiments for measurements of density, temperature, impurities,
etc. with two notable additions — a heavy ion beam probe to
determine the local plasma potential (EBT/NBT) and a Li beam
probe to determine the local electron density (NBT).

Electron-cyclotron-heating bumpy torus plasmas exhibit three
distinct operating modes (called C for cold, T for toroidal, and
M for mirror). The dependence of several plasma parameters on



ambient neutral gas pressure is shown in Fig.5, which covers
those three modes of operation for constant ECH power and mag-
netic f ie ld. The C-mode is characterized by a relatively high
electron density but a low electron temperature and no appreci-
able hot electron ring. The T-mode is characterized by the
existence of high-e hot electron rings, an electrostatic poten-
t ia l well, and improved confinement. The M-mode is characterized
by a very tenuous and unstable plasma with extremely high-B rings.
Confinement results hereafter are presented only for the T-mode.

The plasma parameters obtained by NBT/EBT machines are
listed in Table 1. The scaling laws for plasma parameters are
studied vigorously by both groups and the present status is
summarized as follows:

(1) The density of toroidal core plasma increases with the
magentic f ield and the input powsr in the ordinary mode from the
midplane of the outside wall

I/o p

The plasma density in T mode is determined in the following
manner. Roughly speaking, the plasma density decreases with
decreasing the ambient gas pressure pc in C mode regime and at
some pressure and plasma density range the hot electron rings
begin to build up by overcoming the barrier of the Coulomb drag
cooling described in later part of this section. The density of
the toroidal core plasma in T mode is fixed just at this oper-
ating point. The parametrical dependence of C-T transition is

P_ r -r a <^PT and n_ ,. T <v n. T « /p~ .ro,C-T u e,c-T e,T u
The dependence of n e on B or fu is theoretically predicted by the
cut-off condition fv = fpe for ordinary mode, but at present
experiment the plasma density in T-mode is somewhat below the
cut-off density except FR operation examined by NBT.

(2) The electron temperature varies linearly with the input
power [6], 1.0-1.5

The electron energy transport is compared with the neoclassical
one including the favorable effects of ambipolar electric field,
and experimentally it is verified that the energy confinement
time with the assumption of the net input power is selfconsistent
with the particle lifetime observed as the ratio of Ha line
intensity to electron plasma density, that is, in the steady
state plasma like bumpy torus plasmas, the particle confinement
is essentially determined by the ionization time of neutral
particles within the plasma. But difficulty in the estimation of
the net input power introduces ambiguity.

(3) Ions are heated by electrons through Coulomb interac-
tion, but the temperature is relatively low. The ion energy
transport is dominated by charge exchange loss rather than thermal
conduction such as neoclessical transport, since the electron
density of the plasma is not high enough to prevent neutral hydro-
gen atoms from the wall penetrating into the central part of a
plasma. The parameter range is shown in Fig.6 it) which NBT, EBT
and EBT-P plasmas are plotted for the ionization meanfree path Ai,
the plasma radius ap and the electron density. Neutral-free
plasmas can be expected in the next step devices such as EBT-P,
where the energy transport determined by plasma itself will be
examined.

( ) p p * Te. For NBT it
is positive P-type, while in EBT it is observed to be N-type. The
dif b i d h diff i h ll t

(4) The plasma potential is observed as
ositive P-type, while in EBT it is observe

difference may be ascribed to the difference in the wall material.

(5) The behavior of the hot electron rings, which plays a
crucial role to the macroscopic stability of bumpy torus plasmas,
is studied in detail by NBT, EBT-1 and EBT-S device [7]. The
scaling law for hot electron annul us parameters are observed
experimentally „

Th " B • nh - B »

and consequently Bh is proportional to B as shown in Fig.7. The
energy balance for hot electron rings is determined by

Wi-nPpT,,. (1)

Here xn, ti and pu are the energy confinement time, the absorption
coefficient of incident electromagnetic wave in a mildly rela-
tivistic electron plasma and the input power. The energy loss
processes are Coulomb-drag by background plasma, synchrotron
radiation and ionization of background neutral atoms. The other
mechanisms are non-classical ones such as non-adiabaticity and
anomalous scattering by high power microwave fields. The most
probable mechanism for energy loss is considered to be Coulomb-
drag in the currently existing devices NBT, EBT-1 and EBT-S.

As shown in Fig.8, recent NBT experiment on the measurement
decay time of the X-band synchrotron emission, which is propor-
tional to hot electron energy density, reveals that the linear
decrease of the decay time with background plasma density, which
is well explained by Coulomb-drag processes. As is described in
the scaling of toroidal plasmas, the maximum density of toroidal
core will be determined by the condition under which the hot
electron annul us can be formed without strong cooling. In this
way, not only for MHD stability, the hot electrons and toroidal
plasmas are strongly coupled with each other. The stored energy,
especially the density nn of the hot electron ring is observed to
increase linearly with p y, but levels off at 4-5 kW input per
ring. Several mechanisms are proposed such as the increase of
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Coulomb drag because due to Increase In ne with /jv, reduction of
n by the increase of n e and nn> reduction of n due to increase in
Te or T n, etc.

(6) In the same way as in tokamaks with joule heating only,
ions are heated by Coulomb collision with electrons which are
heated by ECH of high power microwaves. Additional heating for
ions must be necessary 1n future because of the decrease of the
energy exchange between electrons and ions in high temperature
plasmas. Since neutral beam heating causes the increase of the
plasma density and spoils the merit of steady state operation,
ion cyclotron heating 1s more favorable. In NBT device, ICH with
the slow wave mode 1s extensively studied on the plasma density
which 1s still too low to excite the fast wave mode effectively
(ne = 0.5-1 x 10 1 2 cm"3) for m * 0, m • 1 modes. The excitation
of RF waves In the slow wave mode is very sensitive to the loca-
tion of an antenna and the waves is observed to propagate deeply
into the toroidal plasma and along the magnetic field line over
two or three cavities when the antenna 1s located near the mirror
throat. In this case loading resistance Increases and efficient
ion heating Is detected from the Doppler broadening of Ha lines
as shown In Fig.9, when the excited frequency is tuned to the ion
cyclotron frequency at the axis in the midplane. The wave is
heavily damped at the magnetic beach. The other interesting
result Is the change of the ambipolar potential associated with
ion heating, that Is, the P-type potential is enhanced and the
effect on the plasma transport which is anticipated to be
improved, is now under study (Fig.10).

3. ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY IN A BUMPY TORUS

The main role of the hot electron ring is to stabilize the
toroidal core plasma magnttohydrodynamically. Actually the low
frequency fluctuation 1s observed to decrease drastically in T
mode around the hot electron rings. In the present NBT and EBT,
the beta value of the toroidal plasmas is still less than 1 % and
the critical beta for stable confinement must be studied experi-
mentally and theoretically from the viewpoint of the feasibility
study on fusion reactors by ECH bumpy torus. Numerical analysis
of equilibrium and stability 1s carried out on a bumpy cylinder.

Dynamical tensor pressure equilibria of a bumpy cylinder are
investigated numerically by using the two-dimensional magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) equation. An Isotropic bulk plasma pressure
and an anisotropic hot electron pressure are assumed, and the
nonlinear evolution of two dimensional MHD equation are studied,
revealing that the hot electron rings play an important role in
the equilibria of bumpy cylinder. Several stability criteria are
also studied on a class of MHD Instabilities from the numerical
equilibrium solutions. The attainable beta value of the bulk
plasma for MHD equilibrium is estimated to be somewhat smaller

... than that predicted by the stability analysis of the rigid ring
IK model.

One example of the calculation is shown in Fig.11, where the
initial beta values of the bulk plasma and the hot electron ring
are about 1 % and 25 % at the center, respectively. An equilib-
rium state in this case is defined after the time step t = 10.24,
namely, approximately ten times the Alfvén transit time. Figure
1 gives contour levels of the flux and indicates the local mini-
mum B produced by the diamagnetic current of the hot electrons.
The magnetic gradients are increased in the vicinity of the hot
electron ring, while the curvature is hardly changed.

Some results on the stability criteria for flute and balloon-
ing modes are shown in Fig.12. The numerical equilibrium solu-
tions are obtained from the field Tine integration in the
stability criteria. The results are shown in Fig.2; the condi-
tion stable against flute and ballooning modes ( O ) , stable for
flute modes but unstable for ballooning modes (A), and unstable
against both flute and ballooning mode Ht). The condition given
by Van Dam and Lee [8] is also illustrated for comparison. The
results presented here would be subject to further improvements
for more realistic and improved models, numerical calculation,
the geometry and profile effects such as the variations on the
length and width of the hot electron ring, differnet pressure
profiles, etc.

In contrast to the rigid ring model, the present study show,
that the position of the hot annulus at the equilibrium is
shifted inside or outside depending both on the pressure profiles
and on the value of the ratio Sn/Bh. The shift may produce some
compression of the bulk plasma, which could modify the equilibrium
and stability properties of the bumpy torus.

The flute modes could be stabilized by the self-dug well of
the ring over most of the ring region, however, a the outer edge,
some line tying may be necessary if the plasma pressure extends .
beyond the edge of the magnetic well.

For the ballooning modes, stability criterion is more diffi-
cult than that for flute modes because these modes distort and
stretch the magnetic field lines, and the criterion involves
only curvature which is not effectively modified by the finite
beta.

For more realistic analysis on the stability of ECH bumpy
torus plasmas, geometry and profile effects such as variations in
the length and width of the hot electron ring and pressure pro-
files should all be incorporated into the numerical calculations
of the equilibrium and the stability analysis.

4. SUMMARY

In closing this brief review on the bumpy torus concept, we
present some remarks on undergoing experimental and theoretical



researches: (1) Conventional neoclassical transport must be re-
examined carefully in the meaning described in Section 1. (2)
Experimental study is urged on the seal ing-law for the maximum
density of toroidal plasmas, especially in relation to build up
and sustaining of hot electron ring. (3) Theoretical analysis of
stability is now in chaotic phase, so the experimental examina-
tion must be carried out against these theoretical results. The
stabilizing effect of hot electron ring on the toroidal plasmas
in T mode can be checked at least in existing devices NBT-1 and
EBT-S.

As shown in Table II, only two machines are operating in the
world and the confinement studies have just started in the area
of bumpy torus. High field devices are planned near future by
the use of superconducting magnets and high power millimeter-wave
sources such as gyrotrons. The main subject of these devices is
to demonstrate the confinement of high density and high tempera-
ture plasmas by the use of intense ion cyclotron heating and by
careful treatment against impurities employing material or mag-
netic limiter, etc.
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TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

Mirror Ratio/Aspect Ratio

Bros (T)

Bulk Heating Power (W)

Profile Heating Power (W)

Power to Core Plasma (W)

Average Core Plasma Radius (tu)

Major Radius R (m)

Central Density n in"3)

Central Electron Temp. T ( 0 ) (eV)

NBT-SR

1.9:1/8:1

0.3

3 x 104 (8.5 GHz)

1 X 104(10.5 GHz)

•y. 5 x 104

0.06-0.09

1.6

3-5 X 1017

50-140

NBT-FR

1.9:1/8:1

0.18

EBT-1

2:1/9:1

0.65

EBT-S

1.0

6 X 104 (8.5 GHz) 5 x 104 (18 GHz) 4.4 x 1Û4 (28 GHz)

1 x 104(10.5 GHz) 2 x 104(10.6GHz) 5 x 103 (18 GHz)

Central Ion Temp. ^ . (0 )

Ion Tail Temp. T t

Potential Well Depth V

Neutral Density nQ

CALCULATED VALUES

Dne Experiment

Dne Theory

(eV)

(eV)

(V)

(m"3)

(«V1)

(s)

(m3s)

50-70

(0.5-1) x 1016

0.2-0.4

0.1-0.43

(2-4) x 10"4

0.09

1.6

,18. 1 x 10

12.5-20

(0.5-1) X 10,16

(4.5-6.2) x 103

0.077

1.5

1018

250

80-90

•v. 400

•v. 190

(0.5-1) x 1016

0.45-0.9

0.7-1.4

(0.6-2) X 10,14

(1-2) X 10

(1-2) X 10

(4.6-6).x 10

0.068

1.5

(1.2-2) x 10

•x. 500

•v- 100

•\, 400

•v. 250

,18

(0.5-1) X 10

0.53-1.0

0.9-1.4

(1.2-2.8) x 10

(1.4-5.6) x 10

,16
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Table I I

B res <T>

R ( m)

fE

A

à (m)

Nco1l

n (cm'3)

Te (keV)

^ (keV)

nt (s/cm )

f

IN

NBT-1

0.3

1.6

1.0

8.0

0.1

2*

MO1 2

0.1-0.2

0.05+
irO.I(ICH)

MO9

8.5 GHz

OPERATION

EBT-1

0.64

1.5

1.0

9.3

0.1

24

I.SxlO12

0.3

0.06

1010

18.0

EBT-S

1.0

1.5

1.0

9.3

0.1

24

4xlO1 2

0.5

0.1

2x1O10

28

OPERATION IN 1982

NBT-1H

1.0

1.4

1.0

10.0

0.1

24

4xlO12

0.5

0.1

2X1010

28-35

PLANNING

EBT-P (S.C.)

2.1

4.S

1.0

16

0.18

36

1.7x1013

2

0.4

SxiO11

60-110

NBT-2 (S.C.)

2.5-3.5

3.5

S 1.5

15

0.2

40

3x1013

1-2

0.5

MO1 2

60-110

~i
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Fig.2 The spatial dependence of loss cone in WT-1 without
anbipolar potential. Vertical scale is pitch angle 6 •
cos-Hv,,/y), and horizontal scale is radial position in
the meridional plane of the torus. Particles in loss
cone are eliminated by hitting the coil throat. The
region occupied with open circles is confined region and
dotted part is loss region.

Fig.l

The drift surfaces of particles with various pitch angle
(a) v,,/v - 0.3. (b) vn/v • 0.775 and (c) v,,/v = 1. The
solid lines and broken lines in case, of (c) are calcu-
lated by the longitudinal Invariant J» = 4v»d£ = const.
The dotted star is computed by tracing the particles'
using the equation of guiding center motion.
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140
MAJOR RADIAL DIRECTION

160
MAJOR RADIAL DIRECTION

180

Fig.3 The effect of ambipolar potential on spatial dependent
loss cone 1s studied by changing the profile of the
potential and the energy of particles, (a) corresponds
to potential well (N-type, <fw - 40 V) similar to the
observed profile in EBT. The potential profile has peaks
at 147 cm and 119 cm and constant along field lines, (b)
is in the case of potential hill (P-type) whose peak is
located at 157.2 cm. In both cases particles (w £.500 eV)
are well confined and the loss cone resembles to the
vacuum magnetic field for high energy particles (w > 2000
eV).
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Fig,6 The plasma parameters in existing devices NBT-1, EBT-1,

EBT-S and predicted parameters in planning machines are
plotted in the diagram of ne , plasma radius ap and
ionization mean free path \\.

Fig.S

(a) Line integral density and potential well depth as a
function of ambient neutral density in EBT-I. Also
shown in the stored ring energy, W,.

(b) Line integral density, x-band synchrotron radiation,
and dianagnetic loop signal as a function of ambient
neutral density in NBT.
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Fig.7 The scaling of hot ring parameters.
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Fig.8 The dependence of the energy decay time of hot electron
ring on the density of background toroidal plasmas.

Fig.9 Ion temperature measured by the Doppler broadening of
line with and without ion cyclotron heating.
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Fig.10 The increase of plasma potential associated with ion
cyclotron heating.
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cate the local minimum in B created by the diamagnetic
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Results on stability criteria for flute and ballooning
modes. Stable against flute and ballooning modes ( O ) ,
stable for flute mode but unstable for ballooning mode
(A), and unstable against flute and ballooning modes
(it). For comparison, the result by Van Dam and Lee is
also plotted.
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PHYSICS ISSUES OF AN EBT REACTOR

N. A. UCKAN, EBT THEORY GROUP
Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
United States of America

ABSTRACT

The ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) concept provides a unique basis
for a steady-state fusion reactor in a favo.'able geometry, and it
has the potential for a high power density with a significant Q
value. The similarity of the dimercsionless parameters of the pre-
sent experiments to a reactor grade plasma and observed confine-
ment characteristics indicates plausible extrapolations and pro-
jections for a reactor; however, there are a number of physics
(as veil as technology) issues to be resolved. There are diffi-
culties in extrapolating results of simplified (and/or untested)
theoretical models to an actual closely coupled, hybrid (toroidal
core, hot electron ring, surface plasma, etc.) geouctry. There
are also uncertainties in extrapolating experimental results from
low density, low temperature (low beta) plasm»» to predict the
behavior of a burning plasma.

Basically, the plasaa physics areas that Influence the opera-
ting characteristics of EBTs are the following: (1) particle or-
bits, equilibrium, and magnetic; (2) stability boundaries of both
core and ring plasmas; (3) transport scaling; (4) heating; and
(S) ring-core interaction and power balance. In addition to
the "conventional" mode of EBT operation, innovative ideas that
enhance the reactor performance Include: (a) the us* of supple-
mentary (and/or trim) coils to Improve confinement (ana/or sta-
bility); (b) control of ambipolar potential (and Its sign, I.e.,
positive electric field) to enhance confinement (and to be able
to burn alternative fuels, i.e., D-D, etc., in a reasonably
sized reactor); and (c) the possibility of "fundamental ring"
mode heating to reduce microwave frequency requirement* by a
factor of 2. This paper reviews each of these areas briefly
and discusses their projections to a reactor.

1. IHTRODUCTIOH

The ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) concept combines many pf the de-
sirable features of both tokamaks and mirrors Into an attractive
reactor configuration. Bumpy torus plasmas employing electron
cyclotron heating (ECU) are currently being studied in I1T [1-3]
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORHL) and in the Magoya
Bumpy Torus (HBT) [4] at the Institute of Plasma Physic», Nagoya
University.

The key element of EBT is the high beta, hot electron ring
(annulus) formed in the midplane of each mirror section by micro-
wave heating. The local magnetic wells produced by these annuli
stabilize the toroidally confined plasma [S] (in an average "mini-
mum-B" stabilization). Both the theoretical studies [5] and the
experiments [1-4] have demonstrated the existence of a macroscopi-
cally stable plasma confinement regime. The observed confinement
properties of the core [1-4] and ring [6] plasma agree well with
the classical and neoclassical theoretical losses [7-11].

Although achieved plasma parameters in the present EBT and
NBT experiments have been modest, the experiments, with the ex-
ception of toroidal core beta, have been operating in the dimen-
sionless parameters regime reraarkedly close to a reactor [3, 12]
with an observed [1-4] collisionless scaling of Q T t T V 2 . This
favorable scaling of nT (coupled with the constancy of most of the
dimensionless parameters) gives promising reactor projections.

Many years of steady progress in EBT research, as well as in
its reactor potential, have led to plans for constructing the EBT
Froof-of-Frinciple (EBT-P) experiment [13], which is a large-scale
EBT. The task involved with EBT-P [13, 14] will be to study con-
finement scaling, power balance, and stability boundaries of both
core and ring plasmas, while raising the important physical quanti-
ties (n, T, T, etc.) to a level that could test whether the EBT
concept has the capability to lead to a viable D-T burning device.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF EBT PLASMA

In electron cyclotron heated bumpy tori (EBT and NBT), the
two principal plasma components are high beta, hot electron rings
and warm toroidal core plasma. While the hot electron rings pro-
vide the minimum-B that is necessary to stabilize the toroidal
core plasma [S], cooler electrons (provided by the toroidal core
plasma) are required for the stability [6, IS] of the rings. The
ring beta (( , t 5-1SZ), at which the quiescent mode of opera-
tion was achieved [1], agrees with the theoretical estimates of
the beta value required to produce a local minimum in the magnetic
field [5]. The confinement properties [1-4] in this mode are
consistent with the neoclassical theoretical predictions [8, 9]
(i.e., confinement time Increases with electron temperature).

The hot electron rings form at the location of the second har-
monic (u> ** 2oi ) resonance with a radial width 6. of a few hot
electron gyroradii p ( R and an axial length tR $ plasma radius a
[6]. Electrostatic potential well forms in the quiescent mode,
and the rim of the potential well is located in the region of the
rings and defines the radius of the stable core plasma. The
electric field is radially inward inside the ring and outward
outside the ring. Improvements in plain* parameters (both ring
and core) and confinement were observed with an Increase in
microwave power and frequency (or resonant magnetic field, f "-

'res*'
The EBTs are closed field line devices and necessitate a mag-

netic field symmetry for particle confinement. The field error in
the system can cause enhanced fluctuations, increased particle dif- 217



fusion, deterioration of plasma parameters, etc., if it exceeds a
critical value of (4B/B)cr * p/L, where p and L are the particle
gyroradius and effective scale length (y magnetic field radius of
curvature) of the torus, respectively [16, 17]. This value is
about 1CT3 in the present EBT (the design value of EBT-I/S is 10"1»).
In the experiment», the optimization of plasma parameters occurs
when magnetic error fields are globally cancelled (by superimposed,
weak, quadrupole magnetic fields) •

Collisionless scaling (v/R < 1, where v is the collision fre-
quency and B is the poloidal prccessional drift frequency) has
been observed in experiments where the electron energy confine-
ment time Increases with temperature (t_ *• T'' Z ) . The detailed
theoretical calculations [8-103 compare favorably with experimen-
tal results and confirm that the gross behavior of the toroidal
core density and temperatures is dominated by the neoclassical
electron transport coefficients [7] (while ion transport deter-
mines the electric field to maintain amblpolarity [8-10]). This
leads to EBT scaling of [2, 3]

^ AZ =* f 1) for v/a < 1, (1)

2H

where v/Q "v> nBRji/T^/2; a is the mean plasma radius; A is the mag-
netic aspect ratio defined as H/Kj! and R, «j, and «j arc the
major radius of the torus, the magnetic radius of curvature, and
the electric field scale length, respectively. The potential et
is approximately proportional to the ion temperature T.. Equation
(1) can be modified by several improvements that include: (1) oper-
ation at a lower colllsianality due to better control of plasma
(for example, separate control of core and ring heating)i (2)
direct ion heating leading to larger potential well and better
confinement; (3) modification of aspect ratio by aspect ratio
enhancement (AM) or symmetrizing [18] (SYM) coils (the effective
aspect ratio A „ - Af. with an aspect ratio enhancement factor

f, t 1.5-2.0), leading to better single particle orbits and to
better confinement; and (*) operation at higher frequencies (mag-
netic fields).

The existence of stable equilibria for the hot electron rings
and the ability to sustain them with acceptably low amounts of
microwave power are central to the successful operation of EBTs
(and to the viability of the IRT reactor concept)• The high beta
ring is shown to provide a minimum 1 equilibrium, which produces
a localized magnetic well and increased magnetic gradients In the
vicinity of the ring. The dominant ring losses are dreg cooling,
scattering, and synchrotron radiation [6, 19]. In IBT-I and EBT-
S, this power is modest 0^3-10 ktr) and la reasonably well esti-
mated by the theoretical models It, 11, 13]. Studies (6J indicate
that the following parameters are Important for the ring power
loss P R: ring beta B^; ratio of cold to hot plasms density fR re-
quired far ring stability [15]; magnetic field at the ring loca-
tion Bj! fraction of microwave cutoff fe; and ring volume Vg.

Experiments in EBTs (and NBT), as well ** early ECH mirror experi-
ments, indicate that the ring energies are probably limited by
adiabaticity 16, 11] and P^/Rj "<• 5-6 x 10"z.

A comparison of the observed ring and core plasma parameters
in past (ELMO and simple mirrors for the ring properties) and pre-
sent (EBT-7, EBT-S, and NBT for both ring and core) experiments
suggests that most of the dimenslonless parameters are constant
[3, 6, 11, 12].' When the dlaensionless parameters required for
an EBT reactor, as well as for EBT-P, are examined one finds that
with the exception of core beta, the EBT-I/S experiments are al-
ready operating in the correct regimes [3]. The dimensionless
parameters that are known to Influence stability, transport, and
ring scaling are listed in Table I for EBT-I/S, -along with those
projected for EBT-P and a reactor'.

3. PHYSICS ISSUES

3.1 Equilibrium, particle orbits, and magnetics

In EBT most of the drift orbits of toroidally passing (V.. *
V) and mirror trapped (V. * 0) particles are nearly concentric cir-
cles shifted Inward from the minor axis toward the major axis of
the torus. This shift of drift orbits, which scales as I/A (where
A Is the magnetic aspect ratio), plays a major role in diffusive
and direct particle losses. For toroidal core plasma the dominant
loss mechanism is diffusion [3, 8-10] (thus nT t AZT|/2}, whereas
the direct particle losses are the dominant mechanism for high
energy ring electrons and alpha particles. Increasing the aspect
ratio reduces the drift orbit shift and improves the confinement
of all classes of particles. There are ways to modify the vacuum
magnetic field in order to decrease the dispersion in the drift
orbits without increasing the physical size of the device. These
are generically called "aspect ratio enhancement" methods that in-
clude magnetic configurations [18] such as A U and SYM coils. The
use of SYM coils offers the most promise of good plasma performance
in reactors that are smaller (by up to 50X) than reactors that do
not employ supplementary coils [18].

The spatial position of hot electron rings is critical to
efficient utilization of the magnetic volume within the vacuum
chamber. [Sings form near contours of constant IB

V,BUUJ
 l n tl»e

midplane at the location of the second harmonic resonance ID *>
2 u .] The three-dimensional (3-D) tensor pressure equilibrium
calculations in a reactor indicate that the maximum radius of the
hot electron rings (as wall as the core plasma) CIIN be niarly
doubled by the effect of field symmctrlzstlon (by SKI calls [18]).

3.2 Stability

The stability requirement." .'. hot electron rings and the to-
roidal core plasma are closely .ouplcd, and their interaction de-
fines stable operating regimes for the toroidal core and ring
plasmas and predicts B , limits [6, 20, 21]. An EBT reactor



r«quir«« the «tabla confinement of a toroidal plasma with an avar-
f t f h i lag* beta, < & e

p
c h« rang* of •vlO-lSt. Because of th« siaul-

tan«ous importance of the klMtlc, finit» geometry, and profil*
affects, tha general problem of ring-core stability la complex and
has baan examined only with simplified models.

loth magnctohydrodynaalc (MB) [5] models (darlvad fro* modl-
flad energy prlnclpla) and kinatlc a»dals lit alab geometry [20,
21] show that tha cora plasma la atabllliad only If tha ring
beta exceeds the critical valu* required to product a distinct
local «fn-ti» In 1 (»erlt

 % r i nI radial thicknasa/aun radlua of
curvatura * 10-151). At highar values of ring bat», tha aarliar
dccouplad HHD caleulationa [5] Indicated atabl* cora batas to ba
as high as tha ring bâta (» c o r. S

 f
zrit * 3O-4OX). Couplad ring-

cora klnatic calculationa [20, 21], on tha other hand. Indicate a
saturation In cor* beta to values near 0(* e r l £K

 n* details of
beta limit» and their Implications far a reactor ara discuaaed
in Ref. [22].

3.3 Transport scaling

Flasaa confinement in H T dependa on the modifications of th*
toroidal vertical drift by th* poloidal VB and ExB drifts (pro-
duced by bumplncss in the toroidal field and by the «bipolar
electric field). Theory, and experimental observations of EBT
plasmas suggest that there is a aacroscoplcally stable regime of
operation (quiescent mode) in which the radial plasma losses are
dominated by neoclassical collislonal processes.

The displacement of drift orblta Ax • v /0 acts as a basic

step size for diffusion or particles and energy, where v * T/aBR

is tha toroidal drift velocity and a * T/(«BHBr)(l + e E ^ / T ) la

the poloidal precesaional drift frequency; E (̂  t/kg) is the

radial electric field. For the experimentally obaarved sign of

the electric field [2], radially pointing Inward, |E IL la nega-

tive for ions and poaitive for electrons, thus causing ft * 0 for

a class of ions. In the collislonlcss limit («,/<>, < li as in

the experiments), the diffusion coafficlant for electrons (for

negative electric fields) Is given by 17]

and

(2)

(3)

which basically leads to EBT seeling, given In Eq. (1).
In order that electron and ion fluxes balance locally, a self-

consistent, radial electric field must build up to establish ambi-
polar particle transport. Transport coefficients for ions (with

negative electric field) exhibit collislonal £7] (v/flo > 1), pla-

teau [23] (e3/2 •< v/nQ < 1), and banana £10, 24] (v/flo < e
3/2)

transport regimes (y • col? &sion frequency, fl * poloidal 7B

drift frequency, e - s/R inverse aspect ratio). The plateau re-

gime [23], where D. is independent of \>, is believed to be more

relevant to past, present, and near-term experiments, and the re-

sults of one-dimensional (1-D) (or li-D) transport calculations

are in good agreement with the experimental observations [8, 10].
The extrapolation of this transport scaling model, which ex-

plains the present experiments, to reactor conditions is presently
uncertain. These uncertainties include the influence of alpha
particle containment on anbipolar electric fields, details of
plasma-wall interaction, and ring-core coupling.

The 1-D (or li-D) transport calculations show thermally sta-
ble, steady-state solutions [6, 9] with the negative electric
field (as is observed in the experiments) • The same calculations
also indicate the possibility of positive electric field solutions,
in which case the roles of electrons and ions are interchanged.
The equilibrium with positive electric fields would enhance plasma
confinement due to scaling of confinement with ion collision fre-
quency instead of electron collision frequency. This possibility
makes it possible for EBTs to burn alternative fuels (D-D) in a
reasonably sized reactor. The near-term experiments (EBT-F) are
expected to explore the possibility of methods for controlling the
sign of electric field and «bipolar potential [14].

3.4 Beating

Electron cyclotron heating, neutral beams, ion cyclotron
heating (ICH), etc., are all possible candidates for heating of an
EBT reactor plasma. The use of ICH for direct ion heating and for
controlling the ion distribution offers a number of advantages
over neutral beam injection 113, 14]. A pure ICE or neutral beam
(or a combination of each with ECH) heated EBT core plasma may,
however, have a different thermal stability and transport pro-
perties than a plasma heated by ECH only. This is currently
under investigation, theoretically; ICH experiments are presently
tested on EBT-S.

For an Ignited reactor, the cor* heating would be turned off
after ignition; however, the ring ECH power would have to be sus-
tained throughout the steady-state operation. It is desirable to
have a separate heating source for the core and ring plasmas, not
only for Independent control over the core-ring heating ratio, but
also to control the possible stable operating regime of B and
"ring t n r o u*h independent tailoring of the density and temperature
profiles. The possibility exists of establishing hot electron
rings by fundamental resonance heating at the ring location rather
than second harmonic heating. The experiments on EBT-S and NBT
are presently under way to. test this "fundamental ring" mode oper-
ation. If successful, this would reduce microwave frequency re-
quirements by a factor of 2, and the EBT reactor could use the
60-GHz tubes developed for EBT-P (at higher power levels, of •
'course). m



3.5 Sing power losses and scaling

Good agreement between ch* experimental measurements and the
theoretical estimates of ring power loues for past (ELMO) and
present (EBT-I/S and NBT) experiments provides the same level of
confidence in the identified energy loss processes (drag, scat-
tering, and radiation) and in the estimates of eneriy loss as a
function of ring and toroidal plasma parameters {6]. For ring tem-
peratures characteristic of present and near-term EBTs (T, < 1.5
MeV). drag losses dominate and ring energies are limited by the
nonadi_oatic particle behavior; ECH experiments conducted aver a
two decade period (6] obey the P,R/Rj ̂  5-6 x 10~2 scaling. How-
ever, in a reactor plasma the ring temperature (Tg > 2 MeV) is
expected to be in radiation (synchrotron) dominated regime, and
ring energies will be limited by radiation cooling. The microwave
povgr required to sustain the rings, P _, can be approximated (in
mks units) to be

m

(MH/m3) » O.16BRBJ[

-1.2

0.5(Y - 1) + 15 fc ̂  ~ 1

jBj ( Y T»/S11
-I- 0.06—

1 BjBj (

fR
(Y2 - 1)[,(4)

where S^ n*T*/B|) Is the toroidal core plasma beta near the vi-
cinity of the ring, which enters into the stability calculations,
and T A is the core plasma temperature near the ring location
(other quantities are defined earlier). Defining a reactor Q
value that is roughly the ratio of the fusion power produced
( Z I >) h d ki i(P

th
82Blt) to «he ring sustaining power and taking into account

the appropriate conversion efficiencies (i.e., thermal-to-electric
conversion and microwave coupling), the overall reactor Q-

^electrlc) .
value can be ilven as [11, 22]

Q_ - 7.7 x 10 1 7 • 1- • — < « v > D T - | -
T / B2!* |G(Y.*)|

« 4 x 10 1 § • f, • - • <ov>n_ • K
2 • |C(Y,*)>-1 . (5)

when V is the toroidal plasma volume, G(Y,*) is the quantity in
curly brackets given in Eq. (4), it - n/tu " T/TA is the profile
factor, and c - sti/*-l (ring thickness/radius of curvature), which
is one of the key parameters that enters in the determination of
limits on S* (core plasma is stable if S* < ac with the numerical
factor a *<• 2-4). As pointed out earlier, the stability of hot
electron rings requires an appreciable cold electron density com-
ponent near the vicinity of the rings (I.e., fg » 1). In a re-
actor plasma, fR i> 0(10* - 10

2) which leads to Qt values ranging

from as low as a few (̂ 2-5) to t<50 depending on the uncertainties
in ring scale lengths and 6* limits [22]. There is a close coup-
ling, which should be considered simultaneously, between ring
thickness, toroidal core plasma/ring stability, transport proper-
ties, and power losses.
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ABSTRACT

Theoretical models indicate limits on core beta ranging from

a few percent to 10-20% depending on the models and/or assumptions.

Some of the parameters that enter into these beta limits are: the

ratio of the ring radial scale length to the average radius of cur-

vature, e - &'/Rc>
 tl>e ratio of the cold to the hot plasma density,

fR "
 n

coii/
nhot»

 t h e ratios of the hot electron drift frequency to

the ion cyclotron frequency, "^/"^^ a n d t o t n e d r* f t Alfvén fre-

quency OJ ,./kVA; the ratio of the ring electron temperature to the

core ion temperature, T_/T,; the ring beta B,; etc.

Because of uncertainties in extrapolating results of simpli-
fied models to a reactor plasma, the above parameters that influ-
ence the beta limits cannot be determined accurately at the pre-
sent time. Also, reasonable changes .within the models and/or
assumptions are seen to affect the core beta limits by almost an
order of magnitude. Hence, at the present, these limits cannot be
used as a rigid (and reliable) requirement for ELMO Bumpy Torus
(EBT) reactor engineering considerations. However, sensitivity
studies can be carried out to determine the boundaries of the
operating regime and to demonstrate the effects of various modes,
assumptions, and models on reactor performance (Q value). First
the nodes believed to limit the core B and ring plasma performance
are discussed, and the simplifications and/or assumptions involved
in deriving these limits are highlighted. Then, the implications
of these limits for a reactor «re given.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT), the stability requirements of
ring and core plasmas are closely coupled, and their interaction
defines stable operating regimes of both plasmas and determines
core S limits [1-3]. The economic viability of an EBT reactor
improves significantly if the average core beta *B r > exceeds
M.0% and an average "minimum-B" stabilization requires 6 , >
10-15Ï [1,41. r l n g

The role of high B, hot electron rings in maintaining the
stability of the toroidal plasma against flute and interchange
modes may be seen from Fig. 1 and the simple stability criterion
given below [1]:

(p- + ypD'/D) (U- - p' f d*/B3) > 0 (1)

where V - f dl/B and ' - d/d*>. For stability, Eq. (1) must be
satisfied on each flux surface i|>. In Fig. 1, typical profile*
of f dl/B, the magnetic field B, and the pressures (core and
ring) are given as a function of the radius at the midplane.
Equation (1) Indicates that in the central plasma region, stabi-
lity is attained if either p' • 0 or pTJ > -YpB'; i.e., pres-
sure gradients may be stably supported up to some critical slope.
At the inside of the plasma edge, where p' < 0 and U' > 0 and in-
creasing, somewhat larger pressure gradients can fee tolerated
because (see Fig. 1) 0' (inside edge) > V (central region).
Finally, at the outer edge where p -*• 0, p" < 0, and V < 0, sta-
bility is possible if |p'| < \V\lf dl/B3. Thus, the electron
ring modifies the B field and f dl/B in such a way as to stably
support plasma pressure gradients in the regions in which they
are largest. The stability threshold is then related to the
critical value of ring beta required to make D" < 0, where 0"
may be written as

0" - - i dl(K/r + »B/3*)/B2 < 0 (2)

for stability. Considering the regions of positive and negative
curvature K for field lines and using the appropriate scale
lengths, one then finds the necessary value of ring beta to re-
verse the gradient* is to be given as follows [1]:

^ring'crit
2tl R (3)

where A « ring «cale length and K * magnetic radius of curva-
ture (midplane). This xing beta (&ri **• 5-15Î) agrees with the
experimental observation of the transition to the quiescent mod»
of operation (C-T transition [5]).

Both magnetohydrodynamlc (HHD) models [1] (derived from modi-
fied energy principle) and kinetic models in slab geometry [2-3]
show that the core plasma is stabilized only if the ring beta ex-
ceeds the critical value given by Eq. (3) that is required to pro-
duce a distinct local minimum in B. At higher values, of ring beta,
the earlier decoupled HHD calculations [1] indicated stable core
betas to be as high as the ring beta (B c o r t "» 3O-40X). Coupled
kinetic calculations [2-3], on the other hand, indicate a satu-
ration in core beta to values near 0(8 - ) . The various aspects
of the EBT stability were treated in a recent workshop, and a
compilation of the papers can be found in Kef. [6].

In the present experiments, the core S is limited to B <
0.5Ï because of transport and heating considerations (smell size

) Xas well) rather than stability, whereas B
r i

10-40X is routinely 213



attained and the stabilization of a low B plasma by the hot

electron rings has been amply demonstrated [5]. Experimental

confirmation of high g predictions are not possible at the

present time. However, the next planned device. The EBT Proof-

of-Prlnciple (EBT-F) experiment, is expected to have 6 values

on the order of a few percent that could be able to test a one of
the predictions.

In this paper, we will briefly discuss the results of coupled
core-ring stability calculations, the stability of the hot elec-
tron rings, and the implications of these stability limits for a
reactor.

2. COUPLED CORE-RING STABILITY LIMITS

At present, EBT stability calculations have indicated the
existence of three nodes which can limit the core 6, core density,
and ring density; these are the core interchange, the compres-
sional Alfvln wave stability, and the hot electron interchange
[6-8]. For simplicity, these are often treated as separate nodes
and will be considered as such in the following. However, calcu-
lations in slab geometry which take all three modes into account
indicate that [9-10] in certain parameter ranges two of these
modes can become coupled, resulting in lower stability boundaries
than would be found by considering each mode separately [8].
Such coupling requires further examination in the reactor case,

2.1 Core interchange and HHD ballooning nodes

These are low frequency modes and are identified as the modes
responsible for the quiescent mode 'of operation (C-T transition
[5]). These codes are driven by the magnetic drifts u., and dia-
magnetic drifts uA. of the hot electrons. Therefore, Cue stability
boundary is sensitive to the hot electron distribution function.
They are stable if [2-3]

Bring

8core " B* ï

(4a)

<4b)
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where a •*> 2-4, depending on the hot electron distribution function,

e - 4/Rc is ths ring radial scale length divided by the radius of

curvature within the ring length, and 6̂  is the perpendicular com-

ponent of the hot electron pressure (beta). The first inequality

[Eq. (4a), which is the sane as Eq. (3)] is the requirement that

the hot electrons form a magnetic well, and the second inequality
is the fundamental S limitation in that well, which is nor-

core
Bally in the 5-15Z level for a reactor.

The estimate given by Eq. (4b) 1B based on a slab model that
neglects variations along the field lines. Such variations have

been taken into account in a generalized energy principle [11] de-
rived for low frequency modes (u « u^. • «*_)• Preliminary esti-
mates of the beta limit from the energy principle indicate values
in the same range as Eq. (4b). However, by taking into account
details of the equilibrium fields and modifications introduced in
K c by supplementary field shaping [i.e., aspect ratio enhancement
(ARE) and symmetrizing (SYM)] coils [12], it may be possible to
optimize the BA limit to higher values than would be predicted by
the simplified local slab theory.

2.2 Compressional Alfvén sodé

The compressional Alfvén mode places a limitation on the core
plasma density [8-10]. This does not appear to be a severe prob-
lem for either present-day or reactor-like devices provided the
mode is sufficiently localized to the ring region. For radial
wavelengths on the same order as the ring thickness (k A > 1), a
local slab model predicts [8] for stability

kM » *<W"m <5)

where kf » k| + k|; kr - 2n/A with n « 1, 2, ... ; kfl - m/a with

m » 1, 2, ... and a the plasma radius; V^ is the Alfvén velocity;

Ag = 2A/BR is the finite 6 ring VB scale length; and ufi - kgVB

(• u ^ ) is the VB hot electron drift frequency.

2.3 Hot electron interchange node

The hot electron interchange mode results in a lower limit
on the ratio n , ./n, (= n _ /n . ) . This mode is stable in

cola not core ring
the local slab model [8] if

<«VA/âBRc>Vkl)2 (6)

It is conjectured in R*fs. [8-10] that this mode could exist near
the T-K transition in EBT [5], «specially when its coupling with
the compreseional Alfven mode is taken Into account. For a re-
actor, this mode will result in an upper limit on the hot electron
beta (Bg)> but this should be in ixci» of what is required to re-
verse the magnetic fitld gradient and create a well.

3. STABILITY OF HOT ELECTROH RIMGS

As has been observed in earlier electron cyclotron heating
(ECH) experiments in simple mirrors [13], the rings themselves nay
be subject to various macroscopic and microscopic instabilities.

One of the more fundamental electron ring stability limits is
the mirror instability, which may be related to a loss of equilib-
riua. Conditions for the stabilization of this aode (driven by
pressure anisotropy pj » P|j) relate to properties of the ECH



process, particularly che effective (mirror) ratio at the re-
sonant magnetic field. In both theory and experiment 113], if

/ V l < / «^
g y

Bres/Bmin * U2' then V T H l~ <Bres/BBres/Bmin res/BBin c a n b e k e p t be"n
low a certain threshold and the plasma is relatively free of the
instabilitiy. In addition, a class of MHD instabilities occurs;
these are flute interchanges at fairly low values of ring beta
and finite beta ballooning modes. Interchange modes have been
examined using both guiding center theory [14] and Vlasov-Maxwell
kinetic models [15]. These show that the modes could be stabi-
lized by the self-dug well, provided BR i 15% [IV], and by the pre-
sence of sufficient cold plasma density £15]. At sufficiently
high ring beta, ballooning mod^s are also energetically possible,
but kinetic treatments of these instabilities have indicated
that they may be significantly stabilized by the large drift
frequency of the hot electrons relative to the ion cyclotron
frequency [4] and by the presence of cold plasma [16].

Host of the possible ring microinstabilities are driven by
the anisotroplc nature of the ring distribution function. Such
modes could potentially, have an adverse effect on ring power
balance. However, it has been experimentally observed that
nearly classical ring energy losses are obtained if off-resonant
heating is applied [17], An example is the Whistler instability»
which is an electromagnetic mode. A relativistic analysis [18]
of this instability indicates that sufficient relativistic spread
in the electron cyclotron frequency results in resonant particles
in the high energy tail contributing damping rather than growth.
Such instabilities could be suppressed by building up the tail
density of hot electrons to some critical level. A recent study
[19] indicates a similar damping effect; however, the instability
persists if T. /T.. is large enough. A second type of microinBta-
bility is the Timofeev half-harmonic modes. These are electro-
static modes and are commonly seen in ELMO but not in EBI. The
modes are stabilized if T|| /Tx is sufficiently large (I.e., if
T../T̂  > 1/6) [20]. In the experiments this is attained by added
off-resonant heating [17],

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR A REACTOR

.As discussed in the previous sections, the theoretical models
have indicated the existence of several modes that can limit the
performance of the ring and core plasmas. All of these analyses
predict a stable finite beta operating regime with reasonable and
self-consistent parameters. However, predicted limits on core
beta range fron 6t i< few percent to BA > 10-20Î for reasonable but
different parameters and/or assumptions within the same model.
Some of the parameters that enter into these beta limits are a,
c - 4/Ro. VRC. *k " W h a t * Udh/Uci' "W'V VTi> BR' etC-
Some of these parameters change significantly in going from
present-day experiments to reactor-like devices* Because of un-
certainties in extrapolating results of simplified models to a
reactor plasma, dependence of stability limits on the above para-

meters cannot be determined accurately at the present time. In
the following, we will show the sensitivity of the reactor Q
value to so»! of these uncertainties. It should be pointed out
that it is not clear what the nonlinear consequences of the
various instabilities will be and it is not clear that the sys-
tem has to be stable against all of the possible modes.

The core interchange is one of the moat serious modes that
will limit the core B, with two key parameters a and e determin-
ing this limit; core plasma is' stable if 6* < ae [see Eq. (4b)].
Depending on the hot electron distribution function and details
of the equilibrium fields, a varies from 2 to 6. An accurate
determination of e « A/R in a reactor requires knowledge of the
ring thickness A and the radius of curvature K , both of which
are difficult to extrapolate at the present tine. Using scaling
data from the present experiments, c - 10"2 - 5 < 10"2 is likely
in a reactor. In the experiments, the hot electron rings form
at the location of the second harmonic (u i< 2u ) resonance with
a radial half-width A of a few hot electron gyrondii p _ [13].

For ring temperatures characteristic of past, present, and near-
term ECU experiments (TR < 1.5 MeV), drag losses dominate [13]
and ring energies are limited by nonediabatic particle behavior,
obeying p -/A. t 5-6 x 10"2 scaling [21]. In a reactor, the ring

GK D
temperature (TR >, 2 MeV) is expected to be In a radiation domi-
nated regime, and ring energies will be Halted by radiation
cooling.

Defining » reactor Q value that is roughly the ratio of the
fusion power produced (?ch ̂  B2»*) to the Ting sustaining power
(PJlR •>• BRBJJ •>. f^BJjBj) and taking into account, the appropriate
conversion efficiencies, the overall Q_ (Q , . ) value can be
given as [13,22] E e l « « l c

(7)

Q E - 7.7

= 4 x 10 1 8 • fR • e"' 'DT
where Vp and VR are the toroidal and ring plasma volumes (Vp/VR -
1.3/e for a system with • mirror ratio of ̂ 2-2.3), Bt i» n^Tg/BJ!
is the toroidal core plasma beta near the vicinity_of the ring
(which enters in the stability calculations), k - nVn» » T/TA is
the profile factor, (tii T/B2 t Btfc

z/2 is tlie volume average core
beta,, v is the relativistic factor, and G(r,BA) is given by

G(Y,IV - - 1 + 1.3 x 10"lt(Y2 - DVB»]" 1 . (8)

Figure 2 shows the variation of °-E/
f
R with the ring tempera-

ture for the possible range of uncertainty levels Involved in e
and a. As pointed out earlier, the stability of hot electron
rings requires an appreciable cold electron density component
near the vicinity of the rings and the value of f_ in a reactor 2fS



is OdO'-lO 2). This leads to Q_ values ranging from as low as
few (1-2-5) to -vSO depending en the uncertainties in ring scale
lengths (Fig. 2a) and B* limits (Fig. 2b). It can be seen from
Fig. 2 that at low temperatures (T < 1.5 MeV), where drag losses
dominate» Q_ indicates an almost inverse linear dependence to ring
scale lengths for fixed a (basically dependence on ring volume
and not on core beta 8»). At high ring temperatures (TR » 1
MeV), there is an almost linear dependence of QE on BA for fixed
scale lengths.

As pointed out, the compressional Alfvén mode does not ap-
pear to be a severe problem for a reactor and imposed core den-
sity limitations are in excess of what is needed in a reactor.
However, the hot electron drift node, which Is stable (see Refs.
[4.16]) if

"dh ci and
old'"hot

(9)

or the hot electron interchange, which is stable (ace Ref. [8]) if
Eq. (6) is satisfied or, alternatively,

V
(10)

requires careful analysis and trade-off. In a reactor, achieving
the first inequality in Eq. (9) will require cither very energetic
0(>10 MeV) electrons or very «mall A, i.e., very snail e. Simi-
lar conclusions can be drawn from Eq. (10); however, the picture
is somewhat complicated because of the involvement of various
mode numbers (fc./l^). In both cases there is a trade-off between
the hotter electrons, which cause severe radiation losses, and
smaller e (smaller A), which lowers the 6A limit. This trade-off
can be seen from Fig. 2.
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THE PRODUCTION OF PLASMA CURRENTS
USING ROTATING MAGNETIC FIELDS

W.N. HUGRASS*. I.R. JONES, K.F. McKENNA**
The Flinders University of South Australia,
Bedford Park,
South Australia

The use of a rotating magnetic field to drive a steady
azimuthal current in a plasma cylinder has been investigated
The results of theoritical and experimental studies show
that a rotating magnetic field of suitable .jmplitude and
rotation frequency penetrates into the plasma raucti farther
than the classical skin depth. This enhanced penetration is
accompanied by the generation of a steady azimuthal current
in the plasma cylinder • This technique has been utilized to
set up a compact torus plasma configuration : The Eotamak.
Current and field measurements carried out on a preliminary
experiment have verified the generation of toroidal current
of about 7 KA in a spherical discharge vessel of 6.k cm radius.

1. The use of a rotating magnetic field to drive
a steady current in a plasma cylinder.

We consider an infinitely long plasma cylinder of radius
8 lying in a uniform axial magnetic field , Ba (Fig. 1).
A uniform transverse magnetic field which rotates about
the cylindrical axis is applied to this plasma column. The
amplitude .B,,, and the rotation frequency,u) of this rotating
field are chosen so that :

wc| ^ co ^ t« ê (i)

where u>e; and <*>ce are the ion and electron cyclotron
frequencies calculated with respect to the amplitude of the
rotating field . We make the following assumptions :
(i> All quantities are independent of z .
(ii) The ions form a uniformly distributed neutralizing

background if fixed positive charges.

(iii) The plasma resistivity is a scalar quantity which is
uniform and constant.

(iv) The electrons1 inertia is neglected ,ie, we assume

« «<%.-
where J>t; is the electron-ion momentum transfer
collision frequency.

Accordingly , the momentum equation for the electron fluid
has the simple form :

- A. (Ë? + TAX IT ) - j, . TA =0 (2)
«n el. *

It can be shown CU that all the field and current
components can be given in terms of the z components of the
magnetic field and the vector potential . These two
components satisfy the equations:

10

O

and (3)

•at .
= X VA.

1 V =88 '

in the region p ' S R

where V = _!_ 3 — (r jl )

and n is the number density.

The boundary conditions £1.2] correspond to an
externally applied magnetic field :

6, =

* On leave from Cairo University , Cairo , EGYPT
mi On leave from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Ala:r.os , I1H , U.S.A.

(7) Fig.
where T is the e folding time 21)



Approximate steady state solutions to equations 3 and k
can be obtained analytically in the limits :

The solution in the general case is obtained numerically £2 3
using a finite difference method

We present here the main results of a number of
numerical calculations carried out for a plasma cylinder of
2 cm radius and a number density n = 2x10zo m"3. A rotating
magnetic field of rotation angular frequency O = 5x10* sec"1

is applied at t=0 . The amplitude of this field rises from
zero to a steady state value , 8 • with an e folding time of

u>

0.4-Msec. It is found that the rotating field induces a
steady azimuthal current ,1, , in the plasma cylinder .
Obviously , the maximum possible azimuthal current (per unit
length ) is : ? _ I ne«)r* (8)

e - z. - v
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Fig. 2 shows the quantity tx = ^»'*j plotted against %, for
three values of the plasma resistivity , "\ . It is seen that
•< 4C I for very small values of 8«. For each value of **[_
there is a range of Sw in which the curve is very steep •
For large rotating field amplitudes « assymptotically
approaches its maximum possible value , 1 . It is important
to note.that , above a certain threshold value , only little
gain can be achieved by increasing g u. Fig. 3 shows the
development of the field lines in a plasma cylinder of 2.5K
10 JI.m resistivity (&=2.8 mm and R/S =7.1 ) for rotating
field amplitudes of a) B^=30 Gauss and b) ̂ ,=50 Gausa .
It is seen that the rotating magnetic field does not
penetrate into the plasma column for ^,=30 Gauss whereas
it does penetrate for B =50 Gauss. We note that the
threshold value is about 35 Gauss (see Fig. 2 ) .

The results of an experimental study £33 carried out for
argon plasma in a discharge tube 70 cm long and of 2.5 cm
radius are ia good qualitative agreement with the theory •

2. The Rotamak ft-6]

In the Rotamak configuration , a compact torus plasma
equilibrium is obtained by the interaction of a toroidal
current ring (driven by a rotating magnetic field of suitable
magnitude and frequency ) and a mirror magnetic field .
Fig. k shows a schematic diagram of a preliminary device .
The rotating magnetic field rotates about the Z-axis and
is generated by a pair of Helmholtz coils. These two coils
are fed by two radio frequency currents of the same amplitude
(~ 2 KA) and the sane frequency (~ 0.6? MHz ) but dephased
by 90° . The amplitude of the rotating magnetic field at the
center is 700 Gauss. The mirror field required for
equilibrium is produced by means of a pair of circular coils
as shown in the figure. In a modified version of the Rotamak

device , a toroidal magnetic field can be applied by
passing a steady current along the Z-axis . Argon was used
in the experiments both to ensure that the inequality :

CO >5> co<-i is well satisfied and to take advantage of
its relative ease of ionisation at the low filling pressure
(1.7 m Torr) used in typical conditions .

The total toroidal current driven by the rotating
magnetic field.was measured using the Rogowski coil shown
in the figure . The toroidal current pulse , I+(t),obtained
in three different experimental situations are shown in
Fig. 5a-c and the radio frequency pulse .used to generate the
rotating field is shown in Fig. 5d .. Fig. 5a shows the
toroidal current obtained with no mirror field . It can be
seen the current rises initially to a peak value of about
5 ka , then it decays gradually . This decay is attributed
to the lak of equilibrium since the current ring starts to
expand immediately after its formation and the outer layers
of it are scraped progressively as they come into contact
with the discharge vessel wall . Fig. 5b shows the toroidal
current pulse obtained in the presence of a mirror field
of 350 Gauss at the center . We note that I + increases
initially to a peak values of about 10 KA . It remains
fairly -constant (at about 7 KA) during the interval 10-16
'Msec. The eventual final decrease in 1$ coincides with the
termination of the radio frequency pulse . He refer to the
initial period 0-10/Isec. as the formation phase and the
interval 10-16 ̂ sec. as the steady phase . Detailed
measurements C5«63 show that the steady phase is
characterised by a steady-magnetic field distribution and
a constant influx of the radio frequency power . Fig. 5c
shows the toroidal current pulse obtained in the presence
of both a mirror magnetic field and a toroidal magnetic
field . It is seen that the 14 remains roughly constant
during the radio frequency pulse . Detailed measurements
C.63 show that a formation and a steady phase exist. The
generation of a paramagnetic poloidal current was also
observed .

The Rotamak has the advantadge of being a steady-
state device with a compact torus plasma geometry . The use
of a rotating magnetic field to drive the Rotamak toroidal
current is reasonablly understood (for collisjonal plasma) .
A rigorous equilibrium and stability analysis of the Rotamak
configuration is very difficult since the magnitude of the
radio frequency field is of the same order as the.steady
field . A great deal of experimental and theoritical work
is required to study the properties of the Rotamak plasma
such as stability,transport and particle and energy
confinement. The feasibility of scaling the Rotanak up to
the reactor size depends on the required radio frequency
power .This cannot be estimated accurately at the present
stage.
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The development of the magnetic field lines in a plasma
cylinder of ̂  = 2.5 x10 . m for :
a) B = 30 Gauss , b) B = 50 Gauss

FIG 5 The toroidal current pulse I^(t) for:
a) no vertical (mirror) field ,no toroidal field
b) mirror field and no toroidal field
c) both mirror and toroidal field
d) Characteristics of the radio frequency pulse used to

generate the rotating field .
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ABSTRACT

Resistive modes are studied in reversed- field
configurations including the effect of the rovition
of the plasma column. It is shown that the s«0 node,
where, m is. the azimuthal mode number, reduces to
the usual tearing mode only in the limit of
vanishing plasma rotation. For a finite value of
rotation, the m=0 mode becomes compression»1 with
its growth rate proportional to the 1/3-power of
the plasma resistivity. The effect of a sheared
rotation profile on the resistive m-1 mode is also
studied. It is shown that in the presence of
sheared rotation the growth rate becomes complex
and the mode may be stabilized.

INTRODUCTION

We consider magnetic confinement configurations
with parallel field lines such that the magnetic
field reverses direction inside the plasma and the
plasma column rotates with an angular velocity n.
Galvâo and Santiago have shown that an m*1 resis-
tive mode can be excited in these configurations
leading to the breaking of the cylindrical plasma
column into separate rings [lj . In the limit of

1 Permanent address:

Instituto de FTsica
Universidade Federal Fluminense
Niterôi, Rio de Janeiro 24.000
Brasil

long wavelenghts and small rigid rotation, i.e.
n2Tj;-k2r;?<<l , the frequency of the mode is given by

where the Alfvén characteristic time is given by
TA = (kVA>"'' VA = (rodB/dr0V(4irp)Vi, T = 4itr|/n
iS the rfsistivf diffBsion time, n is thé plasms
resistivity, k is the longitudinal mode wave number,
r is the radius where the magnetic field vanishes,
i:e., B(r ) = 0, and A is a parameter of order one.
Thus, the growth rate of this mode is larger
than the growth rate of the tearing mode that
scales with (T A/*_)

3 / 5> T«/ T
r <<

 1-
In this paper, we extena the work of Galvâo and

Santiago to include the m=0 node and the effect of
sheared rotation, a = n(r), on the m=l mode. The
m=0 mode is particularly relevant because this mode
is stable in the ideal magnetohydrodynamic limit as
opposed to the m=l mode which can be ideally un-
stable with large growth rate [2,3]. It is shown
that the growth rate of the m=0 mode scales also
with (T,/T )" 3 when njiO; for' n=0, this mode reduces
to the Usual tearing mode.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS
We consider a reversed-field confinement con-

figuration with the equilibrium magnetic field in
the - z-direction. The plasma current flows in the
e-direction and is concentrated in a narrow layer
around r=r . The basic equations describing the
equlibrium and stability of this configuration are

(^ + v-y)v « J- [(vxB) x §]- vp,

ff * vx(îxS) -

0,

and

+ v.(pv) = 0,

0,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(5) 223



where p is the plasma density, v is the fluid veloc-
ity, S is the self-consistent magnetic field, p is
the plasma pressure, and n is the plasma resistivity.
We do not assume incompressibility at the onset of
the calculations as in Ref.[lJ. Me will see that the
plasma compressibility is important for the m=0 mode.
The plasma resistivity is assumed small in the sense
that T is much larger than any characteristic time
of the problem.

The equilibrium is described by the balance
between the centrifugal force and the gradient of
the total pressure, i.e.,

The asymptotic solut ion of Eq.(8) as x*0 is given
by

Si S2
Ç = ClX + C2X , (10)

where, c, and c2 are constants and
Si - [- 1 + ( l -4D)^] /2 and s2 = [- 1 - (l-4D)V2]/2.
For m>l modes, we can assume that the plasma is
incompressible. Then, close to r=0, Eq.(7) reduces
to

IF IT) (6) d_ (11)

The perturbations about the equi l ibr ium are
Fourier-decomposed with respect to the ignorable
variables e,z, and t , i . e . , x ( r , e , z , t ) =
x i ( r ) exp [ i { - ut + me + k z ) ] , where £ ( r , e , z , t ) is
any perturbed quant i ty. The plasma r e s i s t i v i t y is
taken in to account only inside .a res is t ive layer
of small thickness around the point where B(r) = 0.
Outside th is layer, the l inear iza t ion of Eqs.( l) to
(5) leads to the ideal magnetohydrodynamic equation
derived by Spies [3]

d AC
3r

+ £ ( r e > (7)

where K is the radial component of the perturbed
fluid displacement and A,C,D,F, and • are functions
of the equilibrium quantities and of m and k. They
are defined in Ref.[3]. The appropriate solution of
the resistive equations inside the resistive layer
has to match asymptotically to the solution of the
Eq.(7). The value of the growth rate of the mode
is determined from the matching condition. Close
to r=r , the magnetic field is given by B =
(rdB/dr)r_ x, where x = (r-r_)/r_, and for m=u=0
Eq.(7) refluces to ° °

d
ax

where.

dc

air
0 ,

224 Yp0(rdB/dr)2 (rdB/dr)*

(8)

(9)

and the asymptotic solution for m*l is given by

— + d2Jtnx + d3 . . . . (12)

where d j , d2 , e tc . . . . are constants.

I I I . RESISTIVE EQUATIONS
He define the "inner" radial variable inside the

resistive layer as x * ( r" r
n ) / * rn« where 6 is the

thickness of the layer that wi l l be determined self-
consistently with ordering of the resistive equa-
tions. Following the procedure described 1n Ref.[_l],
we write the linearized equations obtained from
Eq.(l) to (6) in terms of normalized quantities
defined by the relations

»e

,z

- ikr.. dB.

a?'
(13)



and

where t = (k>"nl
(1l'm" • !Ta/itr'<<) ' no = n<ro>' and

A'v̂  T,̂I T,tp -V.Ç >4ç tç te' (1). The choice of the expo-
nents a to grfor tne different modes is fixed by
the ordering in terms of the small parameter e.
This ordering is carried out by requiring that the
resistive terms in the linearized equations become
of the same order of the other relevant terms and
that the resulting set of equations has a solution
which matches asymptotically to the ideal magneto-
hydrodynamic solution outside the resistive layer.
To proceed, we have to consider the m =0 amd m-1
modes separately.

I l l .1 . m=0
For the m-0 mode, we can neglect the e-component

of the perturbed quant i t ies , i . e . , cB = *a = 0, and
the shear in the ro ta t ion ve loc i t y , i . e . , n ( r ) =
n = const..We also take *_ = * 0

 + E * r , » * 0
 = const,

to allow for a solut ion with i[ir°const. as i t is
appropriate fo r the tearing mode. Then, the relevant
equations become

(14)

(15)

and

^ E " 2 a + b + c + h x * r • (kr
A2 r i ° dx2

- - < r d B / d r o) - 2 . + c ,
A2 4*YP °

(16)

The terms proportional to different powers of I/A
are the terms that vanish when n*0. In order to
balance the largest terms In Eqs.(14) »nd (15), we
have to require

b-c = l-a-2b+h * e-h • 0. (17)

Ti.e order of the l a rgest terns In Eq. (16)
depends on whether li<0 or np<0. For n«0, i t 1s easy
to see t h a t these terms are b t l incèd and Eqs . (17)
are sat is f ied i f a>3/5 and b-c-h-e«2/5. In this

Eqs.(14), (15), and (16) reduce siwply to

(18)
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which is the usual tearing mode equation. This
equation has a solution that behaves as 1 /x as x-»°>
which matches to the ideal solution, Eq.(lO), for
n=0. Carrying out the matching of the discontinuity
in the logarithmic derivative of * on the two sides
of the resistive layer as described in Ref.[4], we
find

[r(3/4)] =
(19)

where A1 is the usual jump in the logarithmic
derivative of * across the resistive layer.

For ftMO, Eqs.(17) are satisfied and the largest
terms in Eq.(16) are balanced if *n=h=e=0 and
a=b=c=d=l/3. In this case, Eqs.(lV), (15), and (16)
reduce to

dx2 A2

and
(20)

(21)

2»

Here we have used the equilibrium equation to
write dp/dr = pQ2r . Eqs.(20) and (21) have a
solution that matches properly to the outside solu-
tion, Eq.(lO).

We see that for afO the m=0 mode cannot be
described by the "constant-*" approximation. To
determine the eigenvalue, the global solutions of
Eqs.(7) and (20)-(21) have to be determined and
matched asymptotically. However, the basic features
of the m=0 mode for nfO can be established without
solving these equations. From Eqs.(13) we see that
the growth rate is proportional to ( T . / O 1 / 3 and
from Eq.(20) it is clear that the compressibility
plays an important role for this mode.

III.2. m=l
The basic features of the m=l mode were • already

in Ref.[l]. In this section, we include the effect
of the shear in the rotational velocity on this mode

by writting

n(r) = n • (r (22)

Then, using the same ordering and the long-wavelength
approximation used in R e f . Q j , we obtain

im(Tf lrodn/dro)

A+ira(TArodn/dro)x A2 dx2

k2r2A2T.A+im(TArodfl/dr0)x]

(23)

and

[A + im(TArodn/dro)x] i f r - AXEr + (24)

He have not yet solved Eqs. (23) and (24). However, the
occurence of the imaginary tern U(T,r da/dr0) in
these equations indicate that the eigenvalue A is
complex. Thus, it may be that, although the rotation
does not estabiiize the m=l node [1], the shear in
the rotation does.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the resistive nodes ««0 and m=l

in reversed-field configurations without shear. Our
most important result is that the n*0 mode has a
growth rate that scales differently with the resis-
tivity depending on whether the plasma column is
static or rotates with a velocity n. In the latter
case the growth rate 1s much larger than in the
former.
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ON THE THEORY OF STATIONARY
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Abstract
A method of treating problems involving strongly nonadia-

batic particle orbits in a magnetic field is described for the
case when the system is long-lived on the collisional time scale.
A canonical distribution

P = Z"i«*f>-0CH+.n.rfc)
results from maximization of entropy subject to conservation
of the Hamiltonian |-| and canonical angular momentum fc for an
azimuthally symmetric system. By taking the MIGMA problem
as an example, the method of determining the constants ($,•£!,"2
from the average energy, average angular momentum and the
total number of particles is illustrated. Associated physical
effects are discussed.
1. Introduction

In some situations of interest in Fusion Physics, the magne-
tic field experienced by a charged particle may vary widely in the
course of a (ingle Larmor orbit( | ^ rYlVl V1 BCf)"11"4 ,' VV the
transverse velocity). Some examples are: the MIGMA fusion
concept / I / , the 'vortex like1 structures in plasma focus 12/ and
laser produced plasmas lit, the 'micropinches' believed to exist
in exploding wire and vacuum spark plasmas HI, In such a case,
the partiel* senses the detailed magnetic field profile and when
certain conservation law* are fulfilled, the particle motion will be
strongly correlated in space to the magnetic field profile. As a
result, particle motions appear to be 'ordered' into a well defined
'structure1. Some of these structures /2, 4, 9/ are found to be
very much long-lived on the collisional time scale. Conventional
formalisme of plasma physics cannot be applied to study these
cases because in these structures, scale lengths of density varia-
tion may be comparable to (e.g. micropinches) or less than (e.g.

in migma) than the typical ion Larmor radius so that the interac-
tion of a test particle with all other particles cannot be described
using a local property like a dielectric function.

It is tempting to use equilibrium statistical methods to
describe such long-lived systems. By Jeans' theorem, the steady
state phase space distribution function must be a function of the
integrals of motion. For the case of azimuthal symmetry
assumed here, the integrals of motion are the Hamiltonian H
and the canonical angular momentum (CAM) Ĵ  given by

H
(1)

fci

where Agl'/î) is the 6 -component of the magnetic vector
potential, $ (r , l ) is the electrostatic potential, 1 is the charge
and m the mass of the particle. We assume that the plasma para-
meter is sufficiently small so that particle-particle correlation
effects are small and each particle sees only a 'global' field d>/5/.
Also the total Hamiltonian of all the particles simply becomes a
sum of individual Hamiltonians. If we further assume that all
particles "collide" with each other via central forces, then it is
easy to see that the total canonical angular momentum and the
total Hamiltonian of all the particles will be constant although
particles exchange energy and angular momentum in these colli-
sions. For a system long lived on the collisional time scale the
H-theorem76/. prescribes a macrocanonical distribution function
which can be simply obtained by maximizing the entropy function
/ll. 6/

subject to the constraints

Tp P(H,tfc) s N

Zji H P(H, t>«} = £

TKI,P(H,»,) = L
where Tn denotes sum over all allowed values of H and f>« ,
N. E and U are the total number of particles, total Hamiltonian
and total CAM of all particles. We obtain
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where ^ . A and 2 are related to the Lagrange multipliers. This
distribution function has recently been used to investigate the
formation and condensation of a magnetically and electrostatically
confined pure electron plasma 111.

In the following sections the- problem of application of [his
distribution function, to such highly ordered and space structured
systems is discussed with emphasis on MIGMA as an example.

2. Classification of Problems
By integrating (3) over momentum space we get the volume

density of particles.

The constant i l is seen to have the significance of an angu-
lar velocity of rigid-body rotation, which contributes a centri-
fugal potential mrfrVi '• The quantities 1,»V», •<>., fi, % and
of courseYl are different for different particle species. For
convenience we shall assume that the only particle species
present are deuterons and electrons.

The charge and current densities are found to be
f(r,j)= «n,-(r,z> - entir, a ( S )

and
£(r,2)3 «rain,-!»;*) - «««««(es) if)

All the properties of the system can be found provided one
can assign values to the undetermined constants &{,£«, f̂ t,f̂  2 i,Ze
and specify the exact forms of Ae(r,î) and $(t,i) . Strictly
speaking Ag and $ must be self consistently determined using
the charge and current densities given by (5) and (6) together
with any external fields. But in some cases, the selfconsiatent
corrections maybe quite small at> compared to external fields
(e.g. migma) whereas in some others, the reverse may be true
(e.g. 'vortices'in plasma focus). Four classes of problems
presently appear to be amenable to analysis, (a) Both the fields

Ao * n d • are externally controlled (example: migma with a
'clearing electric field III to keep the electron fraction down)
(b) only A* externally controlled and the ensemble is quasi-
neutral (example: electron impregnated migma) (c) Both Ac >»d £
self consistent and the ensemble is quasineutral (example: vortex
like structures in plat ma focus) (d) Both A9 and S selfconsistent
and the ensemble is nonquasineutral (hypothetical problem). For
the quasineutral case, $ can be found in terms of Af and the
thermodynamic variables by equating flj and Y)t. In the non-

quasineutral case 4> must be determined from Poisson's equation
using (5). In this paper, we shall limit outselves to type (a) and
(b) problems with the selfconsistent corrections assumed sm&U
compared to external fields and discuss the problem of assign-
ing values to SLitSLtl pi, f>t,T- i. Z c .
3. The General Problem

The single particle partition functions 2i/t(.?i.?t,O-i.^lt)
are essentially determined by the normalisation conditions

This integral can be simplified if.one uses the fact that
the simultaneous conservation of Hand t^ forces an uncor rela-
ted particle to move on the hypercuvveC of intersection of the
two hypersurfaces in

and
The number of states accessible to this particle with
ft il is given by

where £ is the spin multiplicity. Defining the single particle
density of states

the single particle partition functions 2 i , e ( p i
for uncorrelated particles are found So be '

where the limits of integration for 1 are formally designated as
±oo with the understanding that corresponding to a given £,

the density of states would be zero for values of t outside a
certain interval. The values of -&i,-Clt,$i, fit can be found
from the four equations (1O) and (11) '



system which are controlled by Che ion and electron injection
-apparatus in the migma case.
4. Illustration: The MIGMA Problem

The migma problem / I /corresponds to

= 8. ("Vl - k r*t* ft- + kr^/g'-) ( x 2)
where Bt t Ic and &• are parameters of the-system. From
Eqn. (8)

For a type â) problem, flg and # are both known so
that VCt,t) can be found by direct integration and all other
operations can be followed through in principle. P Ct,i) j j
entirely determined by Ag and d) .

For ï type (b) problem, equating r>j with 1\t gives

where

S.

:Se

6 being the electronic charge.
Because of these relations, the density of states become»

a function of the thermodvnamic variables.
Equations (12), (13) and (14) taken together show that the

physical constraint h'"?/O restricts the particle to a
finite domain in IT ana î for given values of B and t • Taking
this to be the domain of integration in (13) with the limit on 3

we get after simplification

Here Tm,/*)*) and 1Cv,iflCt,W are the highest and lowest
values allowed by the constraint f»1 ^0 • Examination of
equation (16) shows that there are terms containing negative
powers of f on the righthand side, which will diverge if

•mïrt fMH 0 The restriction t£"l,o allows «n,vr»O
only for l~O . The divergence can be understood as ari-
sing from the fact that all the l-o orbits pass through the

r*so line and the self-field because of the resulting line
charge will diverge as r~J over the cylinder it £ >j> , > j
being the Debye length. Thus if we had used an exact self
consistent electrostatic potential rather than the ambipolar poten-
tial, the constraint tt~?,0 would have excluded the cylinder

P S Xj from the region of integration. Because of quasi-
neutrality, this exclusion is not automatically guaranteed, but
would have to be externally provided. One way of doing this is
to assume that the potential has the form -fis C~llf1(Pi+£tYi-
at small I* , where -f is an empirical numerical factor. This
form is suggested by the fact that in our problem, we have
average energies of the order of (?i + pt)*l and the failure
of quasineutrality occurs over a distance 7kg • Then

Using (5) with Poisson's equation, we get

* *

Using rC£»lJ calculated from ?l6)f the six equations
9, If, 11 have to be solved for pi , jfe, i l i , Sle, Zt, le f o r

given Ei, E«, Li,Lt, Ni, Ne which involves conver-
gence of numerical iterations in a six dimensional parameter
space and is outside the scope of this work. We shall confine
outselves to a discussion of physical effects contained in this
formalism.

5. Physical Effects
To begin with, the conservation of canonical angular

momentum will not be perfect because of deviations from azi-
muthal symmetry and because of emission of radiation. These
important effects have been discussed for a pure electron
plasma by O'Neil 111. However, as the migma device is conti-
nuously replenished, a stationary phase space distribution is
certainly achieved. The weakly conserved (> can still be
used to construct this distribution function. m
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Secondly we have neglected the exchange of energy ana
CAM between the ions and electrons and assumed that the total

H and (• are conserved for both species separately. This
is justifiable since the ion and electron injection mechanisms
are independently controllable and different average values of
- E and L can be maintained constantly.

Thirdly,we have assumed that the free energy of the
system is minimum in order to derive the canonical distribution
function. Thus no instabilities can develop from azimuthallv
symmetric perturbations. An azimuthally nonsymmetric
perturbation (e.g. of ^ ) would lead to a non zero p̂  in
Hamilton's equations of motion so that the total CAM1 s L j and

t,c would change with time leading to a change in all the thermo-
dynamic variables. The result may, in some cases, be a
lowering: of free energy in which case the perturbation may
grow or excite other perturbations. Thus a mapping of the free
energy surface in the six dimensional input parameter space

NtiNe.Ej E c , L i , I « e would help settle the question
of the ultimate mig'ma stability /8/ : if a dimple is found to
exist on this surface, the migma will be absolutely stable inside
that dimple. It is interesting to note in this connection, the
controversy about the origin of plasma rotation in the linear
theta pinch / 9 / . The foregoing arguments indicate that the mini-
mum free energy state of the theta pinch is likely to possess a
rotational velocity so that all physical processes which increase
th« entropy would tend to take the system from a zero-rotation
high free energy state to a rotating lower free energy state.
The connection between viscosity and plasma rotation has
already been shown.

The assumption of quasineutrality can be physically justi-
fied on the grounds that if fit and Y)t have widely differing
profiles, the resulting electric field will have a more dominant
effect on the electron motion than the magnetic field profile if
for electrons |\7 fY\Vl 1~* 8(r*.r*| « 1 so that they see
only a weakly nonhomogeneous magnetic field locally. This
would not be true if the electrons were ultrarelativistic. In
other words, while forming a migma. it is the magnetic field
profile which controls the ion density distribution in apace and
the electrostatic potential created by the ion profile forces
the electron density distribution to coincide with the ion pro-
file.

We have neglected the selfconsistent contribution to the
magnetic field. This will become important as the density
increases, although it may be significant.only in the central
region of the core. It is important to note that whethe r the
magnetic field will increase or decrease will depend on the

relative strengths of -fl-i and -fl-t . As a control can be esta-
blished over A{ and H* through control of the input parameters

Ni,Nf,Ei,E« \ . i ,L« t n e £ e l f consistent contribution to
is also subject to control. In the same way, the density profile
can also be controlled since it depends on £ i , jj« .fli(-£l« , ï i ï «

The derivation of PC€,J) shows two important features:
(i) that P is proportional to the magnetic field profile constant

fc/ft1 and to the square of peak field strength, (ii) P CÊ,4)
is likely to vary more sharply than the f1'1 free particle
density of states. The first feature, to some extent, validates
the migma concept of forming a minimum free energy ensem-
ble of nonadiabatic, low angular momentum deuteron orbits
in a precetron type magnetic field. The second feature shows
that although we have a collisional ensemble which reaches
a maximum of entropy, the low energy end of the distribution
differs significantly from a maxwellian distribution. This fact
is of importance in considerations of dynamic friction between
deuterons and electrons in a migma /10/.

The most important physical effect contained in this
formalism is that the constants fi^jle, 3î,ïe,-^-v-ft'< deter-
mine how much of the input kinetic energy of ions goes into
energy of the rigid body rotation and energy of the elects) static
field. It is only the remaining energy which is available as the
kinetic energy of the reacting particles. This effect will not be
taken into account if these six constants are not found by itéra
tive solution of equations I?). (10), (11).
6. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to outline a formalism which
is applicable to situations in which magnetic field scale lengths
are comparable to the Larmor radius (lyiT) V*t 1"l8{p'.r1|>-« 1 }
and density scale lengths are much smaller than the Larmor
radius. Although it is applicable only to relatively stable
configuration! becaute of the minimum free energy condition
there are a important physical situations where it is applicable.

The proposition that a minimum free energy ensemble
of ions at high collisional energies can be formed by u îng an
appropriately shaped magnetic field and by selectively popula-
ting low angular momentum orbits i s to some extent validated
by the foregoing analysis of the problem. However, actual
numbers for th« operating parameter space must be obtained
before tht validity of this proposition can be taken for granted.
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CHARGED PARTICLE CONFINEMENT
IN MAGNETIC MIRROR

D. BORA, P.I. JOHN, Y.C. SAXENA, R.K. VARMA
Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad, India

Abstract:

The behavior of single charged particle trapped in a
magnetic mirror has been investigated experimentally. The
particle injected off axis and trapped in a magnetic mirror,
leak out of the mirror with the leakage characterised by-
multiple decay t imes. The observed decay times, are in good
agreement with predictions of a "wave mechanical like" model
by Varma, over a large range of relevant parameters.

1. Introduction:

Study of behavior of charged particles in a magnetic
confinement system still draws considerable interest. The
renewed interest in this problem is due to its importance
from the point of view of design considerations of large
machines as the nonadiabaticity of the magnetic moment
constitutes another mechanism for the loss of particles from
a magnetic mirror. The experimental results often deviate
from the adiabatically predicted theoretical values. There
have been single particle experiments to study the deviations
in the behaviour of charged particles from the adiabatic
theory in a magnetic mirror [ 1 , 2 , 3 j . Our recent experi-
ments have clearly demonstrated the existence of distinct
multiple life times for the leakage of charged particles injected
off axis with same initial energy and magnetic moment [4 ,5 ] .
These results are in qualitative agreement with the "wave
mechanical like" model for the leakage of charged particles
from a magnetic barrier[6] . These experiments were,
however carried out on the particles injected into the mirror
at pitch angles close to but greater than the loss cone angle
of the mirror. The calculations based on the model [6 j
indicate that the results are very sensitive to the exact value
of the pitch angle for ang les close to the loss cone angle. The

experiments have therefore been repeated with particles inje-
cted at a larger pitch angle. In order to check the range of
validity of the model the experiments have also been conducted
on particles injected at different radial positions and at
different particle densities. The magnetic field configuration
has also been altered and the experiment performed for such
varied conditions. These results are presented in the following.

2. Experimental System.

The schematic of the experimental system is shown in
Fig. la. The stainless steel experimental chamber is evacuated
to a pressure o f / v 5 i 10 Torr. The electron gun, placed at
one end of the system acts as the source of charged particle.
The particles are injected at pitch angles 0 * 3 5 ° and 33°. Due
to the physical dimension of the system, it was not possible
to inject the particles at higher pitch angles. The magnetic
field coils placed at different axial positions together
generated the desired static magnetic field profiles which are
shown in fig. lb. Different field profiles were generated by
adjusting the axial position of the coils or by adjusting the
current passing through different coils. In these cases, to
reduce the current through certain coils, shunts of low
resistance and high current rating in the form of stainless
steel strips of different thickness, width and length are used.
The field configurations are numerically calculated following
a minimisation scheme.

For effective confinement of the charged particles, the
injected particles must be made to feel some change in the
parameters of the experimental system. For this purpose,
the magnetic field value at the mirror throat near the injection
point is lowered during injection. To confine the electrons,
the magnetic field value at the mirror throat at the injection
end is raised to its initial value equal to the value at the other
mirror point before the reflected electrons approach the
mitïor. This is achieved by means of pulsed magnetic field
superimposed on the static magnetic field at the mirror throat.
Pulsed current is fed to a small coil placed near the source.
To form this high current rectangular pulse, a coaxial cable
terminated with its characteristic impedance is used.

The required pulse duration and the magnitude of the
field value used are dependent on the energy of the electron
beam. Since minimum dispersion in the beam energy is
desired, sufficient care is taken while constructing the pulse 233
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farming network. A 100 amp current pulse of 150 nsec
duration with a fall time of 30 nsec is used to produce the
pulsed magnetic field. Fig. 2(a) shows the trace from an
oscillogram of the current pulse registered with the help of a
current transformer (Pearson model no.411). The magnetic
field produced by this current is measured with the help of a
magnetic probe. Fig.2(b) is a signal registered with the help
of the magnetic probe.

A low current electron gun is used for the experiment.
The energy of the electrons can be varied upto 5 kev with a
beam current of G. 2 —0.4 /U-A. Since the experiment dealt
with single particle phenomena, the density of the beam is
kept low. typically of the order of 10 particles/cc. The
beam pulse duration is 30 nsec. To form the pulsed beam a
grid is placed infront of the cathode and the grid is kept at
negative potential along with the cathode with respect to the
accelerating electrodes. A 300 V pulse with 30 nsec duration
is applied to the cathode making the grid 300 V positive with
respect to the cathode. During this time a pulse of electrons
escapes through the grid and is accelerated through the
cylindrical electrodes.

An electrostatic analyzer placed outside the mirror throat
is used to measure the current due to the leakage of the parti-
cles . This signal is fed to the current to voltage converter ,
the inverted output is logarithmically amplified, digitized by
means of an A/D converter and then recorded on a digital
tape recorder. Recorder data is analysed with the help of
IBM 360 computer. The digitization error for the signal was

%

The radial position of the source can be varied with the
help of an Ultra High Vacuum feed through. The source is
placed about 11 cm away from the mirror throat.

3. Results and Discussion:

The semilog plot of leakage current as a function of time
for different magnetic field values does not represent a
straight line. This suggests the existence of more than one
life time characterising the decay curve. To see if this indeed
is the case and to determine the life times, the signal is
analysed in terms of a sum of exponentials with different
e folding times and amplitudes. The life times ( Kn ) thus
obtained, are measured as a function of magnetic field

strength for different energy of particles and different pitch
angles. 9jn Kn values are plotted as a function of different
magnetic field values for different energy of the particles
and different magnetic field scale lengths. The slope values
( (Y)o ) thus obtained is compared with Ihe theoretically obtained
slope values. The mn can be written as

It is seen that the slope values corresponding to different life
times vary as multiple integers of the lowest.

As reported earlier £.7j it is observed that the ratio
(m2 /mi) has value close to 2 and the scatter of the values
around the theoretically predicted value of 2 is smaller for
larger pitch'angle than for the smaller pitch angle.

Using the experimental s lc ie values, pitch, angle values
were calculated and are tabulated in table I. The extent of
this range is smaller than the previous results. This suggests
a decrease in sensitivity of the slope on the pitch angle as
one moves away from the adiabatic loss cone angle.

To see the radial dependence of the slope values, the
source is shifted radially with the help of an Ultra High
Vacuum feed through. The life time variation as a function
of the magnetic field is measured at four different radial
positions. The slope values obtained for the two lifetimes
alongwith their ratios are tabulated in table II. The slope
values increase as the source is moved radially outward. It
was observed that the second life time for the charged
particles increased sharply as a function of magnetic field
values for radially inner positions. However, the first lifetime
did not show any tendency of saturation at these magnetic
field values. The homogeneity in the radial magnetic field is
of the order of 80 % over a radius of 4 cm around the axis of
symmetry.

The density of ihe beam is varied by varying the emission
current at the source. However, higher emission currents
spoil the UHV conditions, thereby limiting the beam currents
upto ^ a: 1.5/OA. Table m shows the slope values (m^n^)
and the ratio of the slope values m2/mi f°r three different
beam currents keeping the initial energy, magnetic field
scale length and the pitch angle constant. Within
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this range of variation of the beam current, the ratio of the
slope values lie within the range 1. 7 to 2.08.

In general, two decay times with different fractional
amplitudes can be fitted through the curves. However, in
certain cases, the fit is better for three life times. Fig.3
shows a semilog plot of the three time scales as a function of
the maximum magnetic field. The time scales alongwith the
amplitude values are tabulated in table IV. It is seen that
error levels on the amplitudes corresponding to third life
time are significantly large . However, the ratio of the slopes
of these curves is 1:2. 3:3.2, in good agreement with the
theoretical model.

In the theoretical model£qj the magnetic field configura
tions near the mirror region has been represented by the
potential of the îorm/u.Q.MK-4eeiiTf*>,where / t - action of
the particle, £LML* cyclotron frequency at the maximum
magnetic field, while the configuration used in experiment is
different (narrower, as shown in fig. 1). Experiments have
also been carried out for a magnetic configuration close to
the one assumed theoretically. The l<1 £„ VS B curve for
this particular configuration is plotted in fig. 5 for E=2.2 kev.
o(*1= 9 cm and © a-' 33°. The experimental slope values for
such a potential .are compared with the slope values for
£=2.2 kev and oC"1 = S cm for the previous field configuration
(of fig. 1) and are found to be larger by a factor of about four.

The ratio of slopes corresponding to the second and first
life time in this case is found to be 2. 3.

4. Conclusions:

In the range of variations of different parameters of the
system, two life times are distinctly observed. Three decay
times were observed for some experimental parameters.
Although the ratio of the slopes are in agreement with the
theoretical predictions» the error bars on the values of the
third decay time and corresponding amplitudes are large.
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Table I.

THEORETICALLY CALCULATED VALUES OF THE
PITCH ANGLE.

Si .
No.

1

2

3

4

S

6

E
(Kev)

2 .2

1 2.9

3 . 7

4 . 5

2 .9

2 .9

rf-l
(cm)

8

8

8

8

11

13

m. x 10 ~3

1

5.56+ .18

4.9 + .24

4 .54+ . 3

3.96+ .42

6.16 + .18

8.24 + . 3

e°
(theoretical. )

34° 19" 57"

34° 21' 12"

34° 21' 12"

34° 20' 20"

34° 18' 22"

34° 20- 56"
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Table II.

SLOPE VALUES FOR DIFFERENT RADIAL POSITIONS

Tabla IV

TIME SCALE AND AMPLITUDE FOR THREE LIFE TIMES

r(cm)

1:8

2 . 2

3 .0

3.5

E = 2.2

m l

0.42 j
0.55 j
0.56 j
0.86 j

Kevs /

xlOO

:0.02

;0.07

.0.02

.0.08

"1 =

0

1

1

1

8 cm

m 2 x

.71 +

.02 +

.19 +

.47 +

100

0.03
0.18
0.05
0.04

e =

m

1

1

2

1

35°

2 / m l

. 7

. 8

. 14

. 7

Table III

SLOPE VALUES FOR DIFFERENT BEAM CURRENTS

I

0

0

1

(/UA)

.16

.66

.30

E * 2.

mlX

0.10

0.33

0.26

2 Kev ;

100

+ 0.
+ 0.

to-

ol
07

02

- 2

0 .

0 .

0 .

18

35

54

8 cm ;

100

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

. 0 7

.04

.04

e « 33°; r = 3 cri

m

1

1

2

2 /mi

75

70

10

E-a.7KtVi «f"1 • 8 cm ; Q ' 33°

BfGauM)

270

335

400

470

540

B(Gaun>

270

335

400

470

540

Tjdn Sac)

0.227

0.2M

0.242

0.255

0.2M

AX(W

75+ 12

6 7 + 8

7 0 + 9

8 7 + 8

74 + 11

T2(mS,c)

0.475

0.514

0.5*5
0.628
0.M7

A,»)

30 + 4

26 + 5

2 6 + 6

2 7 + 5

2 6 + 5

TjftnSec)

0.823

0.954

1.060

1.150

1.300

A,»»

5 + 2.0

2.3 + 2.0

2.5 + 2.0

3 .7+2 .0

2.3+ 1.5

2»
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"Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the experimental system.
(b) Axial distribution of magnetic field (from
the centre of the system to one mirror end)
for different scale lengths (I) 13 cm (II) 11 cm
and p i ) 8 cm.
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Fig. 2: Current pulse shape (1) and the shape of resulting
magnetic field (2).
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Fig. 3: Three life times as function of the maximum
magnetic field B at the mirror throat.
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Fig.4: Dependence of the life times on the magnetic field
for two different shapes of the field at mirror throat.



TANDEM MIRROR RESEARCH PROGRAM
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Plasma Research Center,
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Sakuramura, Ibarakiken,
Japan

(Abstract)

In addition to the first tandem mirror machine Gamma 6,
which came to operation in 1978, a larger scale tandem mirror
machine Gamma 10 program is being promoted in Plasma Research
Center, The University of Tsukuba. We report major experimental
results in Gamma 6 and conceptual design and main physical
issues on Gamma 10.

1. Experimental Results of Gamma 6

Gamma 6 is a tandem mirror machine which came Into operation
first in the world in 1978. The magnetic field strength is 4 kG
at the center of plugs and 1.5 kG in the central cell. The
mirror ratio is 2.3 and 6 at the plugs and at the central cell
respectively. A circular magnetic flux of 6 cm in dia. at the
plug midplane deforms into an ellipse of 2.8 cm x 37 cm at the
central cell. Major plasma parameters are listed in Table 1.
Major experimental attainments in Gamma 6 are the verification
of the ambipolar potential barrier formation at the minimum B
plugs1' and the confirmation of the Pastukhov type scaling law
of tandem mirror confinement. ' This machine is currently being
used for radial diffusion studies and for potential barrier
enhancement studies with REB.

* Reported by Y. Kiwamoto

2. Tandem mirror Gamma 10 program

2.1. Major objectives

In Gamma 10 machine, the dual role of minimum B region in
the basic tandem mirror is shared by baseball coils as MHD
anchor and by simple mirrors added on both ends which serve as
potential plugs. A theraal barrier will be added between the
anchor and the plug. Major objectives of the program are as
follows:

(i) To create an axisymnetric configuration in order to reduce
radial losses caused by non-axisymmetric components of the
magnetic field.

(ii) To form a sloshing ion density distribution in the end
mirrors for imporovement of microstability and to fora
hot electron rings near the midplane of. the end airrors
to strengthen macrostability. Hot electrons aay be pro-
duced in the minimum B region to further the MHD stabiliz-
ing power of the anchor.

(ili) To fora a thermal barrier between the plug and the central
cell in order to reduce microwave power requirement for
plug electron heating.

Expected plasma parameters in Gamma 10 are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Axisynnetric configuration of Gamna 10

Gamma 10 plasma is basically MHD anchored by a high g
plasma in the minimum B magnetic wells. Non-axisyametric
components in baseball ceils, however, may cause resonant
radial diffusion which will eventually Unit the confinement
time of tandem mirror central cell ions.3' With the dimension
of Gamma 10 butwithout axisymmetrization the limit will be
mx •>• 2X1011 cm~3sec. In order to circumvent such limitation,
the magnetic flux cross-section of Gamma 10 is made circular
in any region where central particles are reflected. Because
the most dangerous resonant diffusion is associated with uncan-
celed azimuthal drift •>> ir/2 on each reflection, our syanetriza-
tion, which makes the azlnythal drift much less 1, will increase
nTi much larger than lxlQ1* cm~3sec. Computer simulation studies
are being made to evaluate the amount of improvement In ntx.

Figure 1 shows the magnetic coil configuration of Gamna 10.
The associated magnetic flux tube is shown in the bottom of
Fig.1. Non-axisymmetric magnetic field is limited to the minimum
B and recircularizing coil region where special care will be
made so that only a negligible fraction of central particles are
reflected there. For this, a hot anchor plasma with modest
density is required to reduce the height of the potential hill
with the same 6 value for stabilization.

The coils are energized by 800 MJ electric power generator
which delivers 250 MH 2 sec flat-top electric power to the
Gamma 10 system. At the full-power operation, the maximum
magnetic field at the end mirror is 33 kG. The magnetic field
strength distribution on the axis in this condition is shown 23S
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at the top of Fig.2 which describe the right half of the Gamma 10
coil system. The central cell is to the left of the figure.
The middle figure describes the plan views of the mod. B surface
(upper) and the magnetic field line distribution (lower). The
bottom figure shows the elevation view of the magnetic field
line distribution.

2.3. MHO stability of Gamma 10

Interchange stability of the Gamma 10 plasma with various
configuration has been examined with MUD stability code. The
results for the standard configuration (Fig.3) are shown in
Fig.4. The |B| distribution on the mirror axis, Fig.4(a) is the
same as that Fig.3. The plasma stability on the field line
crossing the central midplane at x » 7 cm and y » 7 cm as
specified in Figs.4(c) and (d) is examined. The magnetic field
strength |B|, the plasma pressure p± + p,, , and the normal
curveture K^ change along the field line as shown in Fig.4(b),
(e) and (f), respectively. Figure 4(g) shows the stability
integrand

The running integral

is shown in Fig.4(h).

2.4. Sloshing ion distribution

The mirror ratio at the end mirror is changeable from 3.6
to 10 . At large nirror ratio a 30' injected neutral beam forms
hot ions sloshing back and forth in the nirror and a density dip
will be created at the midplane. The sane NBI works as a pumping
beam to take out deeply mirror trapped ions in order to maintain
the density dip. At low mirror ratio 40* injection of neutral
beam will be employed to form the sloahing ion distribution,
while the 30* NBI works for pimping. The density dip at the
nidplane is associated with a potential dip which serves for two
purposes:
(i) A nodest density of cold ions are electrostatically trapped

to fill the loss-cone distribution so as to assure micro-
stability.

(il) The electrons at the outer hill of the sloshing ion distri-
bution are heated to a few keV to form a potential plug
against the central ions. In order to heat the plug elec-
trons selectively, the central electron efflux through the
nidplane wist be effectively decreased by the potential
dip which serves as a thermal barrier.

Because compatibility of NBI and ECRH in the end mirror is
a serious problem in terms of neutral gas loading, application
of RF power is being studied for sloshing ion formation and for
pumping.

2.5. Thermal barrier and plug cell

Gamma 10 can be operated as a basic tandem mirror by using
only the cenral solenoid and bounding base-ball coils. Addition
of an axisymmetric barrier/plug cell at each end will improve
the confinement time of central cell ions. Required power to
heat the plug electrons decreases drastically if the thermal
conduction between the plug electrons and central cell electrons
is reduced by a thermal barrier. Gyrotrons will be used for
plug electron heating. Because the efficiency of microwave
absorption increases as the electron temperature is raised, the
plug electrons may be heated by electron beam injection at
start-up. This may be also helpful to create a magnetically
trapped hot electron cloud at the thermal barrier. Electron
physics in the thermal barrier/plug cell indicates that a
substantial fraction of the barrier electrons (which depends
on the mirror ratio) should be replaced by the magnetically
trapped hot electrons in order to attain the target parameters
of Gamma 10.

2.6. Start-up of Gamma 10

We are currently studying the feasibility of head-on in-
jection of gun-produced plasmas across central magnetic field
to create the initial target plasma. Use of coaxial type or
rail gun type HFO arc jets or titanium rail guns is being exam-
ined. Because the plasma density builds up from the central cell
side, the gas loading in the thermal barrier/plug cell may be
reduced. We are examining various methods to reduce the neutral
gas concentration in the thermal barrier/plug cell. To produce
a low density and high temperature plasma in the minimum B region,
RF plugging may be employed at the start-up phase.

3. Schedule of Gamma Project

The schedule of activities in Gamma 6 and Ca
is shown in Table 2.
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GAMMA 6 PLASMA PARAMETERS AND
EXPECTED GAMMA 10 PLASMA PARAMETERS

riT tcrfi^sl

fcm3l

Tj tkeVî

(keV)

çeU.
center
plug

center
plug
center

PU
u g _
>nterpmg

GAMMA6
5-10
1~2 x 109

1013
5 x 1013

0.04

0.02

GAMMA 10
1012

5x1011
1013

5 x 1Q12
1.0

30.0/15.0
1.0
3.0

GAMMA PROJECT MILESTONES
FY 78 I 79 I 80 81 I 82 I 83 84

GAMMA 6 " IQPERATE

GAMMA 10
lOMJ

fER SUPPLY |PLAN|BUILD|OPERATE

HEATING SYSTEM
(NBI.EBI.ECRH.ICRF)

DIAGNOSTICS 8.
DATA PROCESSING

|PLANJBUILD|OPERATE

|PLAN|BUILD|OPERATE

PLAN|BUILD|OPERATE

GAMMA 20 CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN

TABLE la Ganma 6 plasma parameters and expected parameters of
Ganma 10.

TABLE 2. Grana project nilestones.
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212 FIG.l. Gamma 10 configuration
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ON THE STEADY STATES
OF A PARTIALLY IONIZED
GAS NEAR A WALL

A. NOCENTINI
Istituto di Meccanica dell'Universilà,
Trieste

A. SESTERO
Associazione Euratom-CNEN Fusione,
Centra CNEN,
Frascati, Italy

ABSTRACT

The problem of the steady states of a clean plasma in
front of a wall is studied with kinetic equations. It is shown
that it is possible to distinguish between two characteristic
lengths: the charge exchange length, on which "temperature"
equilibration between ionized and neutral particles is reached,
and the longer charge exchange-ionization length, on which the
usual fluid treatment is applicable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the steady states of an ionized gas in

front of a wall has been studied over many years, in particular

in connection with the problem of fusion ( ). In these papers

the kinetic equation for the distribution function of the neu-

tral particles is written and solved for a particular choice of

the ion distribution function (usually a maxwellian), following

the idea that this one is determined by the plasma properties,

more than by the interaction with the neutrals. In this paper

we relax this condition, and study the problem of the determi-

nation of both distribution functions in a steady state. The

situation ue have in mind is a tokamak plasma in the shadow of

the limiter, or in a divertor chamber.

In Section 2 we precise our model and discuss the relative

importance of the collision mechanisms. In Section 3, on the

basis of this discussion, we solve the problem (which turns out

to be linear) in the presence of charge exchange only. In Sec-

tion 4 we include ionization, which leads to a non-linear prob-

lem, solve it in the linearized approximation and treat then

approximately the effect of the con linear term. Section 6 is

deserved to a breaf discussion of the results.

2. THE MODEL

We consider a clean, one-dimensional, hydrogen (or deute-

rium) plasma, filling the half-space x > 0 , bounded by the plane

x = 0 (see Fig.l). The electrons are assumed to provide electric

neutrality and to have uniform temperature. They do not enter

otherwise into the problem. A uniform magnetic field, perpendi-

cular to the plasma boundary, is present.

He consider temperatures of the order of lev. Let us com-

pare, in this case, the relative importance of Coulomb colli-

sions, charge exchange and ionization* The ionization rate

<o;<)JIv> (6) is much smaller, by some orders of magnitude,

than the charge exchange rate < o
c e ; c

v > ( ) • as shown in Fig. 2.

In order to compare the relative importance of charge exchange

and Coulomb collisions in the equation for the ions, we have to

compare the relative collision frequencies, < o v> ïï and

< a v > N. and this requires an evaluation of the ratio

Nn /ll of the neutral to the ion density. In Fig.2 we have

drawn the line < °ccv > N( /Nn assuming coronal equilibrium,

i.e. N(/Nn = <°(ollv>/<or(icv>,where < o.ecv > is the re-

combination rate ( ). By comparison of the lines <a v>N. /N

and < o v > we see that charge exchange dominates for

waft
plasma

x-o
x

Fig . l . The geometry. 247



T<leV. Assuming coronal equilibrium we actually underestimate
S 9

heavily the neutral density ( ' ) • Moreover, we think of a sit-

uation where the neutral particles flow into the plasma region

to replace the ions which flow into the wall, hence we expect a

neutral density larger than that relative to local equilibrium.

For these two reasons, charge exchange should be dominant up to

temperatures somewhat larger than 1 eV.

Just in front of the wall a Debye sheath will be present.

The Debye length, for temperatures of the order of 1 eV and

number densities of the order of 10 cm is of the order of
-4

10 cm, i.e. smaller by several orders of magnitude than the

charge exchange length (which for the same choice of the param-

eter is of the order of 1 cm).

10 -

On this basis, we study in the next Section the steady

state kinetic equations without electric field, assuming that

charge exchange is the only collisional mechanism present.

3. THE STEADY STATE PROBLEM WITH CHARGE EXCHANGE

The 1-D steady state equations with charge exchange as

the only collisional mechanism read

5. 10.

241 Fig.2. The collision rates.

(1)

(2)

where o = <o
crx

v> is the charge exchange rate, N( n and f( n

are the number density and the distribution function (i for

the ions, n for the neutrals). From eq.(l,2), introducing the

total distribution function F = ff + f and the total number

density N=/Fdv we easily get

(3)

V -=r— + ONf = ON F . (t)

Hence, once F has been assigned, the problem reduces to the

solution of eq.(4), a linear integrodifferential equation of

the sane kind of that appearing in the classical Landau prob-

lea. Eq.(4) has already been studied for a aaxwellian F in

the context of the kinetic theory of g»e« near boundaries ( >.

We want to solve it here without Making any particular a-priori

F

Fig.3. Typical shape of
the function F.



choice for F . Actually we have in mind a situation where rela-

tively hotter plasma ions flow toward the wall and are replaced

by relatively colder neutral particles emitted from the wall,

hence a distribution function F of the shape shown in Fig.3.

We will assume, as the only condition on F ,

T = /dvvF = 0 (5)

the generalization to distribution functions which do not ful-

fill eq.(5) being straightforward.

We will look for solutions regular at infinity. This puts

immediately the constraint

r = o (6)

where 1^ is the flux of neutrals. In fact, denoting with P=

/dvv'f the "pressure", from eq. (4) we get easily

dx = 0 -2- p = -ON? = constant,
dx « «

(7)

and a constant pressure gradient is incompatible with the re-

quirement of regularity at infinity, unless the constant itself

is zero. The physical explanation of the presence of the con-

straint eq.(6) is straight: due to the fact that charge exchange

conserves the number of neutrals, in a steady state the flux of

neutrals has to be indipendent of x; on the other hand, in or-

der to drive a constant flux against charge exchange collisions

a constant force is necessary, and this can be only due to a

constant pressure gradient, which is incompatible with our reg-

ularity assumption.

The constraint eq.(6) is in contrast with the idea of re-

cycling we have in mind. We will see in the next Section that

the introduction of ionisation, no matter how small, relaxes

this constraint, allowing us to obtain solutions with the desi-

red features: regularity for x •» ~ , T = 0 , Tn> 0 .

In spite of this, we will solve in this Section the problem

with charge exchange only, because it is illuminating as far as

the effect of charge exchange is concerned, and because the sami

nethod of solution will be used for the more complete problem

of the next Section.

Our method of solution is suitable to be directly applied

in a numerical treatment. We discretize the velocity space and

write:

F(v) = f. NfBtv-v,) , (8)

f,(x,v) = (9)

where v̂  > ... > v_ > o > vp> >... > vm . Eq. (4) becomes then a set

of • equations for the m components n of the vector n(x) and

can be written

dn

where

Zi
The search for solutions of the form

kx

(10)

(11)

(12)n(x) = n(0)e

becomes then the eigenvalue problem for the matrix a . The

characteristic equation

det{o + kO}= 0 , (13)

where 2 *• t n e unit natrix, can be easily seen to reduce to

S ""'
'I ON + kv,

= 1 (!••)

which has (see Fig.4) m solutions (two of which coincide with

*ero) k(J<...<k( = 0 a l ^ c . k , and correspondingly m lin-

early independent eigenvectors. Notice that, in the absence of

the r.h.s. of Eq.(4), the eigenvalues would be equal to -ON/v( .

Hence the effect of the r.h.s. of Eq.(4) consists in a more or

less small displacement of the eigenvalues toward zero. 249



The eigenvector corresponding co the eigenvalue k (for

Jr'm ) has components

(15)

The corresponding solution of eq.(lO) depends on space as e ' ,

hence it is constant for j =1. The m-th eigenvector ,• correspond

ding to the second zero root of eq.(14), is not needed in the

following and we report here its components for completeness,

T,M (16)

the corresponding' solution of eq.(10) being N, (x-v /Oll)/H4/' .

The matrix T diagonalizes the matrix c (T'ViT =K where

K.. = k-̂ -y ).The boundary value problem reduces to the determi-

nation of the coefficients (£=I^.n(o) ) of the linear combina-

tion of eigenvectors which gives the boundary condition ii(o).

It is clear that the solution will have in general an exponen-

tially growing behaviour at infinity, the requirement of regu-

larity at infinity leading to the condition c =0 for j > ptl.

Hence we are naturally led to formulate the solution to the

boundary value problem as follows.

The solution regular at infinity corresponding to the

boundary condition n((0), i=l,...p (i.e. the distribution

function of the neutrals entering into the plasma has to be as-

signed) is

n((x) ^ i = 1,. (17)

251

Fig.4. The typical dispersion relation eq.(14)*

where
(18)

being R the square matrix pxp constructed with the first P

elements of the first p rows of the matrix T :

R,/B 7ii (i'j = 1'---p)
(19)

It can be shown that detR^O , the solution is unique, and

if the boundary condition fulfills the coherency condition N( >

nf(0)>0 (i=l,...p) then also the solution fulfills the coher-

ency condition Kt >nlix')1>0 (i=l,...m) .

It is immediate to recognize that

(20)

which proves that charge exchange equalizes the "temperatures"

on a length of the order of the charge exchange length (and a

corresponding density variation is in general induced, due to

the constraint P, = constant).This effect (eq.20) could be di-

rectly inferred from the structure of the charge exchange col-
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maxwellian, with temperature O.S2 eV.

lision term (see eq.4) which is the same as a BGK collision

term conserving the number of particles, with F in place of a

maxwellian function.

In Fig.S we show the density and temperature profiles of

the neutrals in the case of a maxwellian F and two extreme

boundary conditions: neutrals entering into the plasma with a

very low speed (n( (0) = 0 fori=l,.. .p-1) and neutrals entering

into the plasma with a very high speed (n( (0) = 0 for i=2,...p).

The temperature of the neutrals hitting the wall is smaller in

the first case, larger in the second one, than the temperature

of F .

4. INCLUSION OF IONIZATION

In the presence of ionization, eq.(3) keeps its valid-

ity, while eq.(4) becomes

(21)

where "cex and olom are the rates for charge exchange and io-

nization respectively, and o = a +o_
v J* cex ion

The constraint (6) is no more present, because eq»{7) are

now replaced by (in the presence of eq.S)

dr dP
)r. (22)

dx dx

Hence the solutions regular at infinity are characterized now

by r>> 0 (and not by eq.6).

In view of the smallness of ». la the r.h.s. of
I OH CtX

eq.(21) can.be neglected, and to a first approximation the

problem is again linear:

3f (23)

2-5,This equation has been studied ( ) for a particular choice of

F (usually a maxwellian). Without making any assumption on F

eq.(23) can be solved with the same method used in the prece-

ding Section. The dispersion relation reads now

= 1

which has m roots, slightly displaced with respect to the

roots of eq.(4). This displacement is on the other hand very

important for the two zero roots of eq.(A), which become

(25)
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~1
Hence the constant: eigenfunction of the preceding Section is

replaced by an eigenfunction which decays exponentially, with

characteristic decay length The correspon-
C I

ding eigenvector is distorted, with respect to the preceding

Section, in the positive direction. The solution to the bounda-

ry value problem is again given by eq.(17-19).

In fig.6a we show the density and temperature profiles of

the neutrals in the case of a tnaxwellian F , for a /°cex- 1°~\

4.10

2.10^

T(eV)

10.

Fig.6. Density and tenpen-
ture profiles of the

neutrals in the presence of
ionization, for a maxwellian
F with temperature 0.52 «V,
in the two cases of neutrals
emitted fro» the wall with a
high speed (a) or with a low
speed (b).

-4.
1. *fem>

in the case of neutrals entering into the plasma with high

speed (nf (o) = 0 for i = 2,...p).It appears clearly the rapid

(on a scale \ex ) temperature equilibration which, due to the

relatively small pressure variation generates a rapid neutral

density increase, and then the slow (on a scale V^etx\OH

density decrease at constant temperature. In fig.6b we show, on

a logarithmic scale which evidences the presence of two scale

lengths, the neutral density profile in the case of neutrals

emitted from the wall at a low speed (n{ (o) for i=l,...p-l)

again for a naxwellian F and for o a = 10~* .

It is clear from tua preceding treatment that the non lin-

ear term will have only a very small importance, and that its

effect will be not completely negligible only on the long scale

length. To be shure of this, as a first approximation, let us

include the r.h.s. of eq.(21) substituting for X, in it the

result of the linear treatment. Then the equation to be solved

i* again eq.(23), with o = a^^ +o(<>|t(l-Nie(x)/N) = o(x).

The weak x dependence of a introduced in this way allows us to

apply a HKB treatment, and it is easy to see that in practice

only the eigenvalue k, acquires an x dependence, on the other

hand very weak. The corresponding eigenfunction is

«T,,.£ (26)

where
ki(x') = -f N(«-N,(x'))/ni/T|fa<!c:[O(<)|i (27)

being (/'(x) the neutral density of the linear approximation.



5. CONCLUSION DEFERENCES

We have studied the problem of the steady states of a pla-

sma in front of. a wall, assuming temperatures of the order of

1 eV or less, at which charge exchange is the dominant colli-

sion mechanism. We have shown that within a distance from the

wall of the order of the charge exchange length (calculated

using the typical speed of the neutrals emitted from the wall

and the total number density, of ions and neutrals, at the

wall) temperature equilibration occurs. More precisely, both

distribution functions, of ions and neutrals, become, apart

from a factor * (l-?v) which takes into account the fact that

the fluxes do not vanish, proportional to each other. It is

then obvious that this region cannot be described by fluid

equations. On the other hand, at larger distances, having

reached temperature equilibration, a fluid treatment is cer-

tainly applicable. In fact the well known result is obtained

that the density of the neutral particles decreases exponen-

tially, at these distances, with a decay length which is the

geometric average of the charge exchange and the ionization

lengths, calculated using the thermal speed (which is the same

for ions and neutrals), the total number density and the ion

number density.
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OMNIGENOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS

G.V. STUPAKOV
Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Novosibirsk, USSR

ABSTRACT! In omnigenous magnetic fields particles'

drift surfaces coincide with plasma magnetic surfa-

ces» In this paper we formulate equations of omnige-

nous magnetic fields in natural curvilinear coordi-

nates» An analysis of fields which are omnigenous

only in the paraxial approximation is presented»

1» INIROPUCTION

Proposed a few years ago, tandem mirrors L1>21

retain the advantages of conventional mirrors, at

the same time allowing considerable increase in lon-

gitudinal ion confinement in comparison with simple

mirrors» Yet as was shown in Ref •(. J • nonaxisymmet-

ry of these traps may result in substantial increase

of transverse transport as compared to the classical

case» The reason i s that drifts in the nonaxisymmet-

ric f ie ld shift a particle's guiding center from a

magnetic surface» The magnitude and direction of

the drifts depend on the particle's energy and mag-

#>By magnetic surfaces we mean herein the surfaces of
constant pressura»

i l r

ne tic moment, and Coulomb col l i s ions , changing these

integrals of motion, result in particle having ran-

dom jumps from one magnetic surface to another» In

the most unfavorable regimes this mechanism of tiun-

Bport (which i s usually refered to as neoclassical)

may lead to reduction of the plasma confinement time

to an ion-ion col l is ion time»

The most radical way to suppress neoclassical

transport would be to create a magnetic f ie ld in

which a l l the plasma particles do not leave their

magnetic surfaces in the course of drifting. This

f ie ld i s often called "omnigenous"!. J and an idea for

using such a f ie ld for transport suppression was

f irs t proposed in Ref.L'J.

An additional advantage of omnigenous f ie lds i s

that in a scalar-pressure plasma embedded in this

f ie ld longitudinal currents are not generated!.8'^J .

Shis can be important for long tandem mirrors where

even small asimuthal and radial f ie lds created by

the parallel current strongly distort magnetic surfa-

In this paper we formulate equations of omnige-

nous magnetic fields L12J in curvilinear coordinates

related to the magnetic f ie ld . An analysis of f ie lds

which are omnigenous only in the paraxial approxima-

tion i s presented.
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2. OMHIGStrilY CONDITION

We consider a potential magnetic f i e ld B sa-

tisfying the equations
hot B = O , d.v B = O . (D

Particles in potential fields, as i s well known,

drift in the direction of the binormal to the field

line (see, for exampleL1 ̂ J)s

CVu- <=< 0 & »^Bi . (2)
For a magnetic field to be omnigenous, the drift ve-

locity VT̂ and parallel velocity T?i, (if, ocU") at

a given point should not displace the particle out

of the magnetic surface» This means that these vec-

tors are to be tangential to the magnetic surface

passing through the point considered, their cross

product {_(Tj>-*irB] boing anormal to the surface»

Defining a rector in directed along [ U*. » V» J ,
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and introducing a function F (?) so that

F(P) • oonst i s an equation for an omnigenous

magnetic surface, we see that the vectors fr\ and

V F muet be co-llneari

•& '* ' _ + o c (•>

Taking the curl of both sides of the last equation

and multiplying the result by W yield a condition

which an omnigenous magnetic field should satisfy.

Although we have derived this equation as a necessa-

ry condition one can show that i t i s also a suffici-

ent one. Inserting eq. (3) into eq. (5) gives the

omnigenlty condition in terms of B j

which together with (1) completely determines poten-

t ial omnigenous fields» I t was first derived by Pa-

novl J (in another way) who gave also i t s geometri-

cal interpretation. The high nonlinearity of eq»

(&) makes i t s analysis very difficult» We shall see

in the following section that in a special curviline-

ar coordinate system i t takes a form which in some

respect i s simpler.

Though our consideration i s restricted to poten-

tial fields we note here that a more general class of

omnigenous fields i s determined by eq» (6) together

with the following equations

B • l-*±t a O , olîv B a O (7)

(instead of (1)). She first, from eq» (7), means the

absence of parallel currents in the plasma» In this

case the drifts are also directed in the binormal di-

rection [13J and the derivation of (6) given above re-

mains valid. On the other hand, i f "S - r£%



the drift ve loc i ty bae both normal and binormal com-

ponents and the f i e l d i s necessarily nonomnigenous.

Thus, eqs. (6) and (7) determine also the most gene-

ral case»

3. CURVILINEAR COORDINATES

Henceforth we again res tr i c t our consideration

to potential f i e l d s only.

Let oC, s , «f be curvilinear coordinates defined

by a transformation 06 - o6C*,g ,E ) , ^ = p ( x ^ , Z ) ,

u>= if (x ,y , ï ) . The inversa transformation

from ot , B, «|> to 1 , 4 , 1 we denote by the vector

function P «T* («<. f,4>) .

The function if(Ê) i s chosen to be a potential

of the magnetic field,

V l f * B ( 8 )

and °i and S are flux coordinates!.14],

[v-t^f]=t, (9)
constant along f ie ld lines* Of course, ei, and B are

not uniquely determined by eq. (9); any transformati-

on <=C =• oL (c<,p.), p=.p ( W ( p with a unit Jaco-

bian,

i s tolerable because i t does not change the cross

product £ W * V p ] . For example, in an omnigenous

field one can always choose the surfaces of constant

06 to be magnetic surfaces.

In the thus defined curvilinear coordinate sys-

tem, covariant components of & are determined by

eq. (8):

E>c = (O, 0, -I)

and i t s contravariant components by eq. (9)t

(10)

where Q= oU-t II ̂ cv.l| and <iiK is "the metric ten-

sor. Since these components are related by &i »

> ^CK.6 K , from the expressions (10) and (11) it

immediately follows that

Conversely, if a curvilinear coordinate system has

the property (12), a vector field & having covariant

components (10) (and contravariant components (11))

is a solution of eqs. (1).

Let us now consider how the omnigenity condition

looks in the coordinate system defined above. Inste-

ad of using eq. (t>) we employ another equivalent

approach requiring that a function ?(•<,») should

exist, so that -J- » const is an equation for an

omnigenous magnetic surface. Since j- does not de-

pend onlf , field lines lie on the surfaces of con-

stant ^ and the motion along B does not displace

particles from magnetic surfaces» In order that the

drift leaves particles on magnetic surfaces it must 257



be tangential to them:

=0.
I t easy to check that eq. (13) i s equivalent to the

requirement that the component Q i3 depends on oL

and ft through the function y •

Thus we have formulated eqs.(1) end (6) as con-

straints on the metric tensor of the curvilinear

system, noting that

one can rewrite them as equations for the function

r(ol,ft, vf>) . Prom (12) it follows that

(15)

where the eubscriptes denote differentiation with

respect to the corresponding variable» The omnigeni-

ty condition (14) means that only those solutions of

(15) should be selected for which depends en in the fol-

lowing manner:

Another useful form of (1b) i s obtained by calcula-

ting the derivative:

(17)

and i s fully equivalent to (1b).
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The general solution of the system (15), (16)

has not thus far been obtained» In the next section

we present its approximate solution in the parazial

approximation for tandem mirrors»

3» PARAXIAL APPROXKaATIOIt

Let choose a Cartesian coordinate system so

that % - axis is directed along the magnetic axis

and the X2 and ^2 planes are the symmetry pla-

nes of the tandem mirror» Eq. (15) then has the fol-

lowing form:

(is)

Taking into account the symmetry of the tandem

field we choose ei,, a coordinates so that reflecti-

on in the ï î plane changes the sign of oC and

reflection in the MS plane changes the sign of B :

' (19)

The line 0 is the magnetic axis»



Hear the axis oL and 6 are small and the func-

tions =C/ y, ï can be expanded on powers of at andb

(20)

In these expansions eqs. (19) are taken into account-

Inserting (20) into (18) i t i s easy to check that the

functions X^and j * can be chosen arbitrary and

zLo *£* Z t a r e &ven b v t h e following
formulae

Arbitrariness of X, , and iCi simply corresponds to

the fact that in the f i r s t paraxial approximation

the tandem f ie ld i s determined by two components!

the strengths of the axially-symmetrie f ie ld on the

axis and the quadrupole component*

In the approximation (19)

and the omnigenity condition (17) gives

To simplify i t we introduce instead of functions

Xi (*f) and Y, (HO the functions X (a) and

by the definition

They have a simple meanings oc = »t i»-Ca) i s

equation of f ie ld l ines in the a c ï plane; ij

gives f ie ld l ines in the 42 plane» Simple algebra

yields

(22)

where C is a constant. We see that, for the field

to be omnigenous, one of these functions can be ar-

bitrary; the other is to be determined from eq. (22).

The function ^(.°<,s) is easily found in the

approximation considered:

This expression shows that sign of the constant &

i s very important. Positive constants correspond to

nested magnetic surfaces with e l l ip t ica l cross-secti-

ons; negative ones correspond to hyperbolic cross-

-sections. For particles to be confined near the

axis of the device only the f i r s t case i s suitable,

of course»
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4 . OONCLUSIOH

ffe have shown that in the f i r s t approximation of

the paraxial expansion there ex i s t s a wide c lass of

omnigenous f i e l d s . Their determination consists of

finding two functions, X and 2 t related by one

equation (22)• A question which arises i s whether

i s i t possible to improve omnigenity by considering

the next order of paraxiality (retaining terms up to

order ol4* and & in expansion (19) )• I t turns out

that in th i s approximation two additional functions

appear (so that there are four functions together

with X i n " ? ) and three new equations (in addit i-

on to eq. (22)) for these functions must be s a t i s -

f ied . In yet higher orders the number of equations

becomes larger than the number of funotions. This

means that in higher orders only some degenerate so-

lut ions are possible .
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SOLITON SCATTERING OF
RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM

R.N. SINGH
School of Applied Sciences,
Institute of Technology,
Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi, India

Abstract:- The passage of relativistic electron
beam through a gas chacfoer has been considered. The
passage of relativistlc electron beam generates dense
plasma in a gas chanter. The large amplitude
Langmuir waves are excited which satisfy the
nonlinear dispersion relation. The nonlinear
Schrô'dinger equation in dense plasma admits modula-
tionally unstable envelope solitons. The experimental
plasma conditions have shown existence of a large
nunber of stationary solitons.

Considering the number density of solitons their
width and separation, we have studied the problem of
scattering of relativistic electrons. An appropriate
form of potential distribution resembling with the
soliton potential has been considered. Soliton
scattering cross-section has been computed using the
potential scattering theory. The computed total
cross-section conforms well with the measured
relativistic electron beam current. The ansul&r
scattering measured with the help of angle analyser
has been found to deviate from the Gaussian
distribution. The departure from the Gaussian
distribution of scattering angle is interpreted to
arise from soliton scattering. The enhanced cross-
section results into excessive attenuation and
breaking of t>ie relativistic electron beam. Various
other related aspects have been discussed in this
paper.

1. Introduction

Theoretical interest in study of potentiality
of relativistic electron beam began long ago [1,21.
A clear cut limit of maximum current flow through
plasma was envisaged by Alfven.

I AK 17000 p

where Y~ = 0 - 0 )"* andjS = Vb/c. The energy
deposition by relativistic electron beam is one of

the most intensively studied problems in plasma heat-
-ing £3]. The collisional damping of relativistic
electrons for low density plasma, is rather poor ff].
In practice the range of attenuation of relativistic
electron beam is much smaller. The increased
attenuation of the relativistic electron beam has been
interpreted in terms of collective behaviour of ambient
plasma. Two important collective phenomena of plasma
heating have been studied (i) two stream interaction
between BEB and the plasma 15)6] and (ii) return
current driven instability between plasma electrons
and ions £7,8J. These two mechanisms have been
proposed and have beei. worked out extensively. The
experimental results do not conform to these heating
mechanisms and call for additional mechanism of heat
transfer and BEB attenuation.

In the present paper, we have analyzed the results
of BEB experiment. The measurements of angular scat-
tering of REB and the existence of maximum plasma
current have been analysed in terms of collision
theory and it is shown that the collision cross-section
is not adequate to explain the observed current in
plasma chamber. The passage of BEB generates dense
plasma in a gas chamber. The large amplitude plasma
waves satisfy the nonlinear Schrodinger equation whose
one dimensional solution is modulationally unstable
solitons. In this paper, we have considered the
stationary solitons as potential distribution which
scatter the HEB particles. Erora analogy with the
binary collision picture and considering the solitons
as potential scatterers, we have obtained an estimate
of scattering cross-section which is consistent with'
the growth and decay of measured plasma, current.
Enhanced potential scattering by closely packed
solitons may break the RSB and result into excessive
attenuation and plasma heating.

2. Relativistic Beam Parameters

The BEB current and angular scattering data have
been taken from the experiment carried out in POM
Institute, Amsterdam £9,10], The experimental set-up
i s shown in Eig. 1(a,b). The scattering angle
analyzer kept in the gas chanber i s shown in î ïg . (1b ).
The relat iv ist ic beam parameters are:

2.5 m gas chanber
30 cm diameter
102 0 plasma density m"3
1018 beaa density m-3 211



850 beam energy- in KeV
6 beam current in K Ampere

0.2 Tesla guide magnetic field
10-3-2 Torr pressure variation in Hydrogen

filled gas chaiiber.

The relativistic electron beam average energy loss in
vacuum Ey is compared -with the energy loss in gas
filled chanber.

Pressure in Torr

2.0 x
2.h x
2.6 x

10-3
10-2
10~1

0
0

6
8

(I

0
15
.2
.h

+ 1

+ 1
+ 1

+ 1

3. Angular Spread of REB

The role of angular spread in the relativistic
electron beam disruption passing through the plasma
chanber has been analyzed in detail by many workers
C6,11,12j. The hydrodynamic two stream instability
plays a dominant role in a small range of angular
spread (nb/np)1/3< e<y-1. The velocity distribution
function of the interacting beam particles is found

d t i l i f f t t i l
i g p

to broaden due to quasilinear effects until mean
I ~ (1^/^)1/3 O3JN A l y t i l l y

deciphered two separate regimes namely
V / / i ^ 1 d t b

due to quasilinear effects until mean
ead I ~ (1^/^)1/3 O3JN Analytically
3 d i h d t i l
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angular s
Rudakov £ 3 p p g y
weak beam case V^/n^r/i^S. 1 and strong beam case
( t / n p ) 1 ' ^ - ! . The hydrodynamic two stream instability
plays a dominant role in the beginning of the beam
passage when the angular beam spread lies in a small
range (.r^/iip^/icecy " 1 . However, for larger values
of ë ~ (n t,/np)1/3jr-1/2) the hydrodynamic instability
does not dominate. In practical cases the effective
angular spread arising from anode foil scattering,
effect of field-focussing and from collective plasma
effects exceeds the minimum limit of hydrodynamic
approach. Consequently the REB's total momentum
continuously changes and increases the component of
transverse beam scatter which violates the assumption
of monochromaticity of the beam. When the transverse

scatter of the REB

the growth rate of two stream instability is taken over
by the kinetic instability of the beam.

With a view to understand the decisive role of
angular spread of REB passing through the plasma charrber,
an angular analyzer was fabricated which measures the
angular spread of the axial beam entering through a hole
of radius r = O.GJ cm. The collector current in four
different angular ranges CJÏ-180, 18°-36°, 36°-54° and
5*f°-6O° has been measured during the passage of the
beam through the gas chanber at different pressuresOSJ
The measurements conform well with the anode foil
scattering at low pressures ( <2 x 10-3 torr ) and
depict the effect of plasma scattering at higher
pressures C163.

*)-. Weak Turbulence versus Strong Turbulence

The behaviour of Langmuir turbulence excited by
the relativistic electron beam i s comparatively better
understood. In the presence of finite angular spread
of the relativistic electron beam the Langmuir waves
of higher frequencies are excited ±.e.Ld= <Of,(1+3/2
k2 ^n ). The amplitude of Langmuir wave grows and
interacts nonlinearly with the anfcient plasma particles
and gives rise to various wave modes present in the
antoient plasma as noise. These interactions in the
anbient plasma are described in terms of three-wave
and higher order processes. Due to localized and
nondecay character, the Làngmuir turbulence develops
as hydrodynamic turbulence and the Kolmogorov
turbulence spectrum holds good. Accordingly, the
electrostatic waves generated by the relativistic
electron beam at k = kç, = xape/^J (Vj, being the beam
velocity) continuously pass to longer wavelengths,
which in turn contribute to energy transfer mechanism
and result in heating of the plasma. Zakharov and
Kuanetsov £17] have discussed in detail the kinetics
of weak turbulence in a nonlinear medium. They have
shown that for weak turbulence the reciprocal of the
randomization time for low frequency waves, which are
governed by nonlinear effects, is high compared with
the reciprocal time for the decay of high frequency



plasma waves. This condition is satisfied when
We/nkT <. k * D (m/M)

1/3 which conforms vd.th the
localized nature of Langmuir turbulence. On the other
hand, in practical situations the bandwidth of the
Langtair spectrum A U decreases and becomes smaller
than the critical value needed for the validity of
weak turbulence. For resonant interaction

where k— ko0* up/'b- When dM>—»AI^CT— Y", the electron
beam energy approaches or exceeds the plasma thermal
energy which violates the applicability of weak
turbulence. This situation has been discussed by
Pereira and Sudan L18J. The presence of large
amplitude high frequency fields in ambient plasma
imposes a limit on width of the Langmuir spectrum.
The ponderomotive force arising from the high frequency
fields gives rise to an ion density perturbation

|SnL, |E|2 _ 2

no k ?„

The inhomogeneity caused by the ponderomotive force
gives rise to a frequency shift

8 IT nQ k T e

- 3

As a result of this situation the dispersion relation
for electrostatic Langmuir waves becomes C19J

1+-(k^ D ) 2 +- — bjj
. . 2 D 2 n J h n

- h

When the frequency shift produced by the high frequency
ponderomotive force approaches or exceeds the frequency
shift generated by the relativistic electron beam, we
find o

8 7T no k Te

It is shown by Vedenov and Eudakov C2CQ that in such
cases the weak turbulence approximation becomes
inapplicable. Thus, ft emerges that the weak turbulence
theory is applicable in a very narrow spectral range
and the larger and the smaller values of ̂ W tend to
invalidate the weak turbulence approximation. In a
relativistic electron beam passage through plasma,
with finite angular spread, the weak turbulence appro-
ximation results into over simplification of dynamic
behaviour of wave-particle interaction. When

W/nkT> è(k^D) 2, the Langmuir waves start collapsing
to smaller and smaller sizes and these waves form
localized dumps of wave energy which are called
solitons, spikons or cavitons f21]. These localised
clumps of wave energy play an important role in strong
turbulence theory. The analytical solution of the
actual problem in practical cases becomes almost
impossible and useful information is obtained by
computer simulation studies. Zakharov C223 showed
that the large amplitude Langmuir plasma oscillations
can be described by a nonlinear Schrodinger equation.
The solution of this equation characterizes most of
the properties of solutions. These properties of
solitions have been used with success to explain many
phenomena associated with strong turbulence C23»2l0»
Morales et al. |]25] modified the Schrodinger equation
to include a monochromatic and homogeneous pump wave
at plasma frequency. The solition solution obtained
in such a case conforms to a narrower width whose
intensity increases faster than exponential. Valeo
and Krueï1 £263 in a particle simulation study have
shown that the solitons develop in the form of very
intense and narrow spikes which are accompanied by a
self consistent density depressions. Kainer et al.J"£/J
have shown that an electron beam of r^/n» = 2x10"2

with a velocity of 'b/Vt=i 25 first excitesthe electron
two stream instability. This leads to the formation
of large amplitude, long wavelength (kg Tip; u)o)
plasma waves. These plasma waves work as pump and
give rise to solitons.'. The width of solitons thus
generated is approximately 10 aD. The computer

simulation studies of Valeo and Kruer EJ26J depict the
soliton width in the range of (10-20)^D and the
solitons are found to persist for a time period in
excess of 500lû1
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5. Beam Currant Attenuation and Effective Scattering
Cross-section

Current through gases is attenuated due to scat-
tering of electrons from atomic scatterers. This i s
expressed by a simple expression

IA = i o e"N(îx - 6

where N, Q and x respectively are number of scatterers
ca"3, scattering cross-section cm+2 and the current
propagation distance. The measured values of HEB
current at various pressures are shown in Fig. (2).
Taking the maximum and minimum value of tiie beam
current, we obtain

NQ = - I n
x

2.3 x Iff,-2 _-1 - 7
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where x = 110 cm for the current measurements shown in
Fig. (2).

At low pressures ( £ 2 x 10~3 torr) the current
measured by the angular analyzer remains almost constant
during the steady phase of the beam passage although
the magnitude of the axial beam current i s small. The
reduction in the axial beam current at low pressures
i s presumably due to reflection of beam electrons from
in i t i a l formation of the space charge along the axis
in the vicinity of the cathode. With increasing gas
pressures the space charge depletes and the maximum
current flows. When the role of collective effects
of plasma comes into play, the axial beam current
recorded by the angle analyzer shows significant
temporal changes on a fast time scale. Some typical
analyzer current variations are shown in Fig. (2).
The current measured by Rogowaski coil i s seen to
vary significantly with pressure and time. The
plasma at these pressures i s fully ionized and
col l is ionless , therefore, the current variations can
be interpreted in terms of scattering and attenuation
arising from collective plasma phenomena.

6. Solitons as Potential Scatterer of REB

It i s well known that the hydrodynamic instability
does not play essential role in the attenuation of REB.
The REB attenuation i s mainly governed by the kinetic
instabil i ty QI1)-]. The nonlinear development of

solitons in dense plasma i s well known. The plasma waves
generated in the gas chamber by REB satisfy the non-
linear Sehrodinger equation £283-

- 8

According to Karpman and Krushkal £29] the solitons
suffer modulational instability when

- 9

The potential distribution of travelling solition is

*f + *•max ^" ̂  SBcil I T max
-10

Q1/2(2U)-1/2x3

Using the strong turbulence criterion and REB parameters,
we have computed shape of travelling solitons which are
shown in Fig. (3).

Scattering of charged particles from arbitrary
potential distributions are very complicated. There-
fore, we have assumed the solition potential to
satisfy the logarithmic potential of rhe form

V(r) = ejln -

where £ i s maximum potential energy governing the
amplitude of the potential. Using this shape of the
soliton potential, ve have obtained an estimate of
effective scattering cross-section from Gesztesy and
Plfctner's formulation C3°D« Taking the conplex
conjugate of scattering amplitude in the form of
asymptotic expansions, we obtain an expression for the
differential scattering cross-section

- 12
The beam electron energy E = 0.8 x 10 eV and



'"2ra{E-V(r)}j

L

- 13

-Ah

The J and H are Bessel and Hankel functions of denoted
kind and order. The total scattering cross-section i s
obtained by integrating eqn (12)

- 1 5-r
The variation of total scattering cross-section for
logarithmically varying potential distribution ia
shown in Fig. OO. The scattering cross-section
corresponding to core potential of the soliton ia
maximum and decreases with increasing distance from
the core of the sol i t ion. This cross-section ia In
agreement -with the minimum cross-section evaluated, in
eqn (7). The beam particles would see the sol i t ion
potential as l ines of variable lengths depending on
their direction of arrival with respect to the axi l .
The proposed scattering mechanism provides a working
model to estimate the scattering of re lat iv i s t ic beam
electrons and to evaluate the energy attenuation of
re la t iv i s t i c electron beam in plasma chanber. The
enhanced scattering and attenuation of KEB by solitons
may provide adequate heating of plasma for fusion
reaction.

Conclusion

Present study leads us to conclude that by
suitably monitoring the beam and plasma parameters
the train of s o l i t ons can be generated* Interaction
of REB with solitons results into enhanced attenuation
of REB and additional heating of plasma to fusion
temperature*
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Abstract

type of transformer and or a LC ringing puiser (gated or ungated
modes), it is generally at a situation of the terminating of a
pulse forming line which is using (time varying and non-linear).
On the other hand, according to the selected research problem,
it is necessary to realize a FED at a certain performance,

In this work; bearing in mind the both formalisms of De
Packh /4/ and Child-Langmuir /5/ a comprehensive analysis of a
FED terminated with a changed transmission line is performed with
a numerical method.

By the aid of the theories about transmission line, signal
and wave shaping, the algorithm of the numerical model has been
developed using a series depending only on reflection coefficient
of the transmission line and taking also into attention of FED
physics. The mathematical model is in a dynamical character. In
our previous study I6J, it had only been investigated the wave
shaping of a FED making an appropriate approximation. But here
this time among the findings obtained from the computational expe-
riment, the time history of some other important parameters are
given. In addition from the view point of design, the correlations
which will make the selection of the FED easier are also repren-
sented.

DETERMINATION OF REFERENCE DATA OF REB DIODES BY USING
A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS

la this study, some reference data of a REB diode are
presented functionally. These given characteristics are consisted
of the computational results. Generally the numerical scheme
depends upon the essential parameters of the charged transmission
line and Child-Langmuir's diode model. By this system) further
the correlation functions, some other definite functions such as
the voltage of transmission line VL(t), the diode voltage V^tt),
the diode current I^(t), the diode impedance Bjft), the diode
input power »d<t>' the dissipated energy Ud(t), the efficiency $,
the beam density nb(t), the relatiyistic beam energy Ub<t), and
the intrinsic impedance Z±nt<t) have also been investigated.

1, INTRODUCTION

Besides the utilization of Relativists Electron Beam (REB)
generators in inertial confinement schemes directly, wide range
of application possibilities of it in other research areas
depending on the fusion indirectly such as collective 1on
acceleration /I/, microwave production HI and TEA-Laser excita-
tion are also known /3/.

The heart of REB generators is field Emission .Diode (FED),
Let FED be to be driven by whether a Marx generator or a Tesla

2, MODEL

It is known that the actual REB systems are generally com-
posed with a charged transmission line and a field.emission diode
in gated or ungated beam modes. Particularly the diode demonstra-
tes a non-linear and time varying property, The electrical mecha-
nism is in the form of which a charged transmission U n e is dis-
charge onto a diode having these specifications, If the diode
shows a time invariant and passive property, then the phases of
the discharge ca* easily be explained by the known transmission,
line theory. When a charged transmission line is terminated by a
load of RL which is different from the characteristic impedance
of Zo (e,g,, RL > Z o ) , it is discharged onto the load at the
shape of decreasing steps. On the contrary in the case of RL < Zo,
the discharge exhibits a specification of the periodical function
consisting of decreasing steps. Mathematically each steps are
defined by a shifted step function of,

S ( t ) - Z jU(t-jT)
j-o

(1)

where jT - a; U(t) - 0 for t < a and U(t) - 1 for t > a.
For the open circuit transmission line loaded via a resis-

tor Rch in series, the time domain terminating voltage; In the
f i rs t Iwo-Way-Travel-Iime (THTT) are given by,



V° - VL(o) / | b(t) (2)

where VL(O) is the charging voltage and b-Rcn(t)/Z0

In the second TWTT the expression is,

2v£(t) + r (t)v[(t) (3)
For the voltages in the third and successive TWTT's, the

following equations can be written as,

Vt(t) - 2vf|(t) + r

- 2v£(t) • r

vL
n+1(t)-2v£ + r (t)vC(t)

where the reflection coefficient y ( t ) is ,

' r (t) - | RCh(t)-z0 I /1 "cht*)^ I

In addition for the Eqs. (3 ) , (4) and (5) in the forms of,

Vf.(t) - vfrt) | 2 • r (t) |

v°(t) | 2 + 2 r(t) + rz(t)|

i- v°(t) ; 2 + 2 r(t) + 2 r2(t) * r3(t)|

can be given and more generally according to Eq. (1),

v?r(t) - 2V?(t) | z rj(t) + r (t) / 2 | (t-jT)
LS L j-o

(•)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

can be found.
In the first TWTT, the discharge of this system onto R_h

resistor is characterized by,

' (il)v° ( t ) d c h - vL(o) | i - ( b ( t ) + i ) " ' | | i+r ( t ) /2 I

For the second TWTT,

VL ( t )dch " V ° > - I 2VL(o)/(b(t)4l) | | l+r( t ) /2 | (12)

can be written. Thus subtracting the results of Eqs. (7), (8)

and (9) from the charging voltage V,(o). one can convert to dis-
charge model . In tnese equations, using tne Child-Langmuir diode
relation instead of Rch in b(t) ten».

is found or according to Packh (parapotential model),

Can be given. Where,

- 8500(Rc/dac)(Vb/c)VLn

and

yk - 1+1.96x10' (v b / c ) k - | l - (

U 3 )

(14)

(15)

(16)

In the simulation algorith, the general system parameters
or its identity should be described with Xy(tj) or with X^. Here,
y is generally symbolizing a component orthe REB system. The
sampling time dt, is equal to tJtl-t- or to its foldings

tj+1/(j+i) depending on ji where j-0, 1 n. In some situations
it has been used tne symbol of j+i- K. The results of tne analy-
tical solution have been written in time-domain based on above
concepts.

Of course, the Eqs. (11) and (12) in the discharge model
have been given only as an example. Besides, by means of the de-
finition (10), the discharge model can be generalized. Furthermo-
re, at the end of each sampling times, taking into attention the
total dissipated energy, it has been performed the needed correc-
tion through charging voltage VL(o).

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

In this given model, it has been possible to use the results
of De Packh or Child-Langmuir formalisms. Here, the important po-
int was to be known the numerical results of diode impedance in
the Eqs. (13) and (14).

As an example in this study, an analysis of foil diode ac-
cording to the Child-Langmuir is submitted.

In the REB diodes, the wave shape can be determined computa-
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tionally or by a high-speed oscilloscope combined with an analog
or digital processing system. As a basic informations, from the
wave shaping some other required data can be obtained by means
of a mini computer. This is a solution of a soft-ware problem.

Principally, for the evaluation of this study the characte-
ristic impedance of transmission line Zo, the T_wo-W.ay-Iravel-Xime
(TWTT), the anode-cathode gap dac, the plasma velocity vn ; and
the initial voltage and energy of the transmission line V[_, UL
have been selected as the parameters. In addition, they have Been
examined the variations of mean values of the relativistic energy
TJj,, the dissipated energy TTd, the electron density ne and the
diode current T d with respect to the ratio of the cathode radius
to the anode-cathode gap Rc/dac-

The time domain analysis has been carried out. For the sam-
pling time ts, it has been accepted as TWTT/10. In the statisti-
cal estimations, the standard deviations s, have also been taken
into account.

In Figs. (1) and (2), the mean values of the diode currents
and the dissipated energies in the diode as a function of Rc/dac
ratios are seen. In addition, the statistical results of s/Dj
and s/Td have also been given. In the figures, except the
anode-cathode gap dac, all other parameters are the same,

The mean diode currents for Rc/dac - 1 (Fig.l.) and
Rc/dac - 1.4 (Fig.2.) are close to each other, but the increa-
ses in the diode current T d and the dissipated energy TJd corres-
ponding to the values of "c^ac > 2 are nearly two times.

For Rc/dac - 2.2 (Fig.l.), the energy distribution 1s rath-
er homogeneous ; that is to say the s/Ud curve passes from a
minumum. The shape of current pulse, with respect to the Rc/dac
values in the range of 2.5 and 4.5 is fairly smooth (s/T> 0.3).
Whereas, in Fig. 2(dac - 0.5 cm), the minumums of s/Ud and s/Xj
are taking part in a narrow region of Rc/dSç between 2 and 3, In
other words, the homogenity of energy distribution and the neces-
sary geometrical conditions for a reasonable performance in wave-
shaping are limited.

The plots of ÏÏA, TJD, ïïd and T d against the Rc/d,c for the
constant condition of d- c-0,7 cm, V. - 2 MV and U, - 3b kJ are
given in Figs. (3) and (4). L L

At the Fig. 3, the mean values of beim density Tf. and the
••-" ' " - - " 'd,. have been drawn andd,c

b have also been il lust-
relativistic beam energy TJj, versus
the statistical results of s/ne and s/
rated.

It is observed that as the electron density is decreasing
exponentially, the relativistic beam energy and its distribution
remain almost constant. Particularly, in the range between 2 and
4 of Rc/dac ; both of these functions can be accepted in uniformly.

In Fig. 4; similarly to Fig. 1, variations of diode current
and energy dissipated in the diode with respect to Rrfàic are
submitted. The function of Td(Rc/dac) has a minunum between the
values of 2 and 3 of Rc/dac. In this region, the wave shape of
current pulse is very close to the square wave. However for
Rc/dac 1.25 - 3.0 the energy distribution is rather homogeneous.

4: CONCLUSION

In this paper, all time dependent functions mentioned in
the abstract have been investigated and their results have been
presented in the form of correlation functions.

On the correlation functions plotted (Figs. 1., 2., 3. and
4.,) it has been determined some regions where the ripples of fun-
damental time dependent functions are minimum, Under the contri-
bution of Child-Langmuir expression, it is understood from the
results found; for instance that for which type of diode confi-
guration, the optimum wave-shaping can be obtained or how a ho-
mogeneous energy distribution can be produced. The same results
may naturally be found for Oe Packh or for any other formulati-
ons too.

By means of this method, it is possible to find out the va-
riation of the intrinsic impedance Z- .— 377(v|j/c) with respect
to IWd a c and to illustrate the correlation functions of T d, TJD
and lid all together. So in the case of TEA Lasers for instance,
the interface problem between the REB diode and Laser cavity from
the view point of propagation may be optimized. The same consi-
deration is also applicable to micro-wave generations. On the
other side, the variation of limiting currents of REB diode aga-
inst the ratio of Rc/dac can be discussed together with the beam
density, the beam current and the relativistic energy. Thus for
the collective ion acceleration, the optimum operational conditi-
ons can be determined.
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ABSTRACT

NEUTRON YIELD, CURRENT SHEATH MAGNETIC STRUCTURES AND
THERMONUCLEAR FEATURES OF THE DENSE PLASMA FOCUS.

We report recent measurements and discuss ideas currently
being developed at this laboratory, concerning the production
of fusion reactions in Plasma Focus (PF) devices and their
scaling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma Focus discharges in pure deuterium produce a dense,
hot and short lived thermonuclear plasma, with a relatively high
neutron yield. In our laboratory we have been operating a small
(1 kj) machine, which currently yields several 107 neutrons in
Dz (record shot 3*10*). A second machine (22 kJ, 30 kV) has
recently been completed and should produce from 10° to 10*°
neutrons in deuterium. The physics of this device is an attrac-
tive subject by itself, both fro» the experimental and the
theoretical points of view. Besides its intrinsic interest,
the PF also provides a good testing ground for diagnostics which
are specific to plasma physics.

In this paper, we report Measurements of the spatial
anisotropy of neutron production and an investigation of the
inner magnetic structure of the current sheath (CS) during the
coaxial propagation stage, carried out in the 1 kJ, 20 kV
apparatus. The anisotropy A-»(0')/«(90') is in the range 1.6-
2.3 and increases with the number of neutrons of the shot,
while decreases at higher pressures, as found by other authors

at higher energies. Very snail magnetic probes (•-0.3-0.4 mu)
were used to measure the radial and azimuthal Magnetic compon-
ents, B and Be, in the CS. It is found that the radial signal is
strong and comparable in the best shots with the azinuthal field.
Simultaneously, the neutron yield Y for deuterium was registered
and a good correlation with Br was found, in the sense that high
yield shots correspond to strong B r signals. However, as expected,
Y and Bg were not correlated. It is known that Y has a maximum at
a certain pressure pjj, after which a drastic descent takes place,
which occurs when the energy available per particle in the.CS
becomes less than the ionization potential of the gasl1].
According to the correlation mentioned above the observed Br

also decreases strongly for P^M»

A mechanism which can explain the. origin and main features
of the CS radial magnetization was theoretically investigated.
The physical idea behinc* such mechanism is to consider the sheath
as a thermoelectric junction; in laser plasmas it easily explains
the production of megagau'ss magnetic fields. From the analysis
one gets under PF conditions: the right order of magnitude of
scale length and e-folding time of the instability (">• 1 usec),
alternating radial magnetic fields (filaments) which saturate
at 1-10 kgauss, and the quenching of the instability as the
electrons become colder than ̂ 10 eV. Since the electron temperat-
ure in the CS i* a decreasing function of the filling pressure,
this effect naj explain the high pressure cutoff on Br experiment-
ally found, and correlates very well with the specific cutoff
energy introduced in II].

We find that several relevant features of the PF could be
simply explained in terms of the old pinch concept, with some
modifications. In this context, the frozen-in Br components of the
coaxial stage become axial components Bz in the pinch column. If
one assumes that 6Z has a stabilizing effect, one can understand
the long life of the column and hence the high neutron production.
Furthermore, the observed correlation between Y and B r would have
a naturel explanation. Moreover, the empirical fact, generally
accepted, that Y is determined basically by the current I at the
focus stage could be interpreted as a simple consequence of the
pinch hypothesis, as we shall show. There is, of course, abundant
experimental evidence that indicates the presence of non-thermal
mechanisms in the PF which may account for a fraction of Y.
However, we maintain that another part of the yield can be accoun-
ted as thermonuclear in origin, and is relevant enough to determine
the order of magnitude of Y.

2. PROPERTIES OF THE NEUTRON FLUX

The lkJ, 20 kV, PF-I machine was used to perform measurements
of the spatial anisotropy of neutron production and an investigation
of the inner magnetic structure of the CS during the coaxial pro-
pagation stage, varying the filling pressure p. 215



The anisotropy A* •(0*)/*(90*) (» is the neutron flux) was
determined using tiM resolved and tine integrated neutron detec-
tors. Both type of detectors gave similar results, within statis-
tical errors. The main characteristics of A can be summarized as
follows: s) A (like the neutron production Y) fluctuates from
shot to shot. For exasiple, in Fig. 1 we show values of A from in-
dividual shots as a function of Y, for p- 1.8 torr. A ranges
between 1.5 and 2.3 independently of Y, and fluctuations are
also present in shots having the sane Y. A similar behavior is
found for other pressures, whenever 1.05<p<2.25 torr. b) In Fig.2
we give the average A as a function of p. A takes values in the
neighbourhood of 2 and is rather constant for 0.5<p<2 torr,
while for p>2 torr A descends monotonically. In' Che same graph
we show the average of the neutron yield Y for comparison purpo-
ses. Calculations made with a two-dimensional model for the
current sheath [2], show that the decreasing of Y in the high
pressure regime occurs when the energy avt'.lable in the CS be-
comes less than the ionization potential of the gas, in accor-
dance with the cutoff proposed in Ref. [1]. c) The behavior of
A with Y is presented in Fig. 3 for two pressure, ranges: for
0.9 <p< 2 torr, corresponding to the optimum Y (Fig. 3a), no
marked dependence between A and Y can be found except for the
best shots (Y > 1.3x 10*) where A rises above the mean, attai-
ning a maximum of 2.6. For p> 2.6 torr, corresponding to the drop
in Y (Fig. 3b). A increases with Y, reaching values similar to
the preceding case only for the best shots. The minimum value
of A obtained in this case was A - 1.3.

The values of A reported here are in accordance with the
data published by other authors working with Mather-type Plasma
Foci [3], who have found that A increases with Y and decreases
with p. However, large values of A cannot be attributed as a
general property of Mather-type Plasma Focus devices, because
lower values of A have been reported [4 ] in devices operating
in a broad range of energies.

Concerning our data, we find very difficult to interpret
the values of A>2 in terms of a moving boiler model. On the
other hand, a beam-target mechanism, with a deuteron beam energy
E= 100 keV, can easily explain the measured anisotropy, as well
as Y, if the total number of particles in the beam is of the
order of 10* - 101! . Also, the neutron production time (=80 ns
in our device) can be understood, because the transit time of
deuterons of 100 keV along the discharge camera is "50 ns, to
which we must add the time of beam production. ThiB last- time
is taken to be 20-30 us, in accordance with the duration o£ the
hard X-ray pulse emitted with the neutron burst. As further
evidence of the importance of beam processes in our device, we
found a strong correlation between the amplitude of the hard
X-ray signal and Y (see Fig. 4).
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3. MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE IN THE CURRENT SHEATH

An investigation of the CS inner magnetic field was carried
out, using very small magnetic probes (4" 0.3-0.4mm). The probes
were located within the coaxial gun, at = 1 cm from the end of
the inner electrode and radially separated 3 mm from it. They
were oriented to record the radial and azimuthal magnetic field
components, B and B», in the CS. Simultaneously, the neutron
yield (Y) was registered. It was found that the B. signal vas
not correlated (neither in amplitude nor in shape) with Y. On
the other hand, we have detected a B signal, poorly reproduci-
ble, as large as the tg signal for the best yield shots. In
£ig. 5a we give the average B as a function of p, showing also
Y. It should be pointed out that the presence of_the pr_obe re-
duces Y by a factor larger than two. In Fig. ib Y vs. B is
given for p » 1 torr. As can be seen, B is correlated with Y.
However, this result must be consideredras preliminar, because
the total number of data we used to draw Figs. 5a-b was some-
what scarce (= 30 shots), due to the fragility of the miniatu-
rized probes. We tried to circumvent this difficulty by using
larger probes (• > 2mm), but no B signal could be detected up
to now. A possible explanation of this negative result may be
that the increased perturbation of the plasma produced by the
large probe destroys the local current distributions which ori-
ginate the B f component. As a matter of fact, Y results practi-
cally negligible when the large probe is used.

4. GENERATION OF RADIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS IK THE CURRENT SHEATH

In this 'section we present a tornado-like mechanism, adap"
ted to the FF conditions, which explains the generation of the ra-
dial magnetic fields embedded in the CS during rundown. Ii. the
next section, we shall assume that these magnetic filaments play
a significant rOle in the dense focus stage. A more detailed expo-
sition of this model has been published elsewhere [ 5]. We shall
refer to the local reference frame attached to the CS. For con-
venience, plane geometry is assumed, with the x-y plane parallel to
the electrodes and the y axis along the gun.

The complete set of equations for the ion and electron
fluids is too complicated and it is clear that a satisfactory
solution can only be obtained at the prize of a numerical simula-
tion. However, a simplified model which gives a clear insight of
the mechanism involved is the following. The instability results
from the combined effect of the so called baroclinic magnetic
source term

" I - *° ne x - Te ' »>
and the electron thermal drift in a magnetic field

- K b x 7 T
A — e (2)

where b_ is a unit vector parallel to B_ and K A = KJ^TU in the weak
field limit. As usual, T is the electron collisionalc time and u

_ J



_J
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the electron gyrofrequency. The dependence of K A on the ionization
degree Z is given by' Braginskii [ 6] .

The expression (1) is most easily deduced from the collision-
less equation of motion for each species

ms dt~ vs * 1S (I.
 + ̂  Zg. x 5) „" ?- Ps W)

by substituting Faraday's law and the ideal gas equation of state
into the curl of (3). We get

-- £ (V x VS • »cs) - V * ns x 7 TS • «»««*» (A)

where
ucs q a rasc. (5)

Due to the smallness of me, the vorticity vector in the left hand side
of (A) is usually neglected when considering the electron fluid.
However, .this argument cannot be repeated for ions and one sees
from (A) that, in general, vorticity is created together with a
magnetic field. This is an all-important conclusion.

If an electron temperature perturbation along the sheath ap-
pears, given by a small Ti(x,y), the baroclinic vector (1) gene-
rates a B z component, and a positive energy feedback is establi-
shed through (2) when the zero order gradients are parallel

0.£06i n e ) o . V(r e) o > 0. (6)

This mechanism results in an unconditionally growing instability.
However, some stabilization is always present due to magnetic dif-
fusion and heat conduction. If, for simplicity, we assume that
perturbed quantities are weakly dependent on y, the direction per-
pendicular to the CS, we can write

(7)

(8)-l7Tel
3T,

3t 3*

where vm - c
2/4iro » 1.4 x 10" /ner is the magnetic viscosity and

K± = ZTet/me is the thermal diffusivity of the plasma across the
magnetic field. One recognizes in (8) Fourier's equation with the
divergence of the thermal drift,(2), included. In these equations
we neglected advection, a procedure which can hardly be justified.
However, the main effect of advection is to prevent the indefinite
growth of the magnetic field.

Equation (7), which describes the generation of the magnetic
field, can be interpreted as an electric circuit equation. In fact,
in the CS there are large gradients of the thermodynamic quanti-
ties, which create an upstream electron diffusion current and,
correspondingly, a thermoelectric emf which opposes diffusion. Its
magnitude is given by the electron thermal energy. If the electron
temperature is not homogeneously distributed over the CS, e.g. if
a temperature fluctuation T, appears, the excess ëmf V- T, /e is
no longer equilibrated by the diffusion current, and current loops,

of intensity I, are driven across the CS, which can be modeled as
a parallel array of fluctuating emf's, like in Fig.6. In this
example, the perturbing temperature T( is represented as a single
periodic Fourier mode with wave number k.

Let R and L be the electric resistance and magnetic induc-
tance of the loops, respectively. In gaussian units they are defi-
ned as

R - In k? Mita (9)

L - V e 2 lUnHy) - *n(cm>l (10)

where t^ is the density gradient scale length. Now it is easy to
transform (7) (3/9x - ik) by using Ampere's law

B - kl/c

In terms of R, L and I, (7) reads

(11)

(12)L — « V - RI
dt

Note that V^i^ /e appears shifted a quarter of a period with res-
pect to the field. In this context, (8) describes the time evolu-
tion of the thermoelectric emf V due to the cross field and normal
thermal conductivities of the plasma. Beyond the instability thres-
hold, the CS equivalent circuit is magnetized by an exponentially
growing emf. This means that, under suitable conditions, the ins-
tability converts a portion of the thermal energy into magnetic,
ordered, energy. The phenomenon is reminiscent of the Bernard pro-
blem in hydrodynamicsf in which, at a well defined critical value
of the temperature gradient, a fluid heated from below in the gra-
vitational field develops an ordered pattern of convective flow.
Glansdorf f and Prigogine [ ? 1 pointed out that such kind of insta-
bilities are analogous to phase transitions and that the evolution
of the system is a consequence of the tendency to reach a state
of higher thermodynamic efficiency, in which the generalized en-
tropy production is a minimum.

5. PINCH INTERPRETATION OF THE NEUTRON YIELD SCALING LAW

We shall sketch some qualitative considerations-about the
scaling law for the neutron yield Ï, which may arise from the
assumption that the column in Plasma Foci devices behaves "grosso
modo" like a thermonuclear pinch. If a dynamic equilibrium
exists, the well known Bennett's relation

I2 * 3.2 x 10"M S T (1)

should hold, where I (Amp) is the total current, N (cm'1) is the
linear density and T (°K) is a characteristic value of the tempe-
rature (assumed to be of the same order for electron and ions).
The radial scale does not appear in (1) because as the cross sec-
tion of the column varies, the energies associated with magnetic
contraction and thermal expansion in the radial direction change 277
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with the radius in the sane way. Therefore a relationship such
as (1) should hold for a large set of possible equilibrium confi-
gurations characterized by very different values of the radius r,
the density n and the current density, under the general hypothe-
ses of cylindrical geometry and ideal gas statistics. A calcula-
tion of the actual radius of the column,considered as a whole,
or the radii of segments of the column, would require supplemen-
tary hypotheses on the phenomena intervening in the energy
balance such as transport processes. Summarizing, it seems
reasonable to take as a starting point that, if a state of dyna-
mic equilibrium is achieved (as suggested by the relatively long
lifetimes of the columns observed in plasma foci), then a rela-
tionship like (1) must hold between I, N and T.

However, cylindrical configurations of this kind are HHD
unstable, so that their lifetime should be of the order of few
ns for the parameters typical in plasma foci columns (r-01-lcm,
sound speed = lu" ens') unless some stabilization mechanism is
present.

As a guess, we assume that stabilization is provided by the
presence of B components in the column, resulting from the evolu-
tion of B components produced in the previous coaxial stage; if
this is tne case, the creation of B components during the CS pro-
pagation would be a necessary condition for the formation of
stable configurations in the focus stage, for a wide range of size
and shape of these configurations. Of course, the relationship (1)
should be Modified» because the presence of B components nay play
a role in the dynamic equilibrium. In the spirit of the qualita-
tive treatment here developed, we merely assume that a magnetic
pressure tern should be added to the kinetic pressure so that (1)
takes the form
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I2 - 3.2 x KT» N T B"1 C2>
with 6 - K, the minimal value necessary to produce a stabilizing
effect.

ïhe «ell known strong correlation observed between the yield
Y and I suggests that only parameters such as N and T should deter-
mine Y, and not the actual radii and densities. A reasonable way
(though not unique) in which this may happen arises from the fol-
lowing assumptions:

a) the lifetime of the plasma column is given by its length
I divided by the sound speed (proportional to T ) , that is, there
is no axial confinement of the plasma;

b) there exists an aspect ratio v " lr~' which does not
strongly vary from one device to another.

Under these hypotheses, the yield Y is given by:

• A u 1 N* < o v ) T" (3)

where A is a constant and { ov) is the usual fusion reaction rate
for i aaxwellian distribution at the temperature T.

The expression (3) must be considered together with (2), so
that

Y =• A1 ua <ov> f " I4 (4)

In the following table we give values of A' < ov> T* w for
the range of temperature of interest.

TABLE: Values of A* (ov> T"*4

Temperature (keV) A' { ov> T~S/4 10" (neutron/Amp4)

1
3
5
9
15
20

0.07
0.91
1.56
1.94
1.75
1.49

It can be observed that A1 < ov) T rises steeply at T= 3 keV
to reach a sort of plateau. __,

Clearly, this behavior of A1 ( ov> T suggests an approxi-y
mate scaling law for Y of the form

Y » v2 a I* <5)

where a = 1 * 2 x 10"".
À thorough analysis of experimental data [8] gives as the

best fit

Y = 2 10-" I433 (6)

which is very near to (5).
It should be noted that values of T > 3 keV, in the plateau

of the function A1 { ov ) T'V2 ̂  imply that the linear density N
should be below a limiting value N L given by

= 0.5 x 10* I* (7)

According to this scheme if the linear density when the
colunn is formed is higher than N^, the neutron production should
be very low until N becomes of the order of N L through axial
losses. However, in the case of low current plasma foci such as
that described in this work (I = 1.5 * 2 x 10s Amp), the resulting
Hj, (= 2 x 10" cm"1 ) is below the limit S Q = 10

n cm"1 for the
onset of the resistive instability 19). In this situation an
abrupt increase in the resistivity by a factor 10' * 10* above
the classical value is possible in the stage of high neutron pro-
duction. Therefore the thermonuclear yield may be nixed with the
beam-target yield resulting from the acceleration of deuterons in
the strong field due to the abrupt increase of the resistivity.
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ON SOME HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS
IN A REFLEX DISCHARGE

S.K.GUHARAY
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Calcutta, India

I. INTROIWCTIOH

Oscillations in a reflex discharge have been investigated

by numerous workers. 1"° Depending upon the conditions of the

discharge, viz. gas pressure, magnetic field strength, discharge

current, discharge voltage and, above all, nature of cathodes,

various kinds of oscillations can develop. Particularly, situations

with cold cathodes, operating in the neighbourhood of 10**̂  Xorr,

show up interesting results as both lov-and high-frequency oscillations

can occur there due to the presence of a radial electric field as veil

as a strong potential drop across the cathode sheath. It is iaportant

to examine the oscillations under various conditions of discharge

parameters in order to characterize them. Such a study is warranted

particularly on the tut. oscillations in a reflex discharge. The

aim of the present work is to delineate a controlled experiment

with a cold-cathode reflex discharge to acknowledge the nature of

the iuf. oscillations. It is observed that oscillât ions of frequency

in the neighbourhood- of the ion dynamics are excited through the

interaction of counterstreaaing electron beans with a background

plasma.

Experimental arrangement is described in Section IL

Experimental results and discussions are given In Section III and

Section 17 contains conclusion.

IL. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The schematic diagram of the reflex or Penning discharge, as

used here, is shown in Fig. 1. The device has been described in an

earlier article.? The spacing between the two aluminium cathodes is

h? cm and its diameter is 1.8 cm. A number of langtnulr probes were

used to measure the plasma parameters and to detect oscillations as

well. An external dipole antenna was also kept for high-frequency

pick-up from the plasma. The spectrum of the h. f. oscillations was

studie.i by a Type ̂ 91 Tektronix spectrum analyser.

I U . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AN» DISCUSSIONS

Observations were made through wide ranges of pressure

p(5x10"2 - 6x10"^ Torr), magnetic field strength B (100 - 1100 G),

and discharge current I d (5-200 mA). In this operating region,

oscillations were observed in two distinct frequency ranges î(i) low

frequency (1-20 kHz) and (ii) high frequency (10-100 MHz). A typical

example is shown in Jig. 2. To recognize the driving agent of the

oscillations, two symmetric grid structures were inserted across the

plasma column as shown in Tig. 1 and they were operated as follows :

(1) grids kept floating, and

(2) grids biased at anode (ground) potential.

It was observed that the situation corresponding to floating

grids favoured the excitation of both lov-and high-frequency waves *,

while for grids at anode potential, only high-frequency waves could

appear. This suggested that the 1. f. oscillations were due to some

radial gradients of plasma parameters and that the b. f. oscillations

could be due to the interaction of the counterstreaming electron 211



beams from the cold cathodes with the background plasma. The 1. f.

oscillations in the reflex discharge were studied and reported
7 8earlier.'1 The results on b. f. oscillations will be discussed here.

For the excitation of the tuf. oscillations, discharge voltage

was observed to bear the most significant role. At a particular gas

pressure p, with either the decrease of discharge current Xd keeping

B fixed or increase of the magnetic field for certain Id , the b. f.

oscillations gradually disappeared. In both the situations i t vas

necessary to lower the discharge voltage. This revealed that, unless

the potential drop across the cathode sheath was strong enough to

render electron beaas emitted from the cathode surface much «ore

energetic than the thermal energy of the plasma electrons, the inter»

action of the electron beams with the background plasma could not

yield growing waves.

d e spectra of some of the oscillations recorded under various

discharge conditions are presented in H e 3. Two distinct peaks ver*

observed In a l l the plots. However, analyses have been made on the

lower frequency coaponent in each case. She frequency f is determined

from the relation

* - *«*•*•
where fc corresponds to the centre of the reference coordinate, 4

i s the dispersion, and H is the number of divisions the component

f i s displaced from fQ (+ ve sign for displacement towards left

and -v* for displacement toward* Fight). The results corresponding to

Fig. 3 are tabulated below.
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Table I

Case

(a)

W
(c)

(d)

(•>

( f )

Pressure p
(Torr)

3 x 10"2

6.5 x 1CTV

6. 5 x 10"^

6.5 X10"1*

6.5x10-^

6.ÎI104

Magnetic field B
(Gauss)

325

325

650

1100

1100

1100

Discharge
voltage Ï .

(volt) d

1500

1000

750

600

600

600

Discharge
current I,»

(B&) d

200

200

200

200

175

150

Observed
frequency f

(MHl)

19
1V

13.5

13.5

13.5

It is noted that, apart iron the result in the case of higher

gas pressure (3x1 o"~ Torr), frequency of oscillation increases, in

general, with the increase of discharge voltage, in other words, the

variation of frequency occurs similarly as that of the energy of

electron beams. However, as the collision free path of. electrons is

less at higher gas pressure *, the electron beans, while passing through

the background plasma, can not maintain their energy acquired from the

potential drop across the sheath. At p = 3x10 Torr, the mean free

path of electrons in nitrogen gas is about 1. 5 cm corresponding to

the case as referred j while for p = 6. 5 x 10 Torr, the free path is

about 68 cm.^ As the length of the plasma column is h? cm, it. is likely

that the effective energy for interaction of the electron beams with

plasma is reduced at higher pressure.



It i s apparent that the observed frequencies can not be related

to any characteristic motion of electrons', rather they are in the

neighbourhood of frequencies involving ion dynamics. Such waves may

grow due to the following three possibilities10 ;

( i ) interaction of slow space charge wave on the beam with

the forward plasma wave *,

( i i ) interaction of slow cyclotron wave with the forward

plasma vave \

( i l l ) reactive medium amplification between ion-cyclotron and

lower hybrid frequencies.

For the sake of simplicity, the analysis is made here using

the dispersion relation for a filled waveguide following Vermeer.11

The potential disturbance T in a cylindrical waveguide is taken of

the fora

V = A J_ (pr) exp (jttt-^kz ) , (1)

where A is a constant, JQ (pr) is the n-th order Bessel function of

the first kind, p and k are the transverse and axial wave numbers

respectively. Assuming the signals to be weak to permit linearization

of the relevant equations and also the quasi-static approzioatlon

vL/c 2 « 1 (v . being the phase velocity of the wave and c the

velocity of light) to be velld, the dispersion relation for a filled

wave guide i s obtained as

• ' I (2)

where M
6 ) 1

- K V k ) *

H = 1 _

ubi i ° k ' ael > wce correspond to ion-plasna, electron-plasma, Ion-

cyclotron and electron-cyclotron frequencies, respectively. oJ^ls

the plasma frequency of electron beam and T^ IS i t s velocity. It can

be shown that fer the Interaction of the cyclotron wave

CO = XV. + uce '

and for the space-Charge wave

0) = XVb + R

(3)

(«0

where + correspond to slow and fast waves, respectively, and fl It

given \*r

> • * . (5)

In order to evaluate O from Eqns. (3) and (•••), it Is necessary to

determine rb, density of beat! «lections, k, and p.

Backua showed that Ions strike the cathode* with an energy

approximately equal to the discharge voltage. So i • may be taken that

the secondary electrons (beam electrons) emitted from the cathode

surface due to the bosbardaent of ions, acquire velocity v b corres»
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ponding to

V k i:

Kfaere Td i s the discharge -voltage. The density

i s determined from

vbeS

of the tea» electrons

(7)

where Ib is the beaa current and S is the cross-section of the

cathode surface. Backus measured the effective nunber of secondary

electrons in a reflex discharge. Using these results, it is estimated

that for the region of operation of the present discharge

it - V3-

So, from the Eqps. (6), (7), and (8) it is obtained that

( 8 >

(9)

viier» r. la the radius of cross-section of the bean (cathode).

The density of beam-generated plasma electrons will be

•n<rvbL (to)

Wiere a is the density of neutral «a», S is the ionisation cross-
section of electrons on neutrals, L is the length of the plasma
column and Tfl corresponds to the drain velocity of plasma, given by

2M

, (11)
H

there K Is the Boltzmann constant. For a typical case : p = 6. 5 x 10~

Torr, B = 1100 6, T d s 600 volt, and I d = 200 «A, When KT# x 20 eV,

it is obtained that :

Tb î : 1 A X 10° OB/seC,

Taking k = * and p î  = 2. *K)5 ( ̂  being the transverse scale length

of variation of the r.f> potential disturbance), it is determined

from Bqns. (if), (6),and (9) that growing wave would occur by inter-

action of the slow space charge wave with the forward plasma wave at

frequency fint

= 0.633 V* - 26.3 (12)

«her* V d «nil Id «re in rationalised aks unit. Taking Id * 200 mk,

a curve for f^versus T & is plotted In Sis» t. It is noted that the

observed frequencies agree well with the calculated values. Kip.(12)

reveals that discharge voltage plays the «oit significant role In

determining f ^ . The second tera In Ecu (12) involving Id acts as a

correction tera. Is In the results in Table I, variation of I d was

between 150-200 «UL, its influence on f]At could not be detected. The

spectral power density was observed to depend, strongly on the discharge

voltage and gas pressure. The amplitude is larger corresponding to

higher values of interaction energy of bea« electrons.
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I t was checked experimentally that, for the other types of

Interaction as «entloned ear l ier , the dependence of frequency on

plasma parameters vas different Iron the observed results . The

characteristics of the higher frequency component In each spectral

could not be identi f ied in the present experiment.

IV. COHCL0SIOH

Previous Investigators observed various types of Interactions

in the present operating region of the discharge and osci l lat ions

from a few ffis t o the range o f GHs -«ere reported. The significance

of the present work l i e s in the observation of some r. f. osci l lat ions

(within a few tens of MHz) due to the interaction of counterstreamlnc

electron beans with a background plasma in a, cold-cathode ref lex

discharge. I t has been established from the present study that, apart

from the low-frequency gradient driven ins tab i l i t i e s (frequency « loo-

cyclotron or ion-plasma frequencies),'» growing waves In the neigh-

bourhood of the characteristic ion-plasma osci l lat ions could occur In

a cold-cathode ref lex discharge due t o the interaction of the «low

space charge electron beam wave with the forward plasma wave.
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the discharge system. K:

Cathode, A: Anode, &: Grid

13 MHz

Fig.2 For p=7x10~3 Torr, B = 3 2 0 G , I<j=45mA: ( i) U«.floating

potential oscillation»sweep speed:50 vus/cm* (ii) h.f-

spectral plot.
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2 8-5 MHz t 28-5 MHz

Fig.3 Power spectra for discharge conditions (a)—(f )
as in Table I . Ordinate: relative scale, &5MHz/cm.
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REVIEW OF PLASMA PHYSICS RESEARCH IN
MALAYSIA

S.LEE
Plasma Laboratory, Physics Department,
University of Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Abstract

The energy trends of Malaysia projected for the next few
decades are briefly discussed as a background to the rationale for
Malaysian research into new forms of energy including plasma fusion.
The planning of this research started nearly two decades ago.
Today research facilities at PLUM centre on two capacitor banks,
one rated at 40 kV, 48 kJ, 2 MA short circuit current and the other
at 60 kV, 40 kJ, 2MA. Other equipment include several smaller
capacitor banks, vacuum systems, oscilloscopes, diagnostic systems,
a screened room, a transient digitizer, an Iraacon camera and a
100 MW pulsed ruby laser for discharge initiation and diagnostics.
The research devices include two plasma focus machines, one vacuum
fusion spark, a shock tube and minor experiments like the glow
discharge. The main focus facility, the UMDFFI, was designed and
built entirely by Indigenous effort, using 40 kV capacitors donated
by Britain under the Colombo Flan. Difficulties were encountered
especially in the need to adapt what is locally available or
readily importable to all phases of the design, construction,
testing and measurement. Nevertheless, the focus group has achieved
the following results: measurement, in 1973, of neutrons produced
in the deuterium focus; current, voltage, magnetic field and
pressure measurements to interpret plasma dynamics and focus
mechanism and to compare with computer simulation of plasma
trajectory and configuration; soft x-ray measurements to determine
electron temperature; study of the effect on the focus of rotation
and multiple ionization up to Argon XVIII; and optimuzation of
focus performance as judged from neutron yield.

In 1977 PLUM acquired the Julien DPFI which was reassembled
as a fast focus, the UMDPF2. -This device has been converted to
operate as a vacuum spark with the aim of demonstrating the spark
as a neutron source when using a deuterided anode. We have
measured temperatures of 8 keV in the dense plasma spots.

Plasma research work here has produced some interesting
results and postgraduate theses including a Ph.D. thesis. A.
small low-cost Tokamak is being planned to extend the scope of the
work.

Introduction

At the Seminar on Energy Options for Developing Countries
held in Madras in February 1981 it was pointed out that despite
all conservation measures that may be taken the rate of increase
of energy consumption world-wide would result in a doubling time
in energy consumption of about 20 years It was also pointed out
that renewable resources couid only be planned, and optimistically
at that, to provide 10-20% of the world1s energy .needs towards
the early part of the 21st Century-

These conclusions together with estimates of the logistic
production curves of fossil and fissile ores give us a scenario
as depicted in Figure 1. Inexorable social and economic pressures
dictated by an increasing population and an innate world-wide
demand towards an universal reasonable standard of living
compatible with the average human intelligence require the energy
consumption curve to rise at a minimum rate of 3% towards a point
some 20 times above present consumption, However, well before
this 20 times point is reached, a critical point is reached when
the total of all energy supplies, fossil, fission (with breeding)
and renewables, is insufficient to support any further increase
in consumption {]}.

This would be a critical point in human history at which
human hopes would forever by extinguished unless a limitless
source of energy such as fusion were to be developed. The present
increasing international effort to built a fusion reactor is
primarily motivated by such a scenario. Realising that this
problem is crucial to all humanity, developing countries inclusive,
many scientists in developing countries must have pondered as we
did in Malaysia how we may attempt to play a role at least firstly
in carrying out some experiments to enable us to understand, at
first hand, some of the problems regarding the physics of fusion.

Energy trends in Malaysia

The energy trends in Malaysia {I} tisvn been extrapolated to
the middle of the next century by fsoft-energy? proponents as
shown in Figure 2. It is certain that a study of the land area
and the construction materials required to support the energy-

growtn in energy consumption, /A per annum, naiaysia aoes nave a
breathing space to plan her energy policy and research without
the strangle-hold of immediate energy crisis. The result is that
a fairly comprehensive range of energy research now thrives in
Malaysia including solar energy research and plasma fusion
research.
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Plasma Research in Malaysia

Plasma research at the University of Malaya started in the
early I9601s with the studies of oscillations in the glow discharge
{2}. At the same time components for a 40 kV, 60 MF capacitor bank,
including capacitors, transformers, thyratrons and other electrical
parts were secured from the U.K. government through the Colombo
Flan. Assembly of the capacitor bank was started but progress
was slow because of inadequate understanding of the technical
aspects of capacitor bank switching and associated timing and
synchronising problems. During this time shock wave research vas
carried out {3-6}.

Capacitor bank

These problems were resolved in I97O when a decision was
made to use ignitrons to switch the bank. A modular design was
adopted {7,8} dividing the 60 MF bank into four modules each with
25 capacitors. Each module was switched by two 7703 ignitrons as
shown in Figure 3, with all 8 ignitrons controlled by one master
krytron. A novel feature of this bank was the confinement of the
full capacitor voltage to the capacitor terminals by means of
auxilliary spark gaps so that although the capacitors were charged
at 40 kV, only 20 kV appeared on the ignitrons until the ignitrons
are switched. This reduces the problem of corona and also enables
the use of 7703 ignitrons (rated at 20 kV) to switch the 40 kV
bank. Discharged into a short-circuit load, the bank delivered
a measured current of I.93 MA on 23rd March I972. The inter-
ignitron jitter was determined to be ±50 ns and synchronisation
jitter between the start of the current and the master trigger
pulse was of the same order. Since 1972 the 8 ignitrons have
switched in excess of 10000 times between 15 to 30 kV. The
maintenance was minimal until the end of 1980. The ignitrons
need to be replaced now.

Plasma Focus

In late 1970 with the capacitor bank partially operational
a decision was made to operate a plasma focus as this device
appeared to be the most promising, given our limited facilities,
for the production of a plasma hot and dense enough for detectable
plasma fusion. A Mather-type focus was designed {9} with suitable
parameters so that focus could occur at or slightly after peak
current. Considering a snow-plow model and taking into account
the effect of the dynamic impedance of the focus tube on the
circuit current the tube parameters were provisionally fixed at:
diameter of inner electrode « 5 cm, length of inner electrode •
25 cm, operating pressure * 1 torr in deuterium for an operating
voltage of 20 kV generating a plasma current of 500 kA. The
outer electrode was interchangeable using either a copper cylinder
of 8.2 cm diameter or a glass cylinder of 10 cm in diameter to
facilitate photography.

Diagnostics

By early 1971 this focus tube was operational with the
partially completed capacitor bank. Magnetic probes were used
systematically to establish the symmetry, structure and dynamics
of the current sheath in the accelerator region. Voltage and
current probes were used to establish focus dynamics and energetics.
These probes were all of the simplest designs. We also proceeded
to develop soft x-ray techniques for the estimation of electron
temperatures. For neutron measurements we designed indium foil
activation counters and also tizae-of-flight systems in order to
measure the energy of the neutrons. The time-of-flight systems
included two detectors spaced 10 m apart. Each detector consisted
of a plastic (NE102) scintillator and a fast photomultiplier. The
sensitivity of each detector to neutrons was estimated and then
compared with a calibration using a standard polonium-berylium
neutron source. In this way the time-of-flight system could also
give information on the neutron yield.

Results

By late 1971 the gross dynamics of our plasma focus had
already been established both in the. run-down region and in the
focus region. Trajectories of the luminous plasma were obtained
using the Imacon in framing and streak modes. Trajectories of
the current sheath were obtained using magnetic probes {9}. Soft
x-ray pictures of the focussed plasma were obtained and using a
multiple foil technique the plasma electron temperature was
estimated to be between 0.8 - 2.5 keV {10}.

In October 1973 from a deuterium plasma focus we measured
a burst of neutrons with an energy of 2.2± 0.1 MeV (see Figure 4)
in the backward direction {11}. In the forward direction the
neutron energy was measured to be 2.6 ± 0.1 MeV. Thus the
evidence indicated that the neutrons were produced from the D-D
reaction (neutron branch) from a plasma with a centre-of-mass
moving in the forward direction. The distribution of neutrons
from the focus was later studied {12} with a view of relating
the distribution to one of the three popular models namely the
beam-target, the moving boiler and the converging-ion model. A
typical distribution is shown in Figure 5. The conclusion of this
study was that these models were not adequate to explain the
neutron production.

mass tiow measurement was made witn a piezoelectric probe ing- °)
in the run-down region and concluded that only 4-7% of the ambient
mass swept up by the current sheath arrives in time to participate
in the focussing action {13}. The 1-D radial collapse model which
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we developed {14} has an equation of motion of the form:
2

where the LHS represents the rate of change of momentum per unit
length of the focussing plasma and the first term of the RHS
represents the corresponding focussing force supplied by the
self-magnetic field of the cylindrical focus current sheath. The
term f(P) represents a retarding force exerted by the kinetic
pressure of the plasma. This retarding force is calculated using
a shock wave-current sheath model; and divides the collapsing
region into 3 phases, the incident shock phase, the reflected
shock phase followed by a phase of adiabatic compression. The
trajectory computed from the model, using Initial values of ZOQ
and dr/dt consistent with experimental observations, agrees with
high speed photography of the inward-co11apse and with soft x-ray
estimates of minimum focus radius. However the current sheath
rebound predicted by the model was not observed experimentally.
Indeed, voltage and current measurements were used to show that
as the focus diameter approached the minimum value, the current
sheath abandoned its snow-plow cylindrical configuration, rapidly
diffused through the plasma and flowed on-axis. This is a
necessary consequence of the large electron Hall parameter as
the radius decreases. For .example the electron Hall parameter is
estimated as 500 for a typical, focus radius of 1 mm. The plasma
conductivity of the focus is therefore reduced by a factor of
250000 from its Spitzer value.

Together with the development of the I-D radial collapse
model, two projects were also carried out, one to investigate
plasma focus rotation in the presence of an axial bias field{15}
and the other to compute the degrees of ionization in an argon
focus {16,24}.

The next major project was the optimization of the focus.
We had already observed earlier that attempts to increase the
neutron yield by a reduction of operating pressure so as to
enhance plasma speeds resulted in very erratic operation and to
shattering of the back-wall insulator. This had led to the
conclusion that the focus seems to operate best at a speed of
6 cm/|is to 9 cm/us* The detailed optimization procedure adopted
by us {17,18} eventually enabled reproducible neutron production
in a high-pressure neutron optimised regime, as distinct from a
low-pressure beam optimised regime. A comparison of the neutron
yield of various DPF devices reported in the literature is shown
in Figure 7.

Currently we are developing laser diagnostics of the
plasma focus. We started with laser shadowgraphy {19} and are
now proceeding to laser holographic interferometry. Figure 8
shows some shadowgraphs of our plasma focus.

Laser-initiated vacuum spark

In 1975 a link was developed with the Institut fuer
Plasmaphysik of the Nuclear Research Centre (KFA) Juelich,
Federal Republic of Germany, which resulted in the transfer of
the Juelich DPFI facility to our laboratory under the sponsorship
of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation post-fellowship
programme. This is a 60kV, 40kJ machine originally operated as
a fast focus but converted in its last year at the Institute for
Reâ -cor Development Juelich into a vacuum spark {20} . A 100 MW
pulsed ruby laser was also donated by the AVH Foundation.

With the vacuum spark we have obtained a high density
point plasma having a measured temperature of 8 keV. We are
currently attempting to generate fusion neutrons in this device
by using an anode with a LiD insert {21}.

Tokamak

Since 1977 our Group has been in discussion to build a
small Tokamak {22} with the aim of enabling us to develop
measurement techniques of a plasma which is less transient than
a plasma focus. We have been encouraged by the 1978 Report of
the IAEA Consultants1 Meeting on Fusion Programme for
Developing Countries {23} t and recently we are completing a
design for a small Tokamak specifically to operate from our
existing capacitor banks.

With this constraint we shall be using our 40 kV bank to
provide about 21 kJ to the stabilizing field of the Tokatnak.
This limits severely the energy we can supply to the plasma
heating current for which we could not use more than 1 kJ from
a 10 kV, 100 uF bank, in order not to exceed the Kruskal-
Shafranov limit for the plasma current. Despite this energy
limitation the scaling laws show that we should still be able
to obtain a plasma for the purpose of diagnostic development.
The design parameters for our small Tokamak are shown in the
following table.

Design Parameters of PLUM Tokamak

Major radius
Minor radius
Aspect ratio
Toroidal fi^ld
Plasma current
Safety factor
Ion temperature

0.25 m
0.05 m
5
2 T
40 kA
2.5
0.1 keV

Electron temperature 0.) keV
Confinement time 1.4 ms
Particle density 3xlO13 cm"3

Stabilization Bank

Capacitance
Coil Inductance
Number of turns
Coil current
Rise tine
Charging voltage

Plasma Heating Bank

Capacitance
Coil inductance
Number of turns
Coil current
Rise time
Charging voltage

60 UF
63 uH
100
25 kA
100 us
26 kV

100 uF
3R0 uH
20
2 kA
300 U8
U kV

2SI



Conclusion

Much of the work reviewed in this paper would not have
been possible without the material support given in the early
1960's by the British Government through the Colombo Plan and
more recently by the Nuclear Research Centre (KFA) Juelich and
the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. The projects have also
been given added momentum by the collaboration between individual
members of the PLUM Group and members of the Institut fuer
Plasmaphysik of KFA Juelich and the Institut fuer Plastnaforschung
of Stuttgart University. We hope chat we can extend our
international contacts in this research. We also hope that we at
PLUM nay be able to play a role in the strengthening of plasma
research and- plasma research collaboration in the developing
countries. The goal is ever before us - infinite energy through
plasma fusion.
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«)KV CHARGER DISTRIBUTOR CAPACITOR BANK IGN1TRONS

Figure 3: Circuit diagram far a module of 25 capacitors,
shewing charging circuit, distributor, capacitor bank,
voltage division spark-gaps, ignitrons and load.

Figure 4: Time-of-flight oscillogram obtained
in the measurement of neutron energy. Top
trace records output from near detector. Bottom
trace records output from far detector placed
10.2 m behind near detector. Horizontal scale
200 ns per cm.
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GEOMETRICAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE
DENSE PLASMA FOCUS

S. LEE, Y.H. CHEN
Plasma Laboratory, Department of Physics,
University of Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Ab«tract:

A 12 kJ DFF device with a periodic tine of I2lisec,
UHDFFI ha» been optimized geometrically to produce a
higher neutron yield of l.ix 10' at 10 torr filling
pressure than from the lame device before optimization.
With the same optimization procedure a faster DPF
device with a periodic time of 3.7usec, UMDPF2, of the
•s»e energy has also been optimized to give a peak
neutron yield of 6.3 x 109 at 16 torr filling pressure.
Experimental evidence shows that over and above the
increase in neutron production due to an increase in
current according to the l3»3 icaling law, a faster
current rite time may have an additional effect of
enhancement in neutron production.

The outcome o£ this project is that a new high
pressure regime of 16 torr with an enhanced neutron
yield of 6.3 x H)9 and improved yield reproducibility
for an input energy of 12 kJ has thus been established.

Theie is every reason to believe that this
optimization procedure can be extended to other
DPF devices.

I Introduction

Considerable effort has been made to enhance the neutron
yield in middle-energy DFF devices in the attempt to develop a
reproducible and reliable pulsed neutron source {I}. In this
paper, the results obtained in optimizing two middle energy DFF
devices, UMDPF1 (Dniversiti Malaya Dense Plasma Focus I) with a
periodic time of 12 usec and UMDPF2 (Universiti Malaya Sense Plasm
iacus 2) with a periodic time of 3.7 usec are presented. The
geometrical influence and the effect of the current rise time on
neutron production are also discussed.

The DPF devices used in this project are of Mather-type.
A DFF device is a coaxial plasma accelerator but with a truncated
inner electrode as shown schematically in figure 1. In this
optimization project, the outer electrode consists of evenly
spaced rods.

II Experimental Procedure

In this optimization program, the effect of the seven
operational parameters of DPF devices on neutron yield has been
investigated in detail. These seven paraaeters are inner
electrode diameter, inner electrode length, outer electrode
diameter, outer electrode length, insulator length, breakdown
gap and filling pressure.

The neutron flux is Matured with an indium activation
counter and a silver activation counter. All data on neutron
yield presented in this paper are the average of «ore than 20
shots each. After every experiment, the neutron detectors are
calibrated ir. situ with a neutron source of known strength.
In calculating the calibration factor, the abundance of excited
atoms, the half time of the decay schemes as well as the .lead
tiae correction were taken into account. The accuracy of the
calibration factor is estimated to be batter than SZ.

The hard x-ray and neutron pulses are measured by a
NE 102A scintillator-photoaultiplier detecting sy*te». The
cutrent is measured by a Rogowski coil operated as a current
transformer.

In the procedure, we first 'Optimize the inner electrode
length for a fixed inner electrode diameter with variation of
the filling pressure. This, in effect, is to shift the
focussing action so that the focussing action occurs at the
time of the peak current in order to have maximum efficiency
in utilizing the stored capacitor energy {2,3}.

The optimum inner electrode length is achieved when the
neutron yield versus pressure curve is symmetrical and the
neutron yield is reproducibly the maximum. Then the outer
electrode diameter, outer electrode length, insulator length
and breakdown gap are optimized with variation of filling
pressure, one by one sequentially until the peak neutron
yield is the maximum. After that the inner electrode diameter
is varied and the above optimization procedure is repeated
until the inner electrode diameter has »l»o been optimized.
This is indicated by the maximum neutron yield and the
symmetry of the neutron yield vercuo pressure curve. The
optimization procedure is summarised in figure Z.

III Optimization of the 0MDPF1 and results

The geometrical parameters and the characteristic of
UMDPFI at various stages of optimization are shown in table I.
It was found that the filling pressure, the inner electrode
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length, the inner electrode diameter and the outer electrode
dimeter are the strong, parameters. They have great influence
on the neutron production and have to be optimized properly for
high reproducibility and maximum neutron yield. The other
parameter like the outer electrode length, the insulator length
and the breakdown gaps are weak parameters because their effect
on neutron production is less significant than that due to the
strong parameters.

The optimization results are summarised in figure 3 and
figure 4. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the neutron yield on
the inner electrode length. At the optimum inner electrode
length of \6 en, the curve is synsaetxical and the peak, neutror.
yield is the highest. 'Figure 3 also shows that with a reduction
in the inner electrode diameter at the optimized inner electrode
length, the neutron yield remains unchanged but the optimum
filling pressure is shifted from 2.0 torr to )0.0 torr. The
influence of the outer electrode diameter on the neutron
production is also shown. At the optimum outer electrode
diameter of 85 mm, the peak neutron yield is 1.5 x 10^ with no
shift in the optimum operating pressure. For an optimized
device, the neutron yield variation for more than 10 shots on
the same filling is less than 10Z. With a single gas filling
neutron production has been obtained for more than 30 shots
consistently. These results are similar Co those already
reported earlier {1,4}.

IV Geometrical influence on neutron production

It has been reported that at all operating conditions
the product of the filling pressure and the optimum inner
electrode length is a fixed constant for a particular DPF device
and they can compensate each other in optimization {3,5}. Our
optimization results show that this constant product rule needs
to be qualified once the inner electrode diameter is varied,
which involves a variation in the axial acceleration force of
the current sheath die to the 1 /r dependence of the magnetic
field. Experimental evidence shows that the effect of the
variation of the inner electrode diameter on the time of
focussing action is not capable of being compensated by the
variation of the filling pressure alone. Hence the inner
electrode length as well as the filling pressure need to be
adjusted for maximun neutron production. This leads to a new
constant for the same device. The optimum product of the filling
pressure and the inner electrode length changes from 36 torr-cra
for inner electrode diameter of 50 ran to 160 torr-cm for that of
25 mn.

Experimental results indicate that there exists an optimum
inner electrode dimeter and an optimum ratio of the outer and
inner electrode in order to have an optimum operating condition

at which the neutron yield is resproducibly the maximum. On
reviewing the total body of experimental re*ult> including
framing photographs and magnetic probe measurements it appear*
that the existence of an optimum inner electrode diameter is
related to the dependence of the azimuthal «elf magnetic field
to the inner electrode diameter. Thus when the inner electrode
is too large, the magnetic field is too null for effective
driving. On the other hand with decreasing inner electrode
diameter the time for the radial compression stage has also been
reduced correspondingly. The dynamics of this stage has been
found to be significant for the formation of the final focus
and Hence the total neutron yield {6,7,8}.

Similarly, it appears that the existence of an optimum
ratio of the outer to the inner electrode diameters also depends
on two conflicting conditions. The smaller the ratio the larger
the pinch current tends to be from the impedance point of view.
This factor encourages a higher neutron yield. However,
experimental observation of radial restrike* indicate that for a
given inner electrode diameter and a fixed capacitor voltage, it
is necessary to have a minimum interelectrode gap to minimize the
occurance of radial restrikes which invariably leads to current
shedding {9,10,11,12}, resulting in a lower pinch current. Thu»
the optimum ratio of the two diameters is that ratio which gives
the largest drive current without incurring significant radial
restrikes.

An optimum ratio of 3.4 was observed in these experiment
on UMBPFI as opposed to a factor of 2 as suggested by Mather {2}.

V. Effect of the current rise time on neutron yield

The UHDPF2, formerly the DPF1 {13} in Jîilich, Federal
Republic of Germany, is one of the fastest DPF devices available
in middle energy range. The operating parameters of this device
have also been optimized using the experimental procedure
discussed in Section III. The seven optimized parameters and
the characteristic of UMDPF2 at 27 fcV and 33 kV after
optimization are shown in table 2.

Experimental result shows that when the charging voltage
increases Erom 27 kV to 33 kV, the peak neutron yield increases
from 3.5 x 10? to 6.3 x 10» with a shift of the optimum filling
pressure from 13.5 torr to 16 torr as shown as figure 4. The
increase in neutron yield obeys the I3-3 scaling law. However
the neutron yield of 6.3 x 10' for UMDPF2 is more than 4 times
that from UHDPFI at the same input energy of 12 kJ.

Comparing the neutron yield obtained from UNDPFI at 20 kV
and that from UHDPF2 at 27 kV, the neutron yield of 3.5 x 109 at
620 kA from the UMDPF2 is too high for the I3-3 scaling law in
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order Co be in agreement with that of 1.3 x 109 at 520 kA from
the UMDPFI. If the I3"3 scaling law is employed, a neutron
yield of 2.7 x 10' instead of 3.5 x 109 is expected. This
reproducible 30% increase in the' neutron yield is most probably
due ta the effect of the faster current rise time of 0.9 Msec for
the UMDPF2, compared with that of 3 usec for the UMDPFI. This
enhancement effect could b» related to an increased ratio of
focus curreni: to totaï tube current.

VI Concl sion

This project shows that the total neutron yield can be
increased by optimizing the geometrical dimensions of the DPF
devices. The inner electrode length, inner electrode diameter,
outer electrode diameter and filling pressure are the strong

. parameters that bave greater influence on the neutron production
and need to be optimized with great care for high reproducibility
and maximum neutron yield. The other parameters such as outer
electrode length, insulator length -,nd breakdown gap are weak
parameters, whose influence on neutron yield is insignificant as
long as they are within reasonable limits.

The outcome from this project is that the operating
pressure has been extended from 2 torr with a neutron yield of
1.0 x I09 to 16 torr with a higher yield of 6.3 :: 109 operating
with the same amount of input energy, 12 kj. A new high pressure
regime of focus operation with enhanced neutron yie'*d and
improved yield reproducibility has thus been established.
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Table 1

Parameters of UMDPF1 at various stage
of optimization.

Parameters of UMDPF1

D. 50 mm

1. 18 cm

1. _ 18 cm"o.e.

"o.e.

xeff

115 mm

40 mm

14 cm

25 mm

16 cm

16 cm

85 mm

43 mm

11.7 cm

Characteristic of UMDPF1
at 20 kV

C

T

E

I

P

Y

60 PÏ1

12.4 usec

12 kJ

550 kA

2.0 torr

1.0 x 10 9

60 UF

13 usec

12 kJ

520 kA

10 torr

1.5 x 10 9

11 mm

13 cm

13 cm

65 mm

43 mm

8.7 cm

30 UF

14 vist"-

12 kJ

450 kA

13.5 torr

8 x 108

Table 2

Parameters of UMDPF2 after
optimization.

Parameters of UHDPF2

Di.e.

Xeff

8.5 cm

15 cm

25 mm

65 nun

2.8 cm

5.7 cm

3 mm

Characteristic of UMDPF2
at 27 kV and 33 kV

V
c
£

T

I

P

Y

27 kV

22 UF

8 kJ

3.7 usec

620 kA

13.5 torr .

3.5 x 109

33 kV

22 UF

12 kJ

3.7 usec

760 kA

16 torr

6.3 x 10 9
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DOUBLE LAYERS WITH AN EXPANDING PLASMA

S.K. MATTOO, Y.C. SAXENA, A.N. SEKAR
Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad, India

Abstract:

Double layers with thickness # Debye length are observed.
They precede a plasma expanding with a velocity <V5(kTe/mi)*

1. Introduction:

A double layer may be thought of as the region of transition
between two plasmas at different potentials, far from any
boundaries. Most of the theoretical models of double layers
have invoked a relative electron-ion drift fjl and references
therein] and thus a plasma current. But recent computer
simulations £2, 3J and studies of thermal barrier cells in
tandem mirror devices J4,5} have found abrupt plasma potential
transition regions with little or no plasma current. A theore-
tical model of double layers without current has been construc-
ted by Perkins and f éJ

Experimentally» double layers have been detected in nume-
rous laboratory experiments in different types of laboratory
plasmas. The existence of double layers in unmagnetized and
magnetized plasma is now well established£l] . High densi-
ties in these experiments prevented detailed measurements of
the structure of the double layers. With the advent of double
and triple plasma devices, it has now become possible to
resolve the internal structure of the double layers mainly
because these devices contain a large volume of collision free
and quiescent plasma at such low densities that the Debye
length is /»» 1 mm or more.

Quon and Wong [7} claim to have produced double layers
at low plasma densities «-v 101 4 m~3 in a ftVtment discharge
type double plasma device. In another experiment, Coakley
and Hershkowitz [ 8 , 9 j were able to establish strong double
layers in their triple plasma device. They also attempted to
produce double layers in their double plasma device. Although
they were unable to achieve double layers in their double plasma
device, they could produce what they have called pseudo double
layers Q9J . The existence of pseudo double layers was

attributed by them to the existence of the metastable states
in the plasma.

All our attempts to produce double layers in a double plasma
device have failed even after providing a grounded grid at the
end of the target chamber and critically adjusting the neutral
gas pressure. Establishment of a double layer in multiple
plasma devices seems to critically depend upon the pressure
of the neutral gas in the device [ l O ] . At the critical pressure
we have instead observed another phenomenon which can
explain the observations of Coakleyand HershkowitzOO • We
have observed potential discontinuities resulting in due to the
ionisation of a very minute amount of gas that leaks into the
system during scanning of the plasma by a probe. This paper
presents these results.

2. Experimental System:

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The
vacuum chamber is divided into two electrically insulated
chambers. The two chambers are separated by two fine wire
mesh grids Gl and G2. Another grid G3 is provided at the end
of the target chamber. The experiments were carried out
under conditions of continuous pumping and the introduction of
argon gas through a needle valve. The base pressure in the
chambers was below 10*^ torr and the working pressure ran-
ged between 5 x 10"5 to 3 x 10"4 torr. Plasma in the source
chamber is produced by bombardment of the neutral gas with
60 eV electrons emitted from 24, 8 cm long tungsten filaments
placed at one end of the chamber. The plasma in the target
chamber is due to plasma flow from the source chamber. The
parameters in the target chamber are as follows:<n»10r* m~*nd
Te Al 2 eV.

Characteristics of the plasma were obtained by various
Langmuir collecting and emitting probes. Collecting probes
were used to determine electron temperature, densities and
distributions in the two chambers. For measurement of ion
distribution an energy analyser was deployed. The emissive
probes were used to measure the spatial plasma potential pro-
files in the two chambers. The velocity of the expanding
plasma was measured by both the collecting and emitting
Langmuir probes. The probe shafts were insulated from the
plasma.
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In the normal mode of operation grid Gl was biased O V
with respect to the source and G2, 0-10 V with respect to the
target chamber. The end grid G3 was grounded and the low
energy reflected electrons from its sheath served as a virtual
source of trapped electrons required for the formation of a
double layer. The walls of the target chamber were grounded.
The source chamber was at the floating potential. The plasma
potential of the source plasma was varied by applying an
appropriate voltage bias with respect to the target chamber.

Exults:

By birring the source plasma negative with respect to the
target chamber, a large electron current flows from the
source to target chamber. Depending upon the pressure of
argon neutral gas; the space charge effect of this current is
to lower the plasma potential in the entire target plasma.

Illustration of how pressure of the neutral gas affects the
spatial variation of the plasma potential in the target plasma
is shown in Fig.2. These results were obtained with scanning
of the plasma potential of the target plasma by moving an
emissive probe along the axis of the target chamber.

At 7 x 10 torr., a minimum in the plasma potential is
formed adjacent to the second control grid G2. The location
of this minimum does not seem to depend upon the bias on
grids Gl and G2. Apparently, the location of the observed
minimum is related to the electron temperature of the source
plasma. The plasma potential increases monotonically from

-40 V at the minimum to-28 V in about 20 cm. Thus, a poten-
tial structure with a thickness of 1000 Debye lengths is esta-
blished in the plasma. Of the applied 40 V across the two
chambers, nearly hall appears across this extended plasma
potential structure and the rest appears across the sheath
formed around the end grid G3.

The measured electron distribution under these conditions
showed that electron distribution does not consist of any beam
component. The obtained distribution function can neither be
described as a bump on tail. However, the electron distribu-
tion function could be well represented by two population of
electrons, hot and cold. While the temperature of the cold
component remained nearly constant with distance, the tempe-

i rature of the hot component varied from 3 eV adjacent to the

~l
control grid G2 to 8 eV near G3. The density of the hot com-
ponent was 1/3 of the cold component.

As the gas pressure is increased, the spatial variation of
the plasma potential gets modified; the potential near the grid
G2 becomes more positive and the potential near G3 more
negative. This trend continues till a critical gas pressure is
reached. At a critical neutral gas pressure, determined by
relative biases on grids and between the two chambers, the
plasma potential undergoes a very sudden transition. The
transition occurs over a distance*Debye length. Inset of
Fig. 2 illustrates the details of such a sharp potential jump in
another typical case.

Profile A is obtained while the emissive probe is moved
away from the grid G2. At a certain position in the target
chamber, the plasma potential makes a sharp transition from
a low-state of-6 V to a high-state of 4.4 V in a distance of less
than 0.2 cm. At this instance, there occurs a visible increase
in the plasma glow, indicating that an enhanced ionisation of
the gas has occurred. All the collecting Langmuir probes,
placed at different positions in the target chamber, showed
increase in the plasma density. The maximum increase in
plasma density is registered by the probe placed in the régira
close to the grid G2. At this location,, the plasma density
increases to 4 times the ambient value. From the analysis of
the characteristics of the Langmuir probes, we do not find any
evidence of the presence of electron beam with energy less
than or equal to potential jump. The profile B corresponds to
the measurements obtained while the emissive probe is moved
from the region of high-potential state towards the grid G2
immediately after the profile A is obtained. This is indicated
by the branch I of the profile B. The plasma density falls to
the ambient value. Occasionally, the plasma potential does
not make any such transition and the entire plasma remains
at the high-potential state (branch II of profile B) and then to
realise the initial conditions it becomes necessary to disturb
the device controls like the needle valve which maintains the
gas flow or the relative bias between the two chambers.
Apparently resetting of the device controls leads to reduction
of the ionisation of the neutral gas in the target chamber to
an extent that space charge of the electron current is not
completely neutralised.



Two collecting Langmuir probes, placed near G2 and G3
separated by 30 cm, are biased to collect the saturation
electron current. Fig. 3 displays that the onset of the increase
in electron density occurs earlier at the probe near G2 than
at the probe near G3,. «hen a transition in the plasma poten-
tial is affected by moving the emissive probe away from the
grid G2. This indicates that the potential jump is accompa-
nied by a moving plasma. The plasma moves in the direction
away from G2 and towards G3 at a velocitywlO m S"*. At a
given position in the target plasma the onset of the increase
in the electron density occurs simultaneously with the increase
in the plasma potential at that position. Also, the velocity
measured by two spaced emissive probes1 is the same as
measured by two spaced collecting probes collecting electrons.
The velocity direction remains the same even when the tran-
sition in the plasma potential is affected by moving the emissi-
ve probe towards the grid G2. Thus the plasma potential
jumps shown in Fig. 2 are not stationary structures.

To locate the source of the moving plasma , we noted the
variation of the plasma potential near the grid G2 as the neu-
tral gas pressure was varied. This is shown in Fig. 4. It
shows that as the pressure of the neutral gas is changed from
1. 3 x 1Ô4 to 1.35 x 10 torr, the plasma potential makes an
abrupt jump from-13.2 to 6 V. The implication of this result
is that a sharp transition of the plasma potential can be affec-
ted by a minute amount of the neutral gas and this can occur
only when the device is tuned to a critical pressure. The
value of the critical pressure depends upon the relative bias
between the two chambers. At larger bias voltages, the
critical pressure is lower. As discussed later, we view that
during the movement of the probe a very minute amount of the
gas leaks into the device and ionisation of this gas on reaching
the grid G2 leads to the source of the moving plasma.

Another feature of the potential jumps is that high-state
plasma potential is related to the potential of the grid G2. The
value of the high-state potential increases with the bias voltage
of the grid G2 JjlJ .

At 8 x 1Ô torr the entire target plasma attains an uniform
potential. The difference between the source and target plasma
potential becomes very small. The applied bias voltage
appears across the space charge sheaths of G3 and the end plate
of the source chamber. Any further increase in pressure of

the neutral gas makes very little change in the spatial variation
of the plasma potential profile in the source and target, chambers.

Discussion:

Below a critical pressure, the electron current extracted
from the source establishes an extended potential structure in
the target plasma. The important differences between this and
the other laboratory produced double layers £l , 6-10"Jare
summarized in Table. I.

What seems to be sustaining the extended potential structure
in. our case is the variation in the electron temperature of the
hot component of the electron distribution. Adopting a fluid
model, the calculations indicate that a potential change of S V
can be expalined by the observed temperature and density gra-
dients where as the observed potential variation is 15 V. It
thus seems that we shall have to look for a solution to Vtasov-
Poisson equations with distribution function of the particles
specified by the observed distribution functions of electrons and
ions at various spatial points in the target plasma. These calcu-
lations are under progress and will be reported elsewhere.

If a potential double layer is to exist, the ion density in the
low potential region must be less than the electron density.
This explains why a critical adjustment of pressure of the
neutral gas is required to produce a double layer p o j . In
our device, the double layers of the type reported in the litera-
ture are not produced even after making a critical adjustment
of the pressure. At the critical pressure, we instead observe
sharp potential jumps which have characteristics very different
from double layers. These potential jumps have thickness of/V
Debye length.

We have demonstrated that the observed potential jumps
are accompanied by a moving plasma. Fig.4 suggests that the
origin of the plasma blob may be in the enhanced ionisation of a
very minute amount of the gas that leaks into the system by the
movement of the probe. That the plasma blob is formed in the
region adjacent to the grid G2 is evidenced from the measure-
ments of the velocity. This also rules out explanation of the
observed potential jumps in terms of the separation of the anode
sheath [ l ] . The measured velocity of the leading edge of the
plasma blob is/flp4 m S , which is greater than theion acouitic
speed, (kTe/mi)'. of argon plasma of 2 x 103 m S1 at electron 317
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temperature of 2 eV. This shows that leading edge of the
created plasma]is expanding into a low density plasma at a speed
of tf 5 (kTe/mi)5.

The observed velocity of the plasma is due to the expan"
sion of the plasma. The expansion of the plasma results in due
to the thermal pressure in the plasma. The initial response of
the plasma to the thermal pressure is that warm electrons will
separate out to form a region of electron charge concentrated
near the density discontinuity. The electrons on the average
will separate from the ions by a distance of a Debye length, so
that at the boundary there will be formed a double layer of thick
ness of H Debye length. The electrons cannot go further due to
the electric field and ions which immediately follow will be
accelerated. This would mean that leading edge of the ions and
the double layer will be moving at a faster velocity than the ion
acoustic speed. Computer simulations [ l2j that do not use
Boltzmann approximation for the electron density and charge
neutrality indicate a maximum expansion velocity of the leading
edge of A'5 (kTe/mi)2 which is the same as our observed value.
What is important is not that the measured velocity can be expla-
ined by the expansion of a plasma blob. The important point to
note is that the expansion of the plasma is accompanied by a
double layer at the leading edge of the plasma blob and its
thickness is|» Debye length. An estimate of the potential jump,
ùlf , from the observed velocity of the leading edge gives &ÇpH

5 kTe. For kTe N 2 eV» the potential jump f* 10 V. This
is in agreement with the observation. Thus it seems likely
that potential jumps are corresponding to the moving double
layers formed as a consequence of the expansion of the plasma
created due to the ionization of the leaked gas adjacent to the
grid G2.

Although the agreement between the observations and
computer simulations of the expansion of the plasma into the
vacuum is very good, we do not wish to high light it in view of
that the presence of an ambient plasma can affect the expansion
in several ways [12] , The most Important effects are
acceleration of the ambient ions in the electric field of the
double layer and dissipating effects if any turbulence is genera-
ted. To ascertain role of the ambient plasma, a detailed
modelling is required.

An interesting outcome of our explanation of the observed
potential jumps is that Aj> should be correlated with the electron

temperature. We could not verify this point because we do not
have control over this parameter in our device.

We have observed that potential jumps occur only when the
device is tuned to a critical pressure. Having identified the
cause of these jumps in the formation of a plasma blob, it neans
that enhanced ionisation of the gas that leaks into the system
during the movement of the probe occurs only when the device
is at a critical pressure. In view of that ionisation mean free
path of ionising electrons in the target plasma decreases very
negligibly when the gas pressure changes by a. very small frac-
tion of the ambient pressure, an explanation is required for the
cause of the enhanced ionisation at the critical pressure. We
explain it as follows:

The energetic electrons in the target chamber ionise a frac-
tion of thp leaked gas at the high potential end, producing ions and
low energy electrons. The low energy electrons are trapped
between the sheath around the grid G3 and the potential
minimum located near the grid G2. The ions in the high
potential side are accelerated towards the potential minima
and reflected at the sheath of the grid G2. These reflected
ions reduce the net space charge near the grid G2. Thus, the
potential well near the grid G2 becomes shallower. This in
turn allows more electrons to be extracted from the source
and hence more ionisation of the gas. The critical effect may
be arising due to the fact that, at this pressure, the plasma
region adjacent to the grid G2 attains momentarily an accele-
rating potential of the order of ionisation potential of the gas
with respect to the source. Since the ionisation cross section
of the gas increases rapidly at the ionisation potential, the
accelerated electrons extracted from the source leads to an
enhanced ionisation of the gas adjacent to the grid G2. This
creates s plasma blob in which a potential double layer
develops nt the leading edge at a later stage.

Our observations of potential jumps may be similar to
those obtained by Coakley and Hershkowitz Q93 • However,
we do not attribute these potential jumps to the existence of
two metastable states in the plasma. We wish to state that
invoking existence of metastable state would require far more
complicated plasma physical processes than ths simple
explanation offered in this report.
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Table.I

COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DOUBLE LAYERS AND
EXTENDED POTENTIAL STRUCTURES

Characteristics

1. Thickness (A*)

2. Threshold

3. Potential jump

4. Particle
distribution

5. Boundary
conditions

Double Layer

A5C

Drift velocity of
electrons must exceed
thermal velocity of
electrons.
ionisation potential of
the neutral gas
Relative electron ion
drift; electron beam;
ions and trapped elec-
trons are present.

Isolated regions of
potential jumps are
surrounded by regions
of constant potential
and quasi-neutral plasma

Extended potential structures

ft 1«M

No threshold. At a large relative bias voltage,
the structure is unstable.

/V 20 V and depends upon the relative bias
between the source and target chambers.
Two population of alectrons; hot and cold.
The temperature of the hot component increa-
ses alongvrith the potential.

Potential structure it surrounded by the
sheath regions of the grid G2 and G3.
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-40cm -85cm H

Fig. 1 Schematics of the double plasma device. Drifting
electrons are produced by biasing the source chamber
negative with respect to the target chamber. F-Filaments,
PI, P2, P3-Collecting Langmuir probes, H-Emissive probe.
Grid Gl is biased OV with respect to the source, potential
of grid G2 is varied between 0-10V with respect to the target
and end grid G3 is grounded.

Fig.2: The axial plasma potential distribution in the target
chamber at various indicated pressures, obtained by the emi-
ssive probe. The inset is a typical potential variation at the
critical pressure. Profile A correspond* to when the emissive
probe is moved away from the grid G2, and profile B when the
emissive probe is moved towards the grid G2. The dashed line
(branch H of the profile B) shows that occasionally the entire
plasma potential remains at high state.
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NEUTRAL GAS PRESSURE (10 Horr.)

Fig. 3: Oscilloscope trace of time profile of saturation electron
currents obtained by collecting Langmuir probes PI and P3,
separated by 30 cms. Fig. shows that the arrival of the plasma
blob at P3 is delayed by 30/l.S with respect to the same at PI.

Fig. 4: The plasma potential near G2 is plotted for various
neutral gas pressures. The device control settings are
Gl = OV, G2 = 10V. G3 is grounded and VS-T =-8.3 V. Note
the sharp transition in the plasma potential between 1.3 to
1. 35 x Iff* Torr.
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ION CONFINEMENT BY HIGH-DENSITY
PLASMOIDS AND WALL-MATERIAL DAMAGE

V. NARDI, W.H. BOSTICK, J. CHOI, H. KILIÇ, W. PRIOR
Stevens Instiiule of Technology,
Hoboken, New Jersey, USA

A. BORTOLOTTI, C. CORTESE
University of Ferrara and IENGF,
Torino, Italy

Plasma lumps with a density > 10 1 8 cm"3 and sharply defined
boundaries (plasmoids) are produced and ejected simultaneously
with electron and ion beams (1 keV - 2 MeV) during the subnano-
second disruption of a MA current channel in deuterium plasma by
a plasma-focus discharge. The internal structure of plasmoids
and ion beams is recorded by the induced damage on targets of
various materials (the space resolution of the beam structure is
better than 1 ̂ an; the space resolution of the structure of the
plasmoid boundary on the plasmoid image by a contact print on
plastic materials is about 50 jpn or tetter). We report here ob-
servations of damage on Al, Al oxide and stainless steel under
plasma conditions by which extreme values of radiation-dose rate
are provided by ion beams and by plasmoid inpact on the target.

I) Introduction: Plasma focus discharges generate ion and elec-
tron beams with particle energy with up to >2-3 MeV by an applied
voltage of only "15 kV on the electrodes. Plasma lunps with
sharply defined boundaries, long-life time (>5-10 us) and a den-
sity of 10 1 8 - 10 1 9 particles/cm2 (i.e., plasmoids) are produced
in the axial region of the discharge and can be ejected in the
direction of the electrode axis with a translation speed of > 10e

cm/sec. The internal structure of particle beams and of plas-
moids has been analyzed by observation of the induced damage on
conveniently prepared targets [1,2]. This method of observation
includes ion track etching on plastic material targets. Ion fil-
tering by absorbing foils (mylar) on the target surface produces
images by a selected component of the ion-energy spectrum [1]. A
maximum o£ space resolution (a few un) can be observed by target
damsge analysis. Further, this method can discriminate the beam
ions from the high-energy ions which are deposited by the plas-
moid on the targets. He present here only data obtained by Al,
Al oxide and stainless steel targets which are not sensitive to
single-ion damage but provide useful information on the cumula-
tive effects of all components of the ion-energy spectrum.

In a usual radiation test by ion bombardment of solid materials a
typical dose of >1017 ions/cm2 is obtained by several minutes of
target exposure to an ion beam in a «10~ 5 Totr vacuum system.
Alternatively, target exposure to a plasma-focus discharge (with
initial pressure P =• 1-10 Torr in the discharge chamber) provides
ion-dose rates ten-orders-of-magnitude higher than by the first
method. The irradiation process in a single plasma focus dis-
charge is completed in a time interval of 1-5 us. Some of the
data we have obtained by our experiments can provide useful in-
formation also for the radiation tests of the CTR surface and
materials program. We present here ony a brief selection of data
which may have some bearing in this research field.

II) Experimental Systqm: Two plasma focus machines wiui an
identical geometry (Mather type; center électrode dia. = 3.4
cm, outer elect, dia. 10 cm, 75 j>F at IENGF, 45 juF at SIT; V Q =
12-19 kV) have been used to generate ion beams. The spatial
structure of the ion beam in the forward direction.(0°) is detec-
ted in this experiment by the non-uniform distribution of beam-
induced holes and blisters on the surface of metallic and non-
metallic targets as it was done by previous work (31. Some of
the targets during the beam bombardment were kept at a tempera-
ture (T) above room temperature (below the melting point of the
target material) by fitting the target inside a small oven in the
discharge chamber. The purpose was to assess ihe influence on
beam-induced damage and of possible target heating by plasma
wind, EH radiation and plasmoid inpact by comparing the target
response for different values of T. The experimental arrangement
is presented in Figure 1. The propagation speed and the energy
of the low-energy tail (1-5 keV) of the ion emission have been
determined also by Kxjcwski Coil (RC) signals from the ion cur-
rent at 0 u by assuming that the ion emission occurs f com a local-
ized source (linear dimensions vl cm) at the time of axial-pinch
disruption (t « 0 is the time of the peak of the] dl/dt | signal
from the electrode current I). The onset of the Rogowski Coil
signal corresponds to the passage of the bulk of the low-energy
tail o<: the ion beam (<v4-5 keV D+) through DC. RC screening
with a brass shield is necessary to eliminate noise pick-up.

III) Energy Spectrum of the Ion Emission and Temperature Effect;
The deuteron time-of flight A t from a point source to the oDser-
vation point at distance d can be conveniently used [4] to deter-
mine the energy spectrum"fyj(E) for values of the ion energy E >
50 keV. Below 50 keV we obtain N0(E) by a different method
which is based on the observation of the penetration range ̂ (E)
• skin, thickness of ion-induced blisters in a metal target (Al).
We measure the target area - Xini[j\(B>«D«Dil BJAE which is
covered by blisters with skin thickness between ̂ (E) andA(Etf);
nil A , D U E is the number of blisters with diameter O and akin
thickness betweenA(E) andA(E+ *E) per unit area [4]. He take
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then as a number of ions with energy between E and E+ A E the
quantity % J ( E ) A E = 2iniDi*E> The resulting spectrum and the
spectrum from the time-of-flight method [4] are in good agreement
(see Figure 2). The target damage gives also the space structure
of the non-uniform beam and the variations of the ND(E) spec-
trum at different locations inside the beam cross-section. By
previous work [3], it was not clear the role (if any) of the
target-surface heating during damage formation. In the present
experiment we have observed how externally controlled heating at
58u°C (and lower temperatures) of an Al target during target
exposure modified the target response to ion bombardment and to
plasma contact (see Figure 3). This test indicates that heating
of the surface layer of the target (by plasma wind, EH radiation,
etc.) does not significantly occur (except, possibly, in local-
ized regions with .linear dimensions of a few quit's) to become and
important factor in the damage formation. In fact when external
heating up to 580°C is used the target responds differently to
the irradiation process. The morphology of beam-induced damage
at 580°C is significantly changed as compared to the damage in a
target without external heating (see Figure 3). In the latter
case plasma-induced heating of the target surface can only weakly
modify the ion-induced damage, e.g., by enhancing blister exfoli-
ation. This exfoliation does not prevent [3], however, an esti-
mate of the skin thickness U ) at the edge of a blister as we can
see, e.g., in Figure 3a. Estimates of ÎK become frequently impos-
sible in an Al target when external heating is applied (Figure
3b). The formation of clusters of blisters as in Figure 3 can
easily be explained if a strong correlation exists among strings
of ions which produce a cluster of blisters. By an equivalent
language we say that these ion strings form an ion cluster. In
the case of a strong correlation of motion among ion strings the
impact of several (> 10) ion strings close to the same target'
location (Figure 3) should occur also at the same time. About
104 clusters of blisters are formed on about 1 cm2 of target area
(Xto the electrode axis) where all damage is concentrated. The
correlation among these <v 10* components (i.e., clusters of
strings of ions or ion filaments) of the ion beam is relatively
weak as compared to the correlation among ion strings within the
same cluster. This is indicated by the random distribution of
the 10* clusters within the target area (>wl cm2) of damage con-
centration. Blisters without Skin exfoliation or with partial
exfoliation in Al, Cu, stainless steel targets have also been ob-
served after exposure to a single plasma-focus discharge. Non-
exfoliated blisters with a large diameter (> 20-100 jam) have the
same appearance of the blisters which are produced by uniform
irradiation with a monochromatic beam as in a typical test on
radiation damage with > 103 sec of irradiation time. The clus-
ters of blisters as in Figure 3a implies however an unusual mech-
anism of blister formation which seems typical of the irradia-
tion by plasma-focus discharge where extreme values of the dose

rate (> 10 2 6 ions cm"2 sec"1) are usually reached. By our esti-
mate of the ion dose N Q dE/cm2 (E-integration on <4 E "3100-400
keVi > 10 1 8 cm"2 with a beam duration of = 50-200 ns (from the
typical F W H of a neutron pulse « EVMM of ion pulse) we estimate
a peak current of ions > 10*-105 Amp. The same value for the
peak ion current is obtained by the time-of-flight method [41.
Consistent data are obtained by nuclear activation. The observed
ft+ decay of N 1 3 nuclei from Uie C 1 2 (d,n) K 1 3 reaction on a 0°
target corresponds to > 10 i 2 of 1 MeV deuterons in a single
shot.

IV) Radiation Damage Reduction by Means of an Anodized Layer;
During a continuing investigation of radiation damage to solid
specimens from a plasma focus device [3], a series of materials
considered as candidates for future nuclear fusion devices were
included as samples exposed to radiation from a single plasma
focus discharge (D2 filling; P = 5.6 Torr). These samples in-
cluded Al, a 6061 Al alloy, and an austenitic (316) stainless
steel. Target- of an annealed Al alloy - whose surface was
covered with a conventionally-produced anodized layer of M 10 ym
thickness have also been irradiated by identical conditions as
unanodized targets.

In some samples only one half of the target surface was ano-
dized. Examination (by scanning electron microscope and by opti-
cal microscope) of the unanodized sanples after exposure to a
single plasma focus discharge showed results similar or related
to our previous observations [3]. A striking finding was that
the anodized Al alloy samples appeared bo be essentially undam-
aged with the possible exception of some localized changes in
color. The particle radiation from the plasma focus discharge
(including <wio keV - 2 MeV deuteron beams [3]) is mainly concen-
trated in a lO'-lS" cone on the electrode axis. To be certain
that the radiation cone (area ~ 1 cm2 at the target surface at a
distance of 10 cm from the anode end) had not actually missed the
samples, a series of Al alloy samples with only portions of their
surfaces anodized were exposed to the discharge. By observation
of the damage on the boundary line separating the anodized from
the unanodized region of the surface, we verified that the radia-
tion blast had indeed reached the sanple.

The results obtained are partially illustrated in Figure 4c (low
magnification optical micrograph) which shows the boundary be-
tween the anodized and unanodized portions of an Al alloy sample.
The damage on the low side of this figure (craters, pittings,
furrows, blistering, -vlO jan deep erosion) illustrates typical
damage from the plasma discharge to a "bare" alloy surface; upper
side of Figure 3c displays an anodized region of the surface ex-
posed to the same discharge at the same time but exhibiting a
surface apparently free of erosion, pitting, or large-diameter
blisters.
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Higher magnification by scanning electron micrographs of each
region show details of the gross damage of the unanodized Al
alley surface (Figure 3a) and superficial damage of the anodized
film (Figure 3b).

The protective nature of the anodized film against beam damage is
believed to be one or a combination of the following:

(1) Following a known theory [5], a porous, rough surface oould
effectively reduce the damage by enhancing re-emission of
the impinging species.

(2) It is well known that H 2 (and tç) diffuses rapidly in Al; an
elevated temperature of the target surface and the porosity
of the anodized film could have combined effects ori en-
hancing this diffusion.

(3) The fact that AI2O3 has a very high melting point compared
with the Al alloy could reduce the damage due to a thermal
shock wave.

Charge buildup on the target, particularly on the anodized re-
gions, can hardly bring about any significant deceleration of the
incoming particle beam. The high-energy component (̂  100 keV)
and the intermediate energy component (10 - 100 keV) of the ion
beam are not significantly slowed down because the formation of
decelerating high voltages on the target surface is prevented by
the relatively low breakdown voltage ( «/I kV) of the filling
gas.

On the other hand, the low energy component ( 1 - 1 0 keV) is part
of an ionization shock wave which is short-circuiting all regions
of space which are swept by this wave. In addition to the di-
rected energy of the ion beam other causes of damage must be con-
sidered as plasmoids and plasma wind.

The protective effect of the anodized film against damage by
plasma wind and plasmoid impact can be explained by the low con-
ductivity of the anodized surface. Specifically, the aluminum
oxide can prevent the formation of current channels through which
the plasmoid energy can be discharged on localized regions of the
target by an explosive decay process of the plasmoid.

V) Damage in fll and Stainless Steel! The region of impact of a
plasmoid (within « I a n from the electrode axis) and of the ion
beam on a target is recorded by the complete map (SEM photo-
graphs) of the damage for many targets (see Figure 5,7). Exfoli-
ated and nonexfoliated blisters are formed in Al, AI oxide (this
has smaller blisters than Al, see Figure 6A, B) and stainless
steel. The partially-collapsed blister in the stainless steel of
Figure 7a is probably produced by the same type of ion clusters

which can generate also the damage of Figure 4. This conclusion
is based on the observation that both types of damage can be
found isolated (at a large distance 50-100 um) from other
(similar or different) damage . As a possible cause of the sur-
face déformation in Figure 4a, Figure 5, and Figure 7a,c, we con-
sider the impact of a plasmoid. A relatively-long ( <v lps) time
of contact of the plasmoid with the target surface can cause
plastic deformations of the surface. All targets in this experi-
ment have been kept at a floating potential. Under this condi-
tion, the target response is clearly different from the response
of targets which are kept at ground potential during the dis-
charge. Target at a floating potential shows current-induced ef-
fects only in very localized areas A» 10 /an x 10 jm where a
Vanselov structure may form [3].

VI) Conclusions; The rapid transition (on a distance of
fim) from large diameter blisters (of > 10 jm) to small diameter
blisters ( d < 10 jxn) and other elements of the damage morphology
on large regions (with linear dimensions 1-10 inn) are consistent
with corresponding features in the contact-print image of a plas-
moid as it is obtained by ion-track etching on targets of plastic
materials [1]. Nonmetallic materials give a better space resolu-
tion and a better quantitative estimate of particle energy and
energy distribution within the beam structure [2] and within the
plasmoid structure. Metallic targets, however can withstand a
higher level of power deposition per unit surface and can provide
quantitative information on the effect on the target of the inte-
grated energy spectrum. By our tests it becomes clear that
plasma regions with a high density of energy can travel over long
distances (> 10-50 cm) without appreciable relaxation of the
boundary. Strong self-fields, which preserve the plasmoid struc-
ture must be generated by internal currents within layers < 100
jm thick. Similar elements have been detected by particle beams
which are ejected in the sane type of plasma-focus discharges
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FIGUBE 1: Schematic of plasma-focus electrodesf ion-beam drift chamber Ufa
pyrex pipe) and target (T) inside oven. RogowsXi Coil (RC) signals are
monitored when T sod oven are not in place. The current sheath (CS) i s
depicted at two successive times ([2] after formation of axial pinch).

FIGURE 2; Ion energy spectrum from time-of-flight method (I) SIT single
shot, ED = niQ (d/4t)2/2 and from UENGF, 1 shot) blister skin thickness
(0), ED = ED(Ji). Same data of Réf. (4J.
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FIGURE 3: Typical damage on Al targets (target = 10 cm). No external
heating during target irradiation was used in,(a). Target at 580°C during
different discharge in (b). Neutron yield n = ID8 (IENGF system). Exposure
to a single shot in each case. Scanning-electron microscope photograph.

FIGURE 4a: Unanodized portion oE Al alloy sample (as in lower side oE Fig.
4c but D(50 X larger, using scanning electron microscope SEM).

b) Anodized portion of exposed Al alloy sample (as in upper side of
c, but 50 X larger, SEM photograph).

(c) Adjacent anodized and unanodized portions of an Al alloy (6061) target
ty 10 em from end of plasma-focus anode (low-magnification optical

micrograph).
317
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FIGURE 5: The scanning on unanodized Al target is repor ted by a series of
SEM photographs. The center of the "cross" of photographs in (A) fits the
center of the damaged area. B, C, D, and E are the continuation of the
cross arms along the -x, +x, -y, 4y axes respectively (each arm is broken in
several segments). Tfce arrow in (B) indicates the scanned area (between
dashed lilies) to generate the histogram in Fig. 6B.
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FIGURE 6; Histogra-n (A) reports the number of blisters (Nn) as a function
of blister diameter (D) for a scanned area a = 7 X 10~3 mm" of anodized Al
target (lower right corner if Fig. 4b) with a total *|^JB(D) = 303
blisters (space resolution in blister counting was r s = + 0.2/im in one X
750 SEM photograph). Note that a («w 1/10 of target area in Fig.4 b)
includes blisters with maximum dTameter (<*7jnn) on target surface. SE D
means suirmation on a l l observed values of D. Histogram (B) reports NQ
vs. D for a ten-tines larger area (7 X 10"z tan) of an unadoniïed Al target
(Fig. 5B) with a total of rcfB<D> = 212 blisters (r s = ^ 0.5 urn on a X
200 SEM photograph accounts for the smaller value of 2 j^IB). To obtain
B we used a different target with a relatively milder damage than target
area in Fig. la'. The scanned area is the transition region between a
deep-damage area (A/10 un deep) and area with shallow damage (1-2 um).
Ref. Fig. 5B.

FIGURE 7; (a) collapsed blister (with open dame at right side) in stainless
steel (SS). b, c report a different type of erosion of an SS target which
does not show other types of blistering besides the type of blisters
reported in a. a, b, from same target irradiaiton at room temperature,
single discharge, (the blister in a is visible also in b). J]
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FISSIONING OF NONLINEAR ION-ACOUSTIC
RAREFACTIVE PULSE IN A HOMOGENEOUS
QUIESCENT PLASMA

Y.C. SAXENA, S.K. MATTOO, A.N. SEKAR
Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad, India

Abstract:

A finite amplitude rarefactive ion-acoustic wave is
observed to fission resulting in two minima. After fissioning
the two minima travel at different speeds, one at 0.8 (2s and
the other at 1 .2fe , where £s is the ion-acoustic speed.

1. Introduction.

Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation is known D l to
describe weakly nonlinear ion-acoustic waves with dispersion.
Compressive ion-acoustic pulse evolves into a set of ion-
acoustic solitons, which result from the balance of nonlinear-
ity and dispersion and are stationary solutions of the KdV
equation. A finite amplitude rarefaction pulse is also subje-
cted to nonlinear steepening» but unlike the compressive
pulse case» the KdV equation does not give any stationary
soliton solutions for the rarefactive initial condition.

Ion-acoustic solitons have been the subject of large
number of theoretical and experimental studies [ 2 , 3] because
of their interesting characteristics. The experimental
investigations on the rarefactive ion-acoastic pulses have
been comparitively few [4,5,6J . Experiments in double
plasma device £4 ,53 have shown that a train of peaks
develop on the rising part of the rarefaction pulse and no
rarefactive solitons exist. While detailed measurements on the
peaks generated at the rising part of the rarefactive pulse
have been conducted» the behaviour of the rarefactive pulse
itself has not been studied in details. In the present commu -
nication we present experimental results on the propagation of
the rarefaction pulse and results of the numerical solution of
KdV equation for rarefactive initial conditions.

2. Experimental System:

The experimental device consists of a cylindrical
stainless steel chamber of 40 cm diameter and 1 m length
evacuated to a base pressure of < 10 Torr. Plasma is
produced by electron impact ionisation of argoii gas at a
pressure of 10"* Torr. The plasma is uniform over the
chamber dimensions, except close to the walls» and has
following parameters: the plasma density ner? 2.10" cm" ,
T e e 1 eV; T j ^ T e / 20 . The ion-acoustic speed as measured
through low amplitude ion-acoustic wave propagation is
= 1.66 x 105 cm/sec .

A grid of diameter 20 cm, is immersed in the plasma and
biased to a large negative voltage w .r . t . to plasma potential.
The waves are launched by imposing a step voltage to the grid.
For wave detection a Langmuir probe biased to collect
electron saturation current is employed.

3. Experimental Results:

During the experiment both positive (compressive) and
negative (rarefactive) pulses were launched. The compressive
pulses evolved into well known solitons, displaying chara-
cteristic relationship between amplitude, width and the speed.

For the case of negative pulse no rarefactive solitons
were observed. Close to the launching grid, but outside the
grid sheath, the negative pulse was seen to be a symmetric
single pulse with pulse width— 10A D. The propagation
characteristics of pulses with initial amplitude 4 0.5 % are
shown in Fig. 1. The pulses are observed to broaden as they
move away from launching grid with speed less than but
close to ion acoustic speed.

Fig. 2 which shows density fluctuations as function of time
at different axial positions, illustrates the typical propaga-
tion characteristics for larger amplitude (0.6 %-10 %)
pulses. The rarefactive pulse starts out as a symmetric
negative pulse together with a wavetrain with prominent
compressive spike at the rising end of the negative pulse.
Further propagation leads to (i) broadening of the trough and
(ii)stcepening of the rising part of the density and generation
of wave train at the trailing edge. The broadened trough next
fissions near the minimum resulting in the generation of two
minima separated by a local maximum. After this fissioning
or breaking, the two troughs travel with different speeds and 321
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move away from each other. The wavetrain at the trailing
edge also separates along with newly created trough. The
process of broadening of the trough and steepening at the
trailing edge (near the rising part of the density) continues
for both the troughs as they propagate further after the
fissioning and for the case of pulses of larger initial amplitude
(^ 5%) each of the troughs undergo fissioning process as the
wave propagates further (Fig. 3).

In Fig.4, we have plotted time of flight of the pulse
minimum to different initial amplitude. The path followed by
newly created trough after the fissioning is shown by the
dashed line. The solid line in each plot represents the path
which the trough would have followed if it travelled with
ion-acoustic speed. An examination of these plots reveals
the following.

(i) The rarefaction pulse travels with a speed ^ C s
initially, and this speed depends upon the initial amplitude of
the pulse. The speed decreases with increase of the initial
amplitude, (ii) After the fissioning, the first trough acquires
a speed > C s (branch 1) while the newly created trough and
the wavetrain which separated along with newly created trough
travel with a speed < C s • (iii) The distance to which the
rarefaction pulse propagates before fissioning reduces as
initial amplitude decreases, (iv) For pulses of initial amplitudes
between 2 % and 4.5 %, the speeds of the two troughs
created through the fissioning of original trough are 1.2 C s
and 0. S C s . This separation of ±0. 2 C s in the speeds of
fast and slow troughs from the ion-acoustic speed Cs is,
however, not maintained in case of pulses of higher initial
amplitude, though after each fissioning, one of the troughs
has sub-sonic speed while the other one is supersonic.

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the amplitude of the
rarefactive pulses as they propagate in the plasma. The ampli-
tude of the newly created trough after the fissioning is
indicated by dashed line on each curve. It is seen that,

(i) the attenuation of the pulse amplitude is not characterised
by a single attenuation length for pulses of different initial
amplitude (ii) the slower trough generated after the fissioning
attenuates tester and (iii) for pulses of larger initial
amplitudes, the slower trough grows in amplitude over a
certain length before attenuation sets in.

4. Numerical Solution of KdV equation.

KdV equation has been solved numerically for rarefactive
initial conditions. The results of the calculations for the case
of rarefactive initial conditions is shown in figure 6. The
shape of the initial" pulse is taken to be Sech ( J / J , ) and
the amplitude is taken to be negative. As seen in the figure
the rarefactive pulse travels to the left in ion-acoustic wave
frame,implying a speed less than the ion-acoustic speed in
laboratory frame, as it evolves intime. Further while the
leading edge gets stretched, the trailing edge steepens and
a wave train is generated at this edge. However, the numeri-
cal calculations do not show any breaking of the rarefactive
pulse near the minimum, which continuously reduces in
amplitude . Calculations, further show-that the number of
peaks in the wave train grow as the wave propagates further.
The speed of the wave depends upon the initial amplitude of
the pulse and decreases with increasing amplitudes.

5. Discussion.

The experimental results reported in section 3, are
difficult to understand on the basis of the KdV equation alone,
as according to the theory of KdV equation [ 7 , 8 ] and the
results of numerical solutions presented above (section 4), a
rarefactive pulse evolves into a wavetrain and no fissioning
is expected to occur.

Okutsu and Nakamuro 5 have observed ion-acoustic
soliton like pulses evolving from rarefactive initial conditions.
The compressive pulses thus produced have been interpreted
in terms of the solution of KdV equation. The evolution of the
rarefactive part has not been discussed in details.

The behavior observed in present experiment prior to
breaking is similar to the behavior observed by Okutsu &
Nakamura Jji] and as predicted by numerical calculation in
all essential aspects. The present experiment, however, does
not show as many peaks in the wave train as expected on
the basis of numerical calculations. This is understandable
in view of the fact that while slow wave train is subjected to
Landau damping in actual experiment, the KdV equation does
not account for this damping.



Additional features found in the present experiment is
the fissioning resulting in the generation of two troughs from
the original narrow pulse, and the difference in the speeds
of these troughs.

Essential difference between the earlier expérimentas]
and the present experiment is in the shape and width of the
initial perturbation. While in former case, the initial
perturbation is close to single sinusoidal pulse with widths
^ 100 A>Q in the present experiment the initial perturbation
is better approximated by a Sech2 ($/X ) w i t n typical
width <• 10 A D - The rarefactive pulse, in the present case,
thus contains higher K- numbers and hence subjected to
larger dispersive effects than the broader pulse in the earlier
experiments. It thus appears that the steepening of these
narrow pulses at their trailing edge results in generation of
higher K-numbers and higher order dispersive term, negle-
cted in deriving KtfV equation, may start becoming important»
Further , as the potential associated with density depletion
is an attractive potential for the ions, for finite ion tempe-
rature the ion distribution function may be getting modified
in presence of the wave.

It has been shown £9j that the kinetic equation for
ion waves exhibit different properties, whether or not •
terms of order higher than quadratic were included.
Further recent theories [10 , l l j give significant correc-
tions to the solutions of KdV equations arising out of the
higher order dispersive and non-linear terms.

Preliminary numerical calculations including the contri-
bution of higher order terms to KdV equation [ 10] but
neglecting the finite ion temperature effects, show that these
higher order terms do not contribute significantly [12] to
the rarefactive part of the wave but only modify the wave
train at the trailing edge. The higher order terms alone thus
do not appear to explain the observed breaking of the trough.

Calculations based on kinetic equations for ions and
taking into account higher order nonlinearity and dispersion
terms are proposed to be carried out to examine the cause
of the observed breaking. Experimental measurement of the
ion distribution function within the wave is also envisaged
in this connection.

6. Conclusions.

A rarefactive ion acoustic pulse is observed to fission
into two,' besides developing the expected wavetrain at its
trailing edge, as it propagates in a homogeneous quiescent
plasma . After the fissioning, the two troughs travel with
different speeds.one of which is subsonic and the other one
supersonic. KdV equation does not account for observed
fissioning.
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Fig. 1 Low amplitude (I^-JISO. 5 %) rarefaction pulse
propagation in plasma. Successive traces are
obtained at axial positions separated by 2 5 A D -
Horizontal axis is time of flight and vertical
axis is the amplitude.
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TIME OF FLIGHT—»-
(5/i Sec/div.)

Fig.2 Typical example of rarefaction pulse propagation
in the plasma. Successive traces (1 to 10) are
time records taken at axial position separated by
12.5 Aj, . Horizontal axis is time of flight inJBA
sec/div and vertical axis gives amplitude ( n fa)
in 1.6 % per division. Amplitude of step pulse
applied to grid for all the traces is 1 volt.
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Fig. 3 Example of multiple fissioning of the rarefactive
pulse .Axes and scales are same as for Fig.2.
The initial pulse amplitude in this case is 10 %
and traces shown here are at positions away
from the position at which first fissioning
occurred.

Fig. 4 Time of flight vs . Axial position for the
rarefactive pulses of different initial
amplitudes 2 % to 4.5 %. The initial
amplitudes are indicated on right hand side.
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Fig. S Amplitude vs. axial position for rarefactive pulses
of different initial amplitudes. Cases 1 to VI
correspond to cases I to VI of Fig 4 (a). Open
points represent the amplitude of the original pulse
and the darkened points denote the amplitude
of new trough created after the fissioning.
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Abstract

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OBTAINED FROM A DENSE PLASMA FOCUS
In this study, for the data processing in our Dense Plasma

Focus (DPF) system, a multiparameters numerical hierarchy obtained
from the fundamental equations based on the snowplows model and
its conclusions have been developed. Evaluating the data along
the transients of the total plasma current, the anode current and
the focus voltage recorded by on oscilloscope, they have been
possible to determine the time domain plasma parameters such as
the "hoc* thickness, the sheat temperature, velocity and electron
density, the pressure at the focus phase and the plasma temperature.
Besides, the dissipated energy through the focus natch or in other
words, the plasma temperature has also been calculated by means of
the numerical integration. In the text, a performance chart
together with soma other correlation curves for the optimization
of the DPF systems are submitted and discussed.

1 . INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the investigations carried out on DPF
are generally directed towards the two main subjects: (1) the
plasma parameters; (ii) the electrical characteristics. Although
the neutron production mechanism during the plasma focus 1s not
exactly known, it has been tried to explain this mechanism
depending on thermal plasma |1|. the beam target |2| and the 1on
converging |3| models. Because of the DPF systems can also be
operated as an electron or ion accelerators |4|, they have been
caused to researchs on to find out the peculiarities of high
energy electrons and Ions extracted «long the focus, Typically,

creating a solid dense plasma medium (10Zcm ) via DPF, it is
possible to realize the fusion reaction D(d,n)He and to examine
the specifications of particle dynamics of the fusion products
|5|. To become explainable thé behaviour of the pinch discharge
dynamics in a DPF by the snowplows model being still valid and
attractive; and to be known the active role of the inductive
effects after the pinch phase on the particle acceleration, they
bring into view the different abilities to see of the problems on
that of the DPF systems.

In all of these studies, they have not been generally carried
out any multi-parameter analysis on a definite method, but they
have specifically been used sane known particular diagnostic
techniques.

In this study a simple numerical hierarchy in which the
experimental data can be used and computational model based on
the snowplows theory (and its complementary equations) has been
developed and by means of a versatile dense mini-Focus system
(Mather type), it has been verified experimentally.

Because of the storage energy of mini-Focus system is limited,
experimental data of some other similar studies |6—7] has been
utilized in this numerical hierarchy and it has been observed
that the obtained results from the model and from the original
study are very close to each other. On the other hand, expected
experimental results has been found by extrapolation and for the
optimization of DPF systems, a multi-parameter performance chart
has been able to be drawn. Besides, the correlations among the
main plasma parameters, the electrode geometries and the electrical
reference data are submitted and they have been discussed from
the view point of the system concept of DPF.

2. SYSTEM

The plasma focus (Mather type) is consisting of l.S kJ
condenser bank, a controlled spark-gap switch, a co-axial
accelerator (internal and external electrode radii are 1.0 cm and
2.0 - 3.0 cm respectively and accelerating tunnel is 10.0 -
12.5 cm) and needed electronic control and measuring systems.

3. PRELIMINARIES

It is known the fact that the plasma focus development in
a plasma system depends upon the breakdown, acceleration and
collapse phases respectively. For the plasma focus discharges
which contain all these three phases, a modified electrical
circuit model 1s seen in Fig.1. In the Figure; C h Is the bank
capacitance. Vh(0) the bank voltage (fully charged), IU0) 327
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the initial storage energy, Lb the inductance of the capacitor

bank, Le the external inductances, J-of the inductance of the

focus electrode system, Z Q f the characteristic impedance of the

electrode system and Ld(t) and Rd(t) are the inductance and the

resistance of the discharge respectively. The discharge voltage
signal which can be recorded on the oscilloscope, may approximately
be written as,

Vd(t) = (d/dt}[ Ld(t)Id(t) ] + Id(t)Rd(t) (1)

On the other side an improved time varying discharge resistance
can be given to be,

- The electron temperature by means of Eqs. (3) and (9) ;

V 2/3

where Td is discharge period, V^O) and V2(
Td' a r e t h e o n s e t and

the one period after amplitudes of the discharge, the correction
coefficient y = Vb(O)/Vb(Td/2), here Vb(Td/2) = [ 2iyt)/Cb ]

1 / 2

and Ub(0) - Uf(Tp/2) = Ub(t).Ub(O) = 0 . 5 ^ ( 0 ) numerically but
Uf(T /2) by the numerical integration method can be found. By the
reason of the numerical hierarchy other fundamental equation of
plasma focus |8| are: , , , ,
- Spitzer's resistivity relation; p = 3.3xlO'°/Tg' onm-cm (3)
- The velocity of current sheat with respect to snowplows;

2 2 1 / 4 (4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

y
(c2E2/4*p0)1/4 an/sec

(2u )'7c«"1/2 cm- The shock thickness

where a'1/2 = 2.9xlO"3ng/2/B

- Magnetic pressure B2/8ir = ̂ eMTe+T.j) dyne/cm
2

- Minimum compression radius |9| r » c /4irg-.v_ cm
III t S g

where the turbulent electrical conductivity g t - %
T^dcTg)^ cycle/sec.

4. NUMERICAL HIERARCHY

The fundamental focus parameters can be calculated by the
help of the following equations:

- The shock thickness from Eo.(5)i T$(t) - Const/Id(t) cm (8)

- The plasma resistivity using Eq.(8) ;

p(t) - Vd(t)7rT
2(t)/Id(t)Xf ohm-cm (9)
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Te( t)
y

] 2 / 3.Sx lO-Vf t ) ] 2 / 3 keV
- The electron density from Eq.(4);

(10)

np(t) - [ ] Const [ \./t n-3

where dac is the gap between the anode and cothode, Af is the

length of the electrodes.

5. RESULTS

As is seen in the electrical equivalent circuit of the focus
system (Fig.l), the geometric inductances Lb, L g and L Q f are being
more effective on the discharge period. Although the plasma

impedance, 7 (t) = [ LJj(t)u2 + R2(t) ] 1 / 2 has a non-linear property

(e.g., in the focus phase it is 185 mohms) depending on the
pressure and using gas (H, D or He), the half period (T./2)=3.5
ysec typically) has approximately shown a maximum increase of .
45 o/o. The inductances per conventional power capacitor group
(Cb=4pF, Vb(0)=10-15 kV, Ub(0)=200-450 0) have been found as
Lb=62.9 nH, Le=7O nH and the inductance of focus accelerator as

16 nH. Using a versatile bank system; at the 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 kJ
energy levels, experiments have been done and extrapolating for
the energy thresholds of the 1.1, 1.8, 3.5 kJ they have been
arrived to those expecting results. As it has mentioned in the
numerical hierarchy, during evaluation too, current and voltage
oscillograms and the physical parameters of the DPF system have
been accepted to be basic data. Besides, the oscillograms taken
from the studies done by the others |6-7|, have also been
evaluated by this method and it has been noticed that the numerical
results obtained is very close to original ones. As it is known,
the first half period contains of breakdown, acceleration and
collapse phases. The different input energy levels being as a
parameters, the functional relation between the plasma temperature
and the efficiency is seen in Fig.2. The efficiency has been
calculated from the value of energy used in first half period. A
correlation between the electron density and plasma temperature
is given in Fig.3. Here too, the same parameters in Fig.2 have
been taken into account. It has been understood that after the
energy level of 0.6 kJ, the density increases with the temperature.
For a constant geometry, using Hydrogen gas, the plasma
temperature has a minimum at the energy level of 0.6 kJ. In Fig.4
a performance chart is presented. In the chart, the gases to be
used (H. D and He), the gap between focus electrodes (1.25, 1.75,



1
2.0 and 2.25) and the input energy hevels have been selected as
_the parameters and the correlation between the electron density
ne and the electron temperature (for the most probable distribution)

has been shown. Thus, it has been possible to define a DPF system
together with the physical and electrical parameters depending on
the specifications of discharge medium.

6. CONCLUSION

A 'Mather1 type versatile DPF system has been realized.
Controlling in a wide operational range of the input energy with
a constant bank voltage but with a variable bank capacitor {Td

J

constant) and using various electrode geometries, the properties
of the different plasma media (H, D and He at the pressure range
1.0 - 10.0 Torr) has been determined by a simple and alternative
method. This can also be converted into fully automatic digital
data processing system. On the other hand, it can be possible
to investigate and optimize the system arrangement of DPF by means
of a simpler way, for the different employments. The preliminary
comparison have exhibited the accurary of the method.
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EXCITATION OF CURRENTS AT THE
PLASMA-NEUTRAL GAS INTERFACE AND ITS
ROLE IN THE BRAKING OF PLASMA MOTION

N. VENKATARAMANI, S.K. MATTOO
Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad, India

Abstract:

Plasma-neutral gas interaction is characterized by
Alfvén's critical velocity and there is no such threshold as
predicted by Varma. Plasma stream retards far more rapidly
than what can be expected from processes of ionisation. A
space charge sheath accompanied by a closed current structure,
is formed during the interaction.

Introduction:

An interaction between a plasma and a neutral gas in
relative motion in perpendicular magnetic field is characterized
by Alfvén's critical velocity, V c r , given by the relation

* M n vcr2 = e 0 ion U)
where Mn is the atomic mass of the neutral gas and 0 i o n is
its ionisation potential. Basing arguments on energy considera-
tion, Varma's theory fjl3 predicts that the interaction will
not ensue unless the relative velocity exceeds the threshold
velocity, "̂ a , given by the relation

i Mj Vth = e 0ion (2)
where Mj is the mass of the plasma ion. Furthermore, the
relative velocity after the ionising interaction is the same as
the Alfvén's critical velocity given by eq. (1). Whereas the
occurrence of the critical velocity phenomenon has been
demonstrated in several experiments ["2 and references
therein] , the predicted Varma's threshold was not observed
in the experiment of Mattoo and Venkataramani '1"*

The present understanding of these experiments is that
neither ions nor electrons have reasonable cross section at
their initial energy to explain the observed rapid ionisation
associated with the Alfvén's critical velocity phenomenon. For

enhanced ionisation to occur, the electrons would have to get
energized to about 100 eV at the expense of the ion drift
energy.

Various argument» have been forwarded to say that the
primary drift between electrons and primary/secondary ions
may not explain the required rapid heating of electrons [4]J .
Presence of inhomogeneiiy and non-thermal Ions leads to the
formation of a space charge £l» 4 j which can rapidly energize
electrons either through electrostatic acceleration as In
Varma's model [ l j or through the excitation of modified two-
stream instability by an unutable secondary electron current
f 5 j . The attractive feature of these theories is that the
whole electron gas is rapidly energised.

Venkataramani and Mattoo QQ have shown that the
classical collisional processes play only a. partial role in the
plasma retardation. The mechanism of plasma retardation
must then invoke some ncn-collisional processes.

This paper presents results on the Alfvén's critical
velocity, the Varma's threshold velocity, formation of the
space charge sheath and retardation of the plasma stream.
Specific attention is given to the role of the current structure
accompanying the space charge sheath.

Experiment:

The experimental set-up, shown in Fig. 1, consists of an
interaction chamber kept at a base pressure of 10** torr,
separated by a drift tube of 1.5 m long from a co-axial plasma
gun which is capable of producing plasma streams with
n - 5 x 1018nf3 and Te~ 5 eV. The plasma stream velocity can
be varied in the range of 3-100 km s . Transverse to the
plasma stream direction, a magnetic field of upto 1000 G exists
in the interaction region. An electromagnetic valve injects
neutral eas cloud whose density can be varied between
1017-1021 m3. The drift tube is provided with a guide field of
2500 G to avoid plan ma losses. The diagnostics deployed in
the experiment are: V x B-probe, collecting Langmuir probes,
mm-wave interferometer, iori beam probe, reflex discharge
probe, pyroelectric crystal detector. Rogowski coil and
magnetic probes.
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Results:

In Fig.2, open triangles and circles give a plot of the
peak argon velocity, V, before it interacts with neutral
hydrogen gas cloud against the plasma velocity at 2 cm behind
the centre of the gas cloud in the interaction region where
plasma was decelerated. The plotted velocity measurements
were obtained with Vx B-probes and by time-of-flight method.
At very low velocity the plasma was not decelerated as it
penetrated into the neutral gas cloud. For V>51 km s"1 V c r
for hydrogen, the plasma was decelerated to a value ~ v ç j . .
These results confirm results obtained by other workers}?, 3j .

Solid triangles and circles in Fig. 2 refer to the
interaction between hydrogen plasma and argon neutral gas.
It can be seen that even when hydrogen olasma velocity is<Vth,
the plasma is decelerated to V c r = 8.7ims~ for argon. Accor-
ding to Varna's model hydrogen plasma with v < v t h should
have penetrated the gas cloud without suffering any decelera-
tion.

Fig. 3 shows the variation of the velocity of hydrogen
plasma as it streams through the argon neutral gas cloud at
different gas densities. The velocity decreases, rapidly at
high gas densities, as the plasma penetrates into the neutral
gas. Defining velocity retardation scale length, as the
e-folding distance, we have tabulated the observed retardation
lengths at different gas densities in Table I. This table also
shews the observed retardation length in the cases where
O, N, Ne and A plasma interact with the argon gas cloud.
These values are compared with the expected retardation
lengths (numbers in brackets) if it is assumed that plasma
retardation is determined by the processes of ionisation [îf] .

The results summarized in Table I clearly indicate
that the retardation scale length. L. does not scale as (Mj/Mn).
At any neutral gas density, we do not observe the expected
increase in scale length by a factor of 40 as the mass of the
plasma ion is varied from 1 for hydrogen to 40 for argon.
This was verified further by studies in which mass ratios were
inverted. The maximum increase in the retardation length is
by a factor of 3,5 at ng - 2 x 1017m 3 when Mj / Mn increase
from 1 to 40.

The variation of L with the gas cloud density is such that
it increases as tig decreases. However, L does not scale

332 inversely with n- • An emperical fit shows that L « n» where

oi ranges from 0.15 for asymmetrical ( M j ^ M n ) to 0.5 for
symmetrical ( M i = Mn ) interactions.

Fig. 4 a shows the floating potential of a Langmuir probe
when argon plasma stream traverses the interaction region
without gas cloud. Although plasma velocity and density vary
over the pulse width, the floating potential seems to remain
nearly constant at 30 V. The effect of introducing a gas cloud
in the interaction region is shown in Fig.4 b . . we observed a
positive spike of greater than 50 V followed by a negative
plateau. The pl&teau after the peak is similar to what was
observed in Fig.4 a. On an expanded time scale, we noted
that floating potential actually rises to about + 150 V in about
2f*s. The potential remains steady for 1 us and then decays to
a negative plateau of 3C V in about 2 |U£

The observed changes in floating potential are identified
with variation of the plasma and the gas. The initial increase
in floating potential is ascribed to the presence of a sheath.

From a variety of experiments we have done, the noted
characteristics of the sheath ars: (1) the maximum sheath
potential is 50- 200 V. The value of the potential does not

. depend upon the initial plasma ion kinetic energy so long as the
plasma drift velocity is well above VCr • (H) T he electric field
in the sheath is of- 10%/m and is along the direction of the
stream at the beginning of the sheath region and against at the
termination. Along the direction of the magnetic field there is
no electric field. (Ui) The sheath thickness varies between 5 cm
at n = lO1^ m to 11 cm at n 1017nf3 Also thickness

()
at n e = lO1^ m to 11 cm at n g = 1017nf3 . Also, thickness
of the sheath is much smaller than the length of the plasma
stream and is always located at the head of the stream, (iv)
While velocity of the sheath quickly reduces to V c r , the
plasma trailing behind it remains at higher velocity until the
whole plasma is retarded to V c r . (v) The sheaths are accom-
panied by a single current loop.

During the interaction the change in the magnetic field
was sensed by a three-axis magnetic probe. A change in the
magnetic field A B ~ 10G was observed. The current flow
seemb to be in u single closed loop and its characteristics
are: (i) The total current flow i s ~ 170 A giving rise to current
density of ~10 5 A/m 2 for ng—101 9 m 3 (ii) The orientation
and direction of the current structure is diamagnetic. (iii) The
current density decreases marginally by a factor of *• when ng

J



is decreased by 3 orders of magnitude, (iv) The current
direction refers to the secondary electronic drift derived from
the s.heath electric field. (vi) The current loop closes at the
boundary of the plasma column and not through the body of
the plasma, (vii) The magnitude and topology of the current
loop does not seem to depend upon whether the interaction is
symmetric or asymmetric.

To identify the role of the magnetic field, the interaction
was studied without this field and with varying field. Without
magnetic field no sheath was formed and no plasma retardation
was observed. However, as the magnetic field was increased
we began to observe the sheath and retardation of the plasma
only when magnetic field was more than 50 G. The results at
such low magnetic fields were irreproducible. The reprodu-
cibility was observed only when the magnetic field was about
300 G or more. These results can be treated as an evidence
for the necessity of transverse magnetic field for the formation
of the sheath and for Alfvén's critical velocity phenomenon tu
occur.

Discussions:

Our results unambiguously establish that the only charac-
teristic velocity in the plasma-neutral gas interaction is the
Alfvén's critical velocity and that there is no such threshold
as predicted by Varma's theory. The prediction is based on
the assumption that the entire kinetic energy of plasma ion is
taken up by a plasma electron on the average. Our results
invalidate this assumption. Another important outcome of our
studies is that Alfvén's critical velocity phenomenon is
independent of

The discrepancy between the observed and the expected
retardation scale lengths (calculated on the basis that the
plasma retardation is determined by the processes of ionization)
can be reduced by taking into account the loss of momentum
suffered by the plasma during the interaction through binary
encounters. We have considered ion-neutral (elastic, resonant
and non resonant charge transfer, and ionisation) and ion-ion
coulomb collisions. We have also considered the momentum
losses to the walls. The conclusion of these calculations are:
(i) The resonant charge transfer collisions are the most
important at high densities (ii) A plasma can partially lose its
momentum/energy (-50% of the initial value) through binary

_J

collisions only when it is interacting with the dense gas cloud
{ n g - 101 9 m 3). (in) At n g ~ 101 7 m 3 , the collisions can
account for 5% of total loss of momentum and at such low den'
sities there is a need for invoking a far more efficient momen
turn loss mechanism than binary collisions.

We now compare the characteristics of the sheath with
predictions of various theories. The sheath of Varma [ l j
consists of a negative charge layer followed by a positive
layer. Also, the sheath is stationary over the time scale less
than the ion gyro-period and has a component along the magne-
tic field. None of these characteristics are implied in our
observations. On the other hand Lehnert's [j>J model also does
not seem to be applicable to our situation. This is because we
do not see any oscillating potential structure in the sheath and
thickness of the sheath <• ion gyro radius. Further, the
maximum potential is < initial kinetic energy of the ion and the
sheath consists of space charge of ions only. Thus the forma-
tion of the sheath has to be reconsidered in the light of our
observations.

With the observed sheath electric field of 103-104 V/m,
the electrons acquire a drift velocity ranging between
10 *- Kfm s . The calculated drift velocity is > ion
sound speed of 2 x 10 3m sr for 5 eV hydrogen plasma.
Noting that the electron drift velocity is perpendicular to the
magnetic field, the threshold condition for the excitation of
modified two stream instability is satisfied. Another evidence
for modified two-stream instability is related to the observa-
tion of lower limit on the magnetic field foi Alfvén's critical
velocity phenomenon to occur. P.aadu£sJ has shown that if

"Vpj <S«')'ce» t n e electrons are energised mainly parallel to
the magnetic field by modified two stream instability. Thia
situation is realised in our device at magnetic field of 50 G.
The non occurrence of the critical velocity phenomenon at
fields < SO G may be related to the fact that unless parallel
electron heating takes place, the interaction is prevented from
occuring.

Another application of the observed current in the sheath
may be in the transfer of momentum from plasma to the ioniied
component of the gas through J x B force. However, our
calculations indicate that there is a fairly good agreement with
the observed retardation length only at n g = 1 0 1 ' m"3. The
observed current density is not enough to explain the retarda
tion at n g~10 1 8 - 1019 nï5.
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lengths in cm. of indicated plasma going through
argon gas cloud Mj ;£ Mn

1020

0.5 m

0.5
(0.14)

0.5
(0.16)

0.5
( - 2 )

0.5
( . 4 )

n

1019

4 . 5

2.0
(1.4)

2.5
(1.6)

2.0
( 2 )

4.0
( 4 )

(m 3 \

1018

7.0

4.0
(14)

3.0
(16)

10.0
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7.0
(4o)

2 x 1017

10.0
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Fig. 1 The experimental set-up.
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Fig. 4 Floating potential profiles obtained by a Langmuir
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VACUUM SPARK AS A FUSION DEVICE

C.S. WONG, S. LEE
Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Physics Department,
University of Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Abstract

The existence of extremely hot and dense plasma state in a
vacuum spark has inspired the investigation of the possibility of
developing it as a fusion device. Effort to achieve this aim has
been carried out in the Plasma Physics Laboratory, University of
Malaya and this is presented in this paper. A reproducible
and consistent vacuum spsrk system vith input energy of 13 kJ has
been built and tested. The electron temperature of the plasma
produced in this vacuum spark system has been estimated to be
about 4 to 10 kev. Attempt to introduce LiD into the system in
order to achieve fusion is also described.

1. Introduction

The vacuum spark is considered to be one of the simplest
device that is capable of producing in the laboratory hot dense
plasma with highly stripped ions such as Fe-XXVI, Cu-XXVIII and
Ti-XXII{l}. Research on this device is mainly concentrated in
two areas: Firstly, it is being utilised as a pulsed x-ray source
for spectroscopic study of high Z materials{2-6}. In this case,
the material being studied is made into the anode. Secondly,
there has been considerable effort in trying to relate the vacuum
spark discharge to the solar flare phenomenon{7,8}. It has been
shown that the x-ray spectrum observed in the vacuum spark shows
great resemblance to that of the solar flare.

During the vacuum spark discharge, there is extremely high
concentration of energy in plasma spots with diameter of
approximately 10 lira. This results in the compression and heating
of the plasma to very high density and temperature. Typical
values{9} of the plasma parameters of the vacuum spark are:
Te -V. 8 kev, Ne •>< 10" car

1, Tj ^ 20 kev and % i> 10' ' <cra"'.

The above mentioned plasma conditions have been obtained
from a vacuum spark device using high Z anode materials such as Fe,
Cu, Ni and so on. However, due to the existence of these plasma
conditions, it is reasonable for us to consider the feasibility
of developing the vacuum spark as a fusion device. This
immediately imposes two crucial questions: (i) can the same value

of Ne t> 10 cm"3 be achieved in a deuterium plasaa produced by
the vacuum spark ? (ii) if so, can the ion temperature of 20 kev
as in the case of high Z plasma be maintained 1

These questions have initiated the present project which is
aimed at developing the vacuum spark as a fusion device. The
preliminary experiments on this project have been performed in
Julien of the Federal Republic of" GermanyOOK By using an anode
with a central channel of LiD, neutron yield of tbe order of 107

per burst had been obtained and the neutron energy had been
measured to be about 2 to 3 Hev{10}. In order to increase the
neutron yield of this device, several modifications have been
nadefll}. These include the increase of maximum input energy
from 3 kJ to 13 kJ and the use of high power pulsed ruby laser
for the initiation of the discharge. The latter modification
will improve the selectivity of anode material vaporisation so
that the amount of high Z impurities in the deuterium plasma
formed can be reduced.

2. The vacuum spark system

A schematic diagram of the vacuum spark device used in this
project is shown in Fig.I(a). It consists of a sharp pointed
cylindrical anode separated from the cathode by 5 mm. The anode
is screwed on a brass cylindrical holder which is mounted onto
the positive plate of the capacitor bank. This anode holder is
insulated from the earth plate by perspex and silicon rubber*
The cathode, which is cylindrical and has a one inch diameter
channel through its center, is mounted on the aluminium vacuum
chamber which also provides the return path of the discharge.
The perspex window above the cathode is provided to allow
transmission of laser light into the chamber. Laser beam
focussing is achieved by using a 7 cm focal length biconvex lens.

:o operate the vacuum spark device, the capacitor batik is
first charged up to 20 to 35 kV. Since the electrodes of the
system are connected directly to the capacitor bank, and the
chamber is evacuated to a low pressure < < 10"5 torr ) , the
voltage will be held across the electrodes until some form of
triggering is activated. Conventionally this is done by
introducing a third electrode into the system and a high voltage
pulse is applied across a ceramic surface between this electrode
and Che cathode{l-6}. The surface discharge produces electrons
which are accelerated towards the anode tip. The main discharge
will then start. Recently, the vaporisation effect of high
power pulsed laser on metallic surface has been utilised for
this purposed), 12,13}.

In this project, a 60 MW ruby laser pulse is used to
initiate the vacuum spark discharge. It is focused onto the tip
of the anode to a spot size of approximately 2 mm in diameter{)4). 337



This corre«pondE to a laser irradiance of the order of 10'.watts
per cm2 at the anode tip. The discharge is powered by a 22 pF
capacitor bank which can be charged to a maximum voltage of 60 kV.
However, due to the limitation imposed by the insulation, the
system can only hold a maximum voltage of 35 kV which corresponds
to an input energy of 13.5 kj. The overall inductance of the
system ii estimated to be about 40 nH.

3. Experimental results

3.1. System performance of the vacuum spark device

In the effort to develop the vacuum spark as a fusion
device, it is important to ensure that the system performs
consistently and reliably. It is required to investigate
several mechanical and electrical parameters such as the
inter-electrode separation and the discharge voltage to establish
an optimum system configuration at which the desired plasma
conditions can be obtained consistently.

The performance of the vacuum spark system is studied with
reference to the measurement of the discharge current, the time
-resolved x-ray signals and the x-ray pinhole imaging. The
discharge current is measured by a Rogowski coil operated as a
current transformer. This measurement provides information
concerning the electromechanical behaviour of the vacuum spark
discharge. The time-resolved x-ray signals are measured by a
pair of double-diffused silicon PIN diodes which have risetime
of about 2 nsec. In order to obtain the x-ray image of the
plasma formed in the vacuum spark, a covered pinhole of diameter
of 600 um or 300 urn is employed and the image formed is recorded
on Polaroid Film Type 667.

The current and x-ray signals together with the x-ray image
recorded simultaneously for a typical vacuum spark discharge .
with solid stainless steel anode are shown in Fig.2(a). Current
dipt are clearly observed at the time of "" 400 nsec after the
start of the discharge and near the peak of the current. These
dips usually correspond to strong bursts of x-ray from the vacuum
spark» Meanwhile, bright plasma spots and clouds are observed
on the pinhole picture indicating that intense x-ray fluence is
being emitted from a small region between the electrodes. X-ray
is also observed to be emitted from the surface of the anode tip.
The anode tip is thus visible in the x-ray photograph and is
taken as reference to locate the position of the plasma ipot.

The macroscopic behaviour of the vacuum spark discharge as
visualised from the current and x-ray observations is as follows:

On hitting the anode tip with laser irradiance of ^ 10'
watts/cm2, some of the anode material will be vaporised and

JJ| resulting in a blowoff from the anode surface. This is further

heated by the laser l'^at energy to form a plasma consisting of
electrons, ions, neutral atoms as well as some small particles of
the molten material. This plasma will soon expand to fill the
inter-electrode gap and discharge will then occur. Since the
electrons are moving much faster than the ions, we may consider
the discharge current to be carried mainly by a beam of electrons
accelerating towards the anode in a background of ions, atoms and
micro-particles.

As the current-carrying electron beam is accelerated towards
the anode, it may either interact with a cloud of plasma during
which Bremsstrahlung x-ray is emitted; or it may impinge onto a
micro-particle upon which a large portion of the beam energy is
deposited to heat the micro-particle to form a hot dense plasma
spot. This may cause the sharp decrease of the discharge current
as observed from the current oscillogram.

The consistency of the vacuum spark discharge has been
observed to be dependent on the inter-electrode separation.
Generally, by refering to the current and x-ray signals and the
x-ray pinhole image, the system seems to have a better
reproducibility at inter-electrode separation of less than 1 cm.
At a separation of 2.2 cm, the effect of increasing the discharge
voltage will enhance the possibility of electron beam hitting the
anode instead of interacting with the micro-particle. It can be
seen from Fig.2b that the current signal obtained from the
discharge of a vacuum spark system with such configuration is
different from those obtained from typical discharge as shown
in Fig.2a. The starting portion of such current signal is
flattened indicating that energy of the system is being
dissipated through electron-anode bombardment which results in
the emission of x-ray from the whole surface of the anode as
shown in the x-ray pinhole picture of Fig.2b. On the other hand,
the system is observed to be very reproducible at separation of
0.5 and 0.8 cm, with over 80 Z of the shots fired being able to
produce the plasma spot.

3.2. Estimation of electron temperature

The electron temperature of our vacuum spark has been
estimated by the foil-absorption technique{I5K Although it has
been shown that{l6,l7} the error incurred by neglecting the
contribution due to free-bound transition can be as high as 50 Z
for a high Z plasma, an estimation of the electron temperature
can be obtained by taking into account the classical Bremsstrahlung
continuum only. The lassical x-ray Bremtstrahlung continua at
various electron f-^psratures are shown in Fig.3.

In our experiment, the x-ray flux is measured by two PIN
diodes which face the vacuum spark through identical windows
covered with two thousandth inch of mylar sheet. Additional
aluminium foil of 60 um thickness is added so that only x-ray
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with wavelength shorter than I.65 A will contribute to the
diode signal.

To estimate the electron temperature of the vacuum spark
plasma, the ratio of the amplitudes of the two detectors, with
one of them having additional aluminium foils of thicknesses
20 lira, 40 Um, 60 urn and so on, are obtained for a series of
discharges. These data are then compared with the theoretical
curves as shown in Fig.4. It is concluded from this comparison
that the electron temperature of our vacuum spark plasma is of
the order of 4 to 10 kev.

3.3. Neutron production from the vacuum spark

The feasibility of operating the vacuum spark as a neutron
producing fusion device has already been demonstrated{10}. It is
believed that both the reactions JD(D,n)3He and 7Li(D,n)BBe are
responsible for the neutron yield if LiD is used{l0}. This is
mainly based on two facts: (i) It has been observed that particle
energy of above 1 Mev is possible in the vacuum spark plasma{7};
and (ii) in experiments where particle beams of 7Li and 'D are
bombarded at deuterium targets, the neutron yields for the
reaction 7Li(D,n)*Be are more than an order ol magnitude higher
than that of the D-D reaction at particle energy range above
1 Mev{l8}. Hence in any realistic estimation of neutron yield
from this device, both reactions have to be taken into account.

The main difficulty that is confronting us at present is the
fabrication of the deuterided anode. In the original designflO},
LiD is fused into a small capillary of diameter 0.2 mm at the tip
of the anode. During the process of fusing the LiD, it is required
that the handling of LiD be carried out in an environment of dry
nitrogen to prevent oxidation of the LiD crystals. It is also
necessary to heat the LiD to a temperature of 700cC at which it
will melt. Finally, it is allowed to cool down and solidify in
deuterium. The use of only 0.2 rare diameter channel of LiD «ill
also increase the possibility of high Z contamination of the
dctterium plasna.

Several other anode designs have been tried in order to
eliminate the difficulty in fusing the LiD and also to enhance
the purity of the deuterium plasma. These are shown in Fig.Kb).
Design A is the original design which has produced the neutron
yield of 107 neutrons per burst when LiD is fused into the
central channel. In design B, the anode is a solid piece with
a hole of diameter and depth of 3 mm each which is filled with
LiD crystals. Experiments using this anode has not been sucessful
mainly due to the throwing out of the LiD crystals during the
discharge. This is evident from the fact that after just one
discharge using this anode, no more LiD is found in the hole at
the anode tip and pieces of LiD crystals are observed inside the
aluminium chamber. In order to prevent this, design

C is proposed which consists of a central channel of diameter
3 ran. The lover part of this channel can be filled with LiD
crystals or pellets. This will prevent discharge current to
flow through the central part of the anode. This design will
be tested in the very near future.

4. Conclusion

From the data we have obtained so far, it is reasonable-to
believe that the vacuum spark is feasible to be developed into
a fusion device which may be able to find its application as a
pulsed neutron source which may be useful in the design of &
fusion reactor. Our present tasks are to simplify the process
of anode fabrication so that the system can be set up easily,
and to investigate the possibility of increasing the neutron
yield from such a device.
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HIGHER ORDER CHAPMAN-ENSKOG METHOD
IN PLASMA APPLICATIONS

T. BLENSKI
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A b s t r a c t

A Chapman-Enskog method, based on the singular pertur-
bation method, 1E applied to the Iiorentz model for
collisional electrons in quasineutral plasma. She fluid
and initial layer solutions are constructed up to second
order in the small parameter. The corrections for the
initial conditions for the fluid quantities are found.

Introduction

In plasma physics in collisional regime there are situa-
tions where higher order Chapman-Enskog solutions are
needed(21. In this paper the Ch.-E. method for a Eokker-
Planek vlasov equation for electrons is considered from
the point of Tiew of the singular perturbation method
[2-4] . This approach besides the known asymptotic /fluid/
equations proTides also so called •initial layer" solu-
tions which are responsible for corrections in the initial
conditions for the fluid equations.
The difference between the present method and those known
from the literature[5] is the division of the quantities
into "fluid" and "nonfluid" before the perturbational
expansion. Instead of one equation one gets then a system
of equations, one of which being singularly perturbed.
For such systems special algorithms have been developed
[2-4] . One of these is applied in this paper [8] .
The aim is to show how to construct, on the basis of this
algorithm, the Ch.-E. method up to second order in th«
small parameter.
Th h i l it

We assume that plasma is quasineutral, the cyclotron
frequency ">«.>>lvt-0, wheret^ is the collision time,
and that the time dependence of the fields F(;,t;
and Bivt) is weak on the time scale of ?t°u -
let us write y , the velocity, in the frame of reference
connected with B [6].

V » V,,Jb + V

where fe = g IBC* , <zx and |> form a local positive triplet;

p
The physical situation corresponds to the one analysedThe

Xk. . ± ix v.fel
It is also useful to introduce

.M. = v,i ivr1

We may write/i/in the form

where we insert parameters? and s which indicate the
order of terms, we will treat/!'/as for sx.?•« e « i
however the parameters eutd? serve here only as
labels and shall be put equal to unity at the «ad
of the calculations.
How, if we introduce the expansion Ç = f"',3ti'V. •
we have ' T '

and in the xeroth order

Integration of /2/ In respect to ft yields the
following oonstraint [6]:

2, J**
let us consider the F.-P. V. equation for electrons

c I* «B<**»]^¥tw« - CCO . /I/

where < > - & y

The above equation describing the parallel
electron dynaolos will be the subject of our
investigations.
Generally Cft) 343
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ïurther we use the Landau eollision ter» for <•«•
with yiUiO /ion average velooity/som. With
the accuracy to Of»./»-) the oollisional invariants
in /3/ are 1 and «»* . The solution to CC4) «O
is the local Maxwelllan

We shall look for the solution» to /}/ in tha
form:

wheze

/6a/

/6b/

Kultiplying /3/ by the colllaional invariants and
integrating in x yields the usual conservative
equations:

/7a/

344

77b/

Putting /5/ into /3/ and utilising /7/ leads to
the equation for g :

(en
/7c/

We use the fact that
and, since |j t
to check that

is orthogonal to h, it is easy

Hence we nay write

/&/
nnderstandlng that the time derivative on the DES
does not act on the time dependence of <*••
the equations /7/ with /6/ may be viewed as
a singularly perturbed system of evolution equa-
tions f2-4]. The singularity cooes from the fact
that if /7c/ is multiplied bytthen the small para-
aeter stands by the derivative tern.

3.

let us introduce a symbolic notation A. - L
and write our system /7/-/6/ in the form:

= 0.

/9a/

/9b/

/9e/
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The algorithm of Vasilieva and Butusov ( 2]has
teen developed fox systems of ordinary differen-
tial equations in IR" where its convergence was
rigorously proved. Here we will use it formally
to /9/ where in A and D there are unbounded
differential operators. let us therefore assume
that the x and x dependence in g and x in n
should be appropriately smooth. ~
In the algorithm one looks for the uniformly
convergent approximations tod*and g in the form
of following sums:

First order

/13a/

/13b/

iM O

z1 ;
/10a/

/13d/

3 w = 3 U> >3 &) - Z &Vw Z.Vt*)
n=o " n«o /10b/

where bar denotes the asymptotic /outer/
and tilda the initial layer /inner/ solutions,
respectively. It is also demanded that the initial
layer solutions tend to aero for (fc/e-)->°° since
their only role is to match the exact solutions
for t of the order of fe
The characteristic feature of the method is that
the time t and "the stretched time" r= t/t are
treated as independent variables. It manifests
itself in the following division of each of the
operators in /9/

!^)^ c . /I3f/
Second order /without the equation for g,/

) V " A

T)] c Â * A ;

which determines the expansion in € of /10/ toge-
ther with the relation A = *£%= :
Zero order c

/12a/

/12b/

/12e/

,(/12d/

'/12e/

= 0. /12f/

, (.I)

/14d/

=o
Above we use the shortened notation:

A»
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The subscript denotes the derivation with respect
to the inserted variable.
The asymptotic /outer/ solutions correspond to the
Hilbert solutions T5] . The initial conditions
should be fulfilled acooxding to /10/:

/15a/

Second order

.0

«. o -, ,

= o -, vo 0. /f 5b/«jactf v •èji.tci) - sip) , $«.co)

The above relations and the form of the equations
/12/-/14/ suggest the following method of successive
solution. In each order k first the equation for ïnCt)
is solved since it contains only the lower order
solutions. Then /15a/ provides the initial condition
&>.(.«) , which allows to solve the asymptotic equa-

tions for dCwOV, 3«o)ana, in turn, gives gKco) from
/15b/. The final step is to obtain g^tt).

The_Cha]jman-Enskog Method

A question appears how to connect the Ch.-E. 14.
with the above approach. The Ch.-E. M. nay be
viewed as a nodiiieatioa of the Hilbert method.
However we recall that both Hilbert aad Ch.-E.
solutions are asymptotic in time and correspond
to our "bar" solutions. In both these methods it
is necessary to include the inner solutions to
cover also the initial layer and fulfil the actual
initial conditions.
let us note that if we add the outer /bar/ equa-
tions for2*0»>/multiplied bye*/» colect the ex-
pansion ine'Xitfjand return to the dependence

on ZM* £ fc"A*W ; it leads to the error of the
order 0(t""> . This procedure nodifi.es the outer
equations as follows:
Zero order

ccii*',s-

First order

/ 1 6 a /

/16b/

/ 1 6 c /

/17a/

/ 1 7 c /

/18a/

/18b/

f; /18e/

' /18d/

and so on.
The above equations constitute the desired Ch.-E.M.
However the equations /d/give the corrections to the
initial conditions coming from the initial layer
solutions. Usually only these corrections are impor-
tant since the most interesting are the solutions
for large t.

5. Hssults_for_the_iorents_Model

We take [1,7]

where

ïi.-r,-

or, with

/19a/

is the collision frequency ,

/19e/

We. now present some results of the Chapman-Enskog
method /16/V/16/ applied to the system /7/-/6/ with
the collision term given in /19/. We recall that the
shortened notation was introduced in /9/ in Section 3.
The initial layer solutions were obtained from the
algorithm given in /12/-/14/.
Zero order

We immediately have:

.s1) =
which yields

s wots.") i
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The equation for g.U.v,'".,'1) . /12d/, is

Hence we look for its solution in the form:

AoU.v.^.T) «!,*<*) a.;IT,i,v> / V

since ^(.vW&xXt*-) = - M ^ O V » ) . t-«,i.i,-- . /2V
In /20b/ 1=0 is excluded because of /12f/.
The formula /21/ immediately yields

] )
/20 c/

where aï c°i£iv) ' are the moments /in respect to •»• /
of the initial distribution

,v)i /20d/

First order
The outer equation for g4, /17b/, gives

After some calculations

where v\ -^j^f) m t ̂ .A

Substituting into /17a/:

/22b/

/22c/

is the resistivity.

/22d/

âh.e " "M • / 2 2 e /

" JZ)

/22g/

From /13d/

where

Similarly

/ 2 /
5fs recall that the initial conditions for /22d/ and
/22e/ are /see /I7d//s

fl»,») = T « U ) " e^t£.°>- /22i/
The equation for g,ti,v,*,x) /I3c/is more complex. We
present here its P^^part since it_ gives the only
nonwro contrioution to n̂ w.xi and TJutS.'

1) '.

where aj fulfils the equation

< h - v ^ f e ^ | a»

V 2 2 k

and a' and at in th» source term depend one,«and v.
To integrate /22k/ we take from /15b/

Second order
AB previously we note_ftiat only ĝ is.v.*.*)gives a non-
sero contribution to u^ and q^ . In the source term
in /18b/ the only term proportional tox comes from
the time derivative of g* /see /B/ and the remark
ft it/after it/:
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and the second order equations for the fluid
quantities /18a/ are

- 5"ï E

«• fe*v>5.nO i

By integration one gete

* ^ & u s * > ] /23b/

/23C/

/23d/
f

/23e/

iC) ; /23f/

,«•) = To CaV- fc ̂ 1 (. s .0) - ê n. (.5 (c) /23g/
The equations for 3*1*,?) and tfjU,*) are rather complex.
However in /23ff g/ we need onlj n ^ ^ a n d TiCs.o).
From /14c/ and th« requirement n^j^-i^-yj» we get

ï

From /18d/

TakingT=O, substituting the explicit expressions and
performing the integration with respect tot1yields

r M f

/3
The integration in the last.term may be performed
using /22k/. let us note thai the resulting expression
for n&£)/it holds also for T^w>) / contains double
integrals in velocity of â (o,i,v) and a^o,&,v).

6, Conclusions
We present a systematic derivation of the Chapman-
Enskog method for the lorentz model up to second order
in the small parameter. The solutions consist of the
fluid /asymptotic/ and the initial layer solutions
which decay with the characteristic time of the order
of t w . However the initial layer solutions give non-
negligible corrections to the initial conditions for
the fluid equations.
The algorithm casts some light on the problem how
to treat the fluid second order equations /23d,e/
and /23b,c/ and /23b,o/. In particular adding
/23b,c/ multiplied by to /22b,c/, respectively,
and treating the resulting equations as differential
equations in time, the approach proposed inl.1] , seems
to be uncorrect.
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THE COMPRESSIONAL ALFVÉN
INSTABILITY IN ECRH PLASMAS

A. EL NADI
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and
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ABSTRACT. It ia shown that the hot electron compon-
ent present in an electron cyclotron resonance heated
plasma can destabilize the compressional Alfvén wave
if p of the background plasma exceeds a certain limit.
The relevance of the result to the Elmo Bumpy Torus
experiment is discussed.

A renewed interest in the experimental and theo-
retical study of electron cyclotron resonance heated
(ECRH) plasmas was prompted by the recent success in
producing a stable plasma in Elmo Bumpy Torus (EBT).
EBT consists mainly of a number of simple magnetic
mirror machines which are longitudinally connected
and bent into a torus. The injection of microwave
power produces a finlte-p annulus of resonantly hea-
ted electrons which provides a local diamagnetic well
(p is the ratio of kinetic pressure to magnetic pre-
ssure). Within this minimum-average- B layer, a sta-
ble warm core plasma is obtained C 1 ] .

It is essential that the non-resonant fluid mod-
es are stable in a successful fusion device. Previous
work has shown that the stability of a finite-B plasma
to the low frequency interchange mode is related to
the presence of a minimum-average-B surface in the va-
cuum magnetic field and not to the diamagnetic well

dug by the plasma [2,31 . For this m o d e « / A c i « 1
and k. B = o where» is the mode frequency,JJ.cl is
the ion cyclotron frequency, k is the wave vector
and B is the magnetic field. The effects of the
presence of a hot electron component on the mode
were later taken into account C4,53 . It was shown
that the hot electrons can provide stability if

*e -Ph<Pw< 4«/d + ph) (l)

where € = Ln/Rc , Ln = Jï[ln n (x)]/*x J ~'
1

is the density scale length in the slab model with
the density decreasing in the x-direction, Rc is
the radius of curvature of the magnetic field and
the subscripts w and h refer to the warm and hot
plasma components respectively. We may note from
the above condition that a reversal of the direct-
ion of the magnetic drift of the charged particles
caused by the diamagnetic well is necessary for
stability, contrary to the case when hot electrons
wore absent.

The high frequency interchange instability of
the hot electron component has also been investig-
ated in the zero and finite-p limits £6-93 • For
this mode « ~ k v d h where v d h is the average dr-
ift velocity of the hot electrons in the vacuum
magnetic field. It was found that the instability
disappears if the ratio of the warm electron dens-
ity to the hot electron density, new/nj!t exceeds a
certain threshold. In effect, this sets a lower
bound on B w for stability.

The purpose of this work is to show that a
new high frequency instability may be present in
an ECRH plasma, driven by the destabilizing influ-
ence of the hot electrons on the compressions!
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Alfvén oscillations. The related stability thresh-

hold is derived.

We begin by using the two fluid equations to

derive the dispersion relation for the compression

nal Alfvén mode in a two component inhomogeneous

cold plasma. The necessary equations are:

» n,j + V. (n0

f "u ed •

•3 *Lj' = °

( 1 l + " l d

0

Ti A V

"oj e3 V1J
;1

( 2 )

XBO) (3)

(4)

(5)

. (6)
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The subscripts o and 1 refer to the equilibrium

and perturbed values respectively, E is the elec-

tric field, e., is the particle charge of species j

and "v* is the particle velocity. Adopting a slab

model in the local approximation with the equilib-

rium magnetic field pointing in the z-direetion and

the density decreasing in the x-direction and not-

ing that the mode is characterized by the field com-

ponents Ex, E and B gv* exp [ -i (<ot-ky)3we can

solve for the dispersion relation to obtain

w 2 - k2 v| (i -Sw/-n.ci) (?)

where VA - £ B | /(/»O nQ M )] ̂  is the Alfvén

spee^M is the ion mass and if » l/(kLn>. It is

easy to show that the wave is always stable. . The pr-

esence of a density gradient appears through the par-

ameter £' and can be important in some limits [ lo] .

We now turn to the case when a hot electron com-

ponent is present. For simplicity we assume all

three components to posses the same density scale

length and replace the magnetic curvature by cut. equ-

ivalent gravity "g*. = (2 v^2 / Rc) "ex, where v^ is

the thermal speed of species j C 2 3 • The hot elec-

trons will be assumed to be monoenergetic with a

distribution function given by

foh = noh

where Wj_ and W(| are the kinetic energies perpendic-

ular and parallel to the magnetic field respectively,

W& is a constant and & is the Dirac delta-function.

This choice eliminates the need to compute the resi-

dues and offers a good approximation to the more rea-

listic maxwelllan distribution C 93 . The diamagnetic

well can be obtained directly from Eq. 8 and Ampere's

law

X, (9)

To obtain the dispersion relation, we solve the lin-

earized Vlasov equation for the perturbed hot elec-

tron distribution function in the standard manner to

obtain [2,3]

(Ey,-

h) f
(10)

'dh

wh«r« b and kv
flh

We may now evaluate the perturbation in the hot ele-

ctron charge and current densities, to be added to

the cold contributions present in Eqns. 4 and 5.



Assuming for simplicity that noj/n0i is negligibly-

small but that p h remains finite, we obtain finally

the dispersion relation

O3 /CO - 1 /

In the practical EBT limit » d h ê'/Ji. c i » 1, the

stability condition becomes

which can be written as

14/n . 1%, < 1.3 x lO-'-Vb cm'-1 (12)

for a hydrogen plasma. Near the stability boundary

b > ~ 2 A 1 /&' and thus the instability is a high

frequency one since S must be < 1 to justify the

use of the local approximation. An increase in the

depth of the diamagnetie well obviously reduces the

maximum achievable core plasma density.

It is not difficult to account for the finite

temperature effects of the background plasma t111.

The stability condition for the tnagnetosonic wave

then becomes

ion to the more realistic case when the radial var-

iation of the perturbed quantities is taken into

account £ 12 ] .

In conclusion we have shown that the presence

of the hot electron component in an ECRH plasma can

lead to the déstabilisation of the compressional

Alfvén instability. A simple expression for the

maximum achievable warm plasma density was obtained.

This may be useful in the design of future devices

which incorporate electron cyclotron resonance hea-

ting, such as the Elmo Bumpy Torus and the Tandem

mirror.
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4 «•

4 b (13)

where T w is the ratio of the warm electron temper-

ature to the ion temperature, ¥ * aj/*"n a n d Bi *B

the ion larmor radiut. The maximum achievable p w

is then always lower than that obtained by consid-

ering the stability of the background plasma to the

interchange mode, given by Eq. 1. It has also been

shown that the local solution is a good approximat-
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DIELECTRIC RESPONSE OF
PARTICLE-ANTIPARTICLE
PLASMAS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

N.E. FRANKEL, U.C. HINES, V. KOWALENKO
School of Physics, University of Melbourne,
Farkville, Victoria, Australia

1. ABSTRACT

We have considered the longitudinal dielectric response
of an ultra-degenerate relativistic plasma composed of elect-
rons and positrons. We have used the relativistic Hartree
self-consistent field method to investigate the dispersion
relations and damping parameters of such a plasma in the pre-
sence of a magnetic field. These properties must be studied
in the various regimes appropriate for a relativistic plasma
as detailed by Tsytovich and Jancovici. Although it is hop-
ed that this work will yield new insight into certain astro-
physical phenomena (such as pulsars), it is interesting to
note that laboratory electron-positron plasmas may be a thing
of the immediate future as a result of suggested new experi-
ments using an intense relativistic electron beam.

2. INTRODUCTION

In recent years it has become clear that relativistic
plasma physics is an essential tool for astrophysics, quite
apart from its increasing relevance for large scale fusion
devices. Much of the work completed so far has teen of an
extremely formal, field theoretic nature, with the direct
astrophysical applications being potential rather than actual.
Alternatively, astrophysicists have studied the accretion
rates for electrons and positrons from a basically heuristic
viewpoint.

There has so far been very little work on the direct
study of plasma response theory for pair systems. This pap-
er is concerned with the development of such a response theory
for an electron-positron plasma. It seems to us that the
direct calculation of the modes of oscillation and of the dam-
ping parameters needed for astrophysical work can best be
carried through by this technique.

For the pair plasma in the absence of a magnetic field
the astrophysical motivation comes from the fact that the
interior of dense white dwarf stars corresponds to conditions
just slightly above pair threshold. This field-free electron-
positron plasma has been studied by Jancovici (1), Tsytovich
[2) and Cusing the response theory approach) Delsante and
Frankel [3].

We present here the response theory for the pair plasma
in the presence of a magnetic field. The mode structure in
this more complicated case must be unravelled before the emiss-
ion from pulsars can be completely understood. Although there
have been many theories of the pulsar emission mechanism, as
detailed in Manchester and Taylor [4] and Irvine [5], no comp-
lete investigation of the behaviour of the pulsar magnetosphe-
re, consisting of dense relativistic electrons and positrons
in magnetic fields of the order of 1012 G, is possible until
the properties of the pair plasma as a problem in plasma phys-
ics have been elucidated. The. first treatment of the magnet-
ized pair plasma is due to Svetozarova and Tsytovich [6] and
represents an extension of the work of reference [2].

As a final 'way out' astrophysical application of the
physics of pair plasmas, mention may be made of the late lep-
ton era of the early universe where the tenperature (circa
1011 °K) is still above the pair threshold.

Electron-positron plasmas are also beginning to come
into serious consideration in the laboratory. Tsytovich and
Wharton [7] have discussed the possibility of creating a pair
plasma by means of intense relativistic electron beams and
they suggest a variety of experiments involving linear and
nonlinear wave propagation which it would be important to
carry out.

For the relativistic electron-positron plasma the class-
ic papers are those of Tsytovich [2] and Jancovici [1].
Tsytovich has used a relativistic quantum propagator approach
to develop both longitudinal and transverse response functions,
although the transverse interaction has not been considered.
Later Svetozarova and Tsytovich extended this work to include
the presence of an external magnetic field.

Jancovici used a quasi-boson Hamiltonian and included
not only the particle ring diagrams (taking account of the
Coulomb interaction between particles) but photon ring diag-
rams as «ell. For the work of Tsytovich and ourselves the
photons are included implicitly either in the field theory
formalism or in the structure of the Dirac Hamiltonian. Jan-
covici1 s results tend not to hold for conditions such that
the approximate results of Tsytovich are valid, and where the
two sets of results do overlap, they do not always agree.

Following this pioneering work, the subject remained
dormant for a number of years until interest in the phenomena
mentioned earlier sparked a new surge of development during
the last decade. In 1971 Bezzeride» and Dubois (S] initi-
ated a formal investigation of a covariant-framework for
treating ultrarelativistic plasmas. They employed a combin-
ation of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and quantum
electrodynamics. Although this approach is extremely rigor-
ous, it does not lead readily to numerical results on the mode
structure of the plasma.

Somewhat before our own work on relativistic plasmas,
Bakshi, Cover and Kalman returned to the problem using much 353



the same methods as Tsytovich. Their particular concern to
begin with was the vacuum polarization in the presence of
strong magnetic fields. They went on in a sequence of
papers [9] to calculate the electromagnetic response of an
electron gas and also of the vacuum in very strong magnetic
fields.

Recently the Melbourne group has used a relativistic
generalization of the Hartree . self -consistent field method
to calculate the longitudinal dielectric response of a rel-
ativistic ultra-degenerate electron plasma both with and with-
out an external magnetic field. In the first paper of this
series Delsante and Frankel [ 3] were able to obtain the res-
ponse function itself and to exhibit the dispersion relations
and damping characteristics of the plasma, both parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Here we have extended the calculations referred to above
to include an additional positron component within the plasma.
Although the numbers of electrons and positrons in the plasma
are given input data rather than being determined by outside
quantum electrodynamic processes with, say* an astrophysical
origin, the plasma nevertheless remains quasineutral as a
result of assumed positive and negative smoothed out back-
grounds of charge with the appropriate magnitudes'.

The treatment and results of the present work are entire-
ly restricted to the longitudinal response function of the
plasma. This restriction helps to keep the formalism for
this paper relatively simple. It is our contention that the
EPA - self-consistent field dielectric constant method rep-
resents a direct and physically transparent way of obtaining
actual results for a relativistic plasma.

The same technique could be used to calculate the full
dielectric tensor, so including the transverse components
needed for a discussion of electromagnetic wave propagation.
Since we have neglected the transverse effects in this paper,
we are concerned to develop the response theory for calculat-
ing the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant,
the dispersion relations and damping parameters in the various
regimes appropriate for a relativistic electron-positron
plasma. This programme has been developed first for the
field-free plasma and then, using the appropriately altered
matrix elements, for the more important case of the relativ-
istic electron-positron plasma in an external magnetic field.
Although our procedure is quite different, the results
should agree with those obtained by Bakshi, Cover and Kal-
man [9].

3. FORMALISM

The second quantized form of the Hamiltonian is ident-
ical in form to that given by Delsante and Frankel [ 3] ,

354 a n d the essence of the present problem consists in the imp-

licit difference in interpretation of the following

expression: ̂  j ^ f ^ f c ^ . <4«fcj+ (3*<Jf (A

... (1)
In contrast to the earlier work, the field operator
ijT (x) must be expanded in terms of both the positive ener-
gy and the negative energy eigenfunctions of the Dirac
equation in order to include the positrons in the calcul-
ation . Thus

x) -£ZKjf (Ç

... (2)
in which the creation and annihilation operators (b's and d's)
and Dirac eigenfunctions (u's and v's) conform to the notation
of Sakurai [10 ].

The expression for the charge density

may be Fourier transformed according to the formula

f>Cï ,t) = I (°fy,t)e'^a where f>(f,t) =^|l'*.
The Hamiltonian of the system may now be recast in the

where the interaction part of the Hamiltonian is

4.

...(5)

...(6)

THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

Using -the physics of the previous section one is now able
to follow the same procedure as detailed in Delsante and
Frankel [31 . The main difference is that more terms must
be carried to take account of the presence of the positron
component in the plasma. The end result of all this is the
general form for the full dielectric constant of the plasma.
This result, which we now give, is correct whether or not there
is an external magnetic field.

& -<)
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With these solutions of the free-particle Oirac equation,

the various matrix elements appearing in equation C7) can be
evaluated as follows:

p ) ***** I V.s' ) *

In equation (7) n+refers to the equilibrium Fermi-Dir-
ac distribution function for the positrons and n" for the el-
ectrons. The first term is the electron gas result of Dels-
ante and Frankel. This would be tJie complete expression if
the positrons were switched off. Likewise, the second term
refers to the positrons alone. The third and fourth terms
refer to spontaneous emission and absorption processes occurr-
ing in an electron-positron plasma. Tsytovich refers to
these as the pair production terms. These, mixed terms do
not vanish when TF = ri" - 0. In order to overcome this
problem the responce function has to be renormalized (renor re-
alization of the vacuum), which has the effect of taking the
real part of the vacuum or 1-terms to zero.

We now consider explicit results for the field-free and
magnetic field cases.

A External Field Zero.

In calculating the matrix elements for zero field we
use the standard plane wave solutions of the Dirac equation.
We quote them first for electrons of momentum p with spin up
(s - 1) and spin down (s = 2):

This completes the work for the zero field case.

M -
... (8)

and then for the positrons, also for the '.wo spin possibilit-
ies:

(9)

« •

o

'...(10)

&_ Non~Zero Magn-.-tir

The only modification required in the previous work
when there is an external magnetic field concerns the matr-
ix elements. The new matrix elements may be readily eval-
uated (see e.g. Johnson and Lippmann [11]). We designate
the matrix elements in the order in which they occur in
equation (10) by I, , I,. , I, and I» respectively.
When a magnetic field is present these matrix elements
become:

I- - i

where

and

with similar expressions for the other three I's
which we have insufficient space to quote here.

...(11)
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Xn equation (11)

and H is a Hermite polynomial. The single-particle energy

£ ,,
The matrix elements calculated in this way may now be

introduced into equation (7) to yield the longitudinal diel-
ectric response function. In the next section we go on to
consider the made structure of the plasma both with and with-
out the external field.

5. THE MODES

A External Field Zero.

As this paper is concerned mainly with the magnetic
field case, there is no space to give the full dispersion
relation for zero field. He shall later present the full
response function for the magnetic field case. Here we
shall be content to look at the dispersion and damping in
a few limiting cases of interest.

These results are in gene.ral agreement with the work
of Tsytovich [2]. The conclusion is that the dan-ping in
both cases is extremely weak.

There is an additional regime where the damping can be
found. Tsytovich refers to this as pair-production damp-
ing. It only occurs in the ultra-relativistic region and
requires that the dispersion curve for the longitudinal
oscillations must intersect the curve «"• = 4ml + ql .
To find whether a solution does indeed1 exist for this cond-
ition on c<3 , we introduce ««»* - 4 i * t q* into the gener-
al response function and take the small q limit to obtain

Noting that p^ is the Fermi momentum, we can set the
above expression equal to zero to obtain the density at
which the real part of the response function will vanish.
These densities are such that frfo >J»S4» . Let qs and
«Oi represent the solution to the dispersion relation where
*>î = 4 m*- + qj . Standard procedures may now be used
to obtain the damping constant for this regime:

...(20)

Non-Zero Magnetic Field.

We consider first the region u x q .
dispersion relation

we get the solution

By solving the

...(13)

** + '**. ...(14)

Now by introducing tO-o>*+ A W and q = Wj+ A q , i.e. pert-
urbing about the solution in q and oJ space, the imaginary
part of the dielectric function may be obtained from the
complete expression for£(q,<4). This leads to the follow-
ing egression for the dairying constant:

We begin this section by giving first the real part
of the response function correct to order qL :

" i£w
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where we have used the general expression

y » -l^etj.w)/.^ &£($,«)
Again, by solving Re 6 (co , <0+4q) - 0,

we obtain:

for the dispersion relation and the result

for the damping constant.

.(15)

.(16)

(17)

.(18)

t Hi'y* i»o»
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_ j; cf -^SW83JT + ^- _« i \ 1

...(21)

As in the field-free case treated earlier, a rencrmal-
ization procedure has been used to obtain this result. As
has been pointed out by Cover, Kalman and Bafrshi [9] , the
vacuum cannot be omitted in determining the real part of the
response function when a magnetic field is present. In
obtaining equation (21) we have used the renormalization
procedure recomnended by the above authors.

6. DISCUSSION

Analytical studies of equation (21) for the response
function are in progress. Although the expression is
extremely complicated, it is hoped that the mode st ucture
for certain regime! can nevertheless be extracted. Bakshi,
Cover and Kalman [9] have already investigated the modes to
lowest order for the plasma, i.e. the qz « 0 limit. Their
work should be a useful guide in dealing with our own result
(correct to order q 2 ) .

It should be emphasized that everything done so far
refers to the situation where £ is parallel to the magnetic
field. Thus the general procedures of sections 3 and 4
need to be repeated for q perpendicular to the external
magnetic field. This will prove more difficult since alth-
ough the particle contribution (without the 1-tenns) seems
tractable, we are uncertain about the procedure for determin-
ing the vacuum contribution in this case. A search for
these modes must await the solution of this renormalization
procedure either by ourselves or others.

Finally, for the investigation of electromagnetic wave
propagation in the plasma we must include the effect of the
transverse photons. It is our intention to work out the
full dielectric tensor using the plasma conductivity and to
include some relevant quantum electrodynamic effects. Some
formal results for the propagating modes have been given by
a number of Russian authors whom we shall reference in a
later paper.
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Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
It is demonstrated that the free-boundary equilibrium of a high-B

tokamak exhibits features that are basically different from previous fixed-
boundary analyses, in particular as regards B-limits with respect to global
equilibrium and stability properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
In fusion-oriented equilibrium and stability studies of axially sym-

metric toroidal plasmas certain basic parameters appear, viz.

(1)

{B/e)-q*2

w

roughly measuring the prof i t to cost rat io of magnetic confinement, and

3/RBJdJl (2)

which is rela.ted to the geometry of the magnetic field lines. In previous
studies (11 of the skin-current model of a high-B tokamak it was found ex-
pedient to replace the lattar parameter by one that measures the toroidal
current:

q* = 2ira2 B./R I. , (3)

where a is the half-width of *.he plasma and the rest of the symbols has their
usual meaning. Introducing B = 2p/<B > 2, where < B p > is the poloidal
field averaged along the poloidal cross-section of the plasma, the following
scaling law for high-B tokamaks is found:

where B =a/R and q* ~ 1.
Global equilibrium and stability properties are described by the val-

q*, where the maximum permissible value of B/E is found fromues of eB and

(5)

Here, (e B D ) m a x is determined by the equilibrium requirement that the separa-
trix of the vacuum field should not touch the plasma. For a circular plasma
cross-section this condition gives (e & p ) m x

= ^ 1 6 ^ .617. The value of q*roin
is determined by the stability requirement for the external kink modes,
which is the finite-6 generalisation of the Kruskal-Shafranov limit q*min =1.
For a circular plasma cross-section q*mi-n = I-

7 at tne equilibrium limit so
that (8/e) x = .21 for that case, which is the well-known result derived by
Freidberg and Haas [2]. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the equilibrium and stabil-
ity diagram in B/e - nq* space resulting from these simple considerations.

The purpose of the present paper is to show how these results are
modified if we do not prescibe the shape of the plasma cross-section (fixed-
boun^ry equilibrium model) but if we prescribe the cross-section of the wall
and ïêc the plasma determine its Own shape (free-boundary equilibrium model).
At low-g the presence of the wall does not influence the Kruskal-Shafranov
limit, but a stable region appears at small q* so that the unstable region
shrinks to az/b2 < nq* < 1. We will see this region disappear altogether in
the free-boundary model by the self-consistent shaping of the plasma cross-
section through the interaction with the wall if 8 is sufficiency high.

2. FIXED-BOUNDARY EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEMS
Apart from the physical motivation to study the free-boundary problem,

there is also'a mathematical reason why one would like to drop the study of
fixed-boundary equilibrium problems. This is the fact that they lead to an
ill-posed problem for the solution of the external field equations.

As an example consider the well-known equilibrium of a straight ellip-
tic plasma cylinder with a homogeneous current distribution [3]. The internal
problem consists of solving Poisson's equation AIJJ = J with the boundary con-
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dition ty * * , which is well-posed. The solution reads

,(6)

where u and v are the elliptic coordinates and c is the excentricity of the
ellipse. The external problem, however, consists of solving Laplace's equa-
tion &$* 0 with the two boundary conditions î> = <liQ and 3*/3u - (d<l>/3u)Q at
the plasma-vacuum boundary. This is an ill-posed problem (Cauchy conditions
for an elliptic partial differential equation), which may be solved by the
technique of analytic continuation, giving

^ | (7)

This solution develops a stagnation point at u • 2uQ, v = TI/2.
The location of the stagnation point of the vacuum field is fairly

insensitive to the current distribution [4], but very sensitive to the shape
of the plasma cross-section. This may be illustrated by considering the el-
lipse-like shape

- JTTc?) cos 2e , (8)

which is the truncated expansion of an ellipse with the same factor cf elon-
gation. This shape is only slightly rounded off as compared to the ellipse,
but the stagnation point is located at a distance approximately a factor of
/? further away from the plasma. This remains true as c2 •<• o, so that arbi-
trary small changes in the shape of the plasma cross-section produce large
displacements of the stagnation point. This is the way in which the ill-
posedness of the fixed-boundary equilibrium model 1s manifested. See also
Ref. 5.

For the B-dependent stagnation point at 8 » n of the toroidal high-e
tokamak with skin currents and circular cross-section the same phenomenon
occurs. If we consider the expansion of the vacuum flux function

1
înr + 8p(r - 1/r) cos 6 + ... (9)

311

the truncated expansion yields the (incorrect) result that the stagnation
point is located at r$ * 2/e B., whereas the exact expression gives a stag-

nation point that is a factor of 2 closer: r$ * 1 / E B .
Two conclusions may be drawn: 1) q is a bad parameter for studying

global equilibrium properties as it depends sensitively on the location of
the stagnation point (q •* » as the stagnation point approaches the plasma
boundary) and, hence, very sensitively on the shape of the plasma cross-
section. This was the reason for replacing it with q*. 2) It is important to
let the plasma determine its own shape. This leads to a consideration of the
free-boundary problem, which is well-posed, but non-linear.

3. FREE-BOUNDARY EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM
Consider a plasma of half-width a with a poloidal cross-section C ,

situated inside a conducting shell with poloidal cross-section C, (Fig. 2).
Let Cj be given (a circle in the present investigation) so that CQ is now
unknown. From now on the inverse aspect ratio will be defined in terms of
the radius b of the tube : e = b/R0» so that the high-$ tokamak scaling law
of Eq. (4) is to be replaced by

a e 8 n = (8/aE).q«,

R0»

(10)

where B ~ e « 1 and q* ~ 1. Since we want to generalize the Kruskal-Shafranov
limit for high-B» which is known to be independent of the current distribu-
tion at low-B» it appears appropriate to exploit skin currents again in the
study of the free-boundary model.

In the free-boundary problem the plasm is allowed to find its own po-
sition for given values of the plasma thickness a and of the poloidal beta
a e B . (which determines the toroidal shift A). Since this configuration is
expected to be energetically more favourable than the one resulting from
prescribing the plasma cross-section C we anticipate improved stability. Be-
fore we can study this problem, however, we first have to solve the non-linear
equilibrium problem. (It should be mentioned in passing that the reason for
the extensive investigations of the fixed-boundary skin model derives from the
fact that this part of' the problem could be skipped: The stability of this
model depends exclusively on the shape of the cross-section CQ, so that there
is no equilibrium problem to be solved if C Q is prescribed.]

The non-linear high-B tokamak equilibrium problem is solved by split-
ting it into a linear and a non-linear part:

_l



I. Linear problem. For fixed-boundary CQ solve
a) The external problem:

on o v

with boundary conditions

(11)

on CQ,
bThis is a well-posed problem which should provide the poloidal f ie ld b =

b) The internal problem:

(12)

which gives a second expression for the poloidal field b' = f(9)-

[This part is trivial for the skin-current model. For a diffuse model it
should be replaced by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation Aj^ = F(i|>, ...) on
(P, subject to the boundary condition <|i = i|i on C . Again, a well-posed prob-
lem.]
II. Non-linear problem. We now consider C to be a free boundary and iterate
on it until

6* (9) = 6^(9) . (13)

This part of the problem is carried out by moving the boundary in response
to the imbalance of the total pressure in terms of Fourier harmonics.

To solve the problem numerically with fast Fourier transformations one
notes that the toroidal shift A creates a large number of harmonics in the
Fourier representation of C . For A > a a straightforward application of
Fourier expansions is even impossible. Therefore, a trick is applied consist-
ing of a Moebius transformation which transforms the unknown curve Co in the
physical z-plane into another unknown curve C' in the ç-plane, which is cen-
tred with respect to the origin and, hence, requires much less harmonics to
be accurately represented:

Here, 6 is uniquely determined by a and A. The external problem (11) is in-
variant under this napping and is solved by means of a simple integral equation.

Results have been reported in Ref. 6. The main characteristic of these
free-boundary equilibria as compared to the fixed-boundary equilibrium is the
tendency to develop a wide minimum in the poloidal field b at 6 • it (the in-
side of the torus). For the fixed boundary model the equilibrium limit is
reached when the séparetrix hits the plasma boundary, so that the poloidal
field as a function of arclength develops a cusp-shaped minimum at 6 = 71 (Fig.
3a). In the free-boundary aodel a separatrix does not (and cannot) occur, but
instead the whole region left to the plasma becomes a region of vanishing po-
loidal field (Fig. 3b). This qualitative behaviour has been discussed previ-
ously by Zakharov and Shafranov [7], The limiting values of the poloidal beta
range from acB,, = tr2/16 * .617 for a = 1 (coincident with the fixed-boundary
result as the plasma fills the tube completely) to a eg = 16/w2 * 1.621 for
a = 0 (infinitely thin plasma).

4. HUBERT TRANSFORMS AND CONFORMAI. MAPPING
We now have a stability problem to solve for a rather complicated geo-

metry in the c-plaoe, where the wall is represented by the circle CJ but the
plasma boundary C' has a shape that" strongly deviates from a circle at high-
8. Is there a way to transform this problem to Of.e of two concentric cir-
cles, so that boundary conditions are easy to apply? The well-known Rie-
mann mapping theorem for simply connected regions and its counterpart for
doubly connected regions here suggest the tool of conformai mapping. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4 where we show the required internal mapping of the plas-
ma region enclosed by the curve p = |ç| = g(iî) in the ç-plane (C') to a cir-
cular disk |w| <, p in the w-plane and the external mapping of the vacuum re-
gion enclosed by the curves C^ and Cj to the annulus p < |u| < 1 in the bi-
plane, where the modulus p is determined by the external mapping. Notice that
the two mappings are different in general so that a point at the boundary Cg
represented by the angle * in the ç-plane will transform into points in
.̂he w- and u-plane where the polar angles t and T will differ.

If we are able to construct the two conformai mappings ç(w) and ç(u)
the sharp-boundary stability problem is simplified considerably because we
have shown already in Ref. 1 that in the high-6 tokamak ordering this problem
reduces to solving Laplace's equation in two dimensions: For the plasma re-
gion the perturbations are described by the perpendicular- displacement £, jg|



which may be derived from a stream-function x> £j_ = 7*x> wnere A'X » 0- The

vacuum perturbations are described by the perpendicular magnetic field per-

turbation j^ = V*iji, where Aĵ i = 0. Tha two stream-functions are connected by

the boundary condition i = Fx along C^, where f = i B,- V. These problems may

all be considered as solved if the two conformai mappings are known.

In order to appreciate the latter point consider the similar problem of

two-dimensional potential flow in fluid dynamics:

(15)

where * is the potential and * the stream-function. The functions <t> and *may

then be combined in a complex potential fl:

t
fl(z) =*(x,y) + i4(x,y) , (16)

where V* = dn/dz. Since £2 is an analytic function of z = x+iy the boundary

functions *0 and *Q are related to each other through a kind of Hilbert trans-

form relation. For a circular boundary this takes the form

1/
vx

v
vy

3*
• ax

. 3 *
ay

3 *
3y '

_ 3 *

3X '

•0(e) c + ̂  P <j> cotg-j(8-e')*o(e
1)de' . (17)

Similarly, for a doubly connected region bounded by two concentric circles

two integral relations are obtained for the function pairs '^(6), ^ ( 6 ) and

*0(9). *!(8)-

In the present context these Hilbert transforms are used for two pur-

poses:

1) They provide the means of explicitly constructing the mapping of an arbi-

trary curve onto the circle (the internal mapping) and of two arbitrary

curves onto two concentric circles (the external mapping).

2) They are used to solve the above Laplace's equations for the plasma ar.d

vacuum stream-functions x and *. which take the form of integral equations

along C Q in the final stability analysis (Section 5).
For the first application consider the analytic function

Inserting real and imaginary parts into Eq. (17) then results in Theodorsen's

non-linear integral equation (1931) for the determination of the connection

i> = tfin(t) between the angles <> and t:

- t = i P K(t-t') l!ng(i>1n(t'))dt' . (19)

This is all the information about the internal mapping that we need. Similar-

ly, the connection 9 = ̂ "(x) between the angles ù and x are found from ' \r-

rick's non-linear integral equation (1936) which provides the external map-

pihg. In the final stability analysis all quantities have to be expressed

either in terms of t (the internal representation) or in terras of t ( the ex-

ternal representation). Here, we have chosen for the last option so that the

connection t = t(x), found by inverting tfln(t) = ̂ ( x ) , is needed to express

all internal boundary functions of t in terms of x.

Methods for the iterative solution of the Theodorsen and Garrick in-

tegral equations are extensively discussed by Gaier [8]. It is interesting

to recall that the First equation arose from an attempt to solve the problem

of potential flow around wings of arbitrary shape, whereas the second equa-

tion was exploited for the similar problem of potential flow around biplanes.

This very old subject was recently revived by the introduction of the fast

Fourier transformation in the solution of the two integral equations [91.

This makes the method very easy to apply and leads to a high degree of cccu-

racy to be obtained with a modest number of Fourier harmonics.

5. STABILITY

The stability problem of external kink modes is solved starting

from the variational principle derived in Ref. 1, in which the stream-

functions x a nd $ and their normal derivatives xv
 ant' i\> occur. By means of

the Hilbert transform (17) and its counterpart for the external region the

complete stability proolem may now be cast into a one-dimensional variational

principle, where the plasma and vacuum solutions to Laplace's equation and

the boundary conditions are absorbed [10]:

$n*(T)N(x,x1)n(xl)dxdT1

382 «n[ç(w)/wj - t) . (18)
$

(20)



Here, n = dx/dr = H(x) ç ( T ) , where ç is the normal component of the boundary

displacement and H(t) is the scale factor of the external map-ping:

H(x) = |dz/du|. The kernels N and D are defined as follows:

N(T.T') = (nq»)2D(T,T')-irS(T)5(T-T')

D(T.T') s-«n|2sin|{t(T)-t(x'))| ,

D ( T . T ' ) S . ^ )

(21)

where *, is the theta-function, n is the toroidal mode number, the operator

F is defined in Sec. 5 and S is the crucial surface term determining stability:

S(T) ~ (22)

Here, K is the poloidal and <t is the toroidal curvature.

Notice that the stabilizing influence of the wall enters in two ways:

Directly, through the factor p in the kernel D(T,T') and indirectly, through

the influence of the wall on the shape of the plasma equilibrium cross-section.

The stability problem now depends on the parameters aeB • nq*, and a, where

the first two. parameters determine B/(aen2) through Eq. (10) and a determines

the value of p.

In Figs. 5 we have shown the results for a = .8 and a = .6. At low B

the unstable region a2 < nq* < 1 (mentioned in Sec. 1) is recovered. At high-

er values of 6 we find an effect distinctly different from the one found in

the fixed-boundary model without a wall: Rather than a more severe current

limitation a less severe limitation than the Kruskal-Shafranov limit is found.

If the value of 6 is sufficiently high the two branches of the stability bound-

ary even join onto each other so that complete stability for all values of

q* is reached where B > 8ml-n. The values of Bmjn found are: Bm^n = .59* en
2

for a = .8 and 6 • = 1.24xen2 for a = .6. It is clear that satisfaction ofmin
this condition requires extremely high values of B for n > 1. However, even

if such extreme high values of B are not reached, it still remains true that

the stability limit for external kink modes is modified substantially in the

free-boundary model and that the Kruskal-Shafranov limit may be surpassed

without exciting external kink modes if the wall is sufficiently close.

A more extensive discussion is to be found in Réf. 11. A generaliza-

tion to non-circular walls, force-free fields instead of vacuum fields, and

analytic approximations are given in Refs. 12 and 13.

6. CONCLUSIONS

1) With respect to the free-boundary equilibrium:

- very accurate solutions are obtained (error <. 10"5),

- the equilibrium is qua 1 datively.different from the fixed-boundary model

(higher values of aef, o e possible).

2) With respect to Hilbert transforms and conformai mapping:

- another example is obtained exhibiting a fruitful analogy between dif-

ferent parts of physics.

- the accurate and fast construction of conformai mappings of simply and

doubly connected regions provides the means of effectively solving the

free-boundary plasma stability problem.

3) With respect to stability:

- a new one-dimensional variational priciple for external kink modes has

been derived,

- the stability limit is qualitatively different from that for the fixed-

boundary model: rather than a more severe current limitation a less se-

vere limitation is found at high B.

- for fat plasmas complete stability may be obtained for B > Bml-n so that

the Kruskal-Shafranov limit no longer applies.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium and stabi l i ty diagram of fixed-boundary

high-B tokamak with circular plasma cross-section.

Fig. 2. Free-boundary equilibrium model.
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Fig. 3. Equilibrium limit for fixed-boundary model (a) and
free-boundary model (b).
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Fig. 4. Internal conformai mapping ç(w) and external confor-
mai mapping ç(u).

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

- ng"

Fig. 5. Equilibrium and stability diagram of free-boundary
high-6 tokamak with circular cross-section of the wall,
a) a * .8, b) a * .6.
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ABSTRACT - The energy loss rate, E, of test ions injected with velocity V

into a Maxwellian electron-ion plasma in the presence of an external magne-

tic field is studied. Most of the integrals appearing in the expression for

E are evaluated analytically and the remaining integrals are evaluated nume-
ne v Te

rically for various values of the parameters r| » — , x - , r » =-, and
e e i

the angle of injection 0. It is shown that the effect of the magnetic field

is rather small except for r\ > 1, the temperature ratio is important for

small x (x ̂  0.2), and the injection angle is not important.

1) Introduction

One of Che fundamental problems of plasma heating by beam inje£

tion is to evaluate the rate of energy loss of the injected ions. Several

authors have derived expressions for the rate of energy loss by a test

ion in a Maxwellian electron plasma in the absence of an external magnet-

+ Permanent address: School of Mathematical Sciences, University of

Khartoum, Sudan.

ic field (for a review see May, 1969). A formal expression of the loss

rate in the presence of an external magnetic field was first derived by

Honda et al.(1963). However, the expression was reduced to usable form

only for values of the test ion spread, V, that are much larger than the

electron thermal velocity, vg, i.e. x = — >> 1. More recently May and

Cramer (1970) extended the result of Honda et al. to arbitrary values of

x. They found that the magnetic field corrections to the loss rate were

small when compared with the field-free terms. Their final results ,

"e .
however, were tabulated in the limits of large or small r\ (when TJ = — is

the ratio of the electron Cyclotron frequency to the electron plasma fre-

quency). Furthermore, their formal expression for the energy loss rate

was derived on the basis of two assumptions: 1) the term in the colli-

sion integral describing 'diffusion* was small compared with the de-

scribing dynamic friction and was therefore neglected and 2) there was

no energy loss to the plasma ions.

In this paper we derive a formal expression for the energy loss

.rate of test ions in a magnetized plasma using the Magnetized Balescu-

Lenard equation without making either of the above assumptions. The final

results is obtained in terms of three almost intractable integrals. These
Te

integrals were solved numerically for various values of n, x, r » =— and
Ti

the angle of injection 0. The results are summarized in section (3).

2) Derivation of the Energy Loss Rate

We consider a two component ion - electron plasma situated in

an external magnetic field. Test ions are injected into the plasma with

velocity \T and loose their energy to the plasma through Coulomb colli-
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sions and also through interactions with 'plasma waves'. To evaluate the

rate of energy loss of the injected ions we use the 'magnetic Balescu-

Lenard equation1 in the form derived by Hsssan and Watson (1976). If we

assume that the magnetic field is not so strong as to affect the motion
% m.

of the ions, in which case r\ = — << — , the kinetic equation for a spa-

<"e me
tially uniform plasma takes the form

Here, Po

is(dj-k.v) + iwt + iY,,ke B m

k 4 | e (k ,») | 2

k.v,1
Yg = -±— { sin v' - sin(u' + ngt)} - k//V/'t

(1)

S!gt)

2 2
e i e B

(2)

c(k,u) is the ion - electron magnetized plasma dielectric function,

the vectors k and v1 are expressed in cylindrical polar coordinates with

polar angles 4> and x respectively, and v' » (i - x •

If we now consider the case in which the plasma field particles are

.Maxwellian, i.e.,

exp H
368

and make use of the integrals:

S

FB,

(3)

equation (1) reduces to, after performing the s and w integrations,

3f. — R.R 9 a r . kF (fc.k.v) m v^

where k is the inverse of the electron Debye length, u is the plasma
e p

frequency and F. is defined below. The plasma dielectric function, e(k,co),
P —

for a Maxwellian plasma takes the form:

E(k,u) - 1 + - | [G(k,ai) + i F(k,oi)] ,

where

G(k,u) - 1 + -4 - G (k,<i) - G.(
k e l

(5)

F.(k,u) ,F(k,ui) - Fe(k,

G •» in J e e sin ut dt ,

ci /

v 2t 2

e e cos

<-£->'

k2

u -| J" e" i sin ut dt ,

le m
i ^ "S •

ut dt , F. -• m -7 / e l cos mt dt ,

1 K °
v2t2k2



The expression for the energy loss rate can be derived by multâ

plying equation (4) by l/2m.v and' integrating over the velocity \r. If we

assume that f.Ov) » <5(v - V) and integrate by parts, we obtain

dE keRiB ( d3k f B 2, 2
tr— vnk6" 3

3 1 FB(k,k.V)
(7)

|e(k,k.V)|

The terms B=e and B=i in (7) give the energy loss rate due to collisions

with plasma electrons and plasma ions, respectively. For a single species

electron plasma equation (7) reduces to that obtained by Hay and Cramer

(1970) if the second term in the expression between curly brackets is

ignored. It has been found, using numerical calculations, that if — £0.2

this term contributes significantly to -r- (see below).

Following Hay and Cramer (1970) we express d k in spherical po-

lar coordinates with the z-axis along V, so that,

^-£ - sin 0' d0' dc|> dk - - x dx d* dk .
k 2

Thus, using the dimensionless parameters

h-l k v
s - -r > K - -j-— , and x » , we can write (7) in the form

e e e e

dE RiB f c2

fc.l
(8)

Here, the integral over K is cut off at A • -r-— (k« being the inverse of

the classical distance of closest approach) to avoid divergence for large

values of K .

Finally, if we carry out the partial differentiation in (8) and

use (5), we arrive at:

f " ' C { *%iK jj"d* J_x [«(V*l>-£<Vi.Hi>] ( K 2 ^ 2 + F 2 '
 <9>

«here

- 2FgF')

F2 + (G + K 2 ) 2

(10)

G = 1 + r -

F =

w> » 2
G = 2XT f e~Y sin (2xTy)dy , G. - 2xxr / e~py sin(2xxy) dy ,
e 'O 1 '0

f" -V r" -V
G' = 2 I e sin (2xty) dy + 4XT / ye cos (2xTy) dy ,

6 JQ ' 0

Xa> 2 /"°° -

e~uy sin(2xTy)dy + Axtr / ye~vy cos(2xxy) dy ,
u J0

f •» 2

e cos(2xTy)dy , F. * 2XT / e~uy cos(2xty) dy = (11)

X™ - Y r°° - Y

e cos(2:tTy)dy - 4XT / ye sin(2xxy) dy ,
u y 0

Jr » 2 r°> 2

e~vy cos(2xxy) dy - 4xxr I ye"w y s in(2xxy) dy ,
n 'n

2 2,

Y - y2 [cos 2 * + r. sin2(ny/K

_ |
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2 1/2
cos a = Tcos6 + (1 - T ) sin 8 cos4> , 8 is the angle between V and the

direction of the magnetic field,

Q T T e2 k2v

n = ^ p , r = ^ , u = ; p ^y.and C = —*

The expression (9) for the energy loss rate is exact; but the

remaining three integrals are not amenable to exact analytic treatment. A

numerical code has been developed to evaluate (9) for various values of

x, n, 6 and r. The results are discussed below.

3) Results and Discussions

Equation (9) was solved numerically using analytic solutions

whenever it was possible. The results are summarized in Figures 1-4.

Fig. 1 shows that the energy loss rate depends very much on

beam velocity, and does not depend on the temperature ratio» r, above

x = 0.5. For small values of x the beam gains energy, instead of loos-

ing it. Fig. 2 shows that the variation of E with the temperature ratio

r is small, except for values of r above 10 or for values of x small.

Fig. 3 examines the variation of Ê with the magnetic field strength, n .

This shows that n affects E for values of n above 1. However the variation

of Ë with n as compared to the average value of Ê is small. Fig. 4 shows

the dependence of Ê on the injection angle.

In conclusion, a formal expression for the energy loss rate of

test ions in a magnetized two component plasma is derived. The variations

of the energy loss rate with the magnetic field, the temperature ratio,

Vlti the test ion speed and the angle of injection have been examined numeri-

cally. In general, there is a slight dependence of the loss rate on the

magnetic field, the temperature ratio, and the angle of injection pro-

vided that the test ion speed is larger than one fifth of the electron

thermal velocity. There is a strong dependence of the energy loss on the

injection speed, reaching a maximum at about twice the electron thermal

velocity. For the test ion speed smaller than one fifth of the electron

thermal velocity the test ions may gain energy.
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FIG. 1 - Dependence of É with respect to x. The given parameters are:

nij/m = 2000, r| = 1, and 0 = 90°. For small beam velocity, x,

ions gain energy. The maximum of energy loss rate occurs at

x = 2.

FIG. 2 - Dependence of E with respect to r. The given parameters are:

mi'me = 2000> 1 " *» a n d 9 =90°. Curve (a) represents É for x = 1

and curve (b) for a small values of x. In both cases E drops as

r increases.
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FIG. 3 - Dependence of AÊ(n) - E(n) - E(0) with respect to n. The given parameters are:

m./m « 2000, r - 5, and 8 » 90e. Curve (a) represents Ê for a small value of

x. It shows some variation as n increases. Curve (b) represents the case for x

values near the maximum of E. In this case E(n) drops as n increases. The un-

magnetized values of the energy loss rate are: E(0) = -3.70 (a) and 46.70 (b) .

FIG. 4 - Dependence of Ê with respect to 9. The parameters corresponding to each

curve are: (a) x " T ) » r " l , (b) x * 0.20 and n » r « 5, and (c)

x » 0.20, T| » 1, and r œ 5. In general 8 dependence is slight, except

such a case as in (b).
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PLASMA PHYSICS STUDIES IN SINGAPORE
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Abstract:

We briefly outline the plasma physics .research program
being conducted in the Department of Physics of the National
University of Singapore. The work places particular emphasis on
open system end plugging, ion source development, and anomalous
transport studies.

Introduction:

The Physics Department of the National University of
Singapore has a small plasma physics group (composed of four
members of the academic staff and several technicians) doing
fundamental studies related to the problems of thermonuclear
fusion. The group currently has in operation a hot filament arc
based experimental facility (the "U-3") and a second "bench top"
plasma research device (1) is in the advanced pluming stage.
The Department also conducts related ongoing programs in atonic
physics (e.g. negative ion procasses), spectroscope, and nuclear
physics (a D-T beam-target neutron source is in regular use).

Principal Lines of Research:

Our interests involve theoretical as well as experimental
work and are quite broad, with particular eaphasis being given to
three principal lines of research: 1. end plugging, 2. ion source
development, and 3. anomalous transport studies.

1. End Plugging Studies

The viability of any number of open magnetic confinement
systems may depend critically upon the eventual development of an
effective end plugging technique. He are continuing to evaluate
a variety of potential candidates including:

A. Tandem Cusps - It is possible to plug the line and
point leaks of a cusp ended theta pinch or solenoid by joining
these apertures to auxiliary toroidal and tandem spindle cusps (2).
Electrostatic potential wells have been generated in this geometry
which confine ions while the overall positive plasma potential
confines electrons (3).

Tandem cusped theta pinchs with microstabilized sheaths
look especially promising. Kith B > 200kGauss, n * 1017cm"3,
T= 1C1* eV — < 10"1 we estimate:

n
2

S - 10"2cn andtE- y ^ expffi) - 10"3s for reactor

lengths of -10 meters. Even in the event of Tokamak
commercialization such devices may well make attractive "second
generation" power plants in the years beyond the 1990s. (A "one
cycle" fusion economy seems simplistic from our point of view.)

B. Cusp Leak Width Reduction - Electron gyrodiameter and
hybrid sheaths are unstable (4) leaving the ior gyrodiameter the
natural scale width for turbulent magnetoplasma line cusps (2).

^ e Te

'i L
6 > 2

- n
e

dn.

in the presence cf Bohm-like resistivity

The application of RF feedbf-.k stabilization to the cusp
plasma reduces the level of turhul.nce and the observed leakage
aperture (5).

Additional cusp losses can arise due to the Simon short
circtiting electron flow through the (conducting) cusp boundary or
due to electron influx from (secondary) boundary sources. These
nontuTbulent leak width enhancements have been suppressed by an
electrostatic boundary electrode array (6). The Simon short
circuiting is defeated by resisti.-e segments interrupting the
crossfield current path whils any secondary electrons are actively
stripped from the cusp edge by positive (outer) electrode biases.
Factor of two leak width reductions have been obtained by this
technique.

C. Turbulent Thermal Insulation - Ion acoustic waves can
induce an anomalous plasma resistivity and have been used to
reduce electron heat conduction along lines of magnetic induction

( 7 8 )
L W

TE • C^»2V||B • v| |B - \ sfcisr1 * \ 577
without excessive turbulent enhancement of the crossfield losses
(9): D V
A "fringe benefit" of turbulent thermal insulation is the
concurrent turbulent heating: dT „

C n
•ar: eJ|B

plasma" involving this technology might have
• 10" eV, _L . ^ , 10-3 s> L . 2 0 Q m e t

r - cir "' B

A typical "Lawson
B : 200k Gauss, T

n s 10 1 7 cm"3 and r - cir ,

If one wants very small reactors (L < 200 meters) some
reduction in the electron self heating is required (10). Since
stochastic wave-particle heating is not expected to occur in the
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frame in which a wave is at rest we have studied the use of
"stationary turbulence" parawetrically excited by counterstreaming
electron beans (7):

•• v.

»2 * "3 =

«2 k2 = kl + k3

0,
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For equal beam densities and velocities, V. = V^ ,
k, • -k-, and 3jk3 = k-, such stationary T 2
(D.C.) electrostatic fields have actually been excited deep
within a magnetoplasma column and provide axial thermal insulation
without excessive heating. Low velocity waves (high momentum, k,
low energy,») are also needed for RF end plugging and current
drive applications.

D. Lentz Force Induction - In addition to the usual D.C.
confining forces a pulsed (or moving) mirror induces an azimuthal
plasma current which augments the end plugging via a time
dependent Lentz force (11). Factor of two enhancements in
containment have been obtained in a small scale model experiment.

E. Surface Electrostatic Traps - Multiple layer picket
fences ("skin traps" or "surface magnetic confinement") can be
electrostatically plugged by injecting plasma between the
conductor arrays. With 3 layers and variable injection a thermal
barrier can also be built up.

2. Ion Source Development

Much of the progress being made today in controlled
thermonuclear research can be traced to the advent of intense and
efficient neutral beam injectors. Conversely: these promising
results serve to spur on the development of still more efficient
sources having improved characteristics. Our current effort is
two-fold and is intended to improve our understand of existing
technologies (A) as well as develop new techniques (B),

A. Discharge Physics Studies - Despite a quite
considerable effort, worldwide, there is still only a partial
understanding of the operation of existing ion source devices.

i. Degree of lonization - When the mean free path of a
refueling neutral becomes less than the desired plasma dimensions,

• < L, arc starvation restricts the degree of ionization (1).

This limitation can be relaxed in several ways. In higher
temperature plasmas (T, or T ) ions which neutralize on the wall
return as relatively energetic neutrals (V high). The plasma

can also be created in a "high" neutral pressure environment and
then extracted into a differentially pumped (ion source) volume.
This results in improved gas efficiency.

ii. Temperature and Neutral Pressure Limitation - In a time
independent steady state the ion loss rate must balance the volume
ionization rate. If we require that the electron distribution be
purely Maxwellian then the maximum in the electron-gas ionization
rate coefficient results in a minimum neutral pressure consistent
with discharge particle balance and Tfi becomes an inverse function
of n . In primary ionization dominated plasmas the Langmuir
sheath stability equation, J < JjOn./m )Ji and the gas ionization
rate equation, I. * Z°nnI

 L combine to impose a (space charge)
limitation on the neutral fill density:

(zr-r* rr Ci Loss Area
Discharge Volume'

Power and particle balance again impose an inverse functional
dependence on Te vs i^.

iii. Quiescence - Fluctuations may be detrimental to arc
confinement and beam quality. Ionization instabilities can be
avoided by primary dominated ionization. Unfortunately, sources
involving magnetic insulation (e.g. P.I.G. devices) may not
automatically balance ion and electron losses in the absence of
instabilities (1).

iv. Multiple Anode Discharges - It is common practice to
bi8s the source walls negative, in order to confine prinary
electrons, and use (as small as possible) a positive anode, V ,
(of area A ) to maintain a plasma potential V > 0 (as required
for subsequent ion extraction into the outside"world at ground
potential). Particle balance in such a "double anode" discharge
requires that:

e(V, - V ) "I

B. New Source Designs

i. Nonequilibriunn Sheaths - In the steady state operation
of contemporary sources ions are extracted through a stationary
sheath. In the case of & dynamic sheath a modified version of the
Bohm criterion must be employed which allows us to preferentially
deposit energy in ions (12).

ii. Unidirectional Sources - An asymmetric axial plasma
potential gradient or a potential maximum located at one end of
the source discharge would be useful (in conjunction with
solenoidal magnetic confinement) in creating an efficient
unidirectional scarce of ions. A weak (SO Gauss), inhomogeneous
axial magnetic field has been employed successfully to enforce an
axial plasma density and potential inhemogeneity sufficient to
ensure that > 901; of the ions exit unidirectionally.



An alternative technique has been studied by computational
methods and involves a plasma assisted differential vacuum
pumping (1) which introduces a strong axial dependence into the
electron-gas ionization rate (leading, in turn, to an axial
density variation).

3. Anomalous Diffusion and Transport

Anomalous cross-field heat losses plague most plasma
devices and remain a largely unsolved mystery. Current research
centers around finding the source of this energy drain and
controlling it.

A. Monlinear Drift Waves - The linear growth of a drift
instability induces an RF field maximum near the pressure gradient
maximum (e.g. — m a x ) . The local wave enhanced diffusive flux
results in a l<Jcal nonlinear relaxation of the pressure gradient
and the plasma "pump-out" generated within this high field repion
causes locally (and briefly) enhanced gradients just outside this
layer. The nonlinear gradients so induced are just those caused
by the radial displacement of particles by the original wave(s)
and they serve to excite new (nonlinear) modes spatially localized
about the new pressure gradient maxima. The newly excited modes
(and subsequent cascade waves) act back on the original waves in

a similar fashion and temporal and spatial relaxation oscillations
are observed (13).

B. Ion Wave Induced Particle Transport - We have excited
ion acoustic turbulence having variable transverse and parallel
wave vectors and adjustable amplitude. This turbulence gives rise
to an anisotropic plasma resistivity

.V me tJ

11 = ï « <U

and enhanced particle diffusion (9): Din « ni B ?* niii

In large access area tokamaks, stellarators, and other non-
axisyirmetric toroidal fusion devices, however, diffusion may be of
the form: 3

IB L IR B D I | B

Anisotropic resistivity can then be employed to enforce \» \^>> \i|B
and reduce D i _ •*-

Diffusion

J_B.

er
e launching of fist waves on a magnetized plasma

Expe
- The

column modifies the electron distribution function, reduces the
measured bulk plasma resistivity, and causes a decrease in the
observed cross-field particle diffusion coefficient to values
below the classical level.

D. Impurity Flow Reversal - RF fields may be used (in
conjunction with particle recycling or injection) to enhance the
effective ion-impurity collisional friction resulting in an

outflow of higher Z ions and a net influx (containment) of IOK Z
fuel (14, IS).

Other Research Projects:

1. Neutral Particle Modeling

Computational models have become an important tool in the
detailed analysis of plasma confinement systems. In order to
complete the set of particle and energy balance equations in such
codes it is necessary to include a dynamical description of the
behaviour of the neutral refueling gas. In the past the various
neutral particle assumptions (16, 17, 18) have generally been used
wholly independent of one another and theiT impact on the final
results of simulations has gone unnoticed. We have sought to
determine the impact of the variety of neutral models on a single
coFu-on global plasma code and have found that they are by no means
equivalent but may lead, instead, to divergent results (for the
plasma parameters ne, T , T., etc) Consequently, computational
confinement studies based on individual (single) neutral
assumptions must be received with a healthy degree of scepticism.

2. Energy Compression for Beam Driven Fu« ij_

Absolute and Oscillating beam-plasm» instabilities are able
to deposit > 15% of the initial beam energy into a plasma
(n > 1020 cnT3, T > 101* eV) of characteristic dimensions:

2*V.
: 1 cm

which is suitable for driving pellet and liner inertial confinement
fusion systems by direct ion saturation power flow (electron
saturation may be possible for biased targets):

P = n eT e
3 / 2 rf* > 10 1 3 W/cm2

Conventional convective instabilities have longer energy
deposition lengths and are not suitable for heating such small
target plasmas.

3. Annulus Stabilized Torus

Bumpy torus equilibria offer substantial promise as steady
state high beta fusion reactors having good accessibility and
reasonable aspect ratio. MND stabilization by internal conductors
or hot electron rings introduce considerable difficulties, however.

Alternatively, diaphragm limiters in the mirror throats might be
used to line-tie an external cool plasma annulus which, in turn,
would serve to stabilize the internal hot fusion plasma torus.
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PARTICLE ACCELERATION BY
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES

H.M. LAI
Department of Physics,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong

transverse and parallel to the direction of wave propagation
(taken to be along the z-axls), K is the kinetic energy, A is
the vector potential of the wave, q is the charge of the
particle and c Is the speed of light. To make it simple, we
let the charge be Initially stationary at position z»0 and
the pulse interact with the particle only after tine t-0, so
that the two above expressions becoae

at/c (1)

Particle interaction with plane electromagnetic pulses
is studied. It is shewn that particle acceleration by a wavy
pulse, depending on the shape of the pulse, nay not be «mall.
Further, a diffusive-type particle acceleration by multiple
weak pulses is described and discussed.

X. INTRODUCTION
The study of particle Interaction with an intense

plane electromagnetic pulse in vacuum has attracted continued
attention [1-12], not only because of its theoretical interest
but also because of its relation to practical problem* such
as free electron laser, particle acceleration and plasma
heating. A basic question concerned in this study is how much
momentum a particle will gain after the passage of such a
pulse. Studies [12] neglecting radiation damping have shown
that the gain will be considerable If the pulsa is solitary
or non-oscillatory and that the gain will be negligible if the
pulse is wavy or contains many oscillations. On the other
hand, studies which include radiation damping [4,7,10,11] have
indicated a finite amount of momentum gain even if the pulse
is wavy, the reason being that radiation damping results a
small phase shift of the particle velocity relative to the
electric field and thus a forward averaged Lorentz fores.

The present paper reports two recant results from our
study on this problem. First we have found that a wavy pulse,
under certain conditions, can transfer to tha particle a
finite amount of momentum which is not at all small (not to
mention negligible), especially when compared with that due to
radiation damping. This will be described in Section II.
Furthermore, we have found an interesting mechanism of parti-
cle acceleration by multiple random weak pulses. Although
each pulse transfers only a minute amount of momentum to a
particle, multiple pulses can result in particles of finite
momentum through a process similar to the rendom walk pro-
cess in momentum space. This will be presented In Section III.

II. PARTICLE ACCELERATION BY A WAVY PULSE
For such a study, i t Is convenient^to «tart with the

two wejl-known constants of motion [ 2 ) : px+qA/c and K-p, c,
where p± and p, are, respectively, the momentum components

K - P, c - (2)

where the vector potential is a function of_ Ç = t-z/c only
and is related to tha wave electric field E(Ç) by

E(n)dn (3)

Note that the last equality in Eq. (2) coaes from K »
2 7 2 1( 2

(p +o c ) c-mc , with u being the rest mass. Also note that
p,/px is a small quantity for non-relativistic cases. From
Eqs. (1) and (2), it is obvious that the final aonentum of
the particle after the paasage of the pulse is uniquely
determined by the asymptotic value of the vector potential:
A, S A(Ç-«°). Consider two electromagnetic (field) pulses
of similar energy content, one Is solitary or non-oscillatory
and the other is wavy. The solitary pulse will give a vector
potential which clearly Increases monotonicallv with 5 to
its asymptotic value at large Ç, while the wavy pulse will
give a vector potential which increases and decreaaes
alternatively and eventually may end up with a small value.
He thus see that the momentum gain by the particle after an
encounter with a solitary pulse will be most efficient.

Exactly how small the momentum gain from a wavy pulse
will be depends on the exact shape of the electric field
and this in turn depends on the emission mechanism of the
wave. Suppose the wave is emitted from a damped harmonic
oscillator, initially excited by a collision, say. The
electric field of the wave may then be given by

' V (4)

end the asymptotic vector potential can be easily calculated.
This readily leads to a momentum gain, in units of me,

(q£oT/mc)

which becomes, for a wavy pulse ( i . e . , U T » 1 ) ,

ûpA/mc qE /̂mcco

(5)

(6) 377
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He immediately recognize that this is the same expression
for the maximum momentum that a charge q «ill have during
the time of interaction with a harmonic wave of amplitude
E and frequency ID! At this point, we like to emphasize
that the momentum gain depends on the pulse shape in a
very sensitive way. Should the function sin(<jj£) in Eq. (4)
Le replaced by cos(uÇ) or Çcos(<i)Os>the gain Apj. in Ea. (6)
would have been proportional to E T / ( U T ) ««rfh*M<M)«
« • p a a M M a A p in the limit u>T»l. "Nevertheless" the momentum
gain from a general wavy pulse may be given by

(qEoT/mc)-S(u)T) (7)

where S(CDT) > a function of UIT and whose functional form
depends on the shape of the field pulse, approaches zero as
ur tends to infinity. For many cases in whichut is not too
large, the gain In momentum may not be negligible. Note
that Eq. (7) applies for waves of linear polarization,
results for other states of polarization can be obtained
via linear superposition.

We now compare Eq. (7) with the momentum gain due to
the mechanism through radiation damping. A recent calcula-
tion [101 has shown that such a momentum gain, for an
initially stationary electron and to the lowest order, may
be written as

< ro Eo T / 3 m c ) êz

2 2
where r = e /me is the classical electron radius. The
ratio or the two values in Eqs. (7) and (8) is thus

3(Ec/Eo) S(OJT) (9)

-= e/r2 * ,19where E = e/r' • 10 V/cm is the electric field produced
by an electron at distance rQ. Since E is a huge quantity,
E /E is generally very large. Even for an intense.wavy ,
pulse of radiation power density of the ordex of 10 W/cm ,
the ratio E /E is still of the order of 10 ! He therefore
see that, afthSugh S (tux) is a small quantity, the ratio in
Et;. (9) mty very well be a large quantity. This is especi-
ally true for a weak pulse or for a short wavy pulse.

III. ACCELERATION BY MULTIPLE PULSES
In this section, we shall discuss a mechanism of

particle acceleration by multiple pulses. The pulses are
assumed to be random so that any two pulses are completely
uncorrelated in terms of phase, polarization and direction.
Furthermore, they are also assumed to be «eak so that the
effect of radiation damping may be neglected. Since

px+qA/c and K-cp# are constants of motion, every pulse,
after overtaking a particle, will transfer to the particle
an amount of momentum Ap:

APj. • -qAA/c

Ap, - AK/c

where AA - -c J2(n)dn

(10)

(11)

(12)

with E being the electric field for that particular propa-
gating field pulse. For simplicity, we shall restrict to
nonre,lativis£ic ca.ses so that Apn may be neglected compared
to Apx and Ap - Apj,. Since the pulses are random, the
momentum gains Ap's by a particle In successive encounters
with the pulses are also random and it is then impossible
to predict precisely the total momentum of the particle
after a large number of encounters. However, if we consider
a system of many non-interacting particles, each encountering
with a large number of pulses, it is possible to get the
averaged value over these particles. This is exactly like
the problem of diffusion of test particles in momentum
space [13]. The root-mean-square value of the total
particle momentum gain after N encounters is thus

AP (13)

where Ap is the root-mean-square value of the momentum
gain in one encounter. He thus see that, even if Ap r m s is
a minute quantity, a good portion of the particles can
eventually gain a finite amount of momentum provided N is
sufficiently large.

As an example, we discuss the effect the above
mechanism will bring to the charged particles in our Galactic
space which is permeated by electromagnetic pulses of various
kinds from the stars. The pulses may be considered random.
Suppose we have a set of charges of one specie initially at
rest. After encountering with N pulses, the root-meah-square
momentum gain is given by Eq. (13) and the corresponding
root-mean-square value of the particle displacement may be
described by

AR_ N T Û P r m s / n (14)

where T is the averaged time between two consecutive encoun-
ters by a particle. He vint AR to be limited by the size
of the Galaxy so that a large portion of the particles w.ill
still remain in the Galactic space after H encounters. This
gives a limit to N, using Eqs. (13) and (14),

H S (R./cT)2/3(ûpr ./»c)2/3 (15)



where IL, is the radius of the Galaxy. This further gives a
limit to the momentum

AP^/mc S (RG/cT) 1/3

"Prms / a c ) (16)

Since Ap is independent of the mass we see that the
momentum giin is proportional to the cube root of the
particle mass. He may make a rough estimate of the gain by
taking the size of our Galaxy to be 10 light-years, the
averaged radiation energy densityto be 1 eV/cm [14], the
averaged pulse width to be T5= 10" sec and T = T, the
averaged frequency to be 10 sec" rnd assuming the pulse
shape given by Eq. (4). The result is

10
-2 (17)

This value of course cannot account for the existence of
energetic cosmic rays, but nevertheless indicates a certain
amount of particle momentum possessed by the background
particles. Furthermore, ve want to stress again that the
value in Eq. (17) depends very much or. the pulse shape
chosen. Had we assumed a different pulse shape, the value
obtained would have been quite different. Finally, we
like to mention that the above consideration is classical.
Quantum consideration is of Interest and should provide a
deeper understanding of the problem.
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ION ACOUSTIC-LANGMUIR INTERACTIONS
IN COLLISIONAL AND VISCOUS PLASMAS
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Ahmedabad, India

A b s t r a c t

A pair of modified Zakharov equations coupling
th-T nigh frequency Langtnuir oscillations to the low
frequency ion acoustic perturbations in a turbulent,
collisions! plasma with a neutral background is
derived. The time evolution of the coupled ion
acoustic-Langmuir solitons show that the electron-
ion and electron-neutral collisions damp the
Langmiir oscillations and let the ion density pertur-
bations radiate avJay. On the other hand, the ion-
neutral collisions damp the ion density perturbations
letting the Langmuir oscillations flow out. In the
case of ion viscosity, however, both the ion density
perturbations and Langrruir oscillations radiate away
one after the other. In these processes, elsctron-
ion and electron-neutral collisions seem to dominate
over the other two.

1. introduction

In an unmagnetized turbulent plasma, the
interaction between high frequency Lanymuir
oscillations an<5 the low frequency ion acoustic
perturbations in the snail I-iach numbers limit can be
described by the Zakbarov equations0^ But: as the
Mach number increases, the ion nonlinearity increases
and the wave equation in the zakharov equation is
replaced by a K-dV eguatlonwwhich also admits
solitary wave solutions®.

In the following analysis we study the effects
of collisions between electrons and ions, electrons
and neutral particles, ions and neutral particles
and ion viscosity on the ion acoustic-L.ançrnuir inter-
actions. We derive a pair of modified Sakharov
equations and follow the time development of solitary
waves numerically.

2. Modified aakharov Equations of the Ion Acoustic
Lanci.Tiuir V.'aves

We consider an unmagnetized turbulent plasma
with hot electrons ai-1 csld ions and nrautral par t i -
cles. The high frequency Lccsjiruir oscillations are
described by the equations,

(i)

anci

We t ake .

TV. =

and

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
where s and f denote slow aid fast oscillations. As
far as the fast Langmuir oscillations ars concerned,
we assume M;—K a n d ^ n -fn. «Jn. But the difference
SiV.-iTn. ) will tie accounted for in the slow ion acou-
stic oscillations.

We put (4)-(7) in (l)-(3) and neglect the non-
linear terms containing the fast variations alone.
Then after eliminating fni and SVJ, we have.

where ;
d-aflne

Here, E(x,t) is a slowly varying function of x and t .
Substituting for E in (S) and neglecting the second

_ J



or-3-ïr tin-;- variation of K wo get ('or

(30)

This is a nonlinear Gchrfjdirwor enij
Lanrirnuir field «aplitude E.

for t.hf;

Next ws an over to the slow oscillations. The
slow fluctuations in thr- electron density is got by
averajing (2) anfl neglecting the electron inertia,
T'nis yielâs.

-HVi«r»vee)i J,
where the termlEl̂ tTTTVpf represents the pondero-
motive force due to the high frequency Langnuir field.

The equations for the slow ion acoustic motion

+ 2-fw. V;) = 0, (:2)

Hi

and

(13)

. . . . - (14)

where Vj-.̂ and Vf^are the ion-neutral and ion-electron
coll is ion frequencies and is the ion viscosity. In
(13) cha term j / . (V.-n/: ) i s neglected since V. ~V".

Following the reductive perturbation method (*•"'
we use the stretched variables!

where Cs=
we expand.

the ion sounrt speed. Further,

I U < " + • • • (16)

W 4 - • • • • ( 1 7 )

and

312

H- re & i s chosen such that (Sn)x {Jn =: a-n°^J and (£f l ,
are of th« sarra order. Defining | e | = 6«« |E'|, JJ - £?p1!
end IJJ: ̂ •/"( where<<;/3 end Y are. of order u-ii*-y and
f> ana y are +-V£ number». Front (12)-{14) to tht inv-
est ordar in £ , we have.

& » î x iTei~eu)i- 7% (23)
Goin? over into (st,t) frame of reference and

writing/e'l'y.' and <n'in terms of f£J ,>>. and ••>/ respect-
ively, {2-ii becomes ' * l

(24)

On using the normalization 9t-»*(Yï

' 4
(24) reduce €ô"the forms.

and

3 ^ «i'
with • /= 3, (10) and

AI

£ i ^ j / j w ^ 1 , 7>wse are the modified
Ha'<harov equations.

3. Discussions

When v = V. i i i :C i (25) and (26) have the

(25)

(26)



so l i tary wave solut ion,

E = a Sech $ x Tanh 4 H

and

with X x zt-M
b- ^ (3/,o) W-Q-n
-r>- - Q/A0 (&*-

the wave.

(27)

a =

ar'd H a s t h e M a c h of

For nonzero values of T£. 3̂ - and •»£ , we study
the time evolution of a wave given by 027) and (28)
numerically. We apply the Crank-Nicholson scheme for
(27) and. the zabusky-Krusfcal scheme<*>for (28) as .

and

- o. (30)

The typical values of the paraneters for some
rotating plasma devices are, >4 ~ >i -. ,-~i .,--1

and
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and electron-neutral collisions alone. Here we see
that the Langmuir waves danp. Then because of the
decrease in the ponderomotive force, ion density
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We give the analytical theory ci' the coalescence instability and of

a nev, one island, instability. These instabilities are expected to be relevant

for the disruptions observed in Tokomak experiments and astrophysical plasmas.

It is well known that in a current carrying plasma collisionless

or collisional tearing modes may lead to magnetic islands forming a new,

magnetically reconnected configuration : this configuration may be in

equilibrium for a nonlinearly saturated island chain or slowly changing

in time in the Rutherford regime . Both situations are experimentally obser-

ved in Tokomak experiments for the modes which have been proposed to explain

the main disruption : m 5 2, n = 1,2, where m and n are respectively the

poloidal and toroidal wave numbers. The internal disruption) attributed to

the m= 1, n = 1 mode is always observed at the end of a "sawtooth", but occurs

for a finite island size in contrary to the results of computer modélisation*

There arises the question about the stability of this configuration : it is

well known that parallel currents in neighbouring islands tend to coalesce

into larger units . For a col 1isiontess plasma the coalescence instability

has been predicted in plane geometry by Biskamp and Schindler with a growth

rate somewhat larger than the col 1isionlcss Tearing mode. This is in fact

5 6
a magnetohydrodynaraic instability with no threshold in island size .

The nonlinear development of the coalescence instability in a weakly col-

lisional plasma is of particular interest for the magnetic reconnection,

or field line merging across a X-type neutral point. It gives the transition

between a Tearing instability and the stationary models effast reconnection,

the most famous one being the Petschek model. These numerical simulations

have been achieved in plane geometry and the only available semi-analytical

treatment of Finn and Kaw gives a finite threshold in island size not obser-

ved numerically. Moreover, involving two islands, the coalescence instability

is compatible with toroidal periodicity for a m = 2, n=2 mode relevant for

the internal disruption but not compatible for them- 2,3, m l nodes

observed during the main disruptions in Tokomak experiments. In fact the

plasma displacement used by Finn and Kaw is a poor approximation of the real

displacement with two consequences : the coalescence instability has in fact

no threshold and a new, one island instability occurs in the Rutherford regime.

The main assumption in previous works, both analytical and numeri-

cal, is to start from a magnetically reconnected configuration in equili-

brium. In this case and following our analytical results the one island

instability does not exist because the available energy is negative, of
o

order -e where e = +«/^NR
 i s the ratio between the reconnected Magnetic

flux +_ and the non reconnected one in the initial stage.
H

Let us remember that e =• I tr—1 where AX/X is the ratio between the

island size and the plasma gradient scale. We also compute the growth rate

3/4of the coalescence instability and find : r~ (V /X > c , in agreement with

the results of Pritchett and Wu for the absence of threshold but not with

their finding of a finite slope df/dc when c-iO. In fact, a much more inte-
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resting situation is provided by the self similar behaviour (e/eo ~ '*/*„)

of a non saturated m > 2, n = 1 Tearing mode growing in the phase predicted

by Rutherford. In this case the available energy, 6W for the one island

(and the coalescence) instabilities is of order of : (X^M.

We find consequently a large growth rate, i.e f(t) = o/bt(Lnt ) ="

(V /X ) e3' (X A') where A' has the usual meaning of the resistive
A o o

theory for the growing Tearing mode. Such a result gives an explosive type

behaviour on a MHD time scale, both for the coalescence of a i» « 2, n-2

mode and for the one island instability of a m » 2, n*l and m»3, n»l,2

modes•

pop2 J1 dxdy |T J" +c

26V c = J*dx dy ( |T+c I

(3)

(4)

p , Bx , 3 are respectively the equilibrium density transverse magnetic

field (B = z x W ) and equilibrium current.
*o o

In the following, we liait our investigations to perturbations

invariant along z, which allow an exact treatment without other peculiarity.

We first consider an equilibrium example

The main theoretical difference with the approach of Finn and Kaw

is to start from a different form of* the two dimensional standard MHD

equations in the incompressible limit (to be justified below) in plane

geonuitry :

ô/6t+ • n.vu = o

(û/bt • V.V)v
2u = B.VJ

(1)

(2)

with B z, = J.

These equations are easily generalized to more complex geometries and to

remove the ideal MHD assumption • Equations (1) and (2) have an ene-rgy

integral which is a powerful tool of stability analysis. After lineari-

zation, we obtain the following variational MHD energy principle for a
g

normal mode (+c ~ +c exp pt) :

(X,Y) = KB Ln(coshKX* ccosKÏ)
o *o (5)

with boundary conditions at infinity. The well known marginal tearing

.solution (for c-»0) is +_(X) cos KY with +_(X) = 1/cos hKX. Finn and Kaw took
K n

subhurmanic solutions uxp ± i(2n+l) KY/2 and found a finite threshold in e

for instability (6W(;<0). To explain our different choice of solution, let

us start with th<» Eu 1er equation of the energy principle (4) :

2(1 -E2)(coshKX+CcosKY)"2]+ =0
c

(6)

For e-»0, we have the standard solutions +c = +R(X) cos KY and <|>c = +R(X) sin KY.

But we may also choose +c = <I<R(X) sinKY for O<:KY<2« and ^ =0 for Y£ 0,

KY> S«t XtyMltM. This choice is possible because it is allowed to introduce

2 *
a discontinuity in b /&*"(+ ) where + vanishes without changing the valueofoW.

This property is general and to the lowest order in c, one will always have

6V £6Wn , independently of the invariance of the perturbation along Z and
C K



of the given island magnetic field. Our choice is obvious for a one island

configuration (i.e the fundamental Fourier component of any m, n mode

in toroidal geometry). Another perturbation is convenient for the

coalescence of two magnetic islands (i.e the harmonic Fourier component

of a m = 2, n=l mode) : -+R sin KY in 2 K < K Y £ O , in 0<KYS2n

and + =0 for KY<L-2jrand KY> 2JI . Our procedure i s in fact similar

to the classical procedure of Newcomb for the cylindrical pinch • Expanding

in 6W bJ /b+ in powers of e, we may also expand + . We find that + » +, •
c o o c ex

sinKY(coshKX + e cos KY) for O<KY<2n gives the minimum, positive, value of

ÔW : 64;te/15. But starting with a K component and i t s harmonics, we donnot take

profit of the init ial sheet pinch instability for subharmonics of K. Thi» i*

of course not possible for a one island instability but this i s easy to find

for the coalescence of two islands. We take as a trivial flux function

+ = +1 + alt . cos KY/2 - f . cos 3KY/2) in 0<KY<^J f are the well known

periodic solutions of (6> : (1 t(njj Ihltx) exp J nK)j/2 for respectively X * 0.

With (7) one finds 6W = - TO2/3 - 8œ/3 • 0(e) which prouves the absence of

threshold. Our choice gives a finite displacement in both the O and X

points and agroe.s with numerical results . If we keep +j in - 2 n < KY < 2s

the a contribution disappears : the collupse is more unstable than two

"une island" instabi l i t ies .

We confirm analytically the numerically observed absence of thres-

hold for the coalescence instability. We may also compute its kinetic energy

and growth rate. It is convenient to make a boundary layer analysis (equiva-

lent to the standard constant + approximation valid for m> 2, n»l) in the

vicinity, K |x|~e , of X»0. We expect U to be large, of order e" , only

in this layer which after volume integration gives the dominant contribution

of order e J/ to the kinetic energy. Taking, for small a, the solution of

equation (1) one finds in 0 <KY£ 2n and for respectively X^O : c (U /p) «

-X*(X2 + e« cos2KY/2) f21 e1, with £"=268^ /K. (For the coalescence insta-

bility of abus 2, n=2) mode, one takes -U in -2n<KY<0). The main

contribution to the kinetic energy is due to V C-B/6 X<
U
C)|

 t n e Pl««"a velo-

city in the direction of coalescence. For X = O, V (Y) agrees perfectly with

the numerical results of Pritchett and Wu :

V - - p / e 1 for O<KY?2TI and V =*p/e> for -2n<KY£0

In the plane of symmetry of the magnetic island, the one island instability
g

is an instability of translation due to ellipticity and the coalescence

instability nothing else than the combination of two instabilitiea of trans-

lation. This obvious interpretation is new and possible because of an explicit

analytical treatment.

From our results it is clear that one can expand safely the flux function

U in harmonics of sin KY but not the stream function U , no more than the

plasma displacement as was done by Finn and Kaw . As a last remark on II i

the flux function + being antisymmetric in each island, ($ —— + vanishes

and the incompressibility assumption is verified, as was already found

tor the m = 2K + l, n = 0 instability of a Tokomak with non circular cross

g
sections .

With U as given previously, one can compute analytically the kinetic energy

with complete elliptic integrals. We obtain
o 2 "i/Z Z

a. K c ' )p and our

3/h
final estimate growth rate is : r=-e KVAI"~2* i

6W \ l / 2

• A complete minimi- 311



zation with respect with the parameter a introduced in the trial function,

3/4 6
gives f =» O,4O e KV in good agreement with numerical results .

V is the Alfven velocity in the transverse field (the poloidal field in a

Tokomak experiment). We may include easily the stabilizing effect of one

conducting wall in X = Xp (convenient for the cylindrical geometry), where

i|/ must vanish. One obtains ! 6w = 6W +n[2KX + sinsh2KX ] " . If there is
c c p p

also a conducting wall in X= -X , the stabilizing contribution is doubled.

These results apply .directly to the cylindrical example of Finn and Kaw

for an hard-core pinch configuration. In a Tokomak configuration, in the

cylindrical approximation as well as in the toroidal geometry, one nay -

proceed in two steps. The first step consists in neglecting curvature effects

of order of the square of the inverse of the aspect ratio. In the second

step, one can include curvature corrections which are destabilizing in

cylindrical geometry but stabilizing in toroidal geometry. The competition

between these two effects : a finite island size, and curvature effects, is

left for further numerical work. Nevetheless, one may understand why a

saturated magnetic island following the Rutherford phase of a Tearing node

may bo stable with respect to the one-island instability. On the contrary

let us consider an island growing in the Rutherford phase : e » G {t/t ) ,

o o
with a finite 6W=-2jtr A'. We obtain for the one-island instability and

o

t » t f the following behaviour of Die flux function :

A O c»
(r

O

which givoti a very slow growth at the initial atage (a small island) and a

fast MHD instability for an island of finite size. One finds, in order of

magnitude, the time for + H to he equal to ^ , the reconnected flux, to be also

the time necessary for the island to reach a finite size, but the behaviour

of + (t) is an explosive one!

Our conclusions remain qualitative because A* is time depending and also

because the nonlinear behaviour of the one-island instability is not yet

known, tn toroidal geometry this instability should appear as an helical

motion* Its relevance for the disruptions observed in Tckowaks needs further

work and also to be compared with the destruction of magnetic surfaces by

overlapping of magnetic islands with different helicitiea. We stress again

the absence of threshold for the coalescence instability of the nonlinear

harmonics of all (m,n) fundamental Tearing modes. Two rettarks are necessary

12
to apply this theory to*the internal disruptions : the standard MHD ÔW

for the m = l , n = l component is usually positive in toroidal geometry. Vie

dunnot expect a one island instability for this reason and the coalescence

instability is not allowed by the toroidal periodicity. Nevertheless the

behaviour of the internal mode is highly nonlinear and we do expect the

coalescence of the islands of the harmonic components*

We have solved exactly an explicit example of the coalescence

of two magnetic islands (and also a one island instability) and found an

MHD instability of the plane reconnected sheet pinch without threshold.

Aa expected, the growth rate is a non analytical function of the ratio e

between thn reconnected and the nun reconnected magnetic flux* This secon-

dary instability, as found in numerical simulations, implies an explosive

nonlinear behaviour of tin» Tearing modes. Fruitful discussions with D. Edery,

M. Dubois, J.L. Sonlé ami A. Snrmiin are gratefully acknowledged.
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APSIRACT

The rapid reconnection of flux lines in an incompressible
fluid /I/ through a singular layer of the current density is dis-
cussed. It is shown that the liberated magnetic energy oust par-
tially appear in the form of plasma kinetic energy. A laminar struc-
ture of the flow is possible, but Alfven velocity must be achieved
in eddies of growing size at the ends of the layer. The gross struc-
ture of the flow and the magnetic configuration may be obtained
froat variational principles.

I. Introduction

The free reconnection of magnetic surfaces in a toroidal
configuration has been proposed by Kadomtsev /I/ as a situation
where the configuration liberates magnetic energy, «hile preser-
ving the MHD constraint except- in a thin layer near 2 separatrix
delimiting a growing magnetic island. In this layer, controlled
both by resistivity and inertia, a singularity of the current den-
sity and of the plasma velocity appears. A rapid grewth of the
island is possible because the liberated magnetic energy may be
dissipated at a high rate in the layer, at least by Joule effect.
It is not clear whether the liberated energy appears in the form
of Joule energy only, or also in form of kinetic energy. The linear
phase of tearing modes 111, where the liberated magnetic energy
is shared into Joule and kinetic energy, would favor the second
case. Also the cumerical simulations of the q « 1 reconnection in
Tokamaks /3/ seem to indicate the production of eubstantial kinetic
energy. However a kinetic energy of the order of the magnetic
energy means that the plasma velocity is of the order of the Alfven
velocity CA in a large domain. It is not easy to understand how this
can occur through the traditional flow of incompressible plasma
along the thin singular layer at the velocity C^ I hi, if this flow
simply expands into the island. The aim of this paper is to show
that a laminar free reconnection does produce a kinetic energy
comparable to the available magnetic energy, but that this is
possible only through more complex magnetic and kinetic structures.

II. Slow and free reconnection»

A slow reconncction 151, 16/ consists of a sequence of
quasi equilibria with regular current profilée. This iaplics «
normal separatrix between the reconnecting domains I, II and the
island III (see Fig. I), with a finite angle of the two branches
at the X point. It is convenient 111 to follow the evolution of
the magnetic field B through evolution in the regions I, II, III
of the function G($,t) which relates the magnetic flux ty (x.y.t)
(Bj, - 3it/8y, By - - 3^/3x) on the magnetic line passing by (x,y)
to the area 4) (x,y,t) embraced by this line

= G (•(*.>.*>,.}

The total electrical current
is given by

(along z) inside the line

(1)

where F (<f>) depends on the shape of the magnetic lines only

d% SI) U)

being s the abscisse along the line $ and £1 the distance at
abscissa a between the lines $, $ + £$• With a normal separatrix
the functions P ($) and G ($»t) tend logarithmically to 00 and o
at the separatrix value $ " so that

The plasma equilibrium implies that the magnetic energy

where the function G($,t) is held constant, is a minimum with
respect to the shape of the magnetic lines (which appears in (4),
through the function P(4>)). On the other hand the generalized Ohm
law E + vxB/c - ni (E « - 3<|)/c3t, 4itl/c - - AiM implies that
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where < I iis the space averaged value of the current density
between th?lines $,$ + £$. In view of (1) this
equation becomes

"bk i< n a * *

3M

(6)

The equations (6), (3) and the variational principe (4)
determine the evolution of the magnetic configuration. In the slow
type of reconnection the island growth is possible only if the
function G($,t) is smoothed by the resistive equation (6) so that
the magnetic energy (4) decreases in the process. As long as this
resittive effect is necessary in the bulk of the regions I, II,
III, the scale time of the reconnection is a resistive time

T_ « (n c /4TT) a-, where a is a bulk scale. It is possible however

that situations arise where the resistive effect is only necessary
near the separar.rix. The evolution then becoses more rapid. The
function G($,t) becomes time invariant in the bulk of the regions
I, II, III and the slope 3G/3ij> becomes finite (rather than to
cancel logarithmically) near the separatrix in the reconnecting
regions I, II. In view of (1) and (2) the function P(<{>) becomes
finite there and the flux lines tends to become regular near the
X point, corresponding to a sharp variation of the magnetic field
from I to II. A large value of the current density appears all
along the separatrix. A free reconnection regime where inertia
plays a role may be expected to emerge from such situations.
However it is possible to show 111 that a continuous transition
between slow and free reconniction regimes ib impossible. This is
a first clue that free reconnaction needs a change of magnetic
and kinetic structure.

III. Simple free reconnection

A free reconnection takes place with a time scale ï
which muse increase with the resistivity n and the mass density
Ç . We may assume that the ratio T/T R and TA/T (TA » a/CA) are
extremely small. We will discuss the simple traditional pattern
according to which the magnetic lines reconnect at the X point of
a unique island by extracting the plasma along the separatrix.
Ve exclude Fetschek torsional shock waves /8/, because ehey cannot
be consistent with the mechanical and resistive laws in an incom-
pressible fluid. Then a singular layer of current density may on»y
take place along the separatrix. We remark that the current density
Ir in such a layer and its width &. are typically given by E~n I,
with E~Ba/TC and 4TTIL/C ~ B/6L 7 so that «L - a T/TR.

For the liberated magnetic power ~ B a Ix to be absorbed at least
partially by Joule effect, the layer must extend over a leugth 1
of the order of the bulk scale a. It will be apparent that
the velocity V in the layer may be at most of the order of C. and
the present configuration contains a negligible amount of kinetic
energy.

At a distance ô > 6. from the separatrix the field B
has a variation scale >, S and we must have I -S IL 6, /6. Using
small enough values of 6,, the term n I in the generalized Ohm Law
is therefore negligible as near as we want from the separatrix.
The time variation of the function G(iJ>,t) given by (5) is then
negligible. The function G(4>) in the reconnecting domains I, II
maintain its initial value. In the island III it builds up through
the continuity equation

These statements impose finite values of the derivative

near the separatrix. By differentiation of (7) we obtain over
contours near the separatrix

I

The fact that the integral J ds/B has its bulk value up
to the separatrix means that the propagation time of Alfven waves
along flux lines is ~ a/CA « T. Plasma equilibrium (I constant on
magnetic lines) is then achieved, as long as the fluid velocity
along the flux lines is « CA. with the present topology this may
be not the case in the island III but, because of incompressibility,
only withir. a domain the extension of which cancels with 6,.
Writing the dynamical equation in the form

where the closed contour R consists of R, or R as shown on fig. 2,
we obtain that the velocity V in the layer is at most the Alfven
velocity (as stated above) and on the other hand that the variation
of the squared magnetic field B2 across the separatrix cancels.
This last statement and the equilibrium up to the separatrix im-
plies that at a given time, i.e., for given area of the regions
I, II, III and given G($) in these regions, the magnetic configu-
ration, including the shape of the separatrix, is determined by
making the magnetic energy (4) minimum.

A first possibility (wh'.ch could result by continuity
from a slow reconnection regime) is that the separatrix consists
of two regular curves tangent at the X point, as shown on fig. 3a.



As we have seen above, the current singularity must extend over
a finite length to insure Joule consumption of the magnetic energy
and a constant discontinuity of B2 across each branch of the sepa-
ratrix is necessary. Of course the value of B is smaller in the
island region III. This contradict the relation (8). The other
possible topology is the one given by the fig. 3b, with two
Syrovatskii points S,S' [9]. The angle of the diverging flux lines
at these points Î3 obtained from the principle (4) and cannot can-
cel without, returning to the first possibility. In these conditions
the magnetic field cancels in all directions at the Syrovatskii
points, and is continuous except through the interval SS'. The
major difficulty with this scheme may be expressed by writing the
dynamical condition (9) over the closed contour R shown on fig. 3b.
The left hand side cancels while the right hand side is at least
equal to the finite variation of the magnetic pressure B2/8ir from
inside to outside the current layer at the X point. One may consi-
der also the flux of the Poynting vector through the closed contour
A shown on the fig. 3b. As long as the equilibrium and the conti-
nuity of the magnetic configuration is achieved outside A, this
flux is equal to the variation rate of the available magnetic
energy. On the other hand, it is equal to EJ"^ I dx dy.

But inside the I profile in the layer, the term v x B/C in the gene-
ralized Ohm Law is of the same importance as the term t] I, so that
the quantity/£E I dx dy is significantly larger than the Joule

power (L n I2 dx dy. Therefore the magnetic energy cannot be con-
sumed by Joule effect, only. A part of th:..» energy must appear in
the form of kinetic energy, in c<-..i.ra<îiction with the present
pattern. It may be noticed that the above arguments would not be
valid if the ions experienced a drag force larger than the inertia
force 6 V.W in the layer. Such a force would allow mechanical
equilibrium in the domain A. But again in that case the magnetic
energy would not appear only in the form of Joule energy but as
well in the form of ion energy induced by the drag force.

IV. Free reconnection with kinetic Eddies

It seems that the simplest scheme which escapes the above
difficulties is the one shown on fig. A : the kinetic energy at
Alfven velocity provided in the layer SS1 accumulates in the gro-
wing magnetokinetic eddies IV, V, VI, VII. The current density is
regular except near the separatrix and again the function G(ij>,t)
is time invariant in each domain I VII, being specified by (7)
in the growing domains III VII.The transverse velocity must
be « C. to preserve the bulk value of the electric field, and tha
stream function U (x.y.t) (V^ • 3U/3y , V --3U/3X) is nearly a

function of <|>(x,y,t) : U - H(*»t). The function H($,t) is not
time invariant, but so is the Kelvin integral

j> v o/s = - P{$)

Being given at a given time the functions G($) and H(<f>) in each
region I, ..., VII, and the area of these domains, the magnetic
and kinetic configuration may be determined by making the quan-
tity

dt
extremum with respect to the shape of the magnetic lines. The rate
by which the normal island III and the streaming domains IV, ...,
VII increase may be determined by expressing that the variations
of the magnetic energy and of the kinetic energy are respectively
equal to the quantities

in the layer near the separatrix.

The present configuration is energetically less favou-
rable than the traditional pattern, due to the presence of the
kinetic energy and to the fact that the slopes 3G/9(j> in the
domains III, ... VII are larger, resulting in larger magnetic
energy in these domains. It is plausible that it is continuously
distroyed by instability. An open question is to know whether the
resulting turbulence simply incorporates in the island III or if
it changes the mechanisms controlling the reconnection layer.
In that second case the turbulent field 5B, 6V superimposing in a
finite domain to the averaged field B, V responsible for a magne-
tic structure of the type given on fig. 1, would induce an evo-
lution law for the function G(<|>,t) associated to B

-.I (i su
The reconnection of the regions I, II into the island III would
be specified by this equation (replacing (6)) and the extremum
principle (4). Such a mechanism could in principle explain the
rapid reconnections near the q » 2 surfaces which take place
during soft disruptions in Tokamaks.
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APPLICATION OF THE DESCRIPTIVE FUNCTION
ON NON-LINEAR ELECTROMAGNETIC
PHENOMENA

H.T.Silva
Departamento de Electrônica,
Universidad del Norte,
Arica, Chile

INTRODUCTION

Owing to present possibilities to succeed in obtain-

ing intensive electromagnetic field, the circle of ondula-

ting non-linear phenomena expands uore and more, especial-

ly in the micro-waves range and in the laser frequency.

The differential equations that rule the behaviour

of these processes must be normally solved by altgarithms.

The problem is normally quasi-lined in order to effect

later on corrections due to the non-linear ends.

Regarding the propagation of electromagnetic waves,

either on a limitless medium or on guides, and wban the

flow makes harmonious oscillations with a W-frequency, the

approximation of the prefixed field[i3 is used, that is,

the component of the field corresponding to the primary

harmonic (W) is determined beginning with Maxwell's linear

equations. Once this field is determined, for instance E

(W) operates as a prefixed function in the equations that

rule for the superior harmonic.

However, this method does not make provision for the

response from the non-linear aediusi in regard to the fra-

quential components of the initial flow or to the elestro-

magnetic field free of primary frequenoy (W).

In this work the descriptive function technique used

in non-linear control is stated as a tool that can be usa-

ble in ondulating processes and which allows to analyse

the response from the medium against the O.E.M. propagation

of primary frequency (W).

A plane transverse O.E.M. is considered in a limit-

less medium for the sake of simplicity in the solution and

due to the utility that it offers in more complex problems.

I. MAIN EQUATIONS OP ELECTRODYNAMICS

1.1 Maxwell's Equations System and Constitutive Relation-

ship.

The characterization of an electromagnetic field in a

certain point in the space is given by the existing relation-

ship among the vectors E (electric field); H (magnetic field);

B (magnetic induction); D (electric displacement); J (current

density) and P (charge density).

o).
S= r

With the following functional relationships of the

aforementioned vectors with the electric polarisation (P),

the magnetisation (M) and the current density equivalent to

the flow J ext. [a].

?--

When the medium is linear, homogeneous and isotropous

are:

3»:irE
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in that é, ji% & correspond to the permittivity, permeability

and conductivity of the medium respectively.

Owing to the importance of the fields that oscillate

harmonically, it is useful to represent the Maxwell's equa-

tions in their complex way where:

E (x, y, z, t)-f>Ê (x, y, z) exp Jwt...etc.

and developing the functions E (t).,.etc.•.etc...

in Fourier series under type [3]

K (x, y, z, t) - £_2n (nw) exp ant

it is had for any non-linear medium, the infinite equations

system.

Ê K

CO

1.2 Wave Equations for a Non-linear Dielectric Medium.

If we consider an homogeneous and isotropous dielectric

medium, the wave equations for E and H are obtained beginning

with: Pv\ - & v 1

where Hn is the complex factor that takes into account the

response from the medium to the propagation of the wave (E).

(N(E) = 1 for a linear dielectric).

That way, the wave equations for an electromagnetic

field take the form of:

where Fn is a complex function that takes into account the

external flows and the prefixed functions. Normally for n = 1

F1 corresponds to the external flow of primary frequency, for

n ^ 1, Fn corresponds mainly to the prefixed functions to

those of order n - 1, previously determined,for the case of

magnetic non-linears, the function appears in the wave equa-

tion of the magnetic field.

II. DESCRIPTIVE FUNCTION AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE WAVE

EQUATION SOLUTION.

2.1 Descriptive Function

The descriptive function [*J assumes that the high

frequencies of the outlet signal have poor effects upon the

system characteristics, when at the inlet of the non-linear

system a sinusoidal signal is applied. It is defined as the

complex relationship of the primary component of outlet

signal at the inlet sinusoidal signal.
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In order to simplify

tor is defined as:

the displacement complex vec-

in that D^senwt is the inlet signal and D1 is determined by

the expression
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- n

where ds(t) is expressed by the Fourier aaries:

exp (J n w t)

(1)

Cio)
Once N is determined, the non-linear system can be

analysed in the same way that in a linear system.

If it is desired to apply the descriptive function to

characterize a non-linear medium, the expression (6) cen be

considered with n • 1, we associate it with the expression

(8) in that D^ is considered as an "outlet" and fE^as the

"inlet" resulting in:

Once the descriptive function is obtained explicitly,

it is introduced into (7) and then we are in conditions to

resolve the wave equation of the primary frequency.

2.2 Linear Polarization

If we consider the propagation of a linearly polarized

transverse wave, for example, the electric field according

to the axis X, the magnetic field according to the axis Y and

the propagation direction according to the axis Z, the expre-

ssions (7) for n = 1 result in:

('30

where r is the propagation constant. Here J ext » o has been

considered and the solution of (12) is obtained by applying

edge condition in the separation interface (Z =o), between a

limitless linear medium (Z <C0) and the non-linear medium

(Z>-0). When it is possible to express N-](Ei) as:

N-l(Ei) - 1 + R(Ei); the equality:

allows to reduce the second order differential equation to

another of a first grade resulting in:

= ï

obtaining that way solutions such as:

OS)
In this case, the descriptive function is not restricted

bo the field E be a slowly variable function with Z. In case

that it were so, the method WKB enables to obtain solutions

for E(Z> which show an effect similar to the called Kerr

effect. The latter is produced by the interaction between a

field of primary frequency and another of null frequency.

Instead, the former is produced by the non-linear medium res-

ponse in front of the E-i(Z) wave propagation of primary fre-

quency. Other solutions obtained are on a basis of elliptic

exhaustive analysis is required [57 .

If we consider the particular case of a dielectric with

a cubic type lineality,

Be D - ÉE - c E3

CO .

^MnMBM»



using (9) and (11), we have

integrating (13) it turns out |_6],

K K

K depends on E o which is the value of the electric field in

Z - 0. If c -» 0; a, K—*00; E-i (Z)—*£0 exp (- )pl ) which is

the solution for a wave that is propagated in a linear medium.

(Che wave reflected in the second medium is not considered

since this is limitless.

When the K factor —3> 1 It ! <P = ° t % > ïï e*"c -•

which means that E o » +<^-E0 Ç? a; it is obtained:

(••0
In the case that the propagation constant be approxima-

tely equal to the face constant

411 olus

not having now the argonent (wt - T3f)« characteristic of th«
electromagnetic wave propagation, but rather «omething similar
to stationary waves.

If i t i s considered the relationship (16) with symbol

in that E o = + J; E o >> a

This kind of solutions would correspond apparently to

quasi-solitones.

2.3 Circular Polarization

If we superpose another linearly polarized wave propa-

gating in the same direction 2 and of equal range but whose

corresponding fields E and H are in space quadrature and 90%

face in regard to the first wave, and then the resulting wave

incident to the non-linear medium is said to be polarized in

a circular way. Such wave is described mathematically in Z » 0

as:

e -

= C-M + 3 H*

with a positive helix, one of the possible solutions for the

non-linear medium will be:

- C-j*+3]iL

The field distributions that are obtained are those

shown in Fig. 1 for the case in that if &;Jp with E (fc) in the

plane XZ and H (Z) in the plane YZ, the vectors E, H rotate in

the plane XY at the speed of W for a Z constant, obtaining

that way a rotatory/stationary field.

_J



3. Qualitative Discussion on Hybrid Confinement of Plasmas

The usual confinement of plasmas for purposes of nuclear

fusion are by magnetic bottles and through the inertial me-

thod with high power lasers. The confinement systems by mag-

netic mirrors and those called theta pinch, despite the fact

they present a better pressure rate of the plasma to the mag-

netic pressure, they have the disadvantage that the plasma

leaks through the opened ends.

The elementary idea that is discussed below is as fol-

lows: if. it were possible to obtain, through powerful lasers,

distributions of stationary field as those described by the

equation (23), perhaps it .could be applied to the open ends

of a cylinder of plasma magnetically confined for the theta

pinch. By that, it could be obtained a combined confinement-,

taking advantage of the straight magnetic field of the

azimuthal current and the wheelcart type electromagnetic

field covering the cylinder ends.

In the case of having a high temperature plasma, with

few collisions between particles dynamics, in the cylinder

ends, it indicates that ic could have a short-circuit effect

for the particles, controling that way the gross instabili-

ties and some kinetic microinstabilities.

Anyway, there is a need for a much more exhaustive

analysis to exploit that idea.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been described the way of solution of the non-

linear plane wave equation. The descriptive function appears

as a useful tool to describe the medium response when it is

possible to consider intensive electromagnetic response.

Despite it has been considered an ideal situation of a limit-

less non-linear medium, the results constitute a solid basis

to mold more complex processes, such as those which take .

place in the plasma physics.
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TEARING AND RECONNECTION

T. TAJIMA
Institute for Fusion Studies,
University of Texas,
Austin, Texas,
United States of America

Abstract

Important characters of magnetic field-line reconnection
at the singular layer (k»Bg = 0) or the reversed-field region
are determined by the plasma compressibility. For a collision-
less plasma when it is compressible or with a weak or no toroidal
field, the reconnection involves laminar but singular plasma flow
around the x-point and is characterized by the collisionless
version of the Sweet-Parker process, followed by the second,
faster process and/or eventually by the explosive process. When
it is incompressible or with a strong toroidal field, the recon-
nection involves turbulent but non-singular plasma flow and is
characterized by the saturated collisionless tearing instability:
the reconnected fluxes slowly increase linearly in time. For a
collisional plasma with compressibility, the Sweet-Parker regime
is followed by the faster second regime where the reconnected
fluxes 1(1 Œ ta with a being the ratio of density inside of the
singular layer to the outside.

I. Collisional Plasma

Understanding of the process of the magnetic field-line
reconnection is crucial to the problems of stability and confine-
ment of tokamak plasma, reverse-field pinch plasma, and plasmas
in other devices. For example, the second stability domain of
ballooning in tokamaks may be subject to such a process. It is
also crucial to the problem of fast conversion of magnetic to
kinetic energies in the solar flare plasma, geomagnetic tail, etc.

He have conducted a systematic study of the field-line tear-
ing and reconnection in collisionless as well as collisional
plasmas with or without the toroidal field via simulation and
theory. The compressibility of the plasma is determined by the
magnitude of the toroidal field. The configuration for electro-
magnetic particle simulation is a slab in the x-y plane with ex-
ternal current sheets parallel to the x-direction flowing in the
z-direction similar to [1]. The toroidal field is applied in the
z-direction. The configuration for MHD particle simulation 1B
similar to the above (see [2]). The summary of these studies is
as follows.

When there is no toroidal field applied, the plasma is com-
pressible. The plasma is depressed by the applied current out-
side of the singular layer. This causes magnetic pressure to
initiate a plasma flow toward the x-point. Let i* the poloidal
flux (or Az as the vector potential in the slab) and Be the mag-
netic field strength outside of the singular layer Be«Bx(y»a).
Since the pinch by the external current causes the flow toward
the x-point (to be formed) vĵ  and away from the x-point u, we can
write down a continuity equation where the MHD approximation is
appropriate :

ViL (1)

where 2L is the length of impinged plasma, 2a the thickness of
the current channel, and rig and n^ are densities outside and
inside of the resistive layer. In the resistive layer with the
resistivity n

n B£/a

Therefore we obtain

# - n: B e(n iu/n eL)
1 / 2 t

(2)

(3)

This is the Sweet-Parker regime for reconnection. ï*j/ne is
typically

ni/ne - (1 + (T
1 + (ÇV^/ d + Bj1)172

with 3p and &j. being the poloidal and toroidal 6. As the con-
tinuous reconnection sets in, the x-point forms a certain angle
a. This can be calculated as

(4)

where L is the x-directional length when the field-line fan
stretches.to y-a with pitch angle a. With Eq. (1), we obtain
equation ij - (ni/ne)i|)/t, or

* o ' ^ (5)

Figure 1 shows the change of poloidal fluxes in time from
the simulation. In the first stage we observe the Sweet-Parker
regime il̂ iySt (we changed n and confirmed ir5 dependence), then a
faster second regime, where îfî t5; while n^/ne - 5 in the simula-
tion, suggesting a good agreement with Eq. (5). If the plasma
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is incompressible, of course, n^ =• ne in Eq. (5); therefore, we
have simply the Sweet-Parker process all the way. In fact, [3]
reported a Sweet-Parker behavior for the incompressible plasma.
Further nonlinear discussions will be given elsewhere.

II. Collisionless Plasma

(a) Compressible Case

With a weak enough toroidal field, the plasma is compres-
sible. The sheet currents in this case can cause a laminar flow
toward the x-point where the flow bifurcates and directs away
from it. The reconnected fluxes <|< are proportional to time (see
Fig. 2), suggesting the collisionless equivalent to the Sweet-
Parker mechanism of reconnection (see Fig. 3). Perhaps, due to
the geometric restriction, the regime quickly turns into a very
fast, seemingly explosive regime. (If the system is large
enough, we might have been able to discern the second regime
I|I = t°- with a - ni/ne.)

(b) Incompressible Case

The most salient effect of applied toroidal field is that
a strong enough toroidal field can prohibit the fast reconnection
we discussed in the above from occurring. The process now is
reconnection with i|i approximately linearly Increasing in time
(<i> <* t) much slower than the collisionless equivalent to the
Sweet-Parker mechanism of II(a). The plasma flow pattern is
entirely different from the laminar singular flow of Sweet-
Parker around the x-point: It is turbulent (see Figs. A(a) and
(b)l and shows no singular pattern. This is the case either in
the Laval regime [4] or in the non-Laval regime. The linear
growth rate is much too large to explain this and the appearing
island size is that of the current channel. We expect that the
linear collisloriless instability has saturated and the process
may have become the saturated semi-collisional regime [5] or the
semi-turbulent-collisional regime. If the electron bounce time
ODg1 in the island is shorter than the collision time, we are in
the latter regime. We point out, however, that although the semi
(-turbulent-) colllslonal saturation transition from the exponen-
tial growth to an algebraic growth [5] is qualitatively the case,
quantitative agreement cannot be reached. For example, simula-
tion shows that the reconnected fluxes are approximately linear
in time, while the theory predicts I|I <* t2; th^ island width is
about constant in time in the simulation, while it is linear in
time according to theory.

In our particular case, since the bounce time is shorter
than the collision time, we construct a theory for a turbulent
collisional case in the following. The electron diffusion in
the x-y plane due to the islands may be calculated by renormal-

ization of turbulence effects.
is expressed as

The diffusion coefficient D

(6)

while the correlation time T is given by T = 1/k2 D. The
renormalized diffusion coefficient, therefore, is given as

ft) (7)

atisfy kxveBx/Bg - u)],, they con-
y <. w, where 2w is the island

Since the resonant electrons sat
tribute to the diffusion when y ,
width. Here, the velocity v x is projected from the parallel
direction v x • veBx/BQ with ve the electron thermal velocity
because of resonance. The renoraalized n,i [ cf. Eq. (2)] is
now given as

On the other hand, the flux change is given by

* " "D I Bx(y * w) • (9)

where 2L is the island length and u_ is the diffusive flow
velocity :

Up - 2D/L (10)

From the flux continuity equation, we obtain a ta. Eq. (1)

„ _ ïï Ç (11)

which yields W-4.7&, while simulation gives w - 4A in good
agreement. The rate of change of flux, Eq. (9), is

(12)

If the right hand side of Eq. (12) i» roughly constant, f is
proportional to time. Thi» gives about 1> ~ l.lxiO"3t with the
simulation parameters, where units are ty In eB/muip and t in
(i)"1. On the other hand, Fig. 4(c) give* ij; - 1.3xlO"3t in
reasonable agreement with Eq. (12). Since Eq. (12) depends
on Bx(y - i») that increases weakly in tiae, simple integration
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yields a slightly higher power dependence than IJJ Œ t. The
obtained simulation result Oil = t) might result due to the
saturating effects of finite w/Ls [5], where Ls is the shear
length which tends to balance the opposite effects of temporary
increasing Bx> although Fig. 5 hints slight upwards deviation
from 1(1 » t at late stages.

Collaboration with Dr. F. Brunei in Sec. I is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Fig. 1 Poloidal flux ty (or vector potential Az) as a
function of time. From MHD particle aiaulation with no
toroidal field we obtain the Sweet-Parker regime (IJJ » t)
until t » 4n, thereafter i|) °= t 5 (the second regime).

Work was supported by U.S. Department of Energy Grant
# DE FG05-80ET-53088.

Fig. 2 Poloidal flux iji as a function of time. Toroidal
field BT - poloidal field Bp. System sise x'y - 256ÛX16A
and ve - 0.5 UpA with A the grid spacing. T̂  » 0.5 Te
and toroidal (0ce » 2hv. 4K



Figs. 3a and 3b "Sweet-Parker configurations"^ The
magnetic x-points have narrow pitch angle a = 13° .

TOTAL FIELD tt)p«t=5O

Fiji. 3a toroidal field » 0, the system 128A*32A.

Fig. 3'b BT « Bg and the system 256&X16A (same parameters
as in Fig. 2) . The pitch angle a = 17° .

500 10OO

Fig. 4 Incompressible coll isionless plasma . The plasma flows
and fields are turbulent. Bj - 2Bp, system size 256A*16A,
ve » 0.5UUÛ, and Ti/Tc - 20. (a) the field line pattern at an
early time (t » EOuip1) while (b) the la ter pattern at t = 1000 aip1

(c) the jioloidal flax t|) in Line.
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Culham Laboratory
Abingdon
Oxfordshire 0X14 3DB
U.K.

33. M.P. DAS
Post-Craduate Department of Physics
Sambalpur University
Jyoti Vihar - 768 017
Sambalpur, Orissa
India

34. B. DASGUPTA
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics
92 Acharya P.C. Road
Calcutta - 700 009
India

35« N. DASGUPTA
Department of Physics
University of Burdwan
Burdwan 713 104
West Bengal
India

36- J . - C . DH.VILLE
Centre d «Etudes de Bruyers le-Chatal
Service CEH
B.P. 561
92542 Hontrouge
France

U.S.A./ltaly

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

India

India

India

Franca

37. J.A.H. DE VILLIERS
Plasma Physics Division
Atomic Energy Board
Private Bag X256
Pretoria 0001
South Africa

38. P.H. DIAM0HD
Institute for fusion Studies
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712
U.S.A.

39. G.A. DISSANAIKE
Department of Physics
Faculty of Science
University of Peradeniya
Peradeniya
Sri Lanka

40. J.-L. DORY
Centre d'Etudes de Liraeil
B.P. 27
94190 Villeneuve St. Georges
France

41. M.Ï. EÛ-ASHfiï
Physics Department
Faculty of Science
Suez canal University
Ismailia
Egypt

42. A.M. £L HAM
Electrical Engineering Department
faculty of Engineering
Cairo University
Gixa, Cairo
Egypt

43. H.M.A. FERDINiNDE
Rijksunivsrsitait Gent
Laboratoriuu voor Kernfysicm
Proeftuinstraat 86
B-9OOO G»nt
Belgiua

South Africa

U.S.A.

Sri Lanka

France

Egypt

Egypt

Belgium
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44.

46.

47.

48.

49«

50.

51.

410

C. FERRO-TONTAN
Departamento de Ffsica
Facultad Ciencias Exactas y Natural es
1428 Buenos Aires
Argentina

T.K. FOWLER
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
University of California
P.O.Box 5511
Livermore, Ca. 94550
U.S.A.

M. FUJIWARA
Institute of Plasma Physics
Nagoya University
Nagoya 464
Japan

H.P. IURTH (Director)
Department of Physics
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
U.S.A.

K. GADEBEBS
Physics Department
Riso National Laboratory
Postbox 49
DK-4000 Roslcilde
Denmark

GOEDBLOED
FDM - I n s t i t u u t voor Plasmafysica
RiBtbus 7
Jutphaas
The Netherlands

p . GOLDSTEIN
I n s t i t u t * o f Nuclear Research
Warsaw
Poland

J . CRATTOH
Laboratorio de F f s i c a del Plasma
Facultad de Ciencias E n c t a s y Naturales
Pabellfa 1
Ciudad Universitaria
1428 Buenos Aires
Argentina

Argentina

U.S.A.

Japan

U.S.A.

Denmark

Netherlands

Poland

Argentina

52. S.K. GUHARAÏ
Sana Institute of Nuclear Physics
92 Acharya Prafulla Chandra Road
Calcutta 700 009
India

53. P.D. GUPTA
Laser Section
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay - 400 O85
India

fi.K. GUPTA
Department of fhysics
Fanjab University
Chandigarh - 160014
India

55. A.H.M.A. HASNAN
Department of Physics
University of Ife
Ile-Ife
Nigeria

56. H.H.A. HASSAK
School of Mathematical Science*
University of Khartoun
P.O.Box 321
Khartoua
Sudan

57. 0. HAS5ELBER0
Instituut voor Plasnafysica
Postbu» 7
Jutphaii
The Netherlands

58. J.J. HHJNIHO
Atomic Eatrgy Board
Private Bag X256
Pretoria 0001
South Africa

India

India

India

Nigeria/Banglader.h

Sudan

Netherlands

South Africa



Maine and Institute Member State Name and Institute Masber State

59. J. HEHRERA
Centro de Estudios Nucleares
Univc-rsidad Hacional Autonoma de Mexico
A.P. 70-543
Mexico 20, O.P.
Mexico

60. K.C. HINES
School of Physics
University of Melbourne
Parkville
Victoria 3052
Australia

Mexico

6 1 .

62 .

63.

64.

Australia

G.I. HfflHUSS
Central Research Institute for Physics
P.O.B. 49
1525 Budapest
Hungary

U.K. HUGRASS
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Cairo
Giza, Cairo
Egypt

E. IKBGAMI
Institute of Plasma Physics
Hagoya University
Nagoya 464
Japan

S. JARDHI
Plasma Physic» laboratory
Princeton University
F.O.Boi 451
Princeton» H.J,, O854O
U.S.A.

65. R.W. JOHES
national university of Singapore
Bukit Timah Caapus
Bukit ffijnah Road
Singapore 1025

Hungary

Jspan

U.S.A.

Singapore/U.S.A.

66. B.B. KAD0HTS2V (Director)
Kurchatov Institute
Moscow
U.S.S.R.

67. H. KAKIHANA (Director)
Institute of Plasma Physics
Nagoya University
Hagoya 464
Japan

63. M. KHAN
Department of Mathematics
Jadavpur University
Calcutta - 700 032
India

69. A.H. KKAŒ8
Department of Mathematics
Faculty of Science
Assiut University
Assiut
Egypt

70. H. KILIC
Stevens Institute of Technology
Castle Point Station
Physics Department
Hobolcen, H.J. 07030
U.S.A.

71. S.H. KtM
Fusion Energy Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, to. 37830
U.S.A.

72» Y. UHAMOT0
Flasoa Researoh Center
University of Tsukuba
Sakura-oura Hiihari-gun
Ibar«ki-ken 305
Japan

73» N. KHAPP
Departoent of Physics
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
P.O.Box 170
41001 Zagreb
Yugoslavia

* Mot attending College.

U.S.S.R.

Japan

India

Egypt

U.S.A./lurkey

U.S.A./Jtorea

japan

Yugoslavia
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74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

P. KROCQC
Institute of FLasma Physics
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
Pod vodàrenekou vezi 4
182 00 Prague 8
Czechoslovakia

A.D. KRUMBEIN
Soreq Nuclear Research Centre
Yavne 70600
Israel

K. LACKNER
Max-Planck-Institu* fflr Plasmaphysik
EURATOM Association
Carching
Fed. Rep. lermany

H.-M. LAI
Department of Physics
Science Centre
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, N.T.
Hong Kong

E. LEAL
Departamento de Flsica
Universidad Simon Bolivar
Apartado Postal 8O6S9
Caracas 1080
Venezuela

S. LEE
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Physics Department
University of Malaya
Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

P.C. LIEWER
Department of Applied Physics
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Ca. 91125
U.S.A.

Czechoslovakia

Israel

Fed. Rep. Germany

Hong Kong/china

. Venezuela

Malaysia

U.S.A.

412

81. H. LONTANO
Istituto di Fisica del Plasma
CNR - EURATOM
Via Bassini 15
SOI33 Milano
Italy

82. B. HAGLICh
Fucion Energy Corporation
3684 U.S. Route 1
P.O.Box 2OO5
Princeton, Hew Jersey 08540
U.S.A.

83. S.Q.Q. MAHTABOALLT
Department of Physics
Rajshahi University
Rajshahi
Bangladesh

84. B. HALAVIÏA
(Present)
Ed. 44 - F i s i ca
OCR - EURATOM
21020 Ispra (Varese)
Italy

(Permanent)
Renaselaer Polytechnic Institut*
Troy, Hew York 12181
U.S.A.

85. K. MARTIN GARCIA
Division de fusion
Junta da Eoergia Nuclear
Ciudad Univertitaria
Madrid - 3
Spain

86. MASUD AHMAD
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission
P.O.Box 1331
Islaoabad
Pakistan

87. K.C. XATHDR.
Department of Physics
University of Roorks*
Roorkes - 247672
India

Italy

U.S.A.

Bangladesh

Italy/u.S.A./lnrfia

Spain

Pakistan

India

I
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88. H. HATSUKOTO
Ionosphere Research Laboratory
Kyoto University
Kyoto, Uji 611
Japan

Japan 95» M. MOHAN
Physical Research Laboratory
Navrangpura
Ahmedabad 380 00?
India

India

B 9 . S.K. KMTOO
Physical Research Laboratory
Navrangpura
Ahmedabad 380 009
India

India 96. H. MOMOTA
Institute of Plasma Physics
Nagoya University
Nagoya 464
Japan

Japan

go. B. McNAMARA (Director)
Lawrence Li'vernore National Laboratory
University of California
P.O.Box 55i l
Livermore, Ca. 94550
U.S.A.

91. C. MERCIER
SCP - CBtFAR
B.te Postale n. 6
92260 ïbntenay Aux Roses
France

U.S.A./U.K.

France

97. A. H0NTÏHI
Central Research Institute for Physics
P.0.Box 49
H-1525 Budapest 114
Hungary

98. R.L. HORSE
Plasma ïusion Center
Hassachussetts Inst i tute of Technology
16? Albany Street
Cambridge, Ha. 02139
U.S.A.

Hungary

U.S.A.

92.

93.

94.

S. MERCURIO
Is t i tu to di Fi»ica Coaaica

ed I n f o n a t i e a del C.H.R.
Via Archirafi 36
90123 Palerno
Italy

P . NICHELSOr
Riso National Laboratory
4000 Roskilde

Italy

K. MIHi.
Ins t i tute of Laser Bigineering
Osaka University
ramada-Kani
Suita
Osaka 565
Japan

Oennarlc

Japan

99- 0. MURTAZA
Department of Physics
Qoaid-i-Azan University
Islamabad
Pakistan

100. I.C. NASCIHOm)
Instituto de Fl»ica
Universidade de Sao Paulo
Cidade Uhiversitaria
Caiza Poital 20516
Sao Paulo
Brazil

101. S. NASEER HAIDER
Centre for Nuclear Studies
FINSTECH
P.O. Nilore
Rawalpindi
Pakistan

Pakistan

Brazil

Pakistan
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102. J.D. NEETHLING
Physics Division
Atomic Biergy Board
Private Bag X256
Pretoria 0001
South Africa

103. K. NIEDERL
Institute of Theoretical Physics
Technical University of Graz
Fetersgasse 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

104. X. NISHIKAHA (Director) *
Paculiy of Science
Hiroshima University
Higashisenda-machi
Hiroshima City
Japan

105. A. NOCQJTIHI
Istituto di Heccanica
UniversitS degli Studi
Piazzale Europa 1
34127 Trieste
Italy

106. J.-R. NONIK
C.E.A.
Centre d'Etude de Limeil
B.P. 27
94190 Villeneuve St. George»
{ranee

107. K. OZALP
Teael Bilimler FaktUtesi
Karadeniz Teknilc Universités!
Trabzon
Turkey

108. P.M. PAILLESE
C.E.A.
Centre d'Etude de Limeil
B.P» 27
94190 Villeneuve St. Georges
France

South Africa

Austria

Japan

Italy

France

Turkey

France

109. (1. PANTIS
Department of Physics
University of Ioannina
loannina
Greece

110. S.N. PAUL
Department of Mathematics
Jadavpur University
Calcutta - 700 032
India

111. R. PELLAT
Centre de Physique Théorique de

l'Ecole Polytechnique
Plateau de Palaiseau
91123 Paliaseau, Cedex
France

112. M. PENG
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box Ï
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
U.S.A.

113. S. POBERAJ
Institut Jozef Stefan
Jamova 39
61001 Ljubljana
Yugoslavia

1 1 4 . •-•. RAMOS
Department of Physics
College of Arts and Sciences
University of the Philippines
Dilioan, Quezon City 3004
Philippines

J.X. RIEDLER
Institute of Theoretical Physics
Technical University of Gras
Fetersgasse 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

* Not attending College.

Greece

India

France

U.S.A.

Yugoslavia

Philippines

Austria
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116. S.A.B. RIZVI
Inst i tut fiïr Experimental phyeik
Ruhr-UniversitSt Bochum
UniversitStstrasse 150
463 Bochum-Querenburg
Fostfach 2148
Fed. Rep. Germany

117. K.V. ROBERTS
Culhain Laboratory
Abingdon
Oxfordshire 0X14 3DB
U.K.

118. A. HOQISTER
Inst i tut fur FLasmaphysik

Kernforschungsanlage
Julioh GmbH
HJRATOM-KFA
5170 Jf l l ich
fed . Rep. Germany

119. P. ROSATELLI
Hucleare I t a l i a n a Reattori Avanzati
Piazza Carignano 2
16128 Genova
Italy

120. M. ROSHJBUJTH (Director)
Institute for fusion Studies
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
U.S.A.

121. V . ROZANOV
F.H. Lebedev Physical Institute
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Lenineky Prospect 53
117924 Moscou
U.S.S.R.

122. . A.H. RUBHBHHC
Inst i tute of Automation and ELectrooetry
Siberian Branch
USSR Academy of Sciences
Novosibirsk 90
U.S.S.R.

Fed. Rep. Germany/Pakistan

U.K.

Fed. Rep. Germany

Italy

U.S.A.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

123. F.H. SAKANAKA
Instituto de Fisica
UNIGAHP
13100 Campinas, S.F.
Brazil

124. A. SAMAIN
SCP - CÎMFAR
Boite postale N. 6
92260 Fontenay Aux Roses
France

125. M.A.M.'SANTIAGO
Instituto de Fisica - DBQ
Universidade Estadual de Campinas
13.100 Campinas, 3.P.
Brazil

126. N.A. SAYED
Department of Physics
Royal Holloway College
Eghan Hill
Eghan, Surrey TW20 OIX
U.K.

127. H.J. SCHAFFER
General Atomic Company
P.O. Box 81608
San Diego, California 92138
U.S.A.

128. A. SEHATORSKI
Institute of Nuclear Research
Warsaw
Poland

129. H. SHAFII-HOUSAVI
P.O.Box 262
Faculty of Scienc»
Mathematics Department
Kermansbah
Iran

Brazil

France

Brazil

U.K.

U.S.A.

Poland

Iraa

41S
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130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

S.A. SHAHEBf
(present)
Institut fur Theoretische Physilc 1
UniverBitatstr. 1 Geb 25.32
4000 Susseldorf
Fed. Rep. Germany
(Permanent)
Islands. University
Bahawalpur
Pakistan

S.R. SHARHA
Department of Physics
University of Rajasthan
Jaipur 302 004
India

M.A. SHAUKAT
Fhysics Department
Punjab University
Hew Campus
Lahore
Pakistan

J.-W. SHE»
Institute of Physics
Chines* Academy of Sciences
P.O.Box 603
Beijing
People«s Republic of Chins

A. SHOAIB
Department of Physics
Quaid-i-Azam University
Islamabad
Pakistan

P.K. SHUKLA
Institut fSr Theoretische Phyaik
Ruhr - UniversitSt Bochum
4630 Bochu»
Fed. Rep. Germany

Fed. Rep. Germany/Pakistan 136. U.K. SIGMAR
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Fusion Energy Division
Bldg. 9201-2, MS 2
P.O. Box Ï
Oak Ridge, In 37030
U.S.A.

U.S.A.

India

137.

138.

Pakistan

China

Pakistan

Fed. Rep. Germany/T >Ua

R.N. SINGH
Institute of Technology
Applied Physics Section
Banaras Hindu University
Varanasi 221005
India

A. SINMAN
Ankara Nuclear Research and

Training Centre
Besevier
Ankara
Turkey

139. S. SINMAN
Middle East Technical University
Electrical Engineering Department
Ankara
Turkey

140. K.H. StCORIC
Institute of Nuclear Sciences

"B. Kidric"
Atomic Physics Laboratory
P.O.Box 522
11000 Beograd
Yugoslavia

141. A. SKORUPSKI
Institut* of Nuclear Research
Warsaw
Poland

142. soEonca
Department of Physics
Institut Tekaologi landuag
Gantsha 10
Bandung
Indonesia

India

Turkey

Turkey

Yugoslavia

Poland

Indonesia

41S
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143. S. SRI RAN
Indian Institute of Technology
III Act Office
Kanpur - 208 Ole
U.P.
India

India 150. N.A. TAHIH
Department of Natural Philosophy
University of Glasgow
Glasgow G12 8AA
Scotland
U.K.

U.K./Pakiatan

144. K.H. SRIVASTAVA
Department of Mathematics
University of Roorkae
Roorkte - 247 672
India

I45. V.K. SRIVASTAVA
Department of FhysicB and Kathematica
Indian School of Mine»
Dhanbad 826 004
India

146. V. STEFAN
Institute for Nuclear Sciences

"Boris Kidric"
Vinca - 11011 Beograd
Yugoslavia

India

India

Yugoslavia

151. T. TAJIHA
Institute of fusion Studiea
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712
U.S.A.

152. W.H. TANG
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P.O. Box 451
Princeton, N.J. O8344
U.S.A.

153. D.P. TEWARI
Department of Physics
Indian Institute of Technology
Hauz Xhas
New Delhi - 110016
India

O.S.A./japan

U.S.A.

India

I47. G. STUPAKOV

Moscow
U.S.S.R.

148. E. SZICHMAN
Soreq Nuclear Research Centre
Yavne 70600
Israel

149. S.G. TAGARE
School of Kathanatics
University of Hyderabad
"Golden Threshold"
Nampally Road Station
Hyderabad - 5OOOOI
India

U.S.S.R.

Israel

India

H.R. TORRES S IL VA
Departamento de Electronica
Universidad del Norte
18 de Septiembre 2222
Arica
Chile

N.A. UCKAN
Fusion Qiergy Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box Ï
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
U.S.A.

P.O. UDDHOLM
Department of Plasma Physics
Umea Univers i ty
S-901 87 Umea
Sweden

Chile

U.S.A./ lUrkey

Sweden
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157. D. VAN HOUTTE
D.R.F.C./S.I.O.
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires
85 X
38O4I Grenoble, Cedex
France

Prance 164. C.S. HONG
Physics Department
University of Halaya
Lembah Pantai
Kuala Lumpur 22-11
Malaysia

Malaysia

R.K. VAiOU (Director)
Physical Research Laboratory
tovrangpura
Ahmedabad - 380 009
India

India I65. M.L. XUE
Plasma Fusion Centre
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
U.S.A.

U.S.A./

159» J>H> VASQUES
Department of Fhysics
Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos
Av. Republica de Chile 295
Una 1
Peru

Peru 166. B> YAAKOBI
Laboratory for Laser Energetics
University of Rochester
250 Bast River Road
Rochester, N.Y. 14623
U.S.A.

U.S.A.

160. R.M. VAZQUEZ
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones

Nucleares
Bsnjamin Franklin # 161
Mexico 11, S.F.
Mexico

Mexico 167. *• ZAKHARENKOV
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Leninsky Prospect 53
117924 Moscow
U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

161.

162.

163.

411

S. VUKOVIC
Institute of Physics
Studentski trg 12
P.O.Box 57
11001 Beograd
Yugoslavia

S.-J. HANG
Institute of Physics
Chinese Academy of Sciences
P.O.Box 603
Beijing
People's Republic of China

H. WOBIG
Max-Planck-Institut fïïr PlaBmaphysik
8O46 Garching bei MSnchen
Fad. Rep. Germany

Yugoslavia

China

Fed. Rep. Germany

168. V. ZAMBREANU
Central I n s t i t u t e of Physics
I n s t i t u t e for Physics and Technology

of Radiation Devices
P.O. Box MG-7
Magurele, R-769OOO
Bucharest
Romania

169. C.-Y. ZHANG
Institut* of Physics
Chinese Academy of Sciences
P.O. Box 603
Beijing
People«a Republic of China

Romania

China


